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Abstract
The thesis outlines an account ©f Saatam India, aa revealed
^jr the study of atona tools left behind by ancient nan. It is baaed an
published Materials aa well ae on personal observations in the field
and on study of the objects in various missums.
She environmental background is first given in order to
understand the natural factors which nan had to face* The account
properly begins with Pleistocene nan whose Material remains hare bean
found in the plateau of Cheta Nagpur, extending in Bihar, Orissa and
Uest Bengal, In this very region have been collected niorolitha in
asaeeiation with ground tools. Both palaeolithic and nicrolithic
industries are related to Peninsular complex. The sections revealing
these industries hare been carefully studied.
The study ef ground tools occupies greater portion of the
thesis, as they hare been found in large numbers in all the provinces
of Eastern India, and there are,also, many problems that hare been
linked up with them. The terminology of these tools is first defined,
and then follows a descriptive account from region to region. An attempt
is made to clarify the various problems related to them, and on the
basis of the available data the typically Indian types of tools have
been separated from the foreign types.
As there is much confusion over these foreign types, it was
considered necessary to investigate thoroughly into the problem of their
appearance in India, A complete study has*, therefore, been made ef the
available materials from Yunnan, Indo-China, Sian, Malaya and Burma, the

countries which immediately concern ear problem.
Our Investigations show that those foreign types arrived late
in India, possibly well within the historical period, and that the
arehaeelogieal context dees net favour the view ef their being brought
bp migration of any people, tilth these findings, which a m based wholly
on amhaeelegieal evidence, ear study dieses.
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I

Geographical and Geological Introduction*
Eastern India comprises the provinces of Assam, East Bengal
(now in Pakistan), West Bengal, Bihar and Orissa (See nap no. l). But,
these administrative provinces do not make a geographic homogeneity, nor
are they in any way separated from the rest of India by physical or
cultural barriers. They cannot even be said to show that bond of kinship
which the term, South India implies,as opposed to North India. The
only geographic featufee common to all these provinces is the fact that
they share the monsoon climate and the heaviest rainfall in the sub
continent (See map no. 2). On this point alone a wider link may be
established with the monsoon countries of South East Asia. As the Bay
of Bengal washes the shores of most of these countries, it might be
held to strengthen this link, but not before the problem of the monsoon
1
was understood and overcome by the people.
Eastern India is an integral part of the Indo-Pakistan sub
continent, and hence shares equally the cultural heritage that developed
in the great sub-continent. The Himalayan Range of the north defines

1. Sylvain Lrtri (P.C.Bagchi, 1929,Pp.125-26) has likened the Bay of
Bengal to the Mediterranean of Europe, but the geographical conditions
obtaining in the Bay of Bengal are altogether different from those of
the Mediterranean sea, which is not dominated by marked seasonal
changes.

2
the northern limit of this area, while the numerous forest-clad hills
of the Assam-Burma border almost shut off communication with the transborder regions, though a precarious passage could be forced through
difficult passes* The western boundary is ill-defined. The Ganges links
up Bengal and Bihar with northern India* The thickly forested uplands of
Chota Nagpur continue this physical aspect right into the Vindhyas and
Satpuras. The River Mahanadi, again, connects the rice-growing areas of
Orissa and the Chattisgarh plains* The southern boundary is well marked
by the Orissan hills that penetrate right into the sea below the Chilka
Lake, and thus separate the Oriya speaking people of Orissa from the
Telagus of the Ganjam district*
The physiographical aspect of Eastern India is dominated by
the basins of the Ganges in Bihar, the Brahmaputra in Assam and their
joint deltaic formation in Bengal, while the rice-growing nucleus of
Orissa is formed by the deltaic alluvium of^Brahmani, Baitami and
Mahanadi rivers* The northern river basins and the Bengal delta make one
uninterrupted stretch of land, in geological terms a homogeneous formation
brought about by the deposition of alluvium by the hypothetical Indo1
Brahm River* This alluvial flat is separated from deltaic Orissa by the
1* On this subject see, S Burrard, 1914-15fP* 224; E*H*Pascoe,1919>Pp*138155; R*D*01dham, 1893,P*444; G#E*Pilgrim,1919jPp*81—99; 0,N,Wadia,1953>
Pp*55-57; Krishnan & Aiyengar,1940-41$paper 6; Fox, 1938, P* 319; and
B.Prashad, 1939-40, Pp*560 ff*
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gneissose plateau of Chota Nagpur, a thickly forested area cut up by
numerous hill ranges enclosing small river valleys - a wild area that has
always presented difficulties from the point of view of communication
between north and south India parallel with the eastern coast* This is
the north-easternmost extension of the Peninsular block* O.H*K.Spate(1954#
P.585) aptly remarks, "geographically speaking it is terra incognita*
rocky, jungly, isolated, backward, and almost empty*" There is another
such detached block of the Peninsula lying between the Brahmaputra valley
and the Bengal delta* It has been ealled the Shillong or Assam Plateau,
and is divided into the Garo, Khasi and Jaintia Hills with the Mikir and
Bengma Hills as further and even more dissected outliers (See map no* 15)*

1* Ghota Nagpur is used here as defined by L*S.S.O’Malley (1917,P. 24),
"The term, Chota Nagpur Plateau, is used to designate the elevated
country extending from the Gangetic valley to the hilly table-land of
the Central Provinces and approaching close to the Bay of Bengal on the
south- east* It is not intended to imply that it forms a table-land like
the steep-walled precipice behind Cape Town with its long and lofty
horizontal top* The word plateau is , in fact, a technical expression
for an area of which the lowest levels are at a considerable height
above the sea* The plateau as thus defined extends far beyond Chota
Nagpur itself, stretching into the inner highlands of Orissa on the
south-east, and through the Santal Parganas, as far as the bank of
the Ganges on the north-east*"

Around it are wrapped tha Tertiary rangas of tha mountain wall* Towards
tha aaat tha Shillong Plataau ia linkad with tha Barail and so with tha
Assam-Burma Rangas by a saddle, which sinks balow 300 feet and is usad
by tha Assam Bangal railway (Saa map no* S)*
Tha thickly inhabitad parts of Eastern India ara naturally tha
river basins and tha daltas (Saa map no.3). It is tha fartility of thair
soil that has attracted throughout tha known period of history horde after
horde of invaders and settlers* In tha settlement of this region tha
northern riv^r basins and tha Bengal delta hold tha first position as they
art? directly connected with tha plains of northern India* Beginning from
tha first recorded tradition of the Vedic Aryan settlement in Videha (north
Bihar) by tha Vedic hero Videgha MEthava after crossing tha River Sadanlra
(Satapatha Brahmans.*I*A.I.10—18) r this northern Gangetio plain h*?ji?hr*>ughout
history served as a highway for invaders, merchants and pilgrims alike* It
is needless to repeat tha well-known routes so fully recorded in the travel
accounts of tha Chinese pilgrims,Fa hien and Yuan Chwang (Saa Motichandra,
1953, for details)* Orissa has always remained outside this northern
movement of peoples. It comes into limelight for tha first time with tha
missionary activities of tha Buddhists and the Jainas* It is from tha
lata evidence of tha Hathigumpha inscription of KhSravela that Orissa
is said to have coma for tha first time within tha political orbit of a
1
northern ruler, tha Nanda king of Magadha (4th century B.C.)* Tha
1* On this evidence tha historians have supposed that tha Nandas ruled
over Orissa*
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rlo•-growing area of Orissa was, no doubt, a groat attraction, but to
1
roach that tejco*was not
easy «
. Tho route , if at all It can bo
called a route, lay through the southwestern districts of Bengal, and
the choice lay between the barren hilly ranges of the west and the alluvial
delta, cut up by numerous broad rivers difficult of passage* It is clear
that this passage could be forced through only by indefatigable conquerors,
like Adbka, Samudra Gupta or Harshavardhana* The region seems to have
attracted only homeless fugitive wanderers, such as the uprooted Rajputs
in the early mediaeval period and the Pathans, true Afghans, who fled from
Bengal into Orissa under the pressure of settled Mughal Government* As
the result of its isolation, Orissa has always remained backward, but at
the same time has developed a cultural pattern of its own* Its link with
northern India is stronger than with the South, the Chilka Lake remaining
the linguistic boundary*
In contrast with the river basins and their deltas, the uplands
of Chota Nagpur and the Shillong Plateau are naturally very sparsely
populated* They are the homeland of aboriginal tribes, living a precarious
life in various stages of food-collecting or simple food-producing* They
have always been left to their own fate and way of life by the great
empire-builders, such as Adbka and Samudra Gupta, though

mentioned

in their inscriptions* These regions are not absolutely barren lands* As
will be described shortly, numerous hill terraces and small river valleys

1. The straight route shown in Motichandra^ map (1953) is hardly
corroborated by history*

6
lie between the hill ranges, which have been taken advantage of by these
hill peoples, who have practised a form of agriculture, known in Assam
as jhuma and in Chota Nagpur as daya* These forest-clad plateaus, which
lie athwart the pattern of the main river basins and deltas, may be
taken as refuge areas for those lesser peoples who were driven out from
the alluvial regions, a fact to which later history bears ample evidence*
But,, there is no evidence to show that these hill tribes were refugees
from the great plains* The recorded tradition of the Vedic Aryans does
net indicate any great opposition in the northern Gangetic valley such
as they met in the country ef the Santa Saindhavas* Strangely enough, the
archaeological finds of the stone artifacts are also confined to the
south of the River Ganges* It must also be mentioned that it is in this
southern hilly aone that the raw material for working stone tools is most
plentifully found* It is in the same zone that important deposits of
metal ores of iron and copper are also found* Probably it was the
availability of metals that aided the rise of the Magadha (south Bihar)
power and ultimately led to the foundation of the first great empire in
India* Magadha maintained this position till the rise of the Rajputs and
the advent of the Muslims, when the Gangetic political arena was linked
westward beyond the Indus and the capital transferred from Pataliputra
(Patna) to Kanauj or Delhi*
Besides the two broad divisions of the river basins and deltas
on the one hand,and the hilly uplands and plateaus on the other, Eastern
India oan be divided into seven natural divisionsi1* The Middle Ganges Valley*
2* The Bengal Delta*
3* The Brahmaputra Valley*

7
U* The Orissen Coastal Plain.

5* The Sub-montain Region of the Himalaya.
6. The Chota Nagpur Plateau.
7• The Shillong Plateau and the Tertiary Ranges of the East.
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This consists of the eastern portion of the Gangetic Talley
lying betveen the lever spurs of the Himalayas on the north and the
Chota Nagpur Plateau on the south. It is an alluvial plain watered and
drained by the Ganges and its tributaries, the Gandak, Son, Gogra and
Kosi. Throughout almost its whole extent, the general aspect is that of
an unbroken level, diversified by dusters of villages, mango orchards,
clumps of bamboos, and groves of palm trees. In geological terms, the
great plain is an area of alluvial deposit older than that of the delta
and the greater portion of the area is composed of bhangar land, through
which the rivers cut their khadar valleys at depths from 50 to 200 feet
below the general level. R.D.01dham explains this distinction as followst
"The older alluvium (bhangar) is usually composed of massive day beds
of a rather pale, reddish brown colour, very often ydlowish when recently
exposed to the air, with more or less kankar disseminated throughout. In
places, and especially in Bengal and Bihar, pisditic concretions of
hydrated iron peroxide, from the size of a mustard seed to that of a pea,
are disseminated through the clayj occasionally these nodules attain
larger dimensions, some being found, near Dinajpur of the size of pigeons1

a
•ggs. In places kapkar forms compact beds of earthy limestone. Sand,
gravels and conglomerates occur, but are, as a rule, subovdinate, except
on the edges of the valley, the quantity of the sand in the clay decreasing
gradually as the distance from the hills increases. Pebbles are scarce at
a greater distance than from 20 to 30 miles from the hills bordering the
plain. Beds of sandstone, sufficiently compact for building, have to
occasionally been found, but are of rare occurrence. On the whole, there
A
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is no great difference between the alluvial formation of the Indo-Gangetic
plain and those of the Narbada and Tapti, except that the latter are
rather darker in colour, and perhaps less sandy.
"The never alluvial (khadar) deposits consist of coarse gravels
near the hills, and especially at the base of the Himalayas, sandy clay
and sand along the course of the rivers, and fine silt consolidating into
clay in the delta in the flatter parts of the river plain. In the Ganges
delta beds of impure peat commonly occur. Fresh water shells are of more
frequent occurrence in the newer forms of alluvium than in the older,
the species being those now living in the rivers and marshes of the
country.** (R.D.01dham, 1893, Pp. 431-32).
The whole Middle Ganges Valley may be divided into two sub
divisions! 1 (a) North Bihar, and 1 (b) South Bihar.
1 (a) North Bihar lies in the main highway of the northern invaders.
It is an absolutely flat country, drained by numerous tributaries of the
Ganges, originating in the Great Himalaya, which have flooded the plains
with recent alluvium. Culturally it is a compact area with language,
tradition and history formed round the historical names Videha, Tirhut
(Tira-bhukti) and Mithila. The terminology is derived from the northern

9
agricultural system based on the cultivation of Irrigated khadar land*
1 (b) South Bihar is sharply separated from North Bihar by the line
of the Ganges* The change is definite, both naturally and culturally*
Here the alluvial filling is shallow, a mere veneer, from below which
the Peninsular edge emerges, showing groups of small, craggy hills ( up to
1600 feet) like islands of bare rock or scrub* The only noteworthy
tributary of the Ganges is the Biver Son, along which the alluvial strip
expands to some 35 miles in width* In the east the Bajm&h&l hills abut
almost directly on to the Ganges, thus closing the path-way along the
southern bank of the great river* Historically South Bihar is the Magadha
of ancient fame* Culturally its product was the

Magadhi language

preserved in the Asokan inscriptions and even now surviving as Magahi*
The economic life is, again, based on agriculture, dependent on the
utilisation of the available alluvial soil with the help of seasonal rains*
2*

The Bengal Delta*

R*D.Oldham (1893, P* 440) defines the delta as followss wThe
limits of the delta, or the places where the rivers first bifurcate and
commence to give off disturbances, are between Rajmahal and Murshidabad
on the Ganges, and on the Brahmaputra opposite the south-west corner of
the Garo Hills* But for a considerable distance above the actual delta
the rivers flow through a broad plain of low ground, a large area of
which is liable to flooding, and consequently to the deposition of silt*
The delta is, in fact, the natural continuation of the khadar* or alluvial
flat in the upper portion of the river’s course, and this khadar becomes

10
broader before it expands into the delta*"
The ptxins of Bengal, though characteristically flat, have been
unequally aggraded, with the result that some lie above flood-level, and
others remain below water table. They can be broadly grouped into three
classesJ- (i) the older deltaic and flood plains lying north of the
Ganges-Padma-Meghna axis, (ii) the younger deltaic and flood plains
lying south of the axis, and (iii) the erosional and flood plains lying
west of the Bhagirathi-Hughly river. The surfaces of the older delta have
been partially preserved in tho Barind, Madhupur and Lalmai uplands (the
geology is fully explained by E.Vredenborg, 1908,Pp.50-51). The younger
delta is in many respects typical. It is a combination of the flood and
deltaic plains, extremely low-lying with a web of distributary channels,
especially in the south. If the sea were to rise 25 feet, its greater
part including the city of Calcutta would be submerged. (S.P.Chatterji,
1949, P. 8).
Floods are both a boon and a curse in Bengal. They are common
event in the province and the people have become used to them. Their
little bamboo huts, erected on islands (chars) in the river or on the
river banks, are easily dismantled and transported in boats to other
islands which have just risen from the floods. The earliest written record,
discovered in Bengal., refers to this danger of floods (Mahasthan Brahmi
inscription, Epjgraphia Indiea« Vol.XXI, Pp. 83 ff«)* This fear is all
the more aggravated by the ever shifting river courses (See J.Rennell,
Pp. 1-18). Nature is not constant here. The beds change according tp the
floods of the river, and with them alter the riparian cities, the
surrounding

fields and the very landscape. It is in the history of
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these rivers that a chronicle of the past civilisations can be boilt up
and in their silts and beds can be seen buried the oldest material culture
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important background to the archaeological history of Bengal, a point
well stressed by Dr*R*C*Majumdar (1940, Pp*341-364)* The present river
system divides Bengal into five main partsi1
(a) North-West Bengal, lying between the Ganges and the Jemima , the
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western channel of the Brahmaputra* In this tract the main rivers bypass
the old alluvium of Barind (the ancient Varendrm), though drainage rivers
cut through this high land and flow into the Chalan Bil* The rivers all
run in a south-east direction*
(b) North-East Bengal, extending east of the river Jamuna* ^his is
the great triangular sector, at the head of which stands Dacca, the oapital
of Bast Pakistan* Here the rivers, again, are confined by the raised
reddish upland of the Hadhupur tract, and many of them converge in the
lovKLand to the north-east of this tract, then combined waters being
drained by the Meglma*
(c) South Bengal, including the Sundarbans, lies between the Bhagirathi
and the Padma (the western and eastern channels of the Ganges)* In this
region the rivers flow south to the sea* The changes in the river beds
here have been fully explained by T*01dham (1870, Pp* 47-48)*

1* This Jamuna should not be confused with the great tributary of the
Ganges in U*P*, which also bears the same name*
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(d)

South-West Bengal, lying vast of tha River Bhagirathi. Hera is

to bs found a large area of older alluvium, tha surface of which is
undulating, tha result of denudation. This tract is continuous with the
alluvial area of the east coast, and probably oves its comparative
elevation to the deposits from tha Mor, Ajai and Damodar rivers, which
originate in the Chota Nagpur Plateau, flowing in aa east and south-east
direction* Geologically this is the most important part of Bengal* Kanangopal Bagohi (1944, P* IB) rightly says, Hthe greater part of the districts
of Bankura, Burdvan, Birbhum and the western half of Midnapur is a
continuation of the Ghota Nagpur Plateau to the east, and the present
surface of the region has been derived mainly by a process of degradation
of the table-land*H There is a high level laterlte, resting on the old
rocks, at whose

expense it has been formed, and a low level laterite,

which is merely

a detrital form. The foxmeris found as a cap on the

summit of low hills* The latter forms a broken band or mantle stretching
from near the Bay of Bengal in Orissa and Midnapur to Rajmahal, generally
occupying the eafrtem fringe of the gneissic table-land. Wherever seen
in this area, it is detrital and contains pebbles of quartz, felspar and
other rocks, the source of which is indicated by the way in which they
increase the nearer we get to the gneiss rocks to
laterite occurs

thewest. The true

in massive beds, from which slabs are excavated for

building*
The south-eastern part of Birbhum district is an alluvial plain
with a soil composed of dark day or sand and clay. Proceeding towards
the west, the patches of reddish clay and gravel are seen, while the
ground gradually rises and becomes irregular and broken* Here calcareous
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nodules, called ghutin. are found nixed with clay, coarse sand, or
ferruginous gravel. Proceeding further westward, the ground becomes more
elevated and is broken into irregular ridges, the coloured clay giving
place to a reddish brown gravel and bedded laterite. In seme places this
rock is found on the surface, extending laterally for several hundred
feet in one block. It is then of a darker colour. After cutting through
this rock a bed of clay is met with, below which gneiss is found at
various depths. Granitic veins traverse the district in many places, ■
occasionally outcropping atthe surface, the dip being at various angles
and the strike from east towest. (O’Malley,

1910, P. 7). The lateritic

deposits continue in the district of Burdwan, except in the Asansol sub
division, where Gondwana rocks are exposed. They are rich in coal-bearing
seams. (J.C.K.Peterson, 1910, Pp. 11-12). One important lateritic outcrop
in this district is near Durgapur on theleft bank of the River Damodar.
In the districts of Bankura and Midnapur the western area shows metamorphic
or gneissic rocks only in irregular patches along the western edge, which
are the projecting headlands of the western gneissic table-land (T.Oldham,
1859» P. 254). In the town of Bankura itself, and to the west of it,
gneiss is abundantly seen, showing uniformly as great rounded bosses,
which break through the more recent deposits of lateritic or gravelly
character. South of Bankura, veins of epidotic granite may be traced
cutting through the gneissAse rocks. The most easterly point at which
the gneiss crops out from beneath the lateritic flats in Midnapur district
is near the village of Sildah, about 30 miles west from Midnapur town.
The lateritic deposits occur in hard, massive beds or blocks, and also
in lateritic gravels. These gravels pass by almost imperceptible gradations

H
into solid laterite on the one hand and on the other into a coarse sandy
clay. (O'Malley, 1908 a, Pp. 8-11, and 1911, Pp. 10-13).
(a) South-aaet Bengal, extending east of the River Meghna. Here the
rivers rise from the eastern Tertiary Hills of Tippera and Chittagong, and
flow in a vest or south-west direction. There are three important river
valleys in this region, which cut through the Tertiary ranges. The Surma
valley, incorporating the district of Sylhet, separates the Tipperah Hills
from a fringe of the Tertiary rocks bordering the southern edge of the
Shillong Plateau. The Gomati River, rising in the Tippera Hills, encircles
the lateritic deposit of the La3fanai-Mainanati Hill on three sides. This
deposit is made up of slightly micaceous, yellow-coloured sandstone and
ferruginous concretions which, when decomposed, colour the top of the
Hill brick-red. The sandstone is not very compact and appears to be in
horizontal beds. There are,also, horizontal intercalations of clay, only
a few inches thick and occasional bands of argillaceous nodules. The most
striking feature here is the abundant occurrence of fossil wood. These
fossils are completely silicified and lie in horizontal beds* The fragments
apparently lie parallel to one another and may well have been transported
by^strong current (J.A.S.B.. 1908, P. 350). The fossil wood examined so
far is supposed to be of the genus Glutorvlon (the two species of Gluta,
e
G.Tavoyana and G.Travanoorj^a, also show similarity with our specimens from
Lalmai). Some have linked the Lalmai fossils with the fossil wood of
Burma. ({Science & Culture. Vol.VII, Pp. 370 & S73-74). The third valley
is that of the Karaaphuli river in Chitt agong district, which outs through
the Chittagong Hill Tract. This Hill Tract consists of a substratum of
Tertiary rooks, covered over by alluvial deposits. The hills are capped
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with laterite, and near Sitakund, 24 miles north of Chittagong, huge
boulders of laterite oocur in the overlying deposit of the alluvial soil*
(0* Malley, 1908 b, Pp. 9-10).
These sub-divisions of Bengal have kept, throughout the centuries,
their distinctive features in^pite of the changes in the courses of
rivers. Today, the main rivers are the Padma, Jamuna and Meghna, the
Jamuna meeting tha Padma near Goalando, and the Padma joining the Meghna
near Chandpur. But about hundred and fifty years ago? the Jamuna vas a
negligible channel and the main water flowed through the course of the
Brahmaputra east of the Madhupur Tract. The river Tista (Tri-srota)
joined the Ganges through triple channels, the Pumabhava, Atr&i and
Karatoya, all of which were then important rivers. (See J.Fergusson, 1863,
Pp. 321-354)* About 200 years ago, the Padma did not join the Meghna and
went straight to the sea (See map no. 7). In the early Mughal period
(16th and 17th centuries A.D.) the Padma flowed, or more correctly,
1
branched into its more important distributary, the Bhaleswari. Earlier
still the main channel seems to have been the Buriganga (Vriddha Ganga),
on the northern bank of which Dacca now stands. But, Sonargaon was the
most important river port in the 14th and 15th centuries, as attested by
Ibn Battutah and the Chinese visitor Mahuan. Not only did sea-going
vessels set out from Sonargaon (H.A.E.Gibb, 1929, P* 271), but it was also
connected with the then capital, Pandua or Gaur, by the river Padma (P.C.
Bagchi, 1945, Pp* 96-134)* In the pre-Muslim period the course of the
1. R.C.Majumddr (1940, P. 364), who bases his conclusion on the evidence

of Mirza Nathan *s Baharistan-i-Ghaibi, a contemporary work written locally
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Padma la obscure, though,relying on Ptolemy*# Geography,Dr. N.K.Bhattaaali
(1940, Pp.233-39) has tried to throw some light on this problem.
The vagaries of the rivers have, however, not altered the deeprooted sentiments and the social ties of the people living in the different
sub-divisions of Bengal. The two most predominant social entities are the
Yarendris of North West Bengal and the Radhis of the South West. Both have
m

a general contempt for Bangila , i.e. the people of Vanga (South Bengal).
The region east of the Meghna is the land of Samat&ta and Harikela (For
e

details see R.C.Majumdar, 1993 9 chapter I). The triangular high tract of
Madhupur is the least known region in Bengal. So far research into the
historical records have failed to produce any definite evidence of its
S '

■

past traditions. However, it is not unreasonable to suggest that its past
is rooted in the histoxy of the old capital towns, Vikrampur and Suvarnagrama, and in the lost language of the Dhakkiya Prakrit.
3. Th« Brahmaputra V«ll«r
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R.D.Oldham (1893# ?• 439) points out, "The Assam Valley is a

gigantic khadar* or strath, the greater portion being liable to flooding
and consequently not in a habitable state. There are, however, higher
tracts here and there, sometimes mere mounds, and sometimes small plains
( sic ), which may be considered as representing the extensive bhangar
of the Gangetic plain. Along the foot of the hills are gravel deposits,
but they do not appear to be very extensive." The southern boundary of
the valley is marked by the detached Mikir and Rengma hills, and the
Shillong Plateau, while on the north between the Himalayan foothills
and the river the flat plain is cut up by numerous tributaries of the
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Brahmaputra* This plain directly opens into the dvars

of northern Bengal,

comprising the districtsof Rangpur and Jalpaiguri and the former State of

Gooch Behar. Both these regions have a common history under the name of
Kamarupa-Kamata* This valley is under the direct political and cultural
influence of northern India* Indeed the culture here ha? a greater link

with the north Indian system than with the tribal life of the neighbouring
southern hills.
U*

The Orissan Coastal Plain*

Three rivers, Baitami, Brahmani and Mahanadi, combine to font
the great alluvial plain of Orissa, stretching along the seaboard from the
Chilka Lake to the Suvamarekha river. It consists of three distinct sonesi(i)

A marshy woodland strip along the coast from three to thirty

miles in breadth, narrowing at the Chilka Lake, this marshy strip resembles
the Bengal Sumdarbans as regards its swamps, dense jungle, and noxious
atmosphere; but it lacks the dramatic forest scenexy of the Gangetic delta.
This strip is intersected by innumerable streams and semi-tidal creeks,
whose sluggish waters deposit their silt and form morasses and quicksands.
A hundred year-ago

cultivation did not begin till the limits of this

dismal region were passed (W.W.Hunter, 1877, Vol.XTIII, Pp. 20-21). In
the district of Balasor it is written of as "the Balt Tract"• Towards the
beach it rises into sandy dunes, from 50 to 80 feet high, sloping inland,
and covered with a vegetation of low scrub jungle.
1. Dvara is apparently a Sanskrit word, meaning gateway, here referring to
the valley of the Tista through which runs the route to Tibet from Bengal.
The antiquity of its use in this technical sense is not known. In Central
Asia ,daral is a common appelation for a river valley opening highways.
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(ii) An intermediate arable tract of rice land in the older part of
the delta stretches inland for about

miles* This occupies the country

between the marshy sea-coast strip and the inland hills* It is intersected
by several large rivers which emerge from the western mountains, and throw
out a network of branches in every direction* As a whole, it is a region
„

,

om d

of rich rice fields, dotted with magnificent banyan trees, ^thickets of
bamboos*
1
(iii) Hunter’s "Sub-oontain Tract* consists of a country dotted over
with detached peaks and small ridges, which become more sparse and
soattered to the east, being there separated from each other by plains of
deep alluvium* Further to the west, the uplands are generally surrounded
by laterite, which rises to a considerable height above the alluvium*
The geological feature of the western hills and the undulating
alluvial plain is much the same as is found in the districts of Bankura
and Midnapur* The more northern portion of the flats of Orissa province,
i.e* the part extending from the Suvamarekha river to the Buxhabalanga,
belongs geographically to the Midnapur and Hugli* region of Bengal* From
Balasor, however, for about 20' miles to the south-west is a district of
older alluvium* This is found throughout the northern parts of Orissa, but
is not seen to the south of the Brahmanl river*
The Orissan Nilgiri Hills, which touch the banks of the
Buziiabalanga river, consist of granitic rock* Hear Jagjuri trap dykes
appear,and also gneiss* In the gneiss are found bands of chloritio rook,

1* The term, however, overdramatises the actual elevation of the western
hills*
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serpentine In texture* Still further to the south-west and near the
Splandi river, quartz schist

Gneiss is, again, seen along the

Brahman! river, while the hills along the Mahanadi near Katak are of
unidentified sandstone* Detached hills of gneiss, separated by l&terite
and alluvium^continue right upto the Chilka Lake* Laterite covers a very
larg® area in the central and southern divisions of Orissa south of the
Brahmani upto the Chilka Lake, and forms a raised terrace-like plain
surrounding nearly all the hills, except a few isolated in the alluvium*
It is also important to note that blown sand occurs along all parts of
this coast which face the south-east* In some cases, these dunes cover
a considerable tract, as near Puri, where they are two or three miles
across* In the opinion of W*T*Blanford, each range of these dunes marks
an old sea coast* ( T*01dham, 1859 b, P* 276)*
5.

The Sub-montOn Region of th« Himalaya.

The district of Darjeeling is the only region within our
scope containing a small portion of the Himalayas* The mountains rise
from the plains in a succession of bold spurs and ridges separated by
deep valleys* On one of the ridges the hill station of Darjeeling is
perched* xhis ridge is cut through by the Tista valley which extends Into
north Bengal, and thus opens up the great highway from Bengal to Tibet
through Darjeeling* The country at the base of the Himalayas is known as
the Taraj, a marshy belt of land, notorious for its unhealthiness* In
Bengal this part is known as the dvars* Culturally this is the meeting
ground of trans—Himalayan intrusions and the neighbouring Indian
provinces, distinct in language, tradition and culture*
W-VwWL'
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Tht Chota Nagpur Plateau,

This Is a rugged region of great inequalities, consisting of a
succession of plateaus, hills and Talleys, drained by several large rivers,
including the Daj&odar, Barakar, Suvarnarekha, Brahmani, Baitami and
Mahanadi. The confused geography of this region has been ably summed up
by Q*H.K.Spate, who is here qfeoted in lengths "Beyond the Behar tributary
of the Son, however, we have firmer lines s a great rectangle of some
40,000 square miles, mainly Archaean gneiss forming rolling peneplains,
bisected longitudinally by the fault-trough of the Damodar with its Lover
Gondvana coal* Most of this area lies in the Chota Nagpur division of
Behar, which extends beyond it into the Jamshedpur Gap*
"The Haaaribagh peneplain N of Damodar lies at about 1300 feet*
Across it, and slightly diagonal to its

extension, runs the Hazaribagh

1Range1, really a higher plateau (o 2000 feet) with some monadnocks
rising 2800 feet* The plateau on the whole is rather open, and there is
a fair amount of cultivation. On the N it falls abruptly, but with many
irregular spurs and outliers covered with open jungle, into the Gangetic
Plain; to the S £ the descent is more gradual and the upper Ajai and
Damodar-Jamunia valleys provide routes across the plateaus giving Calcutta
direct access to the Midcile Ganges Plain. In the N £ the Bajmahal Hills,
highly dissected plateaus of basalts of Gondvana age, rise steeply from
the alluvium in the great bend of the Ganges* Considering the terrain
they are well cultivated and densely peopled; the Santals occupy the broader
valleys, keeping large herds of buffaloes in the smaller side- valleys,
while on the higher ground the Paharias (•Hillman1) cultivate remarkably
steep slopes.......... .

South of it (Damodar Basin) lie the Ranchi
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peneplains* In the £ is the country of the patsi little plateaus, largely
basalt, with intricately fretted and extremely steep sides, the relics
of a peneplain at about 3600 feet* Some of their flat tops are cultivated,
but soils are lateritio and their jungle-covered vails make many of them
practically inaccessible* The main peneplains are at about 2500, 2000 (the
most extensive) and 1000 feet, the last bordering the Subaraarekha) open,
broadly rolling country, with mature valleys (Sankh, S.Koel) bordered,
however, by low gullied terraces, fantastic cones and domes of gneiss
'looking as if they had been excluded from the earth as gigantic bubbles
that had become solid instead of bursting*9 £ of the Subaraarekha the
plateau sinks gradually into the deltaic alluvium, and is generally
veneered with laterite." (0.H*K.Spate, 1954, Pp. 585-586).
The valleys of the Damodar and Ajai have been utilised to make
the most important route between Calcutta and the Middle Ganges valley,
by cutting across the great Ganges bend* This route seems to have been
utilised in the past by intrepid invaders, like Bakht-yar Khalji. (See
Tabaqat-i-Kasiri* Fp.ftb
o

•

Another important route lies through the

Jamshedpur Gap along the valley of the river Sanjai, only 850 feet high,
• between the hills of Orissa and the spurs of Chota Nagpur* It is through
this gap that a railway runs between Calcutta and Bombay via Nagpur* In
the early eighteenth centuzy A*D. the well-known raid of the Mahrattas
into Bengal followed this route*
7.

The Shillong Plateau and the Tertjjuar ,H«ag«__of the East.

The Shillong Plateau (See aap no. 8), which forms an elevated
tract between the Brahmaputra valley on the north and the Eastern Bengal
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Plains on the south, is bordered along the southern edge by a fringe of
Tertiary rocks (M.S.Krishnan, 19A3, Pp. 6-7). Here the Arehaeans are
represented by gneiss, schists, and granites. The gneissic complex is
apparently overlain by the Shillong series, which is regarded as younger
(H.S.Krishnan, 19A3, P* 129). This series "is a widely developed formation,
consisting of a thick series of quartzites, slated and schists, with
masses of granitie intrusions and basic interbedded traps.* (D.N.Vadia,
1953, P« 10A)* This Shillong series is for the greater part of its extent
overlain by horizontally bedded Cretaceous sandstones.
In the Naga Hills the lowest Eocene beds are the Disang shales a great thickness of very well-bedded dark-grey shales with well-cemented
sandstones. Towards the interior of the hills, separating Assam from
Burma, the shales become hardened and slaty, and are associated with
quartz veins and serpentine. (D.N.Wadia, 1953, P« 33d).
The Naga Hills are distinct from the Shillong Plateau and form
a link with the Assam-Burma Ranges, which sweep in a long curve from the
far north-eastern comer of Assam to Cape Negrais on the south-west coast
of Burma. Different parts of this hill belt bear different names. The
Patkoi Hills lie to the north, then follow the Naga Hills which enclose
the Manipur Plateau, and southwards the Lushal Hills, Chittagong Hills
and Chin Hills consisting of a succession of long parallel ranges separated
by deep valleys. Still farther south the hill belt gradually narrows,
forming the Arakan lomas. The parallel arrangment of the long unbroken
ridges is responsible for the inaccessibility of most of the region and
the difficulty of communication between one valley and another. On the
other side of the Irrawaddy stretches the Indo-Malayan mountain system,
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a geomorphologieal unit since the close of the Mesozoic, which includes
the Yunnan massif, the Shan Plateau, the hills of Siam and the Annamite
Cordillera, a long range giring off from the plateau of 'Haut Laos1
towards the south-east and separating Annam from Laos.
Routes across the Assam-Burma Ranges were for the most part
mere trails until the last war* The Hukavng Valley route,and the Tuzu
Gap route a little to the south, lie in the northern part of Burma. An
easy route leads through Manipur, whilst the An and Taungup passes link
Central Burma and Arakan.
The distribution of the.

tribes in these hills is determined

by geological and geographical factors. L.A.Waddell writest "The relatively
low rounded gneissic and limestone hills to the west of the Dhansiri River
and Barail Range, and occupied by the Garo, Kasi, Jaintia, Mikir and
Kachari, are more open to India, whilst the widely different geological
formation to the east, belongs to the rugged Burmese mountain system and
is chiefly peopled by the savage tribes broadly classed as Naga. The
wilder tribes inhabit especially the labyrinthine glens and ridges of the
upper valleys, whilst the more civilised tribes are mostly restricted to
the bottom of the tropical central valley fringing the great river which
connects them with the plains of India. The steep ridges and deep ravines
in this area are exceptionally numerous and act as dividing barriers,
partitioning off sharply the different tribes and clans and tribelets, and
have clearly contributed to the formation of the latter. 11(L#A*Waddell,
1900, P )• 8).
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No fossil remains of Pleistocene Mam have so far beam found lm
Eastern India, nor imdaed in the Sub-continent of India and Pakistan*
W.Theobald once recorded the find of a human cranium, "supposed to hare
come from a conglomerate bone bad" of tha Narbada (Theobald, 1881,p*122)*
It was preserved and than lost in the museum of the Asiatic Society of
Bengal* H*De Terra observes, "Theobald listed it as Homo Sapiens: hence it
seems more likely that it was collected from younger deposits, perhaps
from the cotton soil, in which we found late palaeolithic tools*" (De Terra
& Paterson, 1939$ p.313). In the Attirampakkam terrace near Madras E*Bruee
Foote discovered a borne (now at Oxford) of a human skeleton seemingly
washed out of the implementiferuus conglomerate and associated with a large
number of handaxes. This bone was examined by Professors Busk and Dawkins
and recognised as possibly a human tibia although from which both the
articulations were lost (Krishnasvami, 1947, p.34)* ^his lack of human
remains stands in great contrast to the abundance of Siwalik fauna in which
fossil primates predominate (P*Mitra, 1927, pp.110-115). The migration of
this Indian Siwalik fauna has been noted by Von Koenigsvald (1939, pp.2853; See also De Terra, 1943f pp.459-61) as far down as Java, an island
lately regained from the ocean, and it is in this latter country that
number of fossil homonids have been recovered (De Terra, 1943* pp.437-51).
The earliest skull, Homo Modjokertcnsis. has been dated to the first
interglacial period (De Terra, 1943* p.455; Zeuner,1952,p.280)*
However, the presence of Pleistocene Man in India is known from
the chipped stone tools left behind by him and discovered in many localities*
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The study of these tools and their geologleal association is s still in
its r infancy in the Sub-continent. Though Tarlous types of palaeolithic
1 *
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implements have been found here, yet their exact relationship and the
environmental background under which they were manufactured, are questions
»
1
that remain to be answered* The other important point that remains to be
tackled is the nature of the raw material available, on which really
depends the forms of the tools as well as the techniques employed for
tool manufacture. This dependence of the form and the technique on the
raw material has been ably shown by Prof* C.Van Rlet Lowe (1945»pp*56-59)
on the evidence from South African material. In India quartzite was mainly
used for tool manufacture. In what way it was available and what difference
it made in the forms of the tools, are questions that remain to be
2

answered. It is a moot point whether there is any technological difference
between the working of quartzite and flint. However, K.P*Oakley (1952,
p. 20) points out, "The commonly used white vein-quartz, consisting of
crystals matted together, breaks irregularly, and is a most difficult
stone to work.*
In Eastern India palaeolithic tools have so far been found only
in the Chota Nagpur Plateau (See p. 3 for its extent) (Hap mo*4)« V.Ball
was the pioneer in this region as R.Bruce Foote was in South India. Ball
observes, NI examined on the Theria (Jheria) coal field, various heaps
1. Prof.F.E.Zeuner (1950) has given us for the first time the environ
mental background of the Gujarat industries.
2. For the controversy see M.C.Burkitt, 1936 a and b; Van Blet Lowe,1936;
and T.P.O1 Briem, 1936.

and spreads of pebbles derived from the conglomerates which are so
characteristic of the Lower Damoodah series of rocks* These pebbles
consist of gneiss, quartzite and sometimes even granite; a large portion
of themare jointed, or perhaps to speak more correctly cracked, the planes
of easy fracture being inclined at a small angle to the major axis."
(Ball, 1865,pp*127-2S)* In association with these pebbles he discovered
a handaxe (pl*l,no.7), made from a pebble of greenish quartzite, which
was lying on the surface of the ground near the village Kunkune, 11 miles
south-west of Govindpur on the Grand Trunk Road. In the same paper Ball
noted the discovery by G*T*Hughes of a similar type of pebble tool made
from micaceous quartzite on the Bokharo coal-field in Hazaribagh district*
In 1867 Ball (1867, p*143) reported the discovery of a third specimen,
made of quartzite* It was found on the surface at an elevation of about
700 feet, near the village of Goplmathpur 11 miles S.S.W* of Beharinath
Hill in Bankura district (pl.l,no*6)* A fourth (pl.l,no*4) was found by
Ball (1874,P*96) in the RaniganJ coal-field in BurdWan district on a
laterite strewn surface* Four more specimens were reported by him (1876,
Pp.122-23) from Orissa. Pl.l,no.5 is of granular quartz from Dhenkenal*
"It was found together with the debris from a laterite conglomerate; and
from the fragments of ferruginous matrix still attached to its surface
there can, I think, be little doubt that it was at one time imbedded in
the laterite." Pl.l, no.3 is of vitreous quartzite obtained near Bursapali
to the north of the village of Kudderbuga in Sambalpur district. Pl.l,
nol 1 is also of vitreous quartzite ot^ained in the bed of a stream near
the village of Kalikota, Ungul. Pl.l, no. 2 is of vein-quartz found on the
surface near Harichandpur in Talchir* On these tools V.Ball remarks, "On
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comparison with a series of Madras implements, the resemblance to some of
the forms is very striking, and the conclusion that a connexion existed
between the peoples who manufactured these implements, respectively, seems
a legitimate one to draw. Hot only is there a resemblance in form, but
also in material, and in some instances at least, in the ease of the
Bengal specimens, they were picked up at localities far remote froai the
nearest possible source of origin, thus necessitating some Hunan means of
transport** (Ball, 1879, p#394)* Recently in the districts^ Manbhum and
Singbhum stray palaeolithic finds have been made (Science & Culture* Calcutta,
1951, Vol.17, p*l6A)* D*Sen (I954,p*125) also reports a similar find in
Mongfcyr district*
The most important palaeolithic discovery so far made was in
Mayurbhanj state* A number of sites have been located in the valley of
the river Burhabalaaga in and around the village of Kulinna. At some of
theso sites trial excavations were carried out and large number of tools
collected by the Anthropological Department of Calcutta University* (N«K«
Bose & D.Sen, 194B). So far geological context of the Mayurbhanj palaeolithic
industxy has not been definitely established*
However, recently some sections at the Buxhabalanga River have
been examined with a view to throwing light on this problem* Three
sections have been given by N.K.Bose & others (1951)
Section no*l (See fig* 1 on p*28) is within half a mile upstream
of Churgtaia Ghat near the confluence of Burkabalanga with a small nullah*
Of the six beds distinguished, the lowest is said to be of yellow white
clay of unknown depth* The next bed is described as *compact laterite*
having * a typical ferruginous lateritic appearance with characteristic
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vermicular structure," nettled is •clear, being red, yellow and dark
brovm in patches. Then follow "boulder oontfancratca", separated into
Upper and Lower beds by a thin layer of saniy clay containing "gravels of
various sizes". The matrix of the conglomerates "shows sons concentration
of ferruginous material". The uppermost bed is sailed "Top soil" said to
have been foxned "by a thick deposit of alluvium." One core tool was dug
out

from the "Upper Boulder CongLomerate".

Section no.2 (See figure 1 on

p. 23) is located further down stream. Sere the yellow olay bed and a
portion of the"eonpaet laterite" are said to lie under water. This section
agrees with no.l, except that the*Lower Boulder" is

said to have " a

peletty lateritic structure, in which pebbles are embedded". Here in the
"Lower Boulder" bed a "pebble tool" was found and in the Upper a "crude
hand-axe", both showing "signs of rolling". Section no.3 was located
between sections 1 and 2 and is said to be "nearly identical with the
previous two in character."
These sections may be compared with another from the same locality
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(See figure 2 oft p.29), given by Prof.F.E.Zeuner (I953,fig.5). Horo the
underlying rook is liftestono, over which lies "bluish-white 010707 silt"*
Then follows "mottled clay" equivalent to the "compact laterite* of Bose
and others. Hexfc is shown only one bed of *eeftented gravel", i.e. the
"Boulder Conglomerate" beds of Bose oad others hove been integrated into
one, the thin sandy layer being possibly considered as insufficient to
dsaareate the bed into two divisions. Bref. Zeuner divides the "Top Soil"
of Bose and others into two beds*
Bose and others have called the "Top Soil" "Old Alluvium" as
they point out "even present day high floods do not reaeh the top of this
bed". Bat it seens that

the tern is derived froa the older geological

naps in which these beds have been described as "elder alluvium and laterite"
(J.A.Dtian,1933,p*286). Dunn (Ibid. p.287)

argues for a "late Tertiary"

age of the "series of gravels and grits" on his supposition that they are
similar "to the Durgapur beds of the Banigamj coalfield, in which certain
fossil wood fragments, recently determined as Tertiary (probably Miocene)
Jliji* ':fftlhf '• riirtilitfifriW>fi giiM «i if

ini ■ m
, iiiii'nti ift

. . ■■■,

* . ■. _ a ,

in age, have been found." Bose and others (19515p.5) have further suggested
that the lower greyish clay bed may be of "post-Lower Miocene in age" as
they observe it "is of the same appearance as the ’thinly stratified
i i V.
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greyiah whit, or very pal* clays’ found above the Ostrea beds at Hshnlia

Mar

Baripada by P.N.Bosa (Bm . Geological Surr. India,Vol. H H .p.168)

which is ef Miocene age." These geological observations are based cm
insufficient data. They remain to be verified and proved by further
field work.
A general geological picture of this region has been given la
.Ji
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chapter I. Against that background these sections, along with one (See

j

XL
figure 4 on p* 1^7) given la chapter III, should bo examined* On correlating
them It is observed that below the top soli has boon found a deposit of
miorolltbs and noollths, which are definitely known to bo pobt-plSistoQeme
on the evidence of the associated skull and tooth of a nodem wild horse
or ass* In the grovel bod of the Burhabalanga Biver have been found
palaeolithic tools* So far no hunan remains have boon found in the lower
bods*
On the typology of the palaeolithic tools "collected fro* the
boulder conglomerate section M a r KamnrpaT1 and " recovered in situ fro*
the Upper and Lower Boulder Conglomerates", Bose end others (1951,pp*6-7)
observe, "Most of the speeinens are rolled and weathered and show a
yellowish brown stain* The vorknanshlp is generally crude and primary* The
series includes both core and pebble tools and flake tools* The flake tools,
however, are very few* The former comprise handaxes of early Abbevillian
type and show crude form and workmanship* Most of then are of irregular
outline, the flake sears being large and ill-defined* Often the butt is
pebbly and much of the cortex remains unworked* Among these, a few crude
pearlform(sic) and oval or owaloid handaxes can be roughly distinguished*
*The flake tools which comprise a few large and snail speeinens
show poor and primary workmanship, sometimes with a little cortex remaining*
The striking platform is plain and unfaeetted* Little secondary

work of

retouch is present* The working edges are rather irregular* Some crude
scrapers and knives of irregular outline can be distinguished* The flakes
recall Cremerlan and pre-Soan types* A few of the flakes nay, of course,
be waste products from the manufacture of pebble and core tools*
*The handaxes and related tools on core described above resemble
to some extent tools found from the boulder conglomerate at Vadamadurai
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3.

near Madras"* It is on this typological ooap&rlson that D.Sen (I954,p.l44)
has tentatively ascribed those tools to Lower Middle Pleistocene.
A ftacdk^t nuaber of tools (totalling 663) were, however, obtaiaed
in actual excavations at sad near Kullaaa (Bose & Sen ,1943). The sections
observed in their excavations are diagranatically shown here (figure 3).
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These sections hare not been correlated

bo

far with those observed at the

river bank* Bose and Sen (1948,p#13) point out* "The boulder beds by the
river bank could not again be satisfactorily equated with that found in
Quarry C, south of Kuliana." The tools were found only in the secondary
\

laterite. Typologically these tools* as Bose and others (1951, p#7) renark*
are more advanced than those found in the •boulder conglomerate". They
point out, "The general sequence of the tools found in the secondazy
laterite of Kuliana starts fros crude handaxes and choppers and ends in
finer bifaoes and a few flake tools. But the tentative sequence in the
sections an the Burhabalang* established by a few insitu tools, isfroa
crude pebble tools to handaxes of crude type ..... .

At present we

can suggest that the lower portion of the secohdary laterite in Kuliana
containing crude choppers and handaxes corresponds roughly to the lower
portion of the Upper Boulder Conglomerate bed at Kanarpal containing the
same facies of tools# * It may* however* be pointed out that the basis on
which the tools found in the sane bod of the secondary laterite, have
been chronologically separated, is not at all dear#
In the classification of the implements Boseand Sen have
followed a principle "based largely upon the imagined function of the
tools *• These ares
A#

Cutting or Hacking by means of heavy blows#

B#

Scraping#

C#

Piercing#

D#

Doubtful Use#

Such a principle is in this context hardly creditable* as the
function of the tool is often anything but certain# In the typological
description they have divided the tools under three categoriess Pebble
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tools, 0070 tools ami flaks tools* These throe categories hare boos
followed is the description given hero* They lave also sade nuseroos
groups and sub-groups of typological variations* Us have omitted all
these ramifications* The main types followed here are (l) chopper, (2)
shopping tool, (3) scraper, (4) hamdaxe,, (5) clearer, and (6) flake tool*
The percentage of the various categories, given by them, is as

followst
Pebble tools

12*21^

Core tools

81*29%

flake tools

6*48%

▲ selection of the tools is given below under our main types*

A*
Type ao.lt- £&£££:pl*2,no*3s- fine-grained quartzite, moderate ferruginous
incrustation* Not rolled* • x 7 x 4*1 on* This has a jagged margin formed
by the irregularly disposed scars on the flat ventral (lover) surface,
while the dorsal (upper) face is formed by the original rolled pebble
surface, except for one shallow primary sear* It is a pebble chopper in
the sense,defined by Movius (1943,p.350),and is paralleled with the early
types of the Scan culture (Do Terra & Paterson, 1939, pl.XXXTT), as well as
with the Kafuan tools of Uganda (0 •Brian, 1939, fig*6)*
pi.2, no.10s- Greyish quartzite, no ferruginous incrustation,
but slight stain* Not rolled. 10*2 x 8*5 x 4*2 cm* It is a roughly oval
pebble with flat natural ventral surface* Four free strokes applied on
this face and directed upwards have produced irregularly convex working
edge at one side, the edge being scalloped. This is also a chopper, and
can be compared with the rounded pebble types of the Soan culture (De Terra
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k Paterson, |939, pl.XXXV). Compare also Sankalia(l946,pl*V,iios*9-ll)*

Type no.2:- Cfrftppfryg Tg-yjy jpl*2, no*9t- Fine-grained quartzite with no ferruginous incrustation
or stain* 13*2 x U x 6 cm* This has been flaked

at one

only

by a few alternate strokes to produce a slightly convex extensive cutting
edge, which is jagged* Opposite lies the thick pebble butt* It is a
f

chopping tool according to the terminology of Movlus, and has parallels
in the Soan culture as veil as In Oldov&n pebble tools (Leaky, 1951, figs*
1-5).
Type no*3s- Scraper:pi.2, no*13’~ Quartzite, stained dark brown, but no ferruginous
incrustation. Net rolled* 14*2 x 12*2 x 7*1 cm* It is sub-triangular in
form. The original pebble surface extends from anterior tip across right
half of dorsal face to all over butt* Loft margin is jagged while right is
straight* This tool is classed by Bose and Sen as a knife with the left
jagged margin serving as a working edge and the right one as the base for
the finger* It differs from the side-chepper in possessing the latter
ehar&cteriitic and in not having a holder at the butt end* In this particular
tool the lateral margins converge anteriorly though they do not meet at a
well-defined point* This gives it the appearance of a crude handaxe* It
night as well have been a scraper*

I

Type no*4>- Handaxe ipl*3, mo*14’- Quartzite, stained brown, no ferruginous incrustation*
Not rolled* 13.3 x 6*4 x 5*3 cm* This longish pebble has been worked into
a crude handaxe* It has a long pebble butt with mid-rib (or spine) extending
from the butt to almost anterior extremity on the dorsal face, while the
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ventral f&oej is trimmed flat# The cross section is acutely triangular.
This has a re semblance with the "pointed rostrooarinate-like

tools11

of the Singrauli baslm (Kriskaasvaml& Sajadararajan, 1951, nos* 3 sad 4 1*
fig. 3 sad pl.XVl).
pl.3, no.15*- Quartzite, staiaed browa with alight ferrugiaous
incrustation. Sot rolled. 15*1 x 9.5 x 6.3 cm. This tool is a further
development of the former variety. The iqpper face has pebble surface la
the posterior portion while the ether shews a lew mid-rib as a result of
two flakes which slope down laterally. The lower face is very irregularly
flaked. The margins converge anteriorly to meet at a blunt point. The
butt end is of a rounded outline. It is stated that secondary flaking in
the fora of small sears at the lateral margins is present. Compare Burkitt

& Canmiade, 1930, pl.III) Sankalia, 1945# pls.I?-V,fig.6.
pl.3, no.16*- Quartzite with no ferruginous incrustation. Sot
rolled. 14 x 7.9 x 5.1 cm. This is another irregular type of biface made
from a longish pebble. Thajupper face shows the pebble surface more than
half its length, while the lover face has an Irregular mid-rib. The
anterior is obtusely pointed. Left margin is alternately flaked, while the
right is flaked only for a short lengthen the anterior portion. Compare
Burkitt and Cammidae, 1930# pl.III.

pi,3, no.171- Quartzite, stained brown but with no ferruginous
incrustation. Hot soiled. 11.2 x 7.3 x 4.2 cm. An oval pebble has been
utilised to form this handaxe. One face is entirely a convex pebble
surface. The other is slightly convex, flaked all over.
pl.3, no.18*- Quartzite with slight ferruginous incrustation.
Not rolled. 22 x 11.9 x 6.9 cm. Another oval pebble pf large size was

yt
selected to produce this handaxe. Here the original cortex is preserved

at the butt end* The lower face has been entirely flaked, while the upper
is convex with numerous flake scars shallow and extensive, except at the
anterior tip, where they are shallow and small.The anterior is broad and
convex. Compare Burkitt and Caamiade, 1930, pl.Il,no.lO.
pl.3, no. 19s- Fine-grained quartzite, moderate ferruginous stain
v
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and incrustation. Met rolled. 10.6 x 6.6 x 3.3 on. This is the finest
type of handaxe of a truncated anygdaloidal shape made from a pebble.
The pebble was first split and then the upper face was carefully dressed.
Flake scars are generally shallow, regularly disposed on one lateral
margin, irregularly disposed on the ether. Stepped flaking and dressing
prove the use of wood technique. The form resembles no. 46, fig.5 of
the Singrauli basin (KriShnasvami & Saundararajan, 1951), and also with
no. 10, pi.VIII of Sankalia (1946).
Type no.5*- Cleaveripi.2, no. 12s- Quartzite with no ferruginous incrustation • Hot
rolled. 9 x 6.9 x 6.1 cm. This is a type of longish pebble tool, In this
ease the anterior edge is formed by alternate flaking. Consequently the
edge is scalloped. It is stated that "heavy vertical blows have caused
strong stepped platforms on both sides of the jagged edge," and hence it
is surmised that it was "used as a chopper for dealing heavy vertical blowsV1
But it has been included by Bose and Sen under the category of cleavers.

pi.2, no.llt- Quartzite with slight ferruginous incrustation.
Net rolled. 17.3 x 11.3 x 5.8 cm. This is also made from a longish pebble
with its anterior at right angles to the long axis, the working edge
being formed by the intersection of two surfaces I the dorsal face is formed
of the original crust, only the margins being coarsely trimmed, and the
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ventral face is mostly one major flake sear* It is ^cleaver made on pebble
ami has several parallels la South India. (Krishnasvami, 1938fLp. 72)*
fis$SJEfi2l6»

K*
Type no*

Handaxe<pi*4* no.20s- Medium-grained quartzite with moderate ferruginous

incrustation. Not rolled. 12.61 x 8.7 x 5 cm. This is the crudest example
resembling an ovate handaxe* It is flaked all over, the two ends have
been left thick and the margins are convex and sinuous*
pi.Ut no.21s- Quartzite, brown stain which is light or daric in
patches, no ferruginous incrustation. 13.5 x 8.9 z 4*5 cm. An oval core
is flaked to a flat ventral surface and a highly convex dorsal face, the
latter showing a flat patch in the middle and a midrib ending in an
anterior point. The posterior has alsoa rib. Flake surfaces are shallow,
confined to the neighbourhood of the margins. Step-flaking is present
on the anterior half of right margin. Compare Burkit and Camraiade, 1930,
fig. 1 no. 3« It is described as a rostro-carinate type.
pl.4, no.221- Quartzite, schistose, without ferruginous
incrustation. Not rolled. 19.U z 11.8 x 5*9 cm. It is a large a^rgdaloidal
form with thick butt unvorked on the upper face. Original crust of rolled
boulder extends on this faee from butt to near anterior end. Lover face
Is slightly concave towards the anterior end. Lateral margins are straight
when viewed from above. They end in a somewhat rounded butt. Secondary
flaking is present at the anterior end.
pl.4, no.235- Quartzite-sc^hist, flaggy variety. Stained brown
with heavy ferruginous incrustation. Not rolled. 19*4 x 10.4- x 6 cm* This
is a highly modified form of the previous example . In this case the
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anterior end is pointed and the butt is straight. Owing to its flaggy
nature many of the larger fractures lie roughly parallel to one another*
At both lateral margins there are nunerous snail secondary trimmings, most
of which are free* The fora compares veil with no* 12, pi.XXI of Sankalia,
1946.
pl*4, no.24.j- Quartzite, stained dirty brown. Not rolled*
12*7 z 8*6 z 3*6 cm. This is a still finer specimen of the previous form,
with its pointed anterior end broken off* Bo cortex is visible* • The
lateral margins are unequally sharp, the left one is comparatively thinner
and sharper, with numerous snail step-flaking along its length* The right
margin also shows some secondary retouch* The form is comparable with
VL

mo. 43, fig, 5 (Krishnasvami & Saudararajan, 1951) and nos* 16 and 17 ,
pi. E d of Sankalia (1946).
p i . n o . 25i-,Vein-quartz. lot rolled. 13.9 x 9 x 4*3 cm. It
Is a rounded variety of the aaygdaloidal form with the pointed end aft tbs
anterior. Primary strokes are very dose* Both faces are of medium convexity.
Secondary flaking is numerous along the margin, many being of a stepped
oharaoter. It resembles no. 51, fig* 5 (Krishnasvami & Saundararajan, 1951)
and no. 7, p l . m , nos. 9-10, p l . E of Sanklia (1946).
pi.4, no.26i- Quartzite, stained red with moderate ferruginous
incrustation. Hot rolled. 17.7 x 11.8 x 7.3 cm. This handaxe is pear-shaped.
Posterior portion is worked little, anterior comparatively thinner. Low
mid-rib on dorsal face. Lateral margins are straight when viewed from
above, sinuous when viewed in profile. Ho secondary flaking.
pi.4, no.27t- flaggy variety of quartzite, slight ferruginous
incrustation. Not rolled. 9.8 x 7.2 x 2 cm. It is an oval form of handaxe
flaked

over. Large portions of both faces are flat as a result of
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fracture along joint planes* The Margins skew secondary flaking all over,
so»e of the flake sears being of stepped character* It resembles no. 56,
fig* 6 (Krishnasvami & Saundanrajan, 1951), and no* 2, pi.XXI of
Sankalia (1946),
pi. 5,no.281- Grey flaggy quartzite, no ferrugiBoas stain, but
sons incrustation. 18.3 x 10 z 4.9 on. It is an elliptical biface with
its lower end thin and broken at the extremity. Lateral margins are
convex and they meet at a slightly rounded point. Secondary flaking is
numerous along left margin and anterior.

Tjrpe no. 5t- Cleaveripl.5, no.29*- Quartzite, stained brown, with ferruginous
incrustation. 17.4 x 8.5 x 4*4 on. It is a cleaver with its cutting edge
formed by the intersection of two extensive flake sears. The lateral
margins are roughly parallel, though slightly convex, and converge

to

meet the pointed butt end. Secondaxy flaking Is present at the two lateral
margins. The cross-section is a trapazoid. It can be compared with no.5
fig. 8 (Krishnasvami, 1947).
pl.5, no.30s- Quartzite with some ferruginous incrustation* hot
rolled* 18.7 x 15*5 x 5*6 cm. This is a variant of the previous example
with a U-shaped butt end, and the lateral margins diverging towards the
working edge and thus producing a broad and sharp edge. No secondary
flaking. Compare Krishnasvami (1938 P) p.72.
pl.5, no.311* Fine-grained quartzite with some ferruginous incrus
tation. Not rolled. 17 x 10.4 x 4*5 cm. It is a guillotine type of cleaver
with rhomboldal section and pebble butt, and has a straight cutting edge,
obliquely inclined to the long axis. It has many parallels in South India.
R.B.Foote (1916),pl.l,no.2204f Krishnasvami (I938j^p.72*

a

C.

Flake Toola

The flake tools have been made from the ehips of quartsite
boulders, sad they differ from the former two classes in so far as these
show striking platforms either natural, unifacetted or nultifacetted, sad
also a eoaplete flake sear either on one or both faces and a prominent
bulb of percussion* The technique is mostly ilactonian and the angle of
flaking is obtuse, though the preparation of the platfoms speaks of
erode resemblance to the levallois.
pl*6, no.321- Quartzite, with slight ferruginous incrustation*
Not rolled* 13*4 x 8*9 x 5*1 cm* This is classed by Bose and Sen as a
shopper, but could better be described as a scraper* It is made from a
o
large thick flake* Plain platform makes an angle of 112 with ventril face,
which has a prominent bulb of percussion* The working edge is produced by
a few free sad also resolved flaking directed from the ventral towards the
dorsal face* The opposite margin retains the cortex,
pl.6, no.33*- Fine-grained quartzite without ferruginous incrus
tation* Not rolled* 13 x 8*8 x A.2 cm* It has also been classed as a chopper
by Bose and Sen* It shows prepared unifacetted platform, the flaking angle
being 12§, and hence the bulb of percussion is comparatively diffuse* One
lateral margin is thick and the ether sharp* The working edge shows a few
step fractures probably as a result of secondary flaking*
pl*6, no.34*- Quartsite with some ferruginous incrustation* Not
relied* 13*9 x 8*2 x 5*1 cm. An oval core is strdek from the parent
o
boulder after preparation of the platform, the flaking angle being 114 •
Secondary flaking is seen on the lateral nargin* The sides are more or
less parallel and sharp* Compare Sankalia (1946), no*15,pl*V*

pi*6, no.35i-

Quartzite with

sobs

ferruginous incrustation.

13*4 x 9*2 x 4*6 on. This is described as a handaxa of aaygdaloidal shape.
The ventral face is one flat flake surfaoe with a bulb of percussion and

o

a flaking angle of 114 • The dorsal faoe is flaked on its left half while
the right half retains the cortex.
pl.6, no. 36t- Fine-grained quartzits with sons ferruginous
incrustation on the dorsal face only* Hot rolled. 12.4 x 8.9 x 3*9 «n.
This is described as an orate type of handaxa. The dorsal faoe is eonrexf
haring a slight patch of the cortex in the middle. The margins 1 which are
convex, show both free and resolved flaking. It resembles no.75* fig.7
(Krishnasvami & Saundararajan, 1951)*
PI.6, no.37t- Quartsite, stained brown, with no ferruginous
incrustation. Hot rolled. 10.1 x 7 x 3 an. This is a clearer with working
edge at right angle to the long axis, the edge being formed by the inter
section of two large surfaces. The cortex is present at the butt end. It
is trapezoidal in section. The bulb of percussion is very prominent on
the ventral faoe. The flaking angle is 100. Compare Krishnasvami (1947),
no. 9# fig* 3.
pl.7, no.38i- Quartsite, grey, with ferruginous patches. Hot
rolled. 11.3 x 9.5 x 4.7 an. It is a side-ecrapcr of rectangular shape,
I. T
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intersection of a flak. BOtt with

the original (must surfaoe on the other faoe. There is no secondary retouch.
The opposite margin an well as the anterior are thick.
pl.7, no.391- Veln-quart*, with ferruginous stain, but no
incrustation. Not rolled. 9.6 x 6.6 z 3.6 en. It bears some resemblance
to a handaxe, but has an obtusely pointed anterior end. The flaking angle
is 12

%
O
.ne surface is oostvex with flake setts spreading fanvise as a result
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of subsequent flaking. The anterior point la produced by secondary
trimming.
pl.7# no.401- Quartsite with sone ferruginous incrustation. Hot
rolled. 12.5 x 10.4 z 4.9 on. It appears to be an orate biface In form#
and has been produced by a erode levullois technique. The dorsal faoe
shows two flake sears, while the ventral is convex with a bulb of percussion.
o
The platform is bifacetted and the angle in 135. The margins are sharp.
These flakes bear a general resemblance with the flakes of the Godavari
industry, (sankalia, 1952, figs. 12-19).
As has already been pointed out# the Kaliana industry shows
varying traditions of stone working. The typological description,given
above, makes it clear that the artifaets are a mixture of crude forms with
well-made tools,It appears to be solely on this account that Bose and Sen
have tried to make a chronological distinction between cruder and better
forms. But there is no other evidence available to support this distinction.
A calculation on the percentage basis nay throw further light on this i
question, if and when comparable material is available.
Many similarities pointed out between the Kuliana tools and those
of the Simgramli basin in Mirsapur district, of Gujrat and of South India#
fairly veil relate this industry with the Peninsular complex. Though a few
«

chopper-chopping tools of the so-called Scan Industry have been found here#
as also in Gujrat and Madras, these make only a minor feature in the local
stone tradition. The evidence seems to make it clear that the assemblages
of Eastern

are definitely related to those of the Peninsula.
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Captain Boohing (18^8,p.177) was tha first parson to raport
tha discovery of chart flakas naar Chaibasa and Chakradharpur in Singbhum
district, Bihar (Saa also Coggin Brown, 1917, p. 129, no. 51). Latar V.
Ball (1870, p.268) visitad tha locality and raportad that ha had "obtained
what I baliava to ba strong evidence of tha human origin of tha flakas.
Thosa at Chukerdharpur must hava baan transportad at laast thraa milas as
tha naarast sourea of tha material, of which thay ara mada, is situated
at that distanoa. It is difficult to baliava from tha natura of tha casa,
that tha transporting forca can hava baan othar than human. * (Saa also
V.Ball, 1879, p*394)* In 1887 W.H.P. Driver discovarad anothar important
sita naar Ranchi. J.Wood-Mason paid a visit to this sita and collactad
numerous flakas, cores, and othar neolithic tools (Wood-Mason, 1888,
Pp.387-96). Tha whole material has baan listed by Coggin Brown (1917,
Pp.122-130). Tha third important sita was brought to light naar Durgapur
on tha bank of tha river Damodar by N.G.Majumdar in 1937 (An. Rap. A.S.I»
1937-38;-i-------, Rmillne India's Past, p. 116). E.F.O. Murray was
ths n»xt parson to colloot flakas and coras In tha ^halbhum Pargana of
Singbhum district while ho was making a survey of ancient copper mining
in this area (Murray, 1940, Pp. 79-104)* His small collection from
Hartopa naar Jamshedpur is in tha British Museum. Recently anothar sita
has baan discovarad near Bongara in Manbhum district (G.S.Ray,1954,Pp.16-19
P.Q.Bodding, also, mentions tha find of “chips and flakas11 of flint,
chart ate. in tha Dumka sub-division of Santal Parganas (BoddjLng, 1904,
p. 28). Tha discoverey of microliths in Bankura district, West Bengal *,

kt>~

has also baan reported(Chakladar, 1952,p. 130)* Recently tha archaeological
dap .rtment of tha Government of India oarriad out excavations at tha
miorolithic sita naar Birbhanpur (formerly raportad as Durgapur, Timas*
London,15th March,1954) in Burdwan district (A.Ghosh, 1954, P«6)«
All thasa microlithis sitas ara situatad south of tha river
Ganges in Chota Nagpur Plataau, or its axtansions into Vast Bangsl (Saa
map no* 4), a ragion wall-known to ba inhabitad predominantly by aboriginal
tribag* Coneaming tha find of tha microliths in this ragion Col* Gordon
remarks, HIn southam Bihar tha majority of tha miorolithic sitas ara
associated with tha ooppar bait which starts 5 milsg north of Chakradharpur 4
and runs through Kharsavan and Saraikala and across Dhalbhum through tha
Hakha mines to Ghatsila on tha Subamarakha *....

ooppar slag

c
heaps and microliths ara in close proximity, and tha presence of miorolithi£
sitas from Chakradharpur to Ghatsila, including Talsa, Banabassa and Rakha
mines, coincides so closely with tha ooppar seam that it is difficult to
suppose they ware not associatedAgain ha adds, "In fact once away
from tha copper seam no microliths ara to ba seen*" (Gordon,1950,p*83)•
This remark of Col* Gordon needs modification in view of tha find of
microliths in Ranchi, Manbhum, Burdwan and Bankura districts where no
ooppar deposits hava so far baan reported* It must ba pointed out that
in this ragion of Chota Nagpur palaeolithic tools hava also baan found*
Moreover in *IP these miorolithic sites neolithic artifacts, including
coarse rad or dark black pottorjr, hava baan collectedj but as all these
ara surface finds, nothing definite can ba said about tha relationship
of tha miorolithic industry with tha neolithic culture* Mr.Murray found
cores, flakas and also neolithic tools in tha neighbourhood of ancient

ooppar mines, sometimes in deep pits (e*g. at Porojaraa Hill , Murray,
1940, p. S3)* This fact suggests that the stone tools were in use at
least among soma seetion of tha local people whan these copper mines
vara being worked* ?his association may give us at least one chronological
fix; but how far back the artifacts go and with what environmental
conditions

they vara associated, are questions that cannot ba answered

in tha present st- ta of our knowledge*
There ara, however, soma reports of field observations available,
which may throw soma light on the problem if tha material is reexamined
actually on the sites* Tha first is that of C* W* Anderson (1917,Pp*34962) who surveyed "the valley of the Sanjai and tributary streams from a
point about two miles west of Lotapahar station on tha Bengal-Nagpur
.
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Railway, north-eastwards to Sini, a distance of about 30 miles as tha
crow flies** This whole valley, according to Anderson, is in the process
of denudation* With each monsoon more and more soil is washed towards
tha river bads, leaving isolated plateaus or table-lands with more or
lass precipitous sides separated by rain gullies* Tha top level of these
plateaus were found to be substantially the same as the plain level of
the soil near Chakradharpur, suggesting that the soil near&bout is
stable* It is "from stiff and undisturbed clay at or near these plateaux"
that some tools were excavated indicating that they were deposited
before the accumulation of the top soil, which is sometimes reddish
and sometimes dark-coloured. Several sections observed by Anderson
shoved two main layers of gravel bed 1 one is a bed of 9 to 10 feet
thickness at depths varying from 12 to 23 feet from the surface
overlying whitish clay or schist, the second is a compact layer of
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10 foot thickness of largo water-worn pebbles at a hoight of about 10 foot
abovo tho loyal of tho prosont bod of tho rivor Sanjai# Andorson writos,
*The loyal at vhioh tho stoao implements voro found ooinoidos in tho
main with that of tho last doposit of tho gravel. They art lator than
tho gravel, for thoy aro not in tho least wator-wom in tho ordinary
sense of tho word) but with a fov exceptions to bo notod lator, thoy
voro evidently dopositod oarlior than 18 foot of soil which covorod that
gravol**. At thio loyal wall finished chart flakoo woro dug out from a
clearly narked lino round tho exposed sides of tho plateaus. In tho
sane loyal voro found a skull and tooth of a modem wild horse or ass*
Tho fov oxooptions refer to some "celts* and quantities of broken chert
of inferior workmanship, which voro found at 7*6* from platoau loyal. A

us
typical section naar Bijai River, a tributary of Sanjai, la given here

( Wg. U ).
These observations of Anderson are important in so far as they
indicate that different climatic and environmental conditions obtained
in this region when these microliths were deposited. The 18 feet of soil
overlying the microliths does not, however, provide a definite chronology
unless the whole geographical and geological factors are properly
reassessed on the site.
The Bongara site is situated about three miles east of the
Nimdih railway station, on a branch line of the Eastern Railway, connecting
Tat&nagar with Adra near Purulia. G.S.Ray observes, "The actual site is
a valley formed between a hill range of about 2000 feet and a few hillocks
vhioh are about 1000 feet in altitude. The valley is a narrow one, more
than a mile in length, and gradually slopes towards the hillocks, and
may be said to form roughly three different levels" (G.S.Ray, 1954, P»17).
The microliths were picked up as surface finds more or less from a
restricted portion of the second level. They were associated with a
fair number of cores from which flakes have been removed. Hence it is
regarded as a factory site. A detailed study of the .different levels in
this valley should throw further light on the environmental conditions
of the deposit.
Mr. A. Ghosh (1954,

P *6 )

has given a brief account of the

miorolithic finds at Birbhanpur in Burdwan district. He writes, "The
implements found here overlay a 5-feet thick deposit of detrital laterite,
which appeared to have been exposed to view at the end of the last pluviation of the Pleistocene period. The implements, therefore, might belong
to the beginning of the Holocene and be

ten thousand years old. Their

4?
high antiquity was confirmed by tha weathered rad oolour of tha sandy
loam overlying them.” This dating of tha Rirbhanpyr microliths is not
above suspicion. The latarita at this place is not an isolated phenomenon*
From the geological description given in chapter I (Pp. 12-13) we get the
following sequence in this regions
1. The gnoissic rock surface.
2. High level laterite.
3. Detrital laterite.
4« Alluvial deposit generally of red loamy colour.
The nature of what Mr.Ghosh calls "the weathered red colour
of the sandy loam " appears to be the same as no. 4 of our sequence • This
alluvial deposit is generally referred to as of recent age as distinguished
from the Older and Newer (tfadia’s "Younger") Alluvium of the Pleistocene
period. The geographical conditions of the Birbhanpur site and the
Anderson's sites in Singbhum district are not different and, therefore,
it is probable that the 18 feet thickness of soil over the microlithio
deposit in the valley of the river Sanjai may correspond with the sandy
loam of Birbhanpur. Their absolute chronology still remains to be
worked out.
The predominant material used for the microlithio industry is
chert. G.W.Anderson writes, "The quality of chert varies considerably.
It is often of grey or brown material cutting in straight smooth line
and more rarely approximates to the true flint with its characteristic
c o n e h o id a l

fracture. The place of the chert is sometimes taken by agate

or chalcedony obtainable from the cava^ies of the surrounding rocks."
(C.W.Anderson. 1917, p. 353)* In Ranchi the chief materials used were

So

chtrt and chalcedony. J•Wood-Mason (1888, p. 395) adds,"There occur in
abundance at Ranchi, In tha soil with tha implements, not only unworked
quartz crystals, quartz of various kinds, chart, jasper and othar stones,
suitable for tha manufacture of tools and weapons, and evidently colleoted
for that purpose, as has already baan stated, but also lumps of rad
earthy haematite, soma of which hava not baan used , but soma, on tha
othar hand, have been rubbed down to a smooth surface on a flat stone
or scraped in tha production of tha rad pigment•" Tha Bongara implements
ara mostly made of "flint of glassy variety" (sic)* Tha Durgapur
specimens of N*G*Majunder "have baan chipped out of hard rocks of various
beautiful colours, such as agate, chart, jasper,chalcedony, flint etc*"
(Chakladar, 1952, p. 133).
Tha Durgapur specimens are "of various geometric patterns triangular, crescent, rhomboidal, or trapezoid, while soma have one end
more or lass elongated to a fine point*" (Ibid) Tha Birbhanpur material
shows "knife-blades, crescents, points, arrow-heads, awls, scrapers and
burins" (A.Ghosh, 1954, p.6). It is, therefore, clear that the miorolithic
industry of this region is characterised by geometric forms* At Bongara
69 flakes and 24 cores were found* Out of these 37 are classified as
being "micro-blades" with sharp edgess flakes which do not show any
secondary retouch; one blade with secondary retouch on the two edges;
12 blades with blunted back. The remaining flakes are irregular points
or scrapers. From Ranchi 57 microliths are listed in Coggin Brown's
Catalogue (1917) I 4 scrapers, 10 points, 13 lunates, 15 irregular flakes,
11 fluted cores and 4 "rock crystals"* From Singbhum district no
statistical figures are known as the collections have been made by several
persons* A selection of microliths is described belowt-
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Pl.$hos. 41-481- Anderson’s collection. Singbhua district. They
are cores from vhioh many flakes have been removed. Some of them, like
nos* 46 end 4#> have one end pointed* The stones are veil chosen1 chert,
agate, or chalcedony*
Pi*8 no.491- Murray collection in the British Museum. Hartopa
in Bhalbhum. Greenish dolerite with black bands. It has a thick butt with
the other end, now broken, probably pointed. Several flakes have been
removed from the upper face and only one from the bottom*
F1.8 no.50i- Murray collection in the British Museum. Hartopa
in Bhalbhum. Black slate* The flake shovs a median ridge or spine*
Pl*8 nos.51 and 521- Murray collection in the British Museum*
Hartopa in Bhalbhum. No.51 of quartz and no* 52 of black slate. Both
show flaked points with a median ridge or spine*
PI.8 n©.54«- Wood-Masonfs collection in Ranchi. Chert core,
measuring 37 x 27 x 17*8 mm*, from which rectangular flakes have been
struck. Cores of quartz crystals and rock crystal also occur here*
PI.8 nos. 53 and 55-581- Wood-Mason*s collection in Ranchi.
Ho. 53 of chalcedony measuring 38 x 16 z 8.5 mm. No.55 of black chert,
measuring 34 x 10 x 4.2 mm* No. 56 of black chert measuring 21.4 x 16 x
7.7 mm. No* 57 of black chert measuring 20.4 x 12*2 x 4 mm* No. 5$ of
chert deeply weathered, measuring 43 x 24*5 x 10.8 mm* They are all
worked points. Nos, 57 and 58 show notches.
PI.9 nos. 59-621- Bongara in Manbhum district. They are also
sharp odged flakes with one flake removed from the underside and two or
three from the upper.
PI.9 no.631- Bongara in Manbhum district. It shows retouch on

both sides.

PI.9 nos. 64-65*-i'*a>
Bongara In Manbhum district. Both of thsn
hays blunted back.
*
rw& v ’ ;i
pl.9no.66*- And#rson1s collection. Singbhum district. It shows
$X- vwu^jj w'wTi ■
■•Ms .

f

retouch on both sides.
nHTeMMMjHrmK mau with tns jSKatyatrn lm«Aen «w^j.
Tywlegxs*
pi.9 no. 67*- Anderson18 collection. Singbhum district. It is
*

described as a graver or “burin*1•
7
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pi.9 no. 66*- Murray collection in the British Museum. Hartopa
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in Bhalbhum. It is a blunted backed knife.
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PI.9 nos. 69 and 70s- Anderson's collection. Singbhum district.
They are knives with slightly concave edge.
P1.9 no. 71s- Anderson's collection. Singbhum district. It is a
burin.
PI.9 no.72i- Anderson's collection. Singbhum district. Leafshaped flake.
PI.9 no.73*- Wood-Mason's collection in Ranchi. Leaf-shaped
flake.
Pl.9 no.74*- Bongara in Manbhum district. It is a lunate with
its arc blunted.
Pl.9 no.75*- Wood-Mason's collection in Kanchi. It is a lunate
4

with its arc blunted.
Pl.9 nos. 76 and 771- Murray collection in the British Museum.
Hartopa in Bhalbhum. Mo. 76 of black slate, a flake with original cortex
on one side and edge curved. Mo. 77 of transluscent quarts, triangular
in section.
So far microliths have not been found in northern Bihar (i.e.
north of the river Ganges), Orissa, Bast Bengal and Assam. In the mainland

of South East Asia only in Burma a fov flakos; and scrapors voro found by
tho American Expedition (Soo F

* ), and in Malaya microliths have

boon roportod only from ono plaoo (Soo Pp£66 ~ ~ . Thoso appear to havo
no connection at all vith tho Eastern Indian microliths. Typologically
tho latter fall in tha same series as thoso of tho Singrauli Basin in
Mirzapur district (Krishnasvami & Saundararajan, 1951, ^p.AO-65) and thoso
found by Carlleyle in tho Kaimur Hilla (V.A.Smith, 1906,Pp.IS5
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In this chapter a complete study of the stone tools, so far
collected in Assam, is made* No account is given here of the many mogai&ilic
remains, cists, dolmens, menhirs and carved stones, which are commonly
referred to as "prehistoric" in published literature. These monuments form
a distinct class by themselvos and much field-work is needed before any
connected account and a chronological sequence can be given of them. One
thing is certain that tho stone tools, of which the study is made here,
cannot be connected with them, since so far they have not been found
1
in association with any megalithic remains. Hence our object is purely
tho classification and typological comparison of the stone tools.
Sir John Lubbock (1867) was the first person to refer to the
find of jade neolithic implements in Upper Assam. In 1870 E.H.Steel (1870,
Pp. 267-68) rejrcrted the find of several more jade tools from the villages
of Namasang Nagas. In 1872 Lt.Barron (1872, Pp. 62-63) figured and described
two typos of imploments (belonging to "Facetted Hoe, Adze, or Axe"
according to the classification adopted in this chapter.^ Both of them
came from the Naga Hills, and were reported to have been found "on ploughing
a field". Severed stray finds wore reported thereafter. Of these only
two col1actions are important for a general survey of the neolithic
cultures in Assam. The first largo find was made by Mr.W.Penny, a tea-

1. J.P.Mills & J.H.Hutton (1929, P. 295) point out that throughout tho area
of monoliths in north Cachar stone adse heads are found, but it remains
to be proved whether they are associated in any way. (See Hutton ,1931

ST
planter of Bishnath, Tezpur district, while digging a ditch on his estate.
Thoy reached the Indian Museum, Calcutta, in 1908, through the Viceroy,
Lox^Curson, to whom they had been presented. These hare been listed by
Coggin Brown in his Catalogue (1917, Pp. 131-33), and two separate
articles, one by Cogrin Brown himself (l914Jt,Pp* 107-^) and other by
H.C.Dasgupta (1913, Pp. 291-93), on two types of tools have been published.
The ether large collection is in the Pitt Rivers Museum, Oxford. This
collection includes the materials presented to the museum by several
persons, notable among whom are J.H.Hutton, J.P.Mills, G.D.Walker, J.H.
Grace and C.R.Pawsey. Except for brief notes by J.H.Hutton and J.P.Mills
no complete study of these tools has so far been made. Hutton in his
article, "Prehistory of Assam" (Hutton, 1928, Pp. 228-232), has described
only three types of tools besides dealing with raegalithic remains. K.L.
Barua |1939) in his papa^ , "Prehistoric Culture in Assam" has summarised
the published material upto his time; while Pratap Chaudhuri (1944, Pp«4L47)in his article, "Neolithic Culture in Kamarupa", has given a more
general survey of the anthropological and archaeological data. In the
Pitt Rivers Museum there are 335 specimens in all, and they come from
almost all the regions of Assam. A study of this collection fairly well
indicates tho regional basis of the cultures of Assam.
The neolithic cultures in Assam follow a pattern dictated by
geographical factors, and they can be best studied on a regional basis
as each group of tools of a particular region show a distinct kinship
in materiel and form. Such a study brings to full view a picture of
secluded cultures with mutual inter-relations, clearly analogous to "the
primitive cultures" kept up even now by the aboriginal tribes. Each

■&

region has a preference for its own material, probably dictated by
availability, though thero are Intrusive elements vhioh are easily detected.
The technique of manufacture is common to all these regions though the
forms of tools show some distinctive features from region to region. The
nature of the material, which is generally obtained in the form of flat
slabs probably from the bed of the streams, is such that there is actually
very little need of prior chipping or flaking, a process which can be
detected only in a few finished tools. Generally one notices only two
1
methods, battering or hammering, and grinding or smoothing, which were
sufficient to produce the kind of tools found here out of the available
materials. It therefore seems that a particular type of material has been
sought for, out of which tools could be manufactured with as little effort
as possible. Save for a few exceptions in which flaking appears, all the
tools have been only hammered and ground. A similar technique of making
adze-blades is described by Beatrice Blackwood in her "The Technology of
a Modern Stone Age People in New Guinea11 (l9£To, P. 15)* "A stone of
suitable shape and size is sought for in the bed of a stream, or a small
boulder is cracked with a heavy stone and such of its fragments as are
suitable are picked up, one of which is chosen for immediate use and the
others put by until wanted. The blade is first shaped roughly by being
struck with a hammerstone. Any stone of convenient shape and size to hold
in the hand is used for this purpose...... .... The worker sits on

1. It may be pointed out here that E.C.Worman (1949) speaks of three
processes, chipping, pecking and grinding, in connection with the
neolithic tools of India. But, as far as Assam is concerned, the
technique of pecking was not in use*
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the ground, either cross-legged, or with one or both legs extended. The
hand holding the implement rests on one leg. Pieces are struck off both
front and back of the blade by battering strokes, the hammerstone striking
either the edge or the surface* The work is very rough, and no attempt
at flaking is made at any stage. This may be connected with the kinds of
stone used, most of which would not flake easily if at all. When the
blade is thought to be sufficiently shaped, it is finished by grinding.
The grind stone consists of any piece of suitable stone, which is found
on the banks of the Watut river**
The neolithic cultures of Assam fall into six distinct zoness1. Cachar Hills Zone
2. Sadlya Frontier Zone
3* Naga Hills Zone
/f Khasi Hills Zone
5* Garo Hills Zone, and
6* Brahmaputra Valley Zone.
1*

Cachar Hills Zone

The main materials used in this zone are dolerite and a stone
described as arenaceous clay (H.C.Dasgupta, 1913, Pp* 291-93), both of
which, according to the geological reports, are locally available. Two
specimens only are in fossil wood, a material which is plentifully found
here as well as in north Burma. There is one specimen in gneiss, a rock
fairly well distributed in the Assam Hills (See Pp.22—23), while there is
another of jadeite and a few of chert, neither of the latter materials
being found in Assam. Generally the tools of this region are fairly well
manufactured and have regular forms and show a high degree of grinding.

The types represented ere remarkably like the developed neolithic tools
of Upper Burma (See Pp*2-7’9~34), The appearance of fossil wood tools
further links the industry with that of Burma* There seems little doubt
that the makers of these tools in the Cachar Hills and these of the
developed neoliths in Burma were in communication probably through
Manipur*
2.

S»£iya X a fitjft£-ZgRe

In this zone the chief material is jadeite of one variety or
1
another* ^his is not found locally* Its nearest source is Yunnan in South
Vest China* However, a few tools are of gneiss and dolerite, both local
rocks, while there is one each of limestone and bone* The tools found
here also show markedly regular forms though there is less typological
variation than in the Cachar Hills* The "facetted hoe, adze or axe" has
the closest link with the types of tools known from Yunnan (See Pp*/o5-H ),
while another type, the rounded butt axe, though also known in Yunnan,
has a wider circulation in the Indo-Pakistan sub-continent* The prolific
use of jadeite further strengthens the link with Yunnan* In fact, with
tho discovery of a specimen (pi* /£>'no*2A) in the Mishmi Hill the cultural
contact of this region with Yunnan can hardly be doubted* Indeed the main
tool types of Yunnan and the Sadiya Frontier Zone are identical and the
use of the common material,jadeite, firmly establishes the identity*

1* The Upper Burma jade mines were apparently not worked in this period
as no jade tools have so far been found in Burma*
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3.

M«g* Hilla Zon«.

In the Naga Hills the chief material is a greenish variety of
gneiss| more than half the tools collected from this region in the Pitt
Rivers Museum are of this material* Sixteen per cent of the tools are of
dolerite and eight per cent of jadeite* Other materials used are lime
stone, black basalt, slate, chert, sandstone and what is described as
reddish stone* The tool types of the Naga Hills are very varied, but
they have a certain distinctiveness of their own. Quite in keeping with
geographical position of this region we also find here the common tool
types known in the Sadiya Frontier and Cachar Hills Zones* Besides these,
we have here a distinctive type of tool, pi.

no*AA* which comes closest

to "gouge adze type" (the so-called beaked adze), so abundantly found
in Burma, Malaya, Siam, Laos and Cambodia* Other types of tools, d. k
distinctive of this region, are the tanged axe-blade and wedge blade,
classed here under categories F and G, and generally of gneiss* J*H*

i

Hutton (1921, Pp. 405-9) has divided them into three classes, A* "triangular
celt", B* "wedge-shaped celt", and C* slightly shouldered celt* Hutton's
type C is classed here as F and types A and B as G* Hutton believed that
"the triangular celts were fitted into a hole in a wooden handle, while
the wedge-shaped celts were bound to crooked sticks*" However, functionally
there does not seem to be any difference between the two varieties*
Hence they have been grouped here under one general class. Such wedge
blades are also known from Burma (See pi* 111 no* 19). The other type F
comes closer to a specimen from Yunnan (pi* 37 no* 22)* The function of
the miniature touls, pi* 3<T/ nos* 11 and 12 and pi* 37y nos* 26-29
from Yunnan seems to be the same as that of the smaller varieties of F in
the Naga Hills. John Anderson (1871, P* AH) considered them to be
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"charms to ba worn without inconvenience". This supposition is contradictad
by ths usa marks visible in most examples. Thus the Naga Hills Zone ,
besides showing the common types of the Sadiya Frontier and Cachar Hills
Zones| has not only distinctive tool types of its own, but appears to have
a direct communication with countries east of Assam, possibly through the
route of the Hukavng Valley* (See P. 23)* The large number of jadeite
tools, obtained here, again suggests a connection with Yunnan.
U.

Khagi, H ^ s — Z.9Sg‘

This zone lies between the Cachar Hills and the Garo Hills*
Very few specimens have so far been collected from this region. Only three
tools a/te figured here all of slate* The types are derived from the
Cachar Hills*
5*

.

Garo Hilla Zone,

This is the most westerly of the regions in Assam* The material
used is 'mainly sandstone. Only two specimens in black basalt, two in
limestone and a few in chert have been collected, but this last material
is not local. All the examples in sandstone are thin while those in other
stones are somewhat thicker and better formed. However, sandstone tools
are markedly weathered and worn* Some of them are so deeply stained red
that they appear tp have been extracted from lateritised soil* Though the
tools have been collected from various localities throughout the Garo
Hills, the commonest fWture is the weathered appearance of the sand
stone* Indeed they can be easily distinguished even in a confused jumble
of Assam neoliths* All the types known here have parallels in the Cachar
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Hills, though the change In the material has resulted in the deformation
of the contours and a general thinning of the tools. Angularity of forms
is observed only in rare examples, while large numbers of them shew
rounded comers and sides.
6.

Brahmaputra Vallty Zon».

This is a long narrow plain extending from one end of Assam to
the other, and is flanked on the south by the hilly regions noted above,
while the outcrop of the Mikir and Rengma Hills further narrows its breadth
at one point. The geography would therefore suggest that the culture
represented in this zone should show a blend of those features already
noticed in the isolated hill tops and the plateaus to the south. But the
materials available for study a m few and far between. Save for two "celts"
from Dibrugarh and Sibs&gar, all other tools come from the chance-discovary
of Mr. W.Penny in Tezpur district. The majority of Penny*s tools are of
sandstone. A good number are in quartzite, slate and a rock described
as "decomposed volcanic ash1’ (Coggin Brown, 1917, Pp. 131-33)* while
there is one of gneiss and one of pozphyrite. The sandstone examples are
mostly smoothed fragments and pebbles. However, only throe grooved hammerstones in this material are known, all other hammerstones are of quartzite.
The tools, Coggin Brown’s "celts", are made ef slate (5 in all), gneiss
or porphyrite. At least one "celt" appears to be of the wedge type so
comnon in the Naga Hills (Class G). Another is an irregular shouldered
ho«, a type well-known from the Cachar Hills (Class E)• The small flat
"celts" resemble those from the Garo Hills. But the grooved hammerstones
are peculiar to this zone, that is to say, so far they have not been met
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with in the other regions of Assam. (For their distribution in other
countries See Pp. 73

),

The typology of the stone tools.
1
The typology of the Assam tools is not complicated. The two
predominant types in almost all the zones aresA.

agetted Hpe^ jdg^.or Ay.
This facetted tool has a more or less rectangular cross section.

It is the type commonly termed in South Sast Asia "Quadrangular Adze"
(Heine Geldern, 1928). Adzes are usually treated as being a specialised
type of axe. In the words of H.H.Coghlan (1943#

29), "The adze may

be defined as a tool for chipping or sliolng away the surface of the wood.
The cutting edge stands transversely, that is, at right angles to the
handle. Its bevel is ground on the inner faoe only, while the entire outer
faoe is slightly rounded." (Compare Childe, 1930, Pp. 60-61). This definition
is obviously derived from Petrie (1917, P. 5). But it is difficult to be
dogmatic about the use of these tools. It does not seem likely that their
use was confined to wood-work or indeed that many of them are suitable for
working wood. Reference is generally made to the "Bamboo civilisation"
of these areas, but a culture based upon these tools cannot have included
the use of out bamboo. It has been suggested that these tools were used
to out bamboos, but both from the point of view of the cutting edge and
the nature ef the material used, this seems to be unlikely. The conception
1. The classification, so nicely given by B.C.Woiman (19A9), for the
neolithic celt types in India, and also for South Bast Asia, is hard to
reconcile with the actual tools found. It is purely academic and
theoretical.

of a "bamboo civilisation" , stretching from Eastern India throughout
South East Asia, is based on modern anthropological evidence* Even from
this point of view it should be noted that throughout this area hard wood,
demanding carpentry, is used for boat building and temple building* Further
more it must be acknowledged that although bamboo vessels are in common
use, metal vessels are also general* It may also be noted that the most
1
common tool for cutting bamboo in Eastern India is diva* In view of this
the possibility that they were used as Hoes must be considered* To this
day in the hilly areas of these regions Hoe-Terrace cultivation dominates*
It is important to note that the Hoe-Adze is the commonest tool in Assam,
South East Asia and Yunnan* These tools are usually of a substantial
thickness* Three of the sides are ground to — ---- — a flat face, the
fourth, which is always the upper broad face, is left somewhat curvilinear*
The cutting edge is ground to this curvilinear face* It appears that these
tools were first ground to a rough curvilinear shape* The narrow sides and
one broad face were then ground to a flat surface (facet)* The cutting
edge is then ground between the flat broad face and the curvilinear face,
the flat face being underneath during the work* It would seem that three
stages of grinding are involved* The primary grinding produced a roughly
shaped curvilinear implement such as pi* /£~no* 24. The secondary grinding
of the facets produced the normal unedged hoe* Tertiary grinding produced
tha cutting edge. If th* bread face (primary grinding) la markedly ourrilinaji
the tertiary grinding nay result in a median cutting edge . In pi. |a;no.2
1. See beautiful illustration in E.Stack's IhjJiiKirs, London, 1908,
2. "Median* is used in the same sense as Petrie has used it, i.e. "equal
edged" (Petrie, 1917, P. 5).
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the median cutting edg® has b®en produced by th® tertiary grinding of
both faces; any r®sharpening process would be likely to produce this
result. It has repeatedly been assorted that an axe-blade has a median
cutting ®dg® and an adze-blade a unifacial cutting ®dg® ("bevel11)• It
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will be seen from the analysis given above that this distinction is not
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fundamental as far as stone tools of our region go. In discussing all
types of tools it is necessary to consider the tool as a whole, that is
to say, feaft agd bjadg

jm» pged

jji

Moreover, it is necessary to

envisage the total range of tools available in any culture. If adzes,
which are carpenter’s smoothing tools occur, it presupposes some kind of
axe or felling tool. Assuming that a median cutting edge is a criterion
of an axe-blade, it would seem from the figures given at the end of this
chapter (P.\oS)that they are Incompatible with axe and adze wood-work.
It must at any rate be considered that these tools were primarily used
as hoes.
S.

Shouldered Hoe (Hache a tenon)

B.Laufer calls it "spade-shaped celt". It is also facetted hoe
with the prolongation of the butt side into a tenon, thus giving a better
halt* All the varieties of the former class are found in this type as
well, except that the curved face examples are rare. The variation
depends upon the regularity or the irregularity of the body, and the way
in which the tenon is related to the body* in certain examples both tenon
and body are square and the right angle between them is sharply out by

1
a process of wire cutting or saving, while in others thoy ara formed by
0

mora or lass haphazard chipping or grinding and tha angla is obtuse, or
at any rata tha junction is curved. This typa E has so far not baan found
in tha Sadiya Frontiar Zona. In this olass thara is one freak, p i . n o . 51#
from the Naga Hills, which has a hole in ona comer, suggasting that it
has baan usad as an amulet. Tha ragular typa is found only in tha Cachar
Hills Zona except for two specimens from tha Naga Hills* Both tha ragular
and irregular varieties are common in tha whole of South East Asia as far
north as Hong Kong (Saa chapter VI). Only two doubtful exampias ara
known from Yunnan (Pi. IS ) nos. 21 and 22), and this explains the absence
of tha typa from tha Sadiya Frontiar Zona. It is therefore reasonable to
suggest that it came to Assam most probably from Burma. From North China
four specimens of tha irregular variety hava been illustrated by J.G.
Andersson(19A3, PI* XXIII, 3 and PI. XXIV, 1-3)* These all coma from tho
province of Honan, and ona of them is said to belong to Nthe Yang Shao
Culture*. But tha commonest typa is tha "broad variety" (J.G.Andersson,
19A3, pi. XXV), which is not found in Assam or in South East Asia at all.
2
Those coma only from norbhom China, especially from tha Mongol Zona (Sea
1. V.Ball (1879> P* 397) suggested this process of savring for tha production
of tha shouldered tool as early as 1879* E.C.Worman (19A9) does not
talk of this process at all.
2. Teilhard da Chardin A Poi point out that these hava been found at Hata
and Kaokiatingse and also naar about Jahol in large numbers. But they
ara not found on the southeast of the Mongol Plateau. (Teilhard de
Chardin A W.C.Pai, 19AA)*

(ofo

Appendix Fp. |o 5 ). J.G.Andersson rightly calls them "agricultural hots".
Tho regular variety in stone has not been found so far in the river
valley cultures of North China, but in bronze several specimens are
1
known, They are usually regarded as ceremonial axes. Two specimens in
iron have also been illustrated by Petrie (1917, PI# II, nos. 98 and 99),
both coming from Egypt. A slightly difVer^ing variety (with concave sides)
it illustrated by Petrie in fig. 97 pi. II. It comes from Transcaucasia.
Petrie (1917, P. 9) remarks, "These tanged axes may be all three Asiatic,
from one source; such a fastening is unknown in Europe or Egypt otherwise.*
^his tool seems to be the proto-type of the modern garden
implement used in northern India, called Khurpl. George Grierson
Pp. 12-13) writes, " The

,

Khurpl is a sort of hoe used for

loosening the earth round young plants or in weeding .......

A

smaller instrument for scraping grass or weeding is called, when the blade
is curved,

* Khurpi. and (south of the Ganges), when it is

straight,

Pasanl. An optional name for the curved variety

in Gaya is

-- Bankul." An invariable companion of this tool is

a hooked implement, called

Dafimtl. the word being derived

from the Rigvedie Sanskrit

Pftyi (Rigveda, Y.7.7). If this

modem garden implement is really a survival of the older tool form,
T-

195T
,fi gs. 1-A| Laigfa Ashton & Basil Gray, 1951.

bo.

2 bj

B.Lfcufer, 1912, figs. 1-4 and 11-14.; Porcival David, 1952, pis. 4 and 5;
P. AckermaVf, 1945, pi. 63; Musoua of Far Eastorn Antiquitioa, Stockhola,
Bullatin, no. 2 (1930), PI. V, 1 and 2. ; Bullatin no. 4 (1932), pi. 1,4.
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then this should prop »rly bs callad a Hoa r&thar than adza or axe, and
tha method of its Rafting and usa nay haya rasamblad that of tha Indian
k h u rp i .

Tha tanon of tha knurpl is fittad into a socka^ voodan handle,

which is ganarally round in saction* Tha cutting adga is hald away from
tha user, who sits on his faat* Tha novamant is away from tha body*
S*£*Paal as long ago as 1896 compared thaso tools with two
iron hoas whiah ha obtainad in tha Maga Hills (Peal, 1896, Pp* 26-24)*
Mtm
Barthold Laufar fully agraas with Paal and connaots
with tha hoeoultura (Laufar, 1912, Pp. 73-79). Hutton and Mills (1929, P. 295) also
oonnact than with iron hoas* This connection was sug astad avan by
V*Ball (1879, P. 395).
stans svr^ngla# were oasted* aiWI this tft-one coot
D*

Spliar*d

p

<*\

Ax*.

This third typo is so far known only from two of our regions,
tha Cachar Hills Zona and the.Garo Hills Zona, though it is fairly common
in Yunnan and athar countrias of South East Asia* It shows a bifacial
madian splayad cutting adga with concava sides terminating in a roughlycut narrow butt* Tha splaying of tha adga due to tha concavity of tha
sides is not natural to stens, that is to say, it does not necessarily
rasultjjfrom tha process of bifacial grinding* While speaking of tha change
from stone to copper celts, H.H.Coghlan writes, "An immediately noticeable
feature is a gradual splaying out of tha cutting adga of tha axes this
was a natural result of tha process of hammering tha cutting adga of
tha copper in order to harden or tamper tha blade* Whan tha cutting adga
became notched or blunted in service, tha owner (or more probably a
coppersmith) would anneal tha blade and afterwards treat it by hammering
to restore tha adga and hardness; a succession of such operations would

soon result in a well splayed-out blade.* (Coghlan, 1943, P. 42). When
only the cutting edge is hammered, the form of parallel-sided tools with
expanded cutting edge results (See Petrie, 1917, pi. 1, figs. 10-11,24,
31-36). When the hammering starts much above the cutting edge, the splay
is greater and the sides become curved. The advantage in this type is to
have a narrow butt, which is easier for hafting, and a wider cutting
edge. When casting came into general use, this splay form was copied in
moulds. Such moulds have been found in the excavation of *The protohistoric site of the Hong Kong culture at Shek Pek, Lantau, Hong Kong *
(W.Schofield, 1938, Pp. 248-251, pi. CIV). Such splayed axes, both in
copper and bronze, are universal. It is from the metal type that the
stone examples wore copied, and this stone copy has a wide distribution
in South East Asia and Eastern India.
It is important to note that all these three types have a wide
distribution in South East Asia and Southern China (except the provinces
of Kwangtung and Kwangsi, where exploration has hardly begun). The Assam
specimens, no doubt, belong to this general complex, and the problem of
their origin and age is linked up with the existence of these neolithic
tool typos in all these countries. This problem will be stated fully in
the concluding chapter. *t may, however, bo repeated that the splayed
axes presuppose the existence of metal originals. The facetted tools and
tho shouldered hoes also appear to develop first in a metal form and
then as copies in stone. Tho northern Chinese variety of the shouldered
hoe is, no doubt, very irregular, but tho largo majority of the specimens
found in South East Asia are so regular in form that they imply a process
of wire-cutting in order to obtain sharp angles and straight sides. Such
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a perfection is not natural to stone grinding* It seams reasonable to
suggest that this procedure vas adopted because it improves the technical
efficiency of the tool by producing a better fit for the hafting. The
origin of this tool must, of course be attributed to "Hoe - Terrace*
cultivation as B*Laufer (1912, Pp* 77-79) argues, but its place of
origin cannot be South East Asia, as he maintains; because, as will be
clear from the evidence given in chapter VI, this type belongs to the
developed neoliths of South East Asia, where they are found as intruders
In a cultural context in which agriculture vas hardly known* Such
"barbarous* cultures prevailed as far north as the Kwangsi-KvangtungSzechwan region, south of the river Yangtze, in South China (See Teilhard
do Chardin & Pei, 1944)* Hence the origin of this type must bo sought
for in Honan and the Mongol Zone, where a few stone examples have already
been found* From China proper, i.e. the northern river valley cultures,
only ceremonial specimens in bronze have so far been recovered from
graves* It is hard to believe that the Chinese would begin to bury
these "ceremonial axes" in their graves without actually using them in
life* It seems that this perfect type has been copied in stone in South
East Asia with the only difference that the decorations of the bronze
specimens have been omitted*
B.

Rmmded.Butt Are.

Th* next type is * for® of long axe, varying fro* oral to
lenticular in cross-seotion, with rounded butt so*otimos narrowing to
• point, tho sides tapering slightly oonvexly, with one broad face
almost flat and tho other curved. Tha cutting adga is convex, usually
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unifacial, and vary rarely medial. Tha majority of tha specimen* are thin,
especially those found in the Garo Hills Zone. ^his type is also known
from lunnan and Burma. It is rare in Malaya and hardly known at all from
other countries (mainland only) in South East Asia. On the other hand
it has a very vide distribution in the Indo-Pakistan sub-continent (See
map
the distribution^in Ancient India. ne.A, 1947-4#j and no. 7, 1950, fig.
51) where it has been termed as "polished pointed butt stone axe". But
this distribution map has to be recheoked as it does not take into
consideration the important question of the tool types of Assam. The
technical difference will be discussed in the next chapter (See Pp.va*'2*).
Here it will suffice to mention that the rounded butt axe of Assam seldom
has a median cutting edge and the longitudinal section is in almost all
oases flat on one face and the other curved continuously from the edge
to the butt. The cutting edge is formed by the Junction of the ground
curved face and the tertiary grinding of the broad flat face, ^his is the
most common method of producing the sharp edge in Eastern Agia, and the
Assam tools belong to this general group. In Assam the rounded butt axe
is poorly represented in the Naga Hills. Heine Geldern has termed this
type as "Round Axe" (Heine-Geldera, 1935 b, P. 35). On the odd specimens
found in Malaya Van Stein Callenfels remarks that "in later neolithic
times, perhaps even in the beginning of bronze age, the use of round axe
vas brought over" from India to Malaya. (Proceedings of the 3rd Congress
of the Prehistorians of the Far East, 1933, Singapore, Pp. 131-32).
C.

Axe with broad outtjfii^edgg.

This is a variant of the type B, with the difference that its

sides taper more acutely and the cutting edge is very broad. 1his type
is not found in the Naga Hills, but one specimen, pi. 2.0, no. 46, appears
to be a copy of this type. It is most predominant in the Garo Hills, but
is not met with in other regions of South Bast Asia, with the exception
ef one specimen, which is in the Beasley collection of the British Museum,
no. 1.6.33 (4639 B). It is of very thin slate, and is reported to have
been found in the Malaya states* The examples, pi. 11, no. 8 from the
Caohar Hil s and pi.

no.93 from the Garo Hills, are typical of the

large varieties, and they suggest a metal copy. Similar tools have been
found elsewhere in India (See pi. 40, nos. 13-14)* The "thin flat celt"
type (no. 10) of Subba Rao (1943, Pp. 35-36) is similar to the Assam
examples. Like these the Bellaxy specimens are also flat on one face
and curved on the other(Subba Rao, 1943, XU,nos. 9-13)* But the Assam
axes are different from the Bellaiy examples in so far as these are not
made from flakes as the latter are. The extreme thinness of the tools
goes against the possibility of their being used on wood. It is more
probable that they were used on loose earth for weeding the grass. Major
Godvin-Austen points out, "These softer kinds of stone implements

.

were used as hoes, and some of the Kukis in the north Gachar Hills used
a few years back stones set into a wooden handle in this way, for when
the ground is soft during the rains they aid materially in tearing out
the weeds. From the facility with which they can now get iron implements,
stone will be scaroely or ever used. Col.Mc Cullock had told him that
they are very frequently found in Manipur."(Godvin-Austen, 1375, P. 153).
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F ft G.

T«pg«d Ax« rod W»dg»-bl»d«a.

These two types are known mainly from the Naga Hills Zone.
They are peculiar to this region and stand as a distinct group by
themselves* The tools of F type, which show slight shoulders at the
butt, may have been influenced by the form of the shouldered hoes* But,
except for this apparent similarity, the two types are different in the
actual form of the cutting edge as veil as in technique of manufacture*
Both types F and G hardly show any trace of flaking or even battering*
the predominant feature in these tools is the mode of grinding* The
cutting edge is produced by bifacial grinding of the greater length of
the tool* In the case of type F the butt, termed here the tang, is
further rounded by the same process of grinding and hence the general
appearance is that of a shouldered hoe* In other examples the original
smoothness of the pebble surface is taken advantage of and left unground*
These second type of tools form Class G* They may be either triangular
in form or wedge-shaped according to the nature of the material originally
seleoted* It is these two types of tools which have earlier beam vaguely
compared with some Yunnan specimens (See Pp*$~1-44) • It has not been
possible for me to find parallels in India or in South East Asia, except
for a few wedges in Burma. In other parts of India wedge-shaped axes
have been found (See Pp*l23-2<$. But their form as well as the method
of their manufacture are different from the specimens under consideration*
It is possible that type F was used, hafted in a bamboo tube, as a
digging stick. Coggin Brown (1931, F* 38) remarks, *The small implements
were probably fitted lengthwise into a handle and used as a pud for
digging holes in the ground for rice and ether seeds, or for purposes
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of wooding,”
H.

Grooved Hammerstonog.

This typo ooaos from only ono sito at Bishnath in Tozpur
district* It has not boon found anywhere ohso in Assam, nor is it known
from South East Asia oxoopt for ono example from Kim-B’ang in Ajmgm
(Soo pi,

no,9). A single doubtful spocinon is Illustrated by J.G.

Andersson (1943,P. 56, pi* XXII,3), whilo anothor of diorito from
Shantung province is in tho British Musoum and illustratod by B.Laufor
(1912, pi, XIH,1), Somo spocimons aro also known from Hong Kong (V*
Weinberger, 1948-49, pi*18 b), Several examples havo boon found in othor
parts of India, Bruoo Foots(1916, p* 86) found ono at Hosahalli in tho
Kudlighi taluk* Subba Rao has illustratod soyoral examples from Bollary
(Subba Rao, 1948, pi, XXIII, 20-25)* Several othors havo boon oolloctod
from Banda district (Rivott-Cgmac, 1883 b, Pp, 221-230), About tho
Assam spocimons CogLln Brown (1914^P* 108) writss, ”Thoro aro 6 spocimons
in all, 5 of which aro mado from a fins closo-grainod, grayish, bluish
or roddish-groy quartzits; ono from a dark, fino-grainod, schistose
diorito. Each specimen has been formed by splitting an elongated, ovoid,
water-worn pebble into two pieces, across its transverse diameter, and
then grinding down tho fractured end until it assumed a smooth slightly
convex surface, Tho groove or bolt is cut into tho implement roughly
two thirds of tho distance between tho face and the pebble butt. In
each case it is broad and well-marked though not deep. In two of tho
quartsits hammers tho groove forms a complete ring around tho stone|
in tho othor three, it is not continued round tho edge which evidently
faced tho handjbhen tho implement was hold in its withy. In tho case of
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the dlorlte hammer the belt is continued around one face end two edges
but not around the other side* The largest specimen measures approximately
10 oms* long by 7 broad by 5 thick* The smallest 6*5 cos. long by 6 broad
by 3 thick* The others are Intermediate in size though usually somewhat
thinner than the largest one* *
Another exceptional tool Is pi* 32, no.10A from the Garo Hills*
It has been flaked and shaped like an acheulean hand-axe without any
trace of secondary retouch but with traces of grinding noticeable all
over, more especially at the cutting edge.
Besides, we have 2 chisel-end tools from the Sadiya Frontier
Zone, pl.\7, nos* 32 and 33, both of which are square in section and
have sharp cutting edge at either end, one edge being perpendicular to
the other* From the Naga Hills have been collected a few more types:
2 long whet-stones obtained by J.H.Hutton; 2 so-called nut-crushers,
which are merely oval pebbles with a depression on either flattiah face;
one pestle; and another pebble turned into a chisel end* From Bishnath
in Tezpur district ordinary hammerstones have also been found.
The description of the tools follows region by region.
1*

gachar Hills Zone*

Class At- faoctted Hoe* Adze or AxetThe distinctive feature of these tools is the facets which show
very clearly in all the specimens, and they have been obtained
mainly by the process of grinding* The shape is more or less
rectangular as also the cross-section. They are very thick except
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pi. \/\/ no.6. They have been divided hare into 3 variatiaa an tha
basis of tha cutting adga.
Variety Alt- Curvilinear Tynett i,
1
PI.IOno.lt- Collected by J.P.Milla. Kitani. 1937. Jadeite,
with bluish stains. Correctly speaking it is trapezoidal in shape
with facetted sides tapering towards the flat butt. The cutting
edge is formed by the meeting of the ground convex fafe and the
broad flat face showing tertiary grinding. It is ground all over
but some roughness is still visible on the body. A typical exaaple
of the facetted hoe, adze or axe so well known in South £ast Asia,
it is the only specimen found in N.Cachar Hills.
Variety Alii- fitfegtolly

edged tvpes-

Pl. (o, no.2s- Collected by J.F.HLlls. Thangpui. 1928. Gneiss.
In this example the tendency has been to narrow the butt by additional
grinding in its upper part. The butt end is square in section. The
cutting edge is median produced by bifacial grinding. This is the
only specimen found in N. Cachar Hills.
Variety AIIIs- Unlfaclally ground edged, typeiIn this variety the cutting edge is produced by sharp unifacial
grinding, commonly termed as "bevelled edge", giving the shape of
the adze- or ohisel-blades.
PI. {o, no.3t- Collected by J.H.Hutton. Ranji. 1921. Dolerite.
It is very broad and thick.
1. The description first gives the name of the donor, then the place
where it was obtained, next the date of its presentation to the museum,
the material of which it is made, and finally the special characteristic.

Pi* 10, no.4-1** Collectad by J.j^.Mills. Paija* 1v2$• Dolcrit6«
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It is also vary' broad and thick* Tha butt is little rough.
***• W - wvrTvi w m T
PI* 10 no*5t- Collactad by J.P.Mills. Lungkho. 1928* Dolerite.
Vb S SMI :I
It is of a long stib-variaty with straight adga* Tha butt is rough*
%Mk tin#

PI. <1,no.7*- Coll*ot*d by J.P.M111*. 1929. Ch*rt ? It is vsry
*!• 12 me**9***
iv ****♦wee-as*
thin in section with tha butt and snapped off* Its thinness links
Xt$ rfAdoft
T*ge :
» Xda®T^^~Jv/
it up with a large number of such tools found in tho Garo Hills*
w/tir>ip4•wA JL

a*

*.
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These are the only 6 specimens in this Class out of a total
JL?r# .W W >/;.'*• .*i,4yv
f*#(
v ' *
of 28 tools in the collection of the Pitt Rivers Museum, Oxford.
Class Bs— Rounded Butt AxefThere is only one variety in this Class in this Zone. The
cutting edge is always off the median, but is sometimes hardtomark
because of the thinness of the section.The butt is rounded.
PI*

/ no.61- Collected by J.P.Mills. Lungkho* 1928. arenaceous

clay (slate ?)0ne face is somewhat
W£X^>;|

A

flattish

while the othershows

t5v.‘. V» ■*#'*

grinding from throe directions leaving a ridge in the middle.
There are two more examples of this type, 1 in arenaceous clay
and the other in jadeite.
'£4
h?, y* f *5•
>
'•
'‘
>h •
”r•
Class Cl- Axe with broad cutting edge1There are two varieties in this class distinguished on the
basis of siseiVariety Clt- Large typeiPl. W, no*8i- Collected by J.P.Mills. Thaijuari*1937* Sandstone.
It is a large variety of this type with the sides and one broad face
ground flat while the other is curvilinear. Some chips have been
removed later. Marks of use are visible at the cutting edge. It is
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It is substantially thick and could wall have been used on wood. It
*•

is tha only specimen of its type in the North Cachar Hills.
Variety CIIi- Small typeiThese are comparatively thinner in section.
PI. 12^110.9s— Collected by J.H.Hutton. Indulge. 1929. Basalt.
Its sides converge slightly cocvexly to moot tho pointed butt. One
broad face is irregularly curved while the other is ground almost
flat with the cutting edge formed by unifacial grinding.
PI. 12 no.101- Collected by J.P.Mills. Robi. 1928. Arenaceous
Vi WL
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clay. The two sides, which are ground flat, curve slightly to moot
the flattish butt, and the two broad faces have also been ground
almost flat, whilst the cutting edge is formed by unequal bifacial
grinding.
There are 3 more specimens in the Pitt Rivers Museum , 1 in
chert and 2 in slate.
Ono more specimen of this variety is listed in Coggin Brownts
Catalogue (1917, p. 131* no. 866). It was collected by Mr.C.
Brownlow at Terabeg, near Michabri, Cachar. Its sides and two broad
faces have been ground flat, while the butt is worn and the shoulders
are constricted.
In all there aro 7 specimens in this Class so far known.

Clos D«- Spl«r«d A*»»PI. 11 no.Ill- Collected by J.P.Mills. Paija.1928. slate. It
is thin in section and asymmetrical in form. The cutting edge is
produced by equal bifacial grinding and tho sides inwardly curve
pg
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to meet the rough butt at one end while at tho othor producing a

&

•;/ ?
markedly splayed cutting edge* This is the only specimen In this
Class In this Zone*
Class Si- Shouldered HostThe varieties have been distinguished on the basis of the
regularity or the irregularity of the tenon and the body, and
secondly on the proportion of the length of the body to its breadth*
Accordingly ve have four main varieties* SI, Regular and broad type;
Eli, Regular and long type; EIV, Irregular and broad type; EV,
Irregular and long type* There is one more variety in this Class,
which ve have called EIII, distinguished by its crescent-shaped
body and long tenon.
Variety Eli- Regular and Broad TypeiPl* M / no*12i- Collected by J*P*Mills. Bara Hazlong (Naga
village). 1937. Fossil wood. It is square in section with the tenon
slightly inclined to one side. Both the broad faces are ground flat
while the cutting edge is formed by unifacial grinding. The right
angles between the tenon and the sides are sharply out.
PI. \b no.13*- Collected by J.P.Mills.Paija.l92S.Chert. Similar
to no. 12 but smaller in sise. The tenon is not exactly in the middle
of the body while the sides are slightly divergent. The tertiary
grinding in order to produce the cutting edge starts roughly from
three—fourths the length of the body.
There are 2 more examples in this variety, 1 in limestone and
the other in chert. These are smaller in size.
Variety EIIi- Regular and Long TreesPI.

no.U*- Collected by J.P.Mills. Gunjong.Chert. The aides,
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which arc divergent, make sharp angles with the tenon. The broad
faces are ground flat, the cutting edge unifacial. Some chips have
>• Tw*

r;7‘& ■*"* -

-

^w

cose away later.
There is one more example of chert in this variety. It is smaller
in size.
Vari#ty Kill*- g.gAftr„wi,1f t 0 T»^»p^-ft^ap»d bodyI-

PI. 13^ no. 15s* Collected by J.P.Mills. Paija.1928.Chert. This
is a unique specimen found in this region. It has a small crescent
shaped body bifaoially ground to produce a sharp cutting edge. The
tenon is square in section, slightly narrowing towards the butt. It
is much longer in comparison to the body. The angles aro sharply cut.
Similar examples, though socketed, in bronze come from Burma and
South East Asia. One example in the British Museum, numbered 1926,
2.10.4, comes from Trans-Salween. One stone example was found at
Them Pong in north Annan {E.Saurin, 1933,Pp. 81-62, pl.XHI.4)*
Variety EIVi* Irregular and Broad TypetPI.

no. I61- Collected by J.H.Hutton. Waichong.1929.Lime

stone. Very coarsely mads. The sides are rough, and the angles are
obtusely curved. It is thin in section.
PI. 1*f,n©.17l- Collected by J.P.Mills. Chaikaabo. 1928. Fossil
wood. The shoulder is very irregular, the angles are very obtusely
•art

er
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curved, while the body retains roughness. The cutting edge is
produced by unequal bifacial grinding.
PI. Uf> no. I81- Collected by J.P.Mills. Haflong. 1929* Slate.
Very thin in section. The sides are ground flat. The tenon is
negligible. The cutting edge is formed by unif^cial grinding.
PI ,

1 If no. 19*- This specimen has been described by H.C.
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Dasgupta (1913, Pp*291-93)* It came from Konarpara in Cachar* Arenaceous
clay* Tha cutting adga la formed by unifaoial grinding, while tha
shoulder is vary irregular.
I

jjum
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.
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Thera are 2 more examples in limestone and 2 in arenaceous clay*

Coggin* Brown has listed a ring-stone (no*6321) of*fine polished
sandstone^ collected by V*Townsend Smith in tha jungle near Karainpur,
Devan Cachar*
In all 31 tools from this Zone are so far knownt
Class A

... 6

Class B ... . 3
Class C .... 7
Class D .... 1
Class E ..... 13
Ring stone •••• 1
: ■

: *i
2.

*w.* ' . ■■*■ :
*
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*

■
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Sadly* Frontlsr £00..

CR.am# St’* fSetjLifs4
Class Ai- Fao*U»d Hos. Adz*, or Ax«iIn this Zone ve hare only two varieties, AI and All! eorresponding with the types known from the Cachar Hills*
V,'
Variety Alt- Curvilinear TypetW « i c w '■'
2*}■'.s&zZ.
PI if,/ no.20i- Collected by J*P.Mills* Ningru, north of Nea
9

x*<

jb

Dihing river* 1933* Talcose rock, with serpentine veins, white in
Jj
a***>
a.
u'*:v
appearance* It is slightly longish in form with rectangular cross
section* The sides are ground flat* One broad face is also ground
#.Si
I'MWtea It 1#
flat while the other is curvilinear, with the cutting edge produced
f

'V a j^ tty s f

.35f ttl&h %se m iff

by unequal bifacial grinding*

tfeat the vldkta

PI. iy/ no.22*~ Collected by J.H.Crace. 1935* Bone. Similar to
no. 20, except that the sides are rounded. It is vary finely ground,
but tha butt is rough. Tha cutting adga is obliquely convex.
PI. /£, no.23*- Collected by J.H.Crace. 1935. Black basalt.
Similar to no. 22, but smaller in size with tha difference that tha
cutting adga is lass convex, and symmetrical.
Vari.ty AIIIl-

tflgfd, fryp.i-

PI. /S'/ no.211- Collected by J.H.Crace. 1935* Black basalt. It is
a broad sub-variety, with the faces ground flat, though one slightly
curves near the cutting edge.
There is 1 more example of dolerite, variety AI. In all there
are 5 specimens in the Pitt Rivers Museum. Coggin Brown's no.865
(1919, p. 131), collected by Mr.Healy of the Geological Survey,
belongs to this Class, variety AI. It is of streaked and mottled
Jadeite. The find-spot is not known. Typologically it appears to
have come from this Zone.
Class Bi-

R o u n d .d

Butt &»»-

Thro, varieties hay. been distinguished la this Class on th.
basis of th. foimation of th. cutting cdg*.
Vari.ty BIi- Bifacially ground n.diaa, .dg.d typ.iPl. |b, no.25«- CsHsct.d by J.P.Mills. Tigra (Mlnyong) Abor
Hills. 1937. Gneiss ?. It is of a long form, lenticular in section.
Th. outting edge is deeply or.sc.ntio. Som. chips hay. com. away
later.
PI.16/no.26i- CoH.et.d by J.H.Crao*. 1935. Jad.it*. It is
a snall.r yari.ty of no. 25, with th. diff.r.nc. that th. sides

82are flat and tha section rectangular*
*J1* I(, no*28j- Collected by J.P.Mills* Ningru naar Noa Dihing
river* 1933* Jadeite, with bluish stains* It is a

smaller $

^variety of no* 25, lenticular in section*
Vari.ty Bill- UnUfaclally ground *dged typ*iFI.

U no.27:- Coll*ct*d by J.P.Milla. Ningru naar Noa D

river* 1933* Gneiss* In cross section it is lenticular,with broad
faces ground slightly convexly*
*1.

no*29*~ Collected by J.F.Mills. Ningru near Noa Dihing

river* 1933* Jadeite with bluish stains* It is a

smaller

variety of no* 27, but is slightly broader*
There is 1 more example of gneiss in this variety*
Variety BIIIi- Cunrilln**r TvcstIn this variety one face Is ground flat and the other is
curvilinear, with the cutting edge produced by tertiary grinding
* at the broad flat face*
PI. ISi ne*24t- It is Coggin Brown*s no*993 (Brown, 1917,p*
133), and is illustrated by John Anderson (1371,pi*1*4)* It was
found in the Mishmi Hills by Capt. Gregory. Its sides are rounded,
while one face is ground flat and the other is curvilinear*
PI. in

11

no.30i- Collected by J.H.Crace* 1935« Limestone* It

is a roughly hammered pebble turned into a cutting tool by unifacially
grinding the edge*
Pl*f7f

no.31s- Collected by J.H.Crace* 1935* Jadeite* Very

roughly workad, showing battering soars on th* body. Th* butt is
pointed.
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In all thare aro 9 spocimons in this Class.
Besides those, 2 long implements with cutting edge at either
end have been collected by J*II*Crace* PI* j

no*32 is of gneiss and is

little rough* The cutting edge^ which are perpendicular to each other,
are produced by unifacial grinding* PI* /y no*33 is of Jadeite, square
T
m
In section) and completely ground* It vas found at Ningru near Noa Dicing
river.
In all there are 17 specimens so far known from this Zones
Class A

•••••••« 6

Class B *«••••••• 9
Miscellaneous *.* 2

3.
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There are several tribes of the Nagas living on the hill tops,
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but there is hardly any distinction in the stone tools collected in
different tribal areas* Archaeologically speaking, all these areas form
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one zone, and hence the whole collection from the Naga Hills is here
dealt with together*
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Class At- facattad Ho.. Adsa, or As»i,S

* ,,

Besides the three varieties noticed in the Cahchar Hills and
Sadiya Frontier Zones, ve have here 2 more varieties, one
J* *m ^M^usa*
distinguished by side notched for hafting and the other a long
variety vith parallel sides*
Variaty AI.- Currllinaar TypatPl. 18 no.34»- Col'acted by J.P.Milla.Mingsandi, Ao country.
1923. Jadaita,spaoklad with yallcw and black spot*. Correctly

8^
speaking, it is trapezoidal in shape with the sides ground flat*
The cutting edge is produced by tertiary grinding on the broad flat
face*
PI#

jg

n©*35«- Collected by C*R*Pawsey* Serna country# 1926.

Limestone* It is a narrower variety of no* 34 with the difference
that the tertiary grinding on the broad flat face startsfrom about
.,

V

. . .

4■

the middle of the body* The sides are ground flat*
Pi# lS/no* 36*- Collected by J*?*l’dlls# Lhotacountry#1922*
jadeite* Similar as no# 35, but the sides are rounded and they taper
moxo prominently to meet the flat butt*
PI# |8/ no* 371- Collected by J*H*Kutton* Sema country# 1917#
Gneiss* Very flat and thin in section* The sides have also been
ground flat* It is much smaller in size*
PI# |8,n©*40t- Collected by J.P.Mills* Lhota country* 1923#
Gneiss# It is the smallest specimen in this variety with flat sides
and cutting edge almost straight*
There are 5 more specimens of the bigger sub-variety* 2 of
jadeite, 1 of gneiss, 1 of "reddish stone" and 1 of basalt# Of the
smaller sub-variety there are 22 in alls 10 of gneiss, 6 of jadeite,
2 of sandstone and 4 of dolerite*

Vari.ty AIIl- pifsolely ground mdiua. «dg#d typ«>PI# |g/ no. 38s- Collected by J*H*Hutien* Rokimi* 1929# Gneiss*
It is trapezoidal in shape with rounded sides, flattened butt and
faces ground flat*
#+$

itosf* Sbtttf* 4* w

fwneptto^al v a rie ty , g-rug©

Variety AIIIi-

jraigg

i-

PI* 18 nc*39i- Collected by J.R.Hutvcn. Karami (Kalyokengyu
country)* Gneiss* It is of very thick and broad type* The butt is
also very thick* The faces are ground unequally and hence the
cutting edge is off the median*
Variety ATVi» Faoetted tool with aide notches«PI* |

‘f
no.All- Collected by J.P.Mill*. Lasami (Sema country).

1937* Jadeite* This is the usual type of the facetted tool with
rectangular section and unequally ground broad faces, the cutting
edge is off the median* In addition it shows semi-circular notches
at either side, produced by grinding, in order to strengthen the hafting
of the tool* These notches clearly show that the tool vas hafted
like an adza with the handle perpendicular to the cutting edge*
Variety A V«- Long Xypa with parallal aidestThie type ia illustrated by E.H.Steel (1870, Pp. 267-68). It
has a bifaciaily ground median cutting edge with almost parallel
■ides and roughly flat top* There are 3 examples in all*
There are 33 tools of this Clasc in the Pitt Rivers Museum*
2 more have been illustrated by Lt.Barron (1872, Pp* 62-^3), end 3
more by E.H.Steel (1870, Pp. 267-68).
Class B»- Rounded Butt AxetThere are very few rounded butt type of axes found in the Naga
Hills* They all belong to one variety, B III, curvilinear type,
the cut lng edge is always unequally ground on the broad flat face
and the ourvAlinear face* There is one exceptional variety, gouge
adze, which has also been put in this clasa*
PI. \

no*42t- Collected by J.H.Hutton. Phuyetomi. 1929. Slate.

It is a long axe with rectangular cross section and obliquely deep
convex cutting edge. The butt is rough* Apparently it

scabs

to be

a facetted type of tool, but its extra-ordinary length in comparison
to its width brings it closer to the tools of the present class*
PI*

no*43i- Collected by J*P*Mills* Tichipani (Sena country)*

1923* Dolerite. This is the typical rounded butt type of tocl,
lenticular in section with the sides oonver ing on to the rounded
butt* The out ing edge is off the median* There are 2 more examples
similar to this specimen, 1 of jadeite and 1 of dolerite.
PI* 2°

no.451- Collected by J*H*Hutton between Jorsama and

Kohima villages (Angami country). Slate* It is of a pointed butt
type with straight cutting edge, one face curvilinear and the other
flat, the cutting edge is produced by tertiary grinding. There is
one more similar example of dolerite*
PI*

)9/

no.44»- Collected by J.H.Hutton. Siromi. 1915* Gneiss*

It is an exceptional type of tool with one broad face ground flat
whilst the other, slightly curving, shows deep tertiary grinding to
produce the cutting edge* The final shape appears like a gouge adse
except that the usual ridge is not seen here. It is rectangular in
cross section. This term, gouge adse, is given by H.D.Hoon (1941,
Pp. 215-16). Heine Geldem calls it pick adze (1945, P* 140). It
has more vaguely been described as beakod adze. There is 1 mere
poor copy of this type in the museum.
In all there are 8 specimens in this Class, of which 2 are
gouge adzes.
Class Cl- Axe with broad cutl^g.edgeiOnly 2 doubtful specimens are placed in this class*
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PI# £0^ no.4&*- Collected by J.P.Mills. Lhota country# 1925*
Sandstone. It Is a vary broad type of exe with vary thin section#
Tha butt is broken. Both tha broad facas show rough chipping. Latar
still soma more chips have coma away. Only tha cutting adga is
ground.
Thera is another example of sandstone, collected by C.R.Pawsey
in Lazirri. One face is entirely chip ad, while the other shows soma
grinding.
Class Di- Splayed AxetIt is not represented hare.
Class Et- Shouldered KoeiVariety Eli- Regular end Broad TypeiPl. 2o/no.47«- Collected by J.P.Mills. Sanls (Lhota country).
1925# Chert. It is a wall-cut tool, but the body Is asymmetrical. The
tenon is broad and makes a sharp angle with the sides. One face is
slightly curving while the other flat, showing tertiary grinding at
tha cutting adga.
There is another better example illustrated by J.H.Hutton (192A,
no# 15)# It is of "reddish stone", and corneafrom Bapugwena. The
body is a perfect square with some breakages at the corners. The
tenon is small and narrow and makes a sharp right angle with the
sides. One face is ground flat while the other is slightly curving.
The cutting edge is produced by tertiary grinding on the flat face.
Comparatively it is thinner in section.
Variety Eli*- Regular and Lamt Type tIt is not represented here.
Vari.ty BIIIi- Iri.eular with crc8Mnt-8bap»d

PI. *2.1, no.4Bt- Collected by J.P.Mills. Tsingaki. 1929. Gneiss.
Irregular in fora, it has distant similarity with pi. I^no#15•The
body is very irregularly formed and the tenon, which makes an ;
obtusely curved angle with the sides, is narrow and comparatively
long.
Variety E IVj- feegr^r and Brpad ,%ypeiPI. 21, no.501- Collected by J.H.Hutton from the bed of Chebi
river. 1915. Gneiss. The tenon is rounded by hammering. There is
no proper angle between the tenon and the sides. The cutting edge
is formed by the meeting of the curved face and the flat faee ground
at a slope.
There are 2 more examples of sandstone and 2 of basalt in this
variety.
PI. 7~\/ no.51*- Collected by J.H.Hutton. Lhota Country. 1935.
Slate. It is ajfry flat vdriety of shouldered tool, very thin in
section, with a circular hole pierced in one comer probably for
putting a string through it. The whole make-up is very rough. It
seems that it is a rough copy of the shouldered tool produced not
very long ago.
Variety E Vt- Irregular and Lon^_TY£eiPl. 2.1 no.49l- Collected by J.H.Hutton. Intuma village. 1928.
Dolerite. The butt is slightly rounded. There is no proper angle
between the tenon and the sides. The cutting edge is produced by
tertiary grinding at the broad flat face. It is almost straight.
There are k more examples of gneiss, 1 of sandstone and 2 of
jadeite in this variety.
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In all there are 12 spacInane of this Class so far known from
this zona*
Class Ft- Tanged Axei* This class Includes a large number of small cutting tools with
narrow, i.e. small, tenon. Tha cutting adga is formed by deep unequal
bifacial grinding. In form they resemble tha smaller shoulderefeoes.
But tha similarity Is only superficial (Sea comment on p. 72). The
tenons ara mostly round In section, though some ara square, while
tha body Is roughly rectangular in shape. Thera Is no proper angle
between the tenon and the sides. The motive behind this form was
probably to have a narrow butt for haftlng. Most of these are of
gneiss. The cutting edge is almost straight in all oases. Four
varieties have been distinguished.
Variety F It- Broad Typ» with square, _or rectangular tenoniPI. 22., no.521- Collected by C.E.Pawsey. Sema country. 1926.
It is very irregular In longitudinal section. One face is bulging
and the other is slightly
concave.
The shoulder is just noticeable.
r
4
PI. 22^ no.53*- Collected by J.P.Mills. Seromi (Sema country).
1923. The tenon is square in section and the cutting edge is very
broad.
Pi. 22^ no.56i- Collected by J.P.Mills. Lozami. 1925* Dolerite.
The tenon is rectangular, and the cutting edge is formed by equal
bifacial grinding.
PI. 22

no.57*- Collected by C.E.Pawsey. Lokhumi. 1926. It is

/

and flat. Th. tanon is rectangular.
Thar, ara 2
dol.rlt. and 1 of limestone.

Aexamples in this variety! 16 of g

Variety F II:- Broad Type with round tenoniPI. 23 no.58*- Collected by J.P.Mills. Okotso village (Lhota
country). 1921. Black basalt. The cutting edge is unifactally ground.
ThaJare 7 examples in alls 4 of gneiss, 1 of jadeite, 1 of
dolerite and 1 of black basalt.
Variety F III*- Long type with flat topped round tenon*PI. 22, no.54*- Collected by J.H.Hutton. Seromi. 1917. The
shoulder is veil marked, and the cutting edge is formed by deep
bifacial grinding.
PI. 22, no.55*- Collected by J.P.Mills. Sema country. 1925# The
faces are unequally ground, and hence the cutting edge is off the
median.
In all there are 8 examples in this variety* 5 of gneiss and
3 of dolerite.
Variety F IVt- Long w Broad with pointed tenon round jn section!Pl. 23. no.59i- Collected by J.P.Mills. Themokedima (Rengma
country). 1921.Long hody with unifacially ground edge.
In all there are 18 examples of this vari.ty in the collection

of the Pitt Rivers Museum! 15 of gneiss and 3 of dolerit*.
To

M y be added 1 illustrated by J.H.Hutton (1926,p.l33),

copied her. in pi. 2.3, no.60. Fossil wood. Found at the foot of the
H«ea Hills when making a road at Niehuguard. Size 4x2.
In all there are 58 examples of this class.
Class Gi- Wedge-bladeg!This class includes a large number of tools all showing narrow
rounded butt, naturally smoothed and very rarely dressed by hammering,

9/
and a broad or narrow cutting adga, generally produced by bifacial
grinding. Th^najority of tha tools hava a roughly triangular ahapa.
They dlffar widely in size. Four varieties hava baan distinguishad.
Variety G

I:-

Large in size with pointed butti-

Pl.

2i, no.61t- Collected by C.R.Pawsay. Natami. 1929.

stone. Ona faca is slightly concave while tha othar is bulging.
2 3/ no•621- Golleotad by J.P.Mills. Pangti (Lhota oountzy).

1925* Gneiss. It is triangular in shapa.
PI. 2.9, no.63«- Collactad by J.H.Hutton.Siroai. 1929. Dolarita.
Ona faca is curvilinear while the other is almost flat showing
tertiary grinding at the cutting edge, which is broken. Tha butt is
rounded.
In all there are 18 exajqpless 2 of dolerite; 2 of linestone;
end 14 of gneiss.
Variety G lit- Medium in slae with broad outline edge and rounded buttiPl. 2h no.64 I- Collected by J.H.Hutton. lahemi (Soma country).
1917. Gneiss. Ona broad faca is curvilinear while the other is
ground flat showing tertiary grinding at the cutting edge. The butt
is roughly shaped.
PI. 29^ no.65*- Collected by J.P.Mills. Siromi. 1925* Dolerite.
The cutting adga is formed by unifacial grinding.
Thera ara 40 examples of this variety t 26 of gneiss and 14 of
dolazlte.
Variety G III*- Medium or small with straight cutting edgeiThis variety has its broad cutting edge straight. Soma are
thick with one face curvilinear, while ethers are thin and have

9i
flat faces. They art triangular in shape. On tha basis of sisa they
fall into tvo sub-varietiestSub-variety G III at- Medium in SizesPI.no.691- Collactad by C.R.Pawsay. Shohp-fini.

1926.

Limestone. It is of flattar variety and is rathar irregular.
PI. %ir no.68s- Collactad by C.R.Pavsey. Sana country. 1926.
Gnaiss. It is vary thick. Tha cutting adga is formed by unequal
bifacial grinding.
In all there are 32 examples of this sub-varietys 30 of gneiss,
and 2 of limastona.
Sub-variety G 133 bt- Small in sizeiPI. 2 5/ no. 70s^ Collactad by J.P.Mills. Lasami. 1930. Gneiss.
It is

bifaoiallyground, slightly longish in appearance.
KU^S" no.71*- Collactad by J.P.Mills. Nunomi. 192$. Limestone.

It is somewhat broad. Tha cutting edge is bifacially ground.
In all there are 8 examples of this sub-variety* 7 of gnaiss
and 1 of limestone.
Vari.ty G XVi- Lonfd.sh with pwall.l sld«s«These appear like miniature chisels with almost parallel sides.
Thay are found in tvo sub-varietiessSub-variety G IV as- Narrow cutting edgasPl.

n©#66t- Collected by J^P.MiTs. Sochagahmi (Sama country).

192^. Gnaisj. Tha cutting adga, which is straight, is unifacially
ground. Tha sides are parallel and tha butt is rounded.
Thera are 10 examples of this sub-varietyi 8 of gnaiss and 2
of dolerite.
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Sub-variety G IV bi- Broad putting edgefPI. 2/* no.671- Collactad by J.H.Hutton. 1915* Gnaiaa. Tha
aIdas ara divargant and tha butt is rounded. ^ha cutting adga la
produoad by unaqual bifacial grinding.
Thara ara U examples of this sub-varietyi 8 of gnaiaa and
3 of dolerite.
Leaving aaida tha miacallanaoua tools, tha total number found
in tha Naga Hills is 236*
Cl"8 A ........ 37
Class B

with 2 mora gougs adzas.

Class C ........ 2
"■ ‘icClass D ..........

.u>.-

***** afri'ly tut ^

Clas E ....... 12
Class F .«••••••• 58
Class G

... 119.

A.

Kb*.i Hills Zon..

Vary fav tools havs so far baan collactad from this zona. Tha
Pitt Rivars Mussum has no spaciman from this ragion. Only U implements
hava so far baan published* 2 by Cockbura (1879,Pp*133-43), 1 by V.Ball
(1875,Pp. 158-59) and 1 by Godvin-Austen (1875,P* 158). They hava also
boon listed by Coggin Brown in his Catalogue (1917)*
PI. 26"no#72i- is a faoattad tool of variaty A V. It is made of
slata and has parallel sides with broken butt and a crescentic cutting
adga produced by bifacial grinding. It is rectangular in section.
PI. 7 S. no.73«- It is an irregular and long variety of tha

fy-tf
*
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shouldered hoe. ^he butt is flat. It is mads of slats.
PI. 2 S~ no.74*- is a tool of class C, axs with broad cutting
sdgs. It is vary thin in section. The sides are ground flat. It is made
All
ee># eveof slate. One more example of this class is published by Godvin-Austen.
■-.

...... ..1

Class A

Class C ........ 2
Class S ....... 1
.
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Gwo Hills Zoa.

Cl*»s At- g§8f ^ t [ O d A&&f
In this olass we have here only two varieties, AI and AIII,

but owing to the change of material there is slight difference in form.
Variety All- Curvilinear TypesThis is sub-divided,into 2 sub-varieties on the basis of font
Sub-variety Alai- Rectangular in shapetThese have regular shape with rectangular cross section, butt
flat and cutting edge slightly convex. Angularity of the corners is
well marked.
PI.

f no.75t- Collected by G.D.Walker. Fakhre Adap. 1931.

Basalt. The butt is rough. The cutting edge is off the median.
Pl.AG no. 76t- Collected by G.D.Walker. Holmegiri. 1931.
Sandstone. Similar as above but slightly thinner.
PI. Xb no.77t- Collected by G.D.Walker. Molmegiri. 1931. Sand
stone. It is slightly broken on one side. The cutting edge is
deeply convex and the sids are rounded.
In all there are 8 examples I 7 of sandstone and 1 of basalt.

tfir
Sub-variaty Albi- Trapazoidal in ahapatThese vary widely in form. They have flattened butt and convex
cutting edge, very thin in section. They degenerate into long varieties.
All but one are of sandstone.
P1.27 no.821- Collected by G.D.Walker. Molaegiri. 1931. slightly
blackened by black soot. The sides are rounded. The cutting edge is
less convex.
Pi*17 no.83*- Collected by G.D.Walker. 1931* It has a very
narrow butt. The sides are ground flat and the cutting edge is
deeply convex.
PI. 17

no.84*- Collected by G.D.Walker. 1931. It was found

when old P.W.D. office at Tura was being demolished. The sides are
ground flat.
PI.17 no. 83*- Collected by J.P.Mills. Rangop-Adingiri village.
1937. The cut ing edge is slightly brdken. Some chips have come
away later.
P1.27 no.86*- Collected by J.P.Milll • Adingiri village. 1937.
ndvrow
It is very/at the butt and broad at the cutting edge, which is
deeply crescentic.
PI. 27 no.87*- Collected by G.D.Walker. Rongjeng. 1931. Lime
stone. Similar as no. 86, but longer in size. The cutting edge is
not so convex, while the sides are ground flat.
In all there are 29 examples in this sub-variety* 28 of
sandstone and 1 of limestone.
Variety AIIIi- llnifacifclly ground
Pl.2tno.78i- Collected by G.D.Walker. 1931. Black basalt.
It Is rectangular in saction with flat butt, rather broad in sise.
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PI. Z<> no.79*- Collected by G.D.Walker. 1931* Limestone. It is
of longer variety. The sides axe rounded end the cutting edge is
almost straight.
PI. 2L' no.801- Collected by G.D.Walker. 1931. Chert ? Very worn,
longish in size.
P1.24;no.81«- Collected by G.D.Walker. 1931. Sandstone. The butt
is slightly narrow and the sides are ground flat.
There are 8 examples in this variety* 2 of limestone, 1 of
basalt, 1 of chert(?) and 4 of sandstone.
Class Bs- Rounded Butt AxesThere is only one variety, Bill curvilinear type, found here.
The cross section varies from lenticular to oval. The most important
distinguishing feature of the tools of this zone is that they are
comparatively thinner and flatter.
Pl.l8/no.88i- Collected by G.D.Walker. Molmegiri. 1931* Sand
stone. It is very long with oval section. T * cut ing edge makes a
deep curve continuous with the sides. There are 5 more examples
of this long size* 1 from Rongkhongiri, 1 from iakhre Map and
others from Molmegiri. These are all of sandstone.
PI. 2$, no.89*- Collected by G.D.Walker. Molmegiri. 1931* Sand
stone. It is a smaller variety of 88flenticular in section and
cutting edge less convex.
PI*A*, no. 9ft- Collected by G.D.Walker. 1931. Sandstone. It
is rather regular in form with the sid*. s ground flat. The butt is
rough. It is slightly thicker.
PI. 28 ) no. 90*- Collected by G.D.Walker. Molmegiri. 1931*
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It Is asymmetrical, has a pointed butt and tha cutting adga corroded*
^1* a8no*92i- Collactad by G.D.Walker. Molmegiri. 1931* Sand
stone* It is a smaller variety of no* 91* The butt is rounded*
There are 11 more examples in this class* All are of sandstone*
Thay may be subdivided into 2 sub-varietiesI (a) those having rounded
sides, and (b) those having flat sides*
Class Cl- Axe.wjjfch.byqad c^tiflgjt^gei-

Both the varieties are extremely thin in section, and hava
rounded butt*
Vaxlrtjr Oil- Largv Typ«»PI. Z<i]no*931-Collected by G*D*Walker« Rongjeng* 1931* Sandstone*
The cutting edge is corroded* Tha butt is vary narrow*
There is 1 more example from the same locality in slate* A
third specimen is of sandstone, slightly narrower at the cutting edge*
Variety CIIi- Small Type?P1 .3 o, no*9At- Collected by G.D.Walkar* Dilmagtri* 1931* Sand

stone* It has a pointed butt* The cutting edge is produced ly
unequal bifacial grinding*
YL$*> , no.9$t- Collected by G*D.Walker* Rongfchongiri. 1931.

Sandstone. Similar as no. 9A but slightly thicker and broader*
PI. 30, no.96J- Collected by J.P.Mills. 1937* Sandstone* Similar.
In all there are 23 examples in this variety, all of sandstone*
Class D:- Splayed AsetPl.

no.97t- Collected by G.D.Walker* 1931. Sandstone. It is

a rough copy of the splayed axe type. The cross section is lenticular*
The cutting edge is produced by unequal bifacial grinding and the

butt is also ground flat* Thor® is on® nor® example of sandston®,
but th® ooncavity of its sides is hardly noticeabl®.
Class El- Shouldered HoeiNo rogul&r variety of this class has so far b®®n found in this
zone.
Varioty ElVt- Irregular and Broad TypoiKL* 3I; no.98t- Coll®ct®d by G.D.Walker. 1931. Slat®. Th® body
is broador at the cutting ®dgef which is ouch oorroded. The sides
ar® rounded. One face is curvilinear and the other flat showing
tertiary grinding at the cutting edge.
PI. 31^ no. 99t- Collected by G.D.Walker. Rongkhongiri. 1931.
Slate. The t®non is very small and rounded while the angle is almost
gone. It is thin in section.
PI. 3/ no.lOOi- Collected by G.D.Walker. 1931. Sandston®.
/

Smaller in size. Th® butt is rounded. The sides curve inwardly to
produce the narrow tenon. It is also thin in section. Some chips
have come sway later.
In all there are 10 examples in this variety1 3 of slate and
others of sandstone.
Variety EVi- Irregular and Long TypetPl.JZ^o.101*- Collected by J.P.Mills. 1937. Sandstone. The
body is exceptionally long while th® tenon is short and flat-topped.
The cross section is lenticular.
PI. J^no.102!- Collected by G.D.Walker. 1931. chert, burnt black.
The tenon is produced by rough chipping while the body is somewhat
regular. The cutting ®dge is produced by unifacial grinding. It

<??
seems that an older facetted tool has been reshaped to produce the
present form*
PI* 32^0*1031- Collected by G*D*Walker. 193L« Slate* The tenon
Is very thick and has a rounded top* The cutting edge is produced by
unifacial grinding* The shoulder is just marked*
*n all there are 6 examples* 1 of chert, 2 of slate, and 3 of
sandstone*
There is one more exceptional type of tool, pi*32 no*104, of
sandstone, a roughly shaped hand-axe, collected by G*D*Walker. *t is
chipped all over and shaped like an aoheulean tool* It does not show any
retouch, nor pecking, but bears traces of grinding all over* The cutting
edge is produced by bifacial grinding*
9 more examples of non-descript type, roughly chipped, have also
been collected in this region*
In all there are 120* tools so far known in this zone*
Class A ......45
Class B ...... 21
Class C

.... 26

Class D .,***••** 2
Class £ ••«•.... 16 (Not a single one of regular variety)*
Miscellaneous
6*
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Valley Zone*

One so-called ^celt" listed by Coggin Brown (1917,p* 131,no*
867) comes from Dibrugarh* It is of slate and of the rounded butt class
(Class B). Another axe (Brown Op*Cit* no.868), also ef slate, was feund

r
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31 below the surface at Sibsagar. It Is very thin in section and has a
flat appearance* Other finds in this zone are Penny*s tools, discovered
while digging a trench at Bishnath in Tezpur district* These have been
listed by Coggin Brown in his Catalogue(1917). The total number of finds
made there was 156, counting each fragment as one* Of these 6 are described
as "grooved hamperstones"; 3 ordinary hammerstones; 8 tcelts" including
one shouldered hoe; 9 "small and flat ovoid pebbles of sandstone notched
for binding"; 59 pieoes of smmothed stone; 65 ordinary pebbles and 6
worked pieces*
26 are clearly recognisable as tftols, including grooved hammerstones, ordinary hammerstones, pebbles with notches and the so-called
"celts"* The grooved hammerstones, which are illustrated here (pi*
nos. 105-110) have already been described (See £p«737*)« Of the "celts"
one, pi* 33 no.112,is an irregular and broad variety of shouldered hoe,
/

type EIV* Another, pi. 33 no*lll, is a vedge-blade, Class G* Both of them
are of slate* A third axe is very thin in section and is of pointed butt
type, Class B* There areAmoreexamples

of this class* Thelast specimen

is an axe with broad cuttingedge, Class C* The following mainclasses
occur in Bishnatht
Class B *...... 5
Class C....... 1
Class E •••*•••. 1
Class G .......1
Summary and Conclusion
When the evidence of the tools, so far found in the various
zones of Assam , is considered as a whole, some important conclusions
*

lot
can be tentatively drawn. In tha chart given at tha and of this chaptar
a statistical summary of tha figures is given. Tha total number of tools
is 575# of which 13° ara merely pebble fragments. Tha actual tools known
are 445* Of these 37 ara of miscellaneous class of tools including hammerstones# non-descript types# whetstones etc.# and 178 are ef Class F and
G# tanged axes and vedge-blades probably used for digging purposes#
which are distinctive of the Naga Hills Zone except for one specimen
which comes from Bishnath. The vedge-blades are not found in South Hast
Asia at all| with the exception of a few wedges of the larger variety
from Burma. Though some of them may be paralleled in Yunnan# it is fair
to assume that these tools are local types. As has been pointed out
before# in these examples the important technique is the process of
grinding# and there is hardly any trace of flaking or battering. Techno
logically this tool type appears to be of a vezy late appearance, ^his
fact is further supported by the fact that they are special to the Naga
Hills Zone. The Indian type of wedge-shaped axes# as has been said before#
is different in form and technique of manufacture.
Of the remaining tools# numbering 230# only

of the total#

rn 39 are Iff Chan# C# an axe with broad cutting edge# a type which is not

met with in South East Asia and Yunnan# except for one specimen in
Malaya. But it has many parallels in other parts of India.
A3 tools are shouldered hoes# Class Es 9 are regular in form
and 3A are irregular# suggesting that these are rough oopies of the
original specimens. At least one of them# which has a hole (pQL«2l; no.
51)# has been used as an amulet. Its whole make-up suggests that it is
a recent product. This type is altogether absent from the Sadiya

I02Frontier Zone. In the Gero Hills the regular type has not been found. In
the Cachar Hills more than half are of regular variety# while in the Naga
Hills there are only 2 out of 12. On the other hand the shouldered hoe
class is absent from Yunnan except for 2 doubtful specimens. But in South
East Asia it is the predominant type in the developed neolithic group*
The regular variety is most common in Burma* It appears that the shouldered
hoe type came to Assam through the Cachar Hills Zone from Burma. In the
Interior it degenerated into the irregular variety as in the Khasi Hills#
Brahmaputra Valley and the Garo Hills Zones*
Only 3 examples are of Class D, i.e. Splayed axe type# which is
accepted by all to be a metal copy# This type is known from Yunnan as
veil as from South East Asia. In India proper it comes from Bihar and
Orissa* The Assam specimens are very rough and irregular. They come from
the Cachar Hills and Garo Hills Zones*
98 examples are of Class A# facetted hoe# adze or axe# of which
29 irregular specimens come from the Garo Hills Zone. Of the regular
variety AO come from the Naga Hills Zone# 16 from the Garo HillA, 6 each
from the Cachar Hills and Sadiya Frontier and 1 from the Khasi Hills*
This facetted type is common throughout Eastern Asia* They have been
found in large numbers in Chinese graves of the 1st Millenium B.C. In
India they are confined to the Eastern provinces.
The remaining tools# numbering A7, are of Class B# rounded butt
«xe. 2 of these are gouge adzes# the so-called "beaked adze" type. Only
3 of them show median cutting edge, 3 have unifacial ground edge and
A1 are of curvilinear type* In the Naga Hills they are very poorly
represented# less that A%* In the Sadiya Frontier they are more than 50%.

lo 3
On the basis of tha formation of tho cutting adga tho figures
stand as follows* In Class A only 3 out of 93 hava bifaoially ground
median cutting edge, 1 from each of the Naga, Cachar and Khasi Hills Zones*
In Class B 3 out of 47 have bifaoially ground median cutting edge, all of
them coming from Sadiya Frontier Zone* In Class C and F none have median
cutting edge* 1 in Class I> and 1 in Clasa £ from the Cachar Hills Zone
show this cutting edge; while all the tools of Class G from the Naga
Hills Zone show unequally ground bifacial cutting edge*
^his analysis of tools suggests that the neolithic cultures
in Assam, as represented by these stone tools, are of late origin* The
earliest possible date is linked up with the chronology of the developed
neoliths in the countries of South Bast Asia and Southern China.
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App«ndix to Chaptor IV*
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It has baen ramarksd .arli.r (p. 5 8 ) that tha stona tools
of tho Sadiya Frontior Zono in Assam have a marked resemblance with thoso
from Yunnan, a provinco in South West China* In order to understand
fully tho relationship between tho tvo regions, this appendix on tho
stone implements from Yunnan is added*
In 1868 John Anderson (1871,Pp*410-15), vho accompanied the
British expedition under Major Sladen from Burma into Yunnan, was ' . first
to discover stone implements in Yunnan* About 150 specimens were obtained
during this expedition by different members* Most of them were purchased
in Tengueh (Tengyeh), and a few in the Sanda valley* Following in
Anderson1s track, in 1909 Coggin Brown (1909#Pp*299-305; 19ll/£*p.265274) was able to procure numerous specimens of similar tools in Tengueh •
A large collection was also made from other localities* From the available
material and literature it seems that no other person has dealt with tho
neolithic problem of Yunnan. Teilhard de Chardin and V.C.Pei, in their
work entitled "Le Neolithique de la Chine*1, have divided the neolithic
cultures of China into three zonesi Mongol Zone, Huangho Zone, and
Yangtse Zone, In the last Zone the cultures of the extreme south are
included* They are referred to as "Primitive Culture and almost savage."
Even this section includes only three regionsi the region of Kwangsi
cave, Szechwan, and Hsikang on the border of Tibet* The stone tools of
Szechwan have been fully studied by Mr.Cheng Tek’un (1942, Pp*l-16). In
these three regions chipped pebble tools have been found along with

le>&
ground tools* Tho backwardness of thoso regions in comparison to tho
riror valley cultures of northern China is narked by their coarsely made
stone tools and unpainted pottery. But that tho influence from northern
r' !»••'>• m
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China was slowly penetrating into these far off regions, may be inferred
from the find of pointed sherds from Vei Chow (D.C.Graham, 1938,p.229) •
as well as from the very technique of grinding and the better forms of
ground tools which recall the specimens of the north*
As far as Yunnan is concerned, unfortunately only a partial
picture of the neolithic culture is known to us* So far only well-developed
ground tools have been made available* No field archaeologist has yet
gone into the interior of the province to discover the neolithic sites;
hence the pebble tools and pottery, which are likely to be found here,
are not known to us*
The following study Is based on the published materials and
a few tools preserved in the British Muceum and the Pitt Rivers Museum,
Oxford* The classification,given here,fellows that of Assam except the
varieties of Class G*
Class Ai- FacettedJ o e. Adze, or A x elVariety Alt- Curvilinear Type*Pl.i9; no*2s- This is Anderson’s no* 9« Slate* It is trapezoidal
in shape with irregular butt while body retains roughness. One face
is slightly convex and the other concave showing tertiary grinding
at the cutting edge.
PI. 3^ no.3*- This is Anderson’s no.10.Black basalt. Similar
to no* 2 but narrower, butt slightly rounded and one face flat
showing tertiary grinding at the cutting edge.

I°7
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PI. 3Lif no.4*- This is Andarsonfs no*13* Dark raddish brown
jada* Similar to no* 3 but smallar in siza*
FI*

f no*5t~ This is Andarsonfs no.15* Graanish apaoklad

jada* It is a short and broad variaty of this typa with ana fana
bulging to a curva and tha othar irragular*
Variaty AIIl- B^as^ly m u m j

JUTCP*-

Pl*!>^ no.l*- It is from Major Sladan;.s oollaction in tha
British Musaum* Jada with brown patchas* Tha sidas and tha butt
ara ground flat whila tha faoas hava baan unaqually ground but adga
madian*
PI* 36, no*6i- This is Andarson's no* 3* Schist with faint
traoas of mica* It is a short and broad variaty* Tha cutting adga
is daaply erascantic produoad by bifacial grinding*
Varltty AlIH- Unlfaolally ground «dg*d typ»»•"ve

Not illustratad hara* Andarson1s no* IS is of this typa* Ha
dascribas^It has divargant, slightly convax, flattanad, ground
adgas, and an sxeaedingly narrow flat haad*"
Variaty AlVt- Tool with aidsnotchafliNot raprasantad hara*
Variaty AVi- Tools with parallel aidf>siPi* 3$^ no*7i- This is Andarson*s no*2* It is of bifaoially
ground adgad typa with parallel sidas and facas flat and butt blunt.
PI*3V no*8t- This is Anderson's no*8. Slata. It ratains tha
flaking scars on tha body* Tha butt is brokan. Tha parallal sidas
ara ground flat* Ona faoa is flat showing tartiary grinding at tha
-V7 j
•dge, and th* oth*r is slightly curving.

Jog
Variety AVIi- Short and Broad type trapezoidal in mhar>«tThis is a new variaty in thia class* In ltngth it is vary short*
Tha cutting adga is broad and always off tha median* It is found in
various sizes, ranging from miniature to medium* Thisjtype has been
found in Indochina* Tha smaller variaty of Class C in the Garo Hills
Zone comes olosar to this type*
PI# 3T, ae«9t- ^his is Anderson’s no.16. He describees "A very
rough and seemingly unfinished implement of a highly calcareous,
soft, shaly-like rock, of so little consistence that it is difficult
to conceive to what practical use it oeuld hava bean put* One side is
slightly convex, but nearly straight, while the other is much
divergent, forming an acute angle with the cutting edge* It is
convex on one face and flat on the other above the sharpened edge,
and the sides are more or less flattened.11
PI# 3

i

no.lOi- xhis is Anderson’s no* 20, which he rightly

recognised as allied to no* 9* He describes, "It is almost square
end only a little longer than broad* Its sides are unequal, one
diverging more than the other and btth are ground to a flat surface*
One face is not so convex as its fellow and is prolonged to the
cutting edge, while the opposite one is more Convex and broadly
ground off to it* This face also shows, besides the bevelled area,
three distinct facets, the result of grinding probably of the stone
against another**
PI* 3 ^ no*lli- This is Anderson’s no*21* It is a miniature
variety, with its sides symmetrical. One face is deeply convex while
the other gently curves*

Io f
PI. is" no.12:- Ihie is Anderson's no.22. Greenish Jada. Sides

are flat» on* being mora divergent than tha othar vhlla tha cutting
adga ia bifaoially ground*
Class Bi~ Roundtd Butt AxaiThara ara only two variatias prasant hara.
Variety Bit- Bifaoially ground median edged type:PI. 36 nd.13*- This is Anderson's no.l. Ha describes, it "is
/

distinguished

: from all othars by its long, narrow, tapering form

and by tha convexity of its four surfaces, which make it almost
cylindrical. Tha blunt and is also carefully roundedM.
Variaty Bills- Cup^i^eas;, Types-

Pl. *36^ no.H*- This is Anderson's no. 5. Ha dascribas it as
"an axe-edged tool, with parallal, faintly bulging, smooth sidas, and
a rounded, blunt and, flat on one face, but convex on tha other.
Tha cutting adga is worn away obliquely on one side." Tha flat face
shows tertiary grinding at tha cutting adga.
Pi. <
K>/ no.15*- This is Anderson's no.6. It is a flattened broad
axe of Lydian stone with ground divergent sides with deeply convex
cutting adga and rounded butt. Tha cutting adga is produced by

,

unequal bifacial grinding.
PI. 3^ no*l6i- This is Anderson's no.ll. Ha describes it as
/

"a well-formed broadish flattened implement of Lydian stone, and
is slightly convex on one side and mora so on tha othar, which is
mora bevelled than tha former, with its sides bulging and nearly
equilateral"•
PI. 3 6 » o .17i- It is from Major Sladen's collection in tha
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British Museum. Jade, It has a deeply convex cutting adga formed by
unequal bifacial grinding*
Class D»- Splayed AxelPI. 37 no*181- This is Andersonfs no. 19. Dark bluish jada*
It has a broad daap crescentic cutting edge formed by bifacial
grinding. Tha sides ara slightly concave and tha butt is rough*
Pi* J7 no*19i- This is Coggin Brown’s (191^ no. 15* Brownish
volcanic rook. 10 x 7 cms. It has a broad cutting edge, almost
semicircular with concave sides* while the butt is rough
Pi*37 no.20t- This is Coggin Brown’s (1914^ no. 14* Grayish
quartz porphyry. 15#5 x 10.5 cms. It has a broad deeply convex cutting
adga produced by bifacial grinding. Tha butt is flat.
Class EiWe hava hare only tvo specimens so far known. Both show new
varieties* Thay hava bean doubtfully assigned to this class.
Variaty EIIi- Regular and LongJEranPI* 37 no*21«- This is from Major Sladan/s collection in tha
British Museum. Black basalt. It is a vary long tool rectangular
in section with a sharp unifacially ground cutting edge. Tha tenon
is slightly narrower than the body and tha shoulder is just visibla.
Similar long type of shouldered hoes hava been found in southern
Burma (Sea pi* M2: nos* 28 & 30}* This typa is not known in Assam*
Variety SIVi* Irr.gnlar and Broad TypeiPI.

2
>
7n
o.22t- This is Anderson's no.24. Qmmi jada. It is

flat an on. fao. and curved on th. other. Th. cutting edge is almost
straight. Tha butt is roundid. This may belong to olaas F of Assam.

Ill
Class Gi- Wsd^-blad >s or ohisslssThsrs art & number of miniature tools found in Yunnan with flat
facts and unifacially ground cutting edgs, whilt tha sidas ara
(a) in largar examples parallal, and (b) in snallar specimens slightly
tapering. Tha cutting adga is always straight. Many of than apptar
to hava baan used for digging* Hanca thay have glassed as G, though
in actual for* thay diffar widaly from tha Assam tools of this class.
Variaty G (a)t- Those with parallal sidastPI# 37/ no#23t- This is Coggin Brown’s (1914^ no# 17# Indurated
shale. It is thin and elongated#
PI. 37; no.24*- This i s Anderson’s no.23. Quartz# It has rounded
sides.

Variaty G (b)i— ohort with tapering eldestPI. VJ/ no.25l- This is from Major Sladen’s collection# Jada#
The cutting edge is formed by unequal bifacial grinding#
PI. J7

nos. 26-291- Th.B. srs Coggin Brown's (191

nos. 24

to 27. H. describes, It is "a type - in which both back and front
fac.s are ground down to produce the blade. The sloping of the to
face is don. at a high angle and only proceeds a very short distance
above the edge. The result is a straight remarkably sharp blade. The
remaining portions of both faces are flat, though slightly bevelled off
to meet the flat sides which taper a little towards the butt." They
are all of slate.
Besides, 6 hammerstones, and 1 polisher have been illustrated

I
by Coggin Brown (1914)•
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Chapter

T

ftcllttl* Culture! of B w n l . B U u r « d Orlss*.
Neolithic cultures of those provinces ere sold by H*C.Chakladar
to he represeated by ground tools, pottery end cultivation of cereals*
The ground tools eolleeted es surface finds in large numbers have been
described by several persons* But so far no attention has been paid to
pottery discovered in association with then, that is to say, no one has
figured, analysed or properly described the types of pottery found* H*C*
Chakladar writes, "Pot-sherda indicating pottery of tvo distinct types,
one pretty thick and the other comparatively thin, have been discovered
with the Neolithic implements at Baidipur in Mayurbhanj, and at other
stations also* Fot-sherds collected, with the tools in the valley of the
Saajai, show on examination that in the preparation of the paste for
manufacturing pots, husks of grain (paddy) had been used with the d a y
for giving it greater binding strength*M (Chakladar, 1951# p*140)* Be
further mentions on p*l62 (ibid)* footnote 70, "Murray has found pottery
in various vdl-authenticated strata with Neolithic artifacts, and in
various stages of development*” But from Murray's (1940, pp*87-95) own
description it is clear that the pottery that he found, cannot strictly
be called neolithic* At one place (Murray, 1940,pp*87-33) the pottery

1
relates to the burial urns of a late historical period, and at three other
plaees (ibid*pp* 90,91,and 95) the pottery was found along with copper
and iron slags, and apparently belongs to the period when the copper
mines were worked* It is true that in the neighbourhood of the copper

1* Murray speaks of the find of Rushan coin inside a burial urn*

1X3
mimes and along with tha oopper and iron slags aoraa neolithic implements
ware also discovered by Murray» hut as all these were surface finds, ve
eaa say nothing about tha relationship of tha burial urns or tha pot
shards with tha ground tools* It is probably an account of tha surface
collections of ground tools in tha neighbourhood of copper scans that
Col .Gordon has called this complex " adWcolithic culture similar to that
of Mask! and Brahma girl.1* (Gordon, 1950, p*S3) • While at these two sites
Brahnagiri (Wheeler, 1947-48) and Mask! (Gordon,1943) actual excavations
a

have produced evidence for tha use of oopper tools with tha ground stone
iHpleaoats, in Bihar, Bengal and Orissa no such excavated material is
available from any neolithic site. From the surface finds it is hard to
draw any definite conclusion. Murray is inclined to believe that the

e
oopper mines wore worked at least fro. the 3rd century A.D. (datable on
the evidence of a Knshaa coin

obtained here). The presence of ground

tools and nioroliths In the neighbourhood of these mines and sons In the
actual pits, does not necessarily imply a complex characterised by tha
use of stone and oopper* This whole uatezlal has to be judged against
the background of tha Indian social and economic system, vhero, as
Prof. K.de B.Codrington (1937, pp.70-99) has rightly put,thcjb<wm, the
Tillage and the market play an important role, each maintaining their
own m y of life, with the market supplying the barest meed of the village.
This suggestion implies the existence of communities of people
in the

stage at a late historical period. xhis is net purely

hypothetical. Actual evidence has been produced by the axsavations
carried out at Bhita near *~l'l°haKa^ by Sir John Marshall and at Bangaxh
in Dinajpur district by K.G.Gosvami. Marshall observes, "A singularly

1H
interesting problem in presented by the discovery In this house of Magadava
as well as In several ether ball dings on the site, of a number of oelts
aad other neolithie implements of slate9 sandstone and diabase* They vers
rt
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*
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found in the Kushana (2nd oentury A.D.) and Karly aad Late Mediaeval
strata, aad there earn be no alstake as to the periods to vhieh they belong*"
(Marshall, 1911-12, pf* Jjf )• At Bangazh the lnplenent, pl*49, ne*97,
/

was found in a layer which was oonsidered to be just below the Sunga level
(2nd - 1st century B.C.) (K.G.Gosvami, 1948, p* 32)* These diseeveries
attest the prevalenee

of the use of ground tools in this region upto a
e
very late histerieal tine. Hovver, no stratified material is available
from this region to fix the lover limit of the neolithie culture. In the
absence of stratified data it is very difficult to associate pottery types
with particular types of ground tools*
The distribution of ground tools is very significant* As the
nap (no*10) shows, the main neolithic sites

in this region lie south

of the river Ganges in the forest belt of the gneissic plateau of Chota
Bagpur and its extensions into best Bengal and Orissa, The exceptions
arei (l) the neolithic finds in the district of Darjeeling, vhieh form
a separate group by themselves) (2) the solitary find of a rounded butt
axe during the excavation of the historical site of Bangazh in Dinajpur
district just below Sunga level; and (3) a "piece of fossil wood, pointed,
elongated, one side flat, truncated butt, beautifully polished ” (Coggin
Brown, 1917, p. 130) from Sitakund in Chittagong district* Leaving aside
these exceptions, the northern boundary of the neolithic finds is
Rajgir in Patna district (J.H.Hvtton, 1931, P* 360), Sahebganj in

Gaya

district (Coggin Brown, 1917, p. 130) and Janalpur in Honghyr district

(Brahmachari, 1928, p.136). The eastern boundary turns through the Duhka
sub-division of the Santal Parganas and goes on to RanlganJ in Bixtotmn,
Durgapur in Burdvan, some sites in Bankura (not yet published, but referred
to by R»C*Chakladar, 1952* p. 130), and Banal in Midnapur (D.Sen, 1948,
pp. 252-53)* So far no neolithie finds have been reported from the banks
of the Ganges River. The nain river valleys, vhieh have produced neolithie
artifacts, are the Ajai, Danodar, Kasai, Suvarnarekha and its tributary
the Sanjai, and the Burhabalanga, all of vhieh originate

in the

high-land

of Chota Nagpur. On the vest this forested belt eontinues south of the
Jsauna- Ganges valley, Incorporating the central ranges of the Kaiaurs,
the Vindhyas and their offshoots, aad the valleys of the rivers Sen, Tons
aad Chaabal (See nap no* 15)* A glance at tho nap will show that the
(gauges from All ahabad to Rajnahal and the Jenuna from Delhi to All ahahad
flow dose to the southern margin of the great alluvial plain, and mark
> «
•>
.
a dividing 11m between th* undulating hilly raagas of th* south aad tho
allurlal flat of th* north. J,Cookbum (1891, p. 27) n i u k i , "All aloag
tho soothera border of th* Gangatie valley la th* older alluvium fringing
th* Tladhlaas aad th* Syncres aad as far south of those hills as I have
been la Sergooja, aad Barah (possibly Basra), the soil teens with fragnentary
remains of aMleat stone weapons.* To th* south of th* hilly rang** of
Orissa, again, th* neolithic sites abouad la the valleys of the rivers
Godavari aad Krishna,dona

to Ksverl. The oaly portion of th* Peninsular

region , which is so far blank, is the north-wester* Maratha block of
Deccan trap, where aiorolithic industries predoaiaat* (Gordon, 1950, so*
his asp), that is to say in th* trap region no ground tools hav* bee* found.
Further to th* north vest ground tools hav* been found at Bursahaaa in
Kaahair, aad la a late historical context at Tazila. It is clear that th*

1X6
distribution of neellths 1a Peninsular India Is almost continuous a»i
homogenous, with only rape gaps probably due to vaxrt of exploration* ^his
distribution is founded upon a nore or less honoggneous geographical and
geological background (See nap 15), Indeed this background must always be
taken into account when considering the neolithic problem of India as a
whole. On this basis as vail as others, which will be discussed shortly,
Sir B*K,Mortinerhhealerte assumption from "the distribution of stone axes
as plotted on the nap as indicating a probable movement from north-east
to the south-west11 is hardly justifiable, (Mheeler, 1947-48, p*295j Gordon,
1950,p.79).
The node of the occurrence of t

ground tools in our region

nay also be noted profitably in order to get sons idea of the cavironmintal
background. Captain Beeching (1868,p.177), who vac the first person to
discover implements in Singbhun district, says, "They were generally to
bo seen

on or near the banks of the river and attracted the eye at ones

by the striking difference they presented to the ether stones lying near
then* Some were lying leose on gravel, others in the sandy depressions
and ravines sear the river, and in one instance the chips appeared to
radiate from a snail rocky nound, becoming nore numerous as one approached
the central part*" This was later eeaflxmed by Y.Ball (1870, p*268)* C*
W.Anderson made a detailed survey of this area in 1917 and reported the
discovery of ground tools aad nioroliths buried under a recent alluvial
deposit about 18v thick (See pp*46-47) • He makes the important observation
that fren the highest pointnear Chakradharpur a contour 181 below the
level of the plateau, when followed, led to the discovery of many
neolithic sites* D*Sen, again, visited this area aad noted ■ a rich celtsite on the Sanjai valley four aad half nlles south-east of Chakradhaxpore,
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near the Barda bridge on the Sanjai by the <&akradhaxpore-£haibasa road*"
(D*Sem, 1950, p*l)* He observes, "The eelt-aite Is on a high ground above
the alluvial flood plain, overlooking the river and is more than fifty
feet above the present level of the river* The alluvial deposits which
bank against the celt high-ground have not yielded any artifacts*" This
observation would seen to confirm Anderson9s conclusion that the neolithic
finds are not associated at all with the recent alluvium in this region*
D*Sen makes a similar observation

at another eelt-site near the village

of Banal, about three miles south of Lalgarh in the Jhgjtgram sub-division
of Midnapur district* He says* "There is a deep meander of the Kasai
River about a mile vest of this place* The site is about 509 high above
the present level of the river and the contour height round this place
is 200* above sea-level* The soil

is blackish at the top and seems to be

fairly rich in humus and the soil below is reddish yellow* Gully erosion
is fairly strong here, and it is possible that the tools have been eroded
away*" (D*Sen, 1948, p*252)* Two implements were found here in situ, one
at a depth of l 9 below surface and the other at 2 9 10"* Recently a
mioreiithic site at Birbhanpur in the district ef Burdvan was excavated*
The implements were found to lie under a red loany soil deposit, about
5 9 high* It has been suggested before that this red loany soil nay be a
recent alluvial deposit (See pp*48-49)* In Manbhun district near the
village of Boagara, another neolithic site was discovered on a hill
terrace, high above the surrounding flood plain (See p*48)* These
observations indicate that the makers of the neolithic artifacts selected
high plateaus and terraces above the flood level as their habitation sites
and that since the occupation of these sites recent alluvium has been

deposited by the later action of the rivers* If the observation of C*W*
Abderson in the valley of the rivers Sanjai and BjLjai is oorreet, one is
tenpted to postulate an older land surface on which the neolithic people
lived* In any ease, all the observers agree on the point that the neolithic
artifacts have not been found so far in the recent alluvion in this region*
Valuable information is also given by £*E*CVWalsh on the
occurrence of neolithic artifacts in Darjeeling district. He writes, "Stone
implements are fairly frequently found in parts ef the Darjeeling district
and in Sikkim * In the Darjeeling district they are most frequently found
in the Kaliapong sub-division lying to the east of the Teesta river which
formerly (upto 1865) was part of Bhutan* They are also found on the
slopes ef the hills which run down to the Teesta on its western bank* In
other parts of the hill portion district they are found more rarely, as
it was, doubtless, less inhabited by people using such weapons, and
further down on the lover slopes of the hills in the Kurseong sub-division,
and where the plains are reached in the Tarai they have, as far as I am
aware, not been found at all*" (Walsh, 1904,p*20)* This evldenee is
quite in keeping with what ve know ef the geology and geography ef this
part of the countxy* As in southern Bihar and West Bengal, here also
neoliths are absent from the recent alluvium ef the plains, but they
abound on the h-m terraces and slopes of the higher regions*
The concentration of neolithic finds, in this region, in the
upland of the Chota Nagpur plateau (understood in its widest sense, i*e*
inclusive ef its extensions into Vest Bengal and Orissa), and in the
n n

slopes of Darjeeling speaks ef a homogeneity ef geographical

conditions (See chapter I for description) • However, surface collections
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on the M i l terraces or on the high river banks can hardly lead to aay
definite chronological conclusions. The age of tha reoest alluvium under
which acme of tha naolithie finds have been made# aay waxy oomaiderably
in this part of tha country. Largo areas are still covered by tha "tlder
Alluviun" of tha Plai8tooana and at plaoes this is overlaid by tha postpleistocene "Haw Alluvium", which gives place gradually and laparcaptibly
to tha recant alluvium.
Tha study of the materials collected under tha conditions noted
above does throw some light cm their typology. This study is based am four
collaotions s (1) Anderson98 finds in tha valley of tha river Sanjai (
Anderson, 1917# pis. 1-9) have been treated with some doubt as they
include Materials from under the recent alluvium as well as those buried
in tha recent alluvium} (2) D.Senfs discovery in the same valley (Sam,
1950# nos. l-26)j (3) G.S.Ray9a finds in the hill terrace near Bongara in
Maabhun district (Ray# 1954# pi*II) I apd (4) implements collected at
Banal in Midnapur district by D.Sem (1948# pp.252-253)* These collections
will be referred to as group I.
The artifacts consist of axes# wedges, chisels, perforated stones,
and ham; erstones or pounders. Three different techniques# chipping# pecking
or kaanerimg# as well as grinding# have been used either singly or in

1. The tern# "polishing”# which is generally used# ami has been taken by
D.Sen (1950) to be a distinct technique, is aot considered suitable to
describe the smoothing process shown by these tools. This depends upon
the degree and extent of grinding rather than on actual polishing# as
this tern is commonly understood.
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combination to produce those tools* The implements f o o d display various
stages of manufacture. Sons show merely ehipplmg as in pi.38, mos.l mad 2)
seme are roughly shaped by ehipplmg, dressed by hammering or peeklmg, vhile
the outtlmg edge Is formed by blfaolal grlmdlmg, as 1m pi.38, nos, 3 sad
4. Still others are completely ground, as in pl.41, no.15. ill these are
finished tools as they show marks of use, and they belong to erne and the
same period am they hare been found together. Gel. Gordon (1950,p.79) ham
rightly corrected the assumption of Dr.C.VonFurer Halnendorf (194^, p.206)
* that the chipped ares with only the cutting edge ground and polished
preceded by sometime the axes ground and polished all over.” Such an
assumption is clearly groundless for this region.
The typology of these tools is given below i

Bgwdffti Put*

Mm with MftsJ&Uy samtA wtom 9irttiML,eflga«-»

The predominant tool in the neolithic culture of this region
(am veil am in Peninsular India) is the axe form with its butt narrowed
to facilitate halting. All of them have the common characteristic of
the narrow butt being rounded. Topologically they fall into two main
•lassesi (I) Axe-blades with median cutting edge formed by bifacial
grinding, and (II) Axe-hammers with broad end flat or blunted. The
axe-blada aay be sub-divided into four sub-das sest
(i a) s- The predominant feature of this sub-class is that the
rounded butt is somewhat pointed, as in the examples illustrated cm
pi*38.
(I b)i- In this sub-dass the rounded butt is thick and blunt,
as in pi.39, nos. 8 and 9.
(I e)s- The distinguishing feature of this sub-dasm is in its
cutting edge, which is exceptionally broad. The length of the t o d
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is generally reduced, while tha rounded butt la usually pointed.
Xhla type has bean f o n d la larga numbers la tha Kalmrr Hills (HirsttCaruso, 1883^pl.XIX, ao.12) sad la Baada district (V.Thebbald, 1862,
pi *11, 1, 3-5), a ragioa which 11a to tha vast af Chota lagpur*
(I d)i- This sub-class ineludas axes markedly this la section,
gaaarally af slaty material(Saa pl*38, nos. 5-7). It Is beesuss af
this extreme thinness that they are usual!y found broken as la tha
illustrated examples* One such broken piece is figured by G.S*Ray
(195A, pl*Il)# sad two complete specimens by C.W*Aaderson (1917,pi*VI,
aos* 42 sad 44).
Tha erass-seetien af thesa implements differs widely, being,
of course, related to tha wide selection af ray material used* The stones,
mast commonly used, ere trap, schist, slate, sad quartsite* Other stomas
used occasionally are basalt, epidiorlte, sand-stone, gneiss, phyllite,
hornstone sad limestone* It is plain that the farm in which these stones
were obtained, generally dictated the shape of the tool* Hence tha crosesectlon Tories from avoid to lenticular* The

exose-eeetion of some

examples differs widely between the butt sad the cutting edge* Thesa cam
be described only as irregular*
Cel.Gordon (1950, p.79) makes a special reference to an sac found
la the I ▲, l*a* the lower

stratum af the stone axe culture at Brahnegirl

(Wheeler, 1947-48, j&*C.)<Wt1$), which, he describes as "a flat squaresided sxa of the north-eastern type, deriving via Bihar from Burma sad
Malaya*11 On the same page he cites another solitary example from the
Sheraroy H I T S (Foote, 1916, p.59, pl.3,97). He cites the authority af

I
Dr.C.Voa Purer Halaemdorf (I94fyp. 207) for considering them as of
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South East Asiatic type. But, as has bssa remarked saxllsr, the forms of
these solitary examples are dependent upon the type of material aTailable
rather them on aay particular nodal* The oaly Eastern Asiatic type which
comes closer to them, is what ve hare called Facetted Hoe, Adse ar Axe
( See pp. 62-64)* The distinetiTe feature of this type of Eastern Asiatic
tool is its method of manufacture, which involves a process af saving. Its
cutting edge, which is always bifacial but unequally ground, is a charac
teristic common to almost all the neolithic tools of South East Asia. The
Indian examples can hardly be said to be identical with this type. It
should be noted that tools of this type have been found in Assam, but not
in Group I in Bengal, Bihar and Orissa.
It is d e a r that the rounded narrow butt asm with bifaeially
ground median cutting edge is the predominant tool in the neolithic culture
ef India. This is the only type included in the collections of Group I made
by C.V.Andersom, D.Sen and G.S.Ray. So far no adse fern with a unlfaelally
ground cutting edge (bevel) has been found. In the Brahmagirl excavation
report (Wheeler, 1947-48) only one example is described as an adse, while
Subba Bao (1948, pi.2X1, nos. 7 & 8) illustrates two example* of "adsas*,
one ef which is broken towards the butt and theo her hardly shows any
"bevel". The only feature which is noticeable in these illustrated examples
is the flatness of the underside. Whether this flat surface is obtained by
primary grinding (See p. 63 for its definition), or is natural to the
material selected, it is difficult to determine. I am Informed by Subba Bao
that in his examples the flatness is due to the flake surface, and not to
grinding. In the Eastern Asiatic examples this lover surface shows prinary
grinding, the cutting edge being formed by tertiary grinding (See pp. 6>r64 for definition)* Such a feature does not occur in the Indian examples
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quoted*
The rounded butt axe of the Indian type is preseat in Assam in
very — all numbers, and in the mainland of South Bast Asia it is exceedingly
rare (See p.70). This type is veil-known in the river valley cultures of
northern China (Amdersson, 1943, pis.8,12,13,63-66), Szechwan, and also
in Yunnan (See pl*36)* However, it must be noted that in these oountries
earn and adze forms are found together* As

far as the available materials

go, we cannot think of a separate axe or adse industry in these oountries •

1
On the other hand in India the axe

is the dominant tool in the neolithic

culture, while the true adze is totally absent* Therefore I*C*lfozmam,s
(1949, p*199) argument that China is the source of the Indian neolithic
*celtn is hardly credible* If the neolithic cultures of India and China
were related at an early stage, we ihould expect to find in India adse
blades along with axes so commonly in use* The available material contradicts
this expectation* In the mainland of South Bast Asia adses have boon found
along with axes, which have unequally ground bifacial cutting edge*

This appears to be a development from the earlier type of axe* It
may be derived from (I o) sub-class, which, like the wedge-shaped
axe, is characterised by a broad cutting edge* The only difference is
that the pointed butt end of (I o) is shipped transversely and ground,
thus producing a flat butt* The cutting edge is modi—

and bifaoially

1* It nay be pointod out that axe and adse blades have been distinguished
on the basis of the cutting edge* However, it should be remembered that
axe blades could be mounted as adses, i.e. transversely to the haft*

1U
ground, end is generally straight, while the ether axes usually lucre
conrex cutting edge* The cross-section Is generally rectangular (See
pl«41»uos* 15 and 16) and the tools are well-formed* Be* 17, oa the
saae plate, most probably belongs to this type, though It shows a
slight "bevel" at the cutting edge* This type is Illustrated in reports
fron Bellary*

ChlMHla this regioa the chisels are generally rectangular in crosssection with a flat butt (pi*41,nos* 18-20), the cutting edge being
bifacially ground, or rarely unifaeially ground, as in pi*41,no,22,
This last example has a pointed butt and was probably hafted* Pl*42,
no* 24 appears to hare originally had a splayed cutting edge, like
pl*41»uo*21* The other type of chisel with oval cross-section is also
known (See pi*46, nos* 71-73)* The chisels of this regioa, though
form' d mostly by chipping and edge-grinding, are generally different
from the South Indian specimens, the Bihar and Bengal examples Inclining
to rectangularity*

Perforated StonestThe perforated stones of this region are circular or oral flat
stones with a hole In the eentre made by working fro* both faoes. *hay
show hardly aay grinding, their edges being blunt. Another type, known
fron South India is elliptical in for* (Madras Mnseun, no.176),
triangular in cross-section, thus haring an edge at both ends* Both
thoso typos differ fron the Burn*so (Coggin Brown, 1917,pl.H,no.lO)
and Malayan (M.V.F.Tweedie, 1953, figs. 28-30) oxanples, which are
always oixoular In shape, unifornta y thin In section and generally
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l a w a sharp edge (one example from B u n a is preserved la the British
Museum)* There are differences la the technique of manufacture as veil.
The Burmese sad Malayan examples (Except Tweedie, 1953# fig* 30# which
is unfinished) axe completely ground, and the regularity of their
form suggeits that they have been produoed by sawing* They are most
probably derived from the very similar jade rimg-etones af northern
China (See Andersson, 1943# pi .1?nos. 1 and 2) * Similar specimens have
also been found from Graham1s excavation at Hanehov In Sseohvan (
D.C.Grahan, 1933-35# pp.114-131).

These are generally elongated pebbles which hardly shew aay
working* However, C.W.Anderson (1917# pi .III, no. 27) has illustrated a
well-worked pounder* In the *clmur Hills# outside our region# a number
,

,v ,
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ef grooved hammerstone e^aave been found (Rivett-Caruac, 13B3-, pi .XVIII,
no*l and pl*XX, nos* 12-16).
These are the only types known In the collections ef Group I*
However, when these are compared with others made by local purchase or by
ehanoe-find in the fields# we find# over and above them, a few altogether
new types# which are fundamentally different from those described so far*
These latter collections will be referred to as Group II* F*0*Boddlng
collected his specimens In the Santal Pargamas* On pl.45 are illustrated
examples ef rounded butt axes from Boddimg collection. PI.46, nos* 49-62
Illustrate various sizes of wedge-shaped axes from the same collection, and
pl.46, no*70 is a thick butt axe; while pl*46#nos* 71-73 are forms of chisel*
The ether examples from this collection belong to new types* From the
Darjeeling collection of E.H.C,Walsh we get the rounded butt axe (pi.4$#
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nos. 84-06), wedge-shaped axe (pl.47, no s.77-78), ohisel (pl.47,mo.75) and
hammerstonee (pl.47, nos.74r-and 76)* pl.48, nos. 90-92 are broken speolnens
of thin sectioned axe. Others are of new types. The dolleotion of S.C.Bay
(l9l6,pp.6l-77, ple.I-IV) shows the roanddd butt axe, tha wedge-shaped axe,
the thick butt axe, perforated atones# hanmerstones and at

least one new

type (facetted tool).
Among the new types three are nest important* the facetted boo or
adse# the shouldered hoc, and the splayed axe; and the fourth, the so-called
"bar chisel11# has been found in some ambers In Orissa and Bihar. To these
typos nay be added a fifth# the thin-sectioned broad axes fron the Samtal
Parganaa (pi*40,nos.13-14)# so abundantly found in the Garo Hills of Assam,
(pls.29-30), recall the thin-sectioned axes of Group Z of this region
(already described). The "bar-ehiscl" (pi.42# no.23), which Is generally
produced by rough chipping, bears close similarities to the examples from
Malaya (See Tveedie# 1953# figs. 5-8), with the difference that sone of
them in Malaya are ground. Tweedie Galls then *neolithic adse". One fine
onground specimen from Pahang (Malaya) is in the British Museum (no. 1935#
10.22.29)* It Is exceptionally long, about 19 inches. The Malaya examples
are all surface finds as are those of Eastern India. Besides, there are
three specimens from Lohadurga in Bamehl district in the collection of the
British Museum# all three miniature

variety of the facetted tool. They *re

made of green jadeite stone. They bear the British Museum nos. 90*7*19*1 to
3. One mere miniature jadeite tool fron India is in the Museum of Ethnography
and Archaeology# Cambridge. Its locality is net known, but presumably came
from our region. Such miniature varieties of jadeite tools have not been
reported from India before* I have net seen any examples of this type in
the w*1r»l

of South East Ada. In Yunnan as well am in the river valley
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cultures of northern China this typo occurs la largo numbers* the Lehadurga
specimens wort , BO doubt, imports probably fron Innas as objects of trade.
These iadaita miniature tools thus soom to ostsblisk a eoanootlea botvoem
Ranchi in Bibar aad Xunnan im Sooth Vast China* Ibo thin sectioaod broad
axes, Boatioaod abort, further links op tbs Samtal Pargmmas with tbs Garo
Hills* Similarly tbs rotated butt axs of the Indian type,found im small
numbers im Assam, speaks sf a counter-influence from tbs main neolithic
culture soma of India*
All tbooo mow typos of tools art omrfaoo finds* Homo of thon bars
so fbr boon reported from the oolloetions of Group I* It is9

bo

doubt, that

tbroo important typos of tools9 mentioned aboro9 sane to India from outside*
Before discussing tboir chronology and ooatext9further

details concerning

their ooemrronoo in India art gieem below*
Ibo facetted tool with tmifacially ground cutting edge (bertl)
has boom found in null numbers in the Samtal Parganas9 the Banehl district
aad Mayurbhaaj* Tbs specimens from the Samtal Pargsnas arc illustrated on
pl*46,mos* 63-67. Is information is gireu as regards the material of which
they are node, it being merely said, " The Implements art made of different
kinds of stone, such as flint, porphyry, basalt and other bard kinds,
mostly abundant in this district." (Bedding, 1901, p*2l)* The Walsh
nos.

M l l M t i o n fro. Darj.allng *d-M

lMlod*. this tgrp. (pl.47,/80-83, pl.48,

M S . 88-09) . Two rariatia* ofthis typ. m b ta distinguish*!» (i) TMttt*
gular-shapad (8m

*1.46, M .

63-66), a d (11) trlugdlar-shqpta ( S m pi.*6,

m.67). Many o u p l . s of hath thes. Tsrlrti.s a . sold to k m

t e a food

In MsyurWunJ sad teposltad in th. local a m ,

a t ytt

bean

tat thsy k m

Th. trlangnlar niirty has so f a a t t a a f o o d In Asss*,

M r It has t e a iwportsd f r a Bows, Malaya, orSiaa. A single s p M l a n is
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known from the Pho-Binh-Gla care of the Baoionlm culture in Indo-China
|pl.67,no.50). But the Bihar apooinon can hardly bo derived from the
Baoaonian culture. It nay, however, bo noted that the Bihar apoeiman, except
for its unifacially ground cutting edge (berel), in hardly diatinguiahahle
from the rounded butt type ef axe* The Mayurbhaaj specimens are said by
B.C. Wom a n (1949) to be rectangular in ores s-aection. It seena likely that
the triangular variety developed from the local rounded butt axe aa a
result of contact with the rectangular variety ef the facetted tool* This
suggestion is based on the fact that the distribution ef this triangular
variety is limited to Orissa, except for a single specimen from the Samtal
Parganas* The distribution of the rectangular variety is much wider* It
is well-known in Assam (Sec chapter IT) and Darjeeling* Many examples have
been found in southern Bihar aad Orissa* Three specimens are in the
Haimsnderf collection of the Institute ef Archaeology, London* The findspot* of these are net definitely known, as the whole collection was made
in v

different parts of the Gendawana land in the district of Adllabad

(Hyderabad)* The distribution of this type, however, seems to be limited,
mere or less, to Eastern India* The material* of which they are made, are
all local stones* It seems most probable that they were locally manufactured.
But the three jadeite specimens from Lehadurga in Ranchi district indicate
the possibility of this type coming fzem Yunnan*
The splayed axe, of which three rough imitations are known from
Assam (See pl*12, no*ll aad pL*30, mo.97), have net yet been reported from
Bengal and Bihar* J*H*Hutten (1931, p*362, nos* 2,A and 5) has illustrated
three examples ef this type preserved in the Indian Museum, Calcutta* Thdir
locality is unknown, but he doubtfully attributes them to Santal Parganas*
Soma examples fee, however, been found in Mayurbhaaj state, but they have

not yet been published* Oa such scanty material it la difficult to establish
the relationship ef this type with similar types known from Yunnan, Burma
and Malaya* But, as this type may well be a copy of cast metal originals,
it could easily develop locally from the local flat "copper celts" pf very
similar form*
The shpuldered hoe has a very wide distribution (See map no*15)*
As has been said before ( See pp*64-65)# it has two main varieties, regular
and irregular* Beth these varieties have been found in the caohar Hills
and the laga Hills ef Assam* From the Sadiya Frontier Zone the shouldered
hoe has not yet been reported, nor do we so far know any definite cmaple
(but see p*110) from Yunnan* From the Khasl Hills, G&ro Hills and the
Penny's collection fron Tozpur only irregular variety is known* From Bengal
proper, also, no specimen has so far been obtained* Several examples have
been found in southern Bihar* F*0*Bodding (1904,pp *27-31) cell acted some
specimens (pl.43, nos.26-28) from the Santal Parganas* These are all made
of chert* In Bedding's first collection from the same district there are
two examples (pl*4&, bos* 68-69) ef this type* Bedding describes no* 68 as
"one with a small notches both sides, hence something similar to the
shoulder-headed celts".(Bedding, 1901,p*22)* It is ef regular

variety.

pl*A6 , no*69 is very irregular* One example was obtained from the village
ef Bengara in Manbhum district by D*Sen (G.S.Ray, 1954)* From Dhalbhun
T.Ball (1875,pp*118-20) collected two specimens (pl.AA, nos* 29-30)* The
material of no«30 is described thuss ft " is formed of dark green ,
excessively dense aad hard quarts ite with a wavy structure aad some included
pebble-like masses ef different composition." Bo* 29 is "made of black
igneous rock"* Ball further remarks, "in reference to the origin of these
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implements, their mineral composition la not, 1 believe, inconsistent with
the view that they aay have been manufactured originally In the past of
the country where they were found* The source of the material from which
the Hakes 1 formerly exhibited to the Society were manufactured, occurs
within the district of Singbhop* It is a bed of chert-like quartz ite aad
from it the material of the large adze might very possibly have been
obtained* Again the very numerous dykes and intrusive masses ef trappeam
rooks in Singbhun may contain a material identical with that from which
smaller adse was manufactured. ■ J.H*Huttan (1931, p*360.no*l) illustrates
an irregular variety of shouldered hoe from Rajgir in Bihar, aad another
(no.2) of an exceptionally long and narrow blade from Madras, locality
unspecified, Agency tracts (? Gaajam aad Visigapattam districts ?)• From
the valley of the Godavari erne regular type was found and illustrated
by Burkitt sad Gsnniade ( 1930, pp* 327-339*

)• Some examples were also

found on the surface inside the fortifications ef Sisupalag&rh in Orissa*
From Maywrbhanj the regular variety has been edUeoted. Another regular
example, made of chert (?), was found by Cunninghaa as a surface find at
Kausambl within the walls* It is preserved in the British Museum (ne*87* 717*178)* One broken example of basalt "with a well defined shoulder" from
i

___

Banda district is mentioned by Rivett-Camac (1883^ p*229)* One small
Tariety of lineetona la listad by Coggla Broam (1917* p.139, m.1763) m
. M i n g from th. rivar bask, Tanbarati, Nagri, n e w Ckltor. E.C.Woim.(1949,
p.185) writ., that be "found a

apparently unflal shad sp.oi.an in northern

Mysore Stat. in 1939”, bat this specimen has not baan illustrate, M r
th. aocurraao. of this typa in Myaora is noticed by any othar writar. This
distribution of th. shauldarad ho. is alnost eo-extenaive with tha Molithie
finds in Peninsular India, though it

m
ab. n
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sporadically aad in anil numbers in India, except im Assam. It may also be
meted that the majority ef the Indian shouldered hoes are made of ehert or
ohert-like material* Another important feature is that in Peninsular India the
majority of the shouldered hoes found are of the regular variety, while in
Assam this variety is known only in the Caohar Mills aad Naga Hills* Usewhere

in Assam ealy the irregular variety has so far been found* It has

been suggested before (p. 102) that the shouldered hoe type

com

to Assam

from Burma where only the regular variety is known (See pp. 2.83 )• It must
be noted that the exceptionally long variety from Madras, illustrated by
Hutton (1931, p*360, no.2) is also known from the southern district^
Burma (See pl*112, nos* 28 sad 30). If the shouldered hoe types of Peninsular
India same through Assam, as is generally supposed, it is hard to understand
how only its irregular variety is found in the Brahmaputra valley, Khasl
Hills and Garo Hills, i.e. those Zones which are further removed from the
borders of Burma* On the other hand in the Maga Hills aad Cachar Hills,
close to Burma, both regular and irregular Varieties have been found* Can
this be held to mean that the regular variety of Peninsular India was
derived directly from the regular specimens of Burma ? The answer to this
question cannot be definitely given so long as details eeaoexming the
possibility of early communication between the Burma coast aad the Mast
Indian coast are not available* Such a possibility, however, should not
be dismissed without further research*
in Tadfa
The sporadic findq£(exeept in Assam) of these three Eastern
Asiatic types of neolithic tools are very difficult to explain in the
present state of our knowledge* As these tools have mat been found in
excavations, it is difficult to relate then archaeologically. But the
occurrence of the shouldered hoe inside the fortifications of Kaasaabi,

Sisupalagarh and R&jgir la highly suggestive* In Assam, where these types
are dominantly present, the available material suggests that they slowly
permeated from the neighbouring oountries into the hilly regions, where
they were integrated with the loeal indigenous stone industry* The chancediscovery of three jadeite tools at Lehadurga in Ranchi district further
suggests a connection with Yunnan, and it is possible that this connection
urns established through Assam* But the difficulties arise when other points
are taken into consideration* These may be summed as follows!
(1)

So far mo distinct shouldered hoe type of tool has been found

in Yunnan*
(2)

No miniature tool of green jadeite is known from Assam*

(3)

The regular variety ef the shouldered hoe is found only in the

Saga andCaehar Hills of Assam, where they appear to have been derived
ftom Burma*
(A)

In the Interior of Assam, the Brahmaputra valley, the Khasi

Hills and the Garo Hills, only the irregular variety of the shouldered hoe
is found* These apparently were local imitations of the regular variety
found in the Naga and Caehar Hills*
(5) In other parts of India the majority of the shouldered hoe found
are of the regular variety and these show likeness with the shouldered
hoes of Burma, rather than with those of ^ssaau
(6)

There is no truth in the statement that the shouldered hoe is

limited to Eastern India*
(7)

There is little doubt that there is a concentration ef these

types in the highlands of Orissa, where, however, unfortunately, exploration
is only in its early stages*
It would seem that the available evidence is not sufficient to
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draw a definite conclusion about the way these types earns to

one

thing is certain that their appearance in India oust be later than the tins
they are known in Eastern Asia* This is, to a certain extent, corroborated
by the total absenoe of these types in the first group of neolithic sel ections
made in Bihar and Bengal, which include only the typical neolithic tools
of Peninsular India* The sporadic nature of the finds of these types in
India further suggests that they nay better be regarded as imports, or at
best local imitations of foreign types rather than the products ef a
separate and distinct cultural grouping in Ihdia* In the absence ef excavated
material, it is, however, aot possible to date the arrival ef these foreign
types in India with any accuracy* The evidence, as a whole, does indicate
that both in Peninsular India as in South East Asia, neolithic cultures
survived until a very late date*
In passing,it may be noted that historians have linked up the
shouldered hoe type of tools with the linguistic problem of the AustxeAsiatics* Some, like Yon R*Heine Geldem (1932), have gone a step further
aad attempted to distinguish three cultures in South East Asia on the basis
of three main types of tools, "Oval axe11, "quadrangular adse" and "shouldered
adse"* But, as will be shown in chapter YI, the archaeological evidence is
clear on the point that these three types ef tools belong to one aad the
sane cultural grouping* There is no evidence to show that aay one type ef
these tools forms a distinct and separate culture by itself* Heine Geldem
(1945) has also tried to date the appearance of the shouldered hoe in
India on the supposed connection ef this type with the Austro-Asiaties•
He writes, "The latter (l«c* tanged adse) could , to a certain extent, be
dated, as it occurs, with other adse types of South last Asiatic origin,
in the region of Munda languages of India* Therefore, it seemed probable
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that it had bean introduced in India by the aaaa people who had introduced
the allegedly Austro-Asiatic Manda languages. Sinee we assumed that this
Austro-Asiatic migration from Sooth Bant Asia to India must hare antedated
the immigration ofthe Aryans in India, aad as it was obvious that the
development of the tanged idse in South Bast Asia mist hare preceded the
westward migration of the Austro-Asiatica, both Tan Stein Callenfels and
the author oane to the sane conclusion* i.e. that the migration ef the
Austronesiens to Indonesia and the introduction of the fell neolithic in
the Archipelago could not hare taken plaee later than around 2000 B.C.*
(Heine Geldem, 1945# p.138). This dating assumesAthe Aryan migration
into Eastern India took place round about 1500 B.C. aad hence the shouldered
hoe is dated round about 2000 B.C. As has been pointed out before, the
archaeological evidence available in India hardly justifies a connection
of these typos of tools with the so-called "Austro-Asi&tics". There is
nothing in the nature of these implements or the manner in which they are
found in India to show that they were introduced here befog* 1500 B.C.,
or, for that natter, before the migration of the Aryans. It is beyond doubt
now that a neolithic culture in this region continued till long after the
Christian era. foreign neolithic types could hare been imported or copied
at any time in the obviously long duration of the neolithic culture of
the Peninsular India and South Bast Asia. In fact, the available evidence
suggests the appearance ef these types of tools in India later than the
loeal neolithic types.
Dr.C.Von Purer Hainenderf(l945, pp.73-85) has confused the
specific problem of these tools with the question of the introduction of
what he calls "the eastern type of megalithio ritual*. He says,"this felly
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developed neolithic culture v u probably responsible for the introduction
into India af several elenents of eastern origin, aad In partionlar tho
p

eastern typo of negalithic ritual*" (Ton Furor HadLneadorf, 1948^ p*207)*
Without digression into tho question of esgallthlo culture, which in beyond
tho scope of thin

thesis, it

aay bo remarked that tho neolithic association

of tho negalithic

culture of

Sastom India, or cron of tho oountries of

South Bast Asia, still renaims to bo poorsd* It is beyond dispute that tho
pottery typos, iron tools aad other dateahle materiala associated with tho
klads of burial called "negalithic" in Peninsular India aarrliod into the
first centuries A«D* (F.R.Allchin, 1954# chapter 11)*
Tho tools illustrated on plates 38-49 are described belowi
PI.38, nos. 1-4 are rounded butt axes fron tho Talley of the
riTor Sanjai in the district of Singbhun, Bihar* Nos. 1 aad 2 show only
chipping, while noa. 3 and 4 hare their cutting edge ground bifaoially.
Pi.38, nos* 5-7
tho niddlo. Bo* 5

are thin sectioned axes from Singbhun, brokenin

is nade of

slaty stone aad is only edge-ground as is

also no* 6* Bo* 7 shows grinding of the faces.
Pl*38, nos* 8 and 9 are exaaples of thick butt axe fron Singbhun*
Bo* 8 is Tory regular,thin in section, while no* 9, which is broken at the
tip, shows rough chipping.
Pl*39, nos* 10 aad 11 are exanples of wedge-shaped axe* Both are
surface finds* Bo* 10 fron Ranchi still shows roughness on the body, and

«
no. U

from Singbhun Is aonpletely ground.
FI.39, no. 12 Is nada of trap rook and was

found below tha roeent

alluvium in tha Talley of Sanjal by Anderson. Bo describes it as an adsa
einply b *v<n»e tho cross-eection is flat an one faoa and onrrilinaar on tha
other. This fora is probably nore dna to tha

notarial rather than to

grind
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as the rough chipping is seen all over the body except the cutting edge,
which Is ground* It should not be nistaken for the facetted tool of Group II*
FI* 40, nos* 13*14 are examples of thin sectioned axes with
broad cutting edge, both these are preserved in the Pitt Rivers Museum,
Oxford* Bo* 13 is of sandstone aad was collected by P.O.Bodding in the
Saatal Parganas* Bo* 14 is of slaty stone aad was originally collected by
S*C*Roy in Chota Nagpur*
PI* 41# nos* 15*17 are very regular and symmetrical exanples of
wedge-shaped axe with rectangular cross-section* All of then cone from
Singbhun* The section of no* 17# as copied fron D.Sen, is defective* It
shows unifaeially ground cutting edge (bevel)*
Pl*41# nos* 18-22 are exanples of different varieties of chisels
all fron Singbhun* They have all been made by chipping* Only the cutting
edge is ground* The striking feature is the rectangularity of their shape,
which differentiates then frea the South Indian chisels# which are generally
oval in section (Subba Rso# 1946# pl*XXIII* 1)* Bo* 21 shows a splayed form,
while no* 22 has a pointed end* Another example of splayed cutting edge is
illustrated on pi*42, no*24* PI* 42, no* 23 is the so-called "bar chisel"
or "eelt" formed entirely by chipping*
PI* 43,no*25 is a unique axe by itself* One of its sides is
slightly concave while the body shows roughness* The median cutting edge
is formed by bifacial grinding*
PI* 43# nos* 26-28 and pl*44 cos* 29-30 are regular type of
shouldered hoes from Bihar* Bos* 26-28

are of chert and were collected

by P*0*Bcdding in the Santal Parganas* Be* 29 is ef volcanic rock, aad no*30
of chert-like quartsite, both collected by V.Ball fron Phalbhun*
PI.45, nos* 31-48 are rounded butt axes from Saatal Parganas
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collected by P.O.Bodding.
Pl*46, bos* 49-68 are wedge-shaped axes fron the sane collection*
PI.46, nos* 63-66 arc unifacially ground edged (bevelled) facetted tool
of rectangular shape fron the sane collection , while pi* 46, no.67 is a
triangular variety of the sane type. PI* 46, no.63 is a shouldered hoe of
regular variety, and pi.46, no.69 is irregular variety of the sane type*
Pl*46, no* 70 is a thick^buti axe and pi* 46, nos. 71-73 are chisels*
PI* 47, nos* 74^76 are hanmerstones, no* 75 a chisel, nos* 77-79
wedge-shaped axes, nos. 80-83 are facetted tools of rectangular shape, all
belonging to Walsh collection fron Darjeeling district*
Pl*4&, nos. 84-87 are rounded butt axes, nos* 88-89 are facetted
tools with unifaolally ground cutting edge (bevel) and nos. 90-92 are broad
type of axes, all from Walsh collection.
PI.49, ao93 is a chisel and nos. 94^-96 are rounded butt axes fron
Banal in RLdnapur district* PI. 49, no* 97 is a rounded butt axe fron

t

Bangarh in Dinajpur district, found just below the Sunga level in actual
excavation.
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"Neolithic" Cultures of Indo-China , Sian , Malaya

And

Burma.

Introduction
e

The cultures represented by a large number of stone tools,
excavated mostly from oaves and rock-shelters in the lime-stone massif
of this region of South Bast Asia are usually designated "neolithic".
Further implements have also been recovered from open air sites. Certain
of these have been described as kitchen-middens, but most rank as surface
finds in the fields. Their relationship with what may be called "the
cave cultures" is not clear. As a whole, these stone tools are generally
associated with the remains of a large number of animal bones, the animals
mostly representing wild varieties of existing local species. Heaps of
Melanian shells are frequent. There are, also, hearths associated with
pottery in small quantities. So far cultivated food-grains have not been
reported, nor textiles, but it may be that these have not been recognised.
Wild berries occur plentifully. A tool with its base marked with little
squares by cress hatching, found in various places, has been described
as "bark-cloth beater".
These items hardly justify the appropriateness of the term
"neolithic", the essential criteria of which "have always been held to
be the domestication of stock, the cultivation of cereals, the making of
1
pottery, and the manufacture of polished stone tools? (A History of
1. V.Gordon Childs in Man makes himself. Pp.89-90 4 See also Childs,1953,
p.193), l«ys stress on "a self-sufficing food-producing econosy."
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Technology. London, 1954, P* 501). The domeatication of animals and the
cultivation of cereals were not practised at all by these South East Asian
"Cave" dwellers, since the fauna and

flora found in the caves are

undomestioated and uncultivated. However, hand-made pottery is frequently
found though only in very small quantities. It must, however, be noted
that most archaeologists suppose that the pottery was imported from more
developed areas. The stone tools are, also, not always ground. Some of
their are very poor in workmanship, being, in fact, only oval river pebbles,
crudely chipped on one or both faces. Some, though still unground, are
flaked by the same crude technique but have more regular forms. On account
of this crudity and the absence of grinding some writers(Van Stein
Callenfels & Evans, 1928) have called these cultures "palaeolithic". But
this tens is hardly justifiable in view of the fact that all these cultures
are known to be recent by their faunal association and ether evidences
which will be described later. Other authors (Heine Geldem,1945,p*130;
M.W.F.Tweedie,1953,Pp*10-18) refer to the cultures represented by the
crude industry as "mesolithic", probably intending to imply a much earlier
date forttte/wi.But as the following analysis will show, there is hardly
any justification for such an assumption* Poor workmanship with recent
associations is, no doubt, a common denominator of ell these "cave cultures"*
It is in contrast with them that we find, on the other hand, completely
ground tools, as* well as tools well-cut, probably made by a process of
wire sawing, and regularly conforming to set shapes and proportions. Tho
French archaeologists (Colani & Mansuy) have designated tools of the
first class "NWolithique infeVieur" and those of the second class
"Ndblithique supeVieur”. But in between these classes of tools, wo find

Il+o
some edge-ground implements, which arc placed in the first category by
these authors, who, thus, in fact, assume a sequence of three stages*
This assumption is based entirely on typological grounds* Ho stratigraphio
evidence has so far been produced to prove the validity of such a sequence*
Ho distinct strata have been detected in the excavation of the deposits
of these caves* It is true that the depth of finds has been quoted to
prove the correctness of this alleged sequence, but no reliance canbe
placed on these figures*
One gathers the general impression that the food-collecting
crude-tool users lived side by side with those who used ground and sawn
tools of specialised types, as well as various types of hand-made pottery*
This suggests that the latter must have been "self-sufficing foodproducing" groups of people* However, it must be admitted that it is
difficult to distinguish the social elements of which these cultures are
a product* The customary distinction of primitive peoples into Mfoodcollecting" abd "food-producing" societies isobviously useful, but the
evidence on which such a distinction rests isoften vague* In South East
Asia it is clear that the majority of the cave sites show a homogeneous
culture pointing to a single occupation without any break*
On the other hand a survey of the material produced by the sites
in Indo-China indiacttes regional distributions* There are three cultural
regions there which may be called (I)
and (III)

Hoa-binh

., (II)

Bac-Son

Somrong Sen.^Tlicsj^^j^'Muaes have been used by former

authors, following the lead of KLle.Colani, to indicate periods* An
examination of the excavation reports makes it plain that this chronology
has no basis in fact. On the other hand the reports establish the
cultural distinction of these sites, which may be regarded as cultural

,
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centres* In almost all tha Sevang Sen sites capper and bronze objects
have been found. Edge-ground tools, which are the chief feature of the
Bac-Sonian sites, also occur in the ether two regions, though as a
minor feature* The question, therefore, arises as to whether "neolithic"
1
is a correct designation far these cultures*
The following analysis and description of the objects concerned
are based on the published reports of the excavations and explorations
carried out in the mainland of South East Asia* They have also been
verified as far as materials are available in the British Museum,Pitt
Rivers Museum, Oxford, and Muse'e de 1'Homme, Paris* In the account given
here the terminology of the excavators has generally been kept so that
reference can be made to the original reports, if necessary* Our main
purpose has been: (i) to put together in one place, as briefly as
possible, materials scattered in various museums and journals) (ii) to
make a systematic survey of the confused mass of materials hitherto
unrelated; (iii) to provide a provisional classification which may serve
as a guide to future excavators and explorers, and at the same time it
is frankly admitted that the classification may need modification in
1* Etienne Patte (1936,p.283) prefers to call these cultures "eheblithique"
meaning therebyjthat these cultures were partly contemporary with Bronze
Age* He writes, "II n'en est pas moins vrai, qu'a titre de survivanoe
au moins, il y a das relations entre I1Indochina 1neolithique • at la
Chine protohistorique• Pour toutes oes raisons, je suis persuade',quo
la hache a tenon, at la on les civilisations qu'elle caracteVi.se,sont
dhdolithiques, le terme d1 dhdolithique dtant
ou moins elargi suivant le cas at pouvant sfappliquer a une de l'age
du Bronze*"
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the light of any nav materials made available in future} and (iv) to
outline the general course of the development of these cultures in
chronological order as far as the present materials allow. It mnst9
however, be admitted that more systematic work is necessary in this region,
as veil as in Southern China, before a clear picture of the "neolithic1
1

cultures of this area can be given*

Section 1*

As has been said, there are three Important areas in Indo-China
(See map no*ll), which have yielded materials belonging to the so-called
"neolithic" cultures* The first area has its central point at Hoa-Binh,
lying to the south-west of Hanoi* In its vicinity a number of oaves have
been discovered* Nine of them have been excavated and reported upon by
Kile* Colanl (1927), who applied the term "Hoa-binhien Culture" to the
assemblage of materials found in them* The second important area is the
lime-stone massif in the neighbourhood of Bac-Son, north of Hanoi* Large
number of oaves have been explored, excavated and reported by Mansuy and
Colani, who, in the same way, use the term "Bac-Senien Culture"* The
third area is round about Somrong Sen in Cambodia* Here a few kitehenmlddens and some open air sites have been examined , but the greatest
number of objects known from this area are surface finds* These three
broad headings have bean kept in the following description! viz*
I Hoabinhlan Culture*
II BaosAnian Culture*
III Somrong Sen Culture*

Te these regions may be added a fourth: the provinces of Than-hoa,
Qui-dat and Quang-binh in Annam* Its geographical position marks it out
as meeting ground of the northern (Hoabinhimn and Bacsonian) and
southern (Somrong Son) cultures, and this is amply borne out by the
evidence of the materials discovered* Culturally speaking it does not
form a separate zone by itself* Hence, no attempt has been made to mark
It out as a distinct culture*
The materials used for chipped tools are local pebbles of
volcanic rocks, generally of coarse grain, like granite, rhyolite,
porphyrite, while for the ground tools fine-grained rocks like^phtanite",
sileceous stone, basalt etc*, have been used. Schist is rarely used*
I*

HoabJ^hj,an.,..SAfore.

Mile* Colani (1927) has distinguished three stages In the
Hoabinhian Culture on morphological grounds: (a) Late, (b) Intermediate,
and (c) Archaic* This classification takes into account the depth of the
finds, but as the depth is not based on any intelligible stratification,
it is clear that

certain of the reported depths have been assumed to

mark a stage in the development of the stone industries* Whether these
three stages denote sequence in time or merely three facies of tool types
will be discussed later (See Pf*/i^7)# A complete description ef the
artifacts, found in the various caves, is given here cave by cave} but
> v
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it must be confessed that Colanifs plates are very imperfect, the material
being preserved in Hanoi*

i kk

1*

Sao-Dong
References M.Colani, 1927, Pp. 7-18.
Tht archaeological deposit here was about 2 metre thick. No

stratification was recorded, but a succossion of five artificial layers
was postulated purely on a morphological basis. But of these, the first
and the last were admittedly sterile as far as human artifacts are
concerned. The three ethers are described below from bottom upward*StS£« 81- Arcbal.“p.rlodiIn this stage only stone tools were found without any association
with bone implements or pottery. The tools are made of large river pebbles
crudely flaked on one or both faces. No trace of grinding has been detected,
1
and secondary retouch on the edges have rarely been noted. On the basis
of appearance and probable use these tools are classed here in two groupst
Group 11- This group includes what may bo termed pebble choppers,
made of large oval pebbles, sub-triangular,sub-rectangular, round
or oval, with the cutting edge formed by chipping out one or more
large flakes on one or both faces (PI.50 nos. 1-4).
Group III- This group includes hand-axes, Colanifs "coup-e-poing*
(pi.50,no.6), aaygdaloids (pl.50,no.7), ovals (pi.50,no.5),pyramids
(pl.51,no«15) probably used as "percuteursmarms for throwing).
There are also scrapers, square (pi.51,no.14), or*demi-elllpsoide”
(pi.51,no.16) in form. They are all core tools more or loss chipped
1. The term "retouche* is very generally used by French archaeologists in
Indo-China. It probably signifies secondary working, a process which has
been observed by us in the examples preserved in the Muse#e de 1'Homme.
The term retouch for the purpose of shmrponing the cutting edge has not
been found at all in our examination of any of these tools.

IkS
all over, although

bom

rotain tracts of cortex*

All tho tools, except tho last ono (pi*51# no*16) which boars
secondary rotouch, show crudo chipping on ono or both faces* This orudo
workmanship 1b tho common foaturo of groups 1 and XI, but tho dlfforonco
In tho form and purpose of tho tools Is quito obvious* Tochnically spoaklng
tho forms of group II aro bottor than thoso of group I; hovovor, both typos
aro found togothor and honco In point of tlmo both must bo consldorod to
bolong to ono and tho samo poriod* Vo havo horo throe typos of stono toolst
(l) Pobblo choppors, (11) Hand-axes, and (ill) scrapors* On tho exceptional
tool (pi.51# no*l6), which Colani ealls "hache courte", sho remarks,
"Cette piece a pout otro glisseH^un nlvoau supeYieur pondant los fouHlos"
(1927, p*10). How far this statomont is truo, cannot bo vorifiod* But it
is Important to noto that rotouch is not absolutely absent In this stage*
Tho amygdaloid hand-axo (pi.50,no.7) also shows rotouch on only ono side,
and this Is also tho ease with tho pyramidal tool (pi.51, no*15) which
shows retouch on tho periphery of tho base* Thus, to bo exact, wo can put
forward a further sub-classification of thos group IIi’
ll as- Hand-axos shoving rough chipping and no retouch(pl*50,nos*5-6)*
II bi- Hand-axos with regular forms, Colani1s amygdaloid and pyramidal
shoving rotouch(pl*50,no*7 and pl.51,no*15)*
H oi- Sorapors of orudo workmanship without rotouch (pi*51, no*14)«
II di- Scrapors of regular foim with rotouch (pi.51, no*l6)*
Tho existence of certain hand-axes, retouched on only ono side,
throws doubt upon their function as hand-axes*
Stage Bi- Intormidjate^periodlIn this stage almost all tho older forms continue, but tho slso
is diminished and tho forms aro loss massive* On tho other hand tho

/
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workmanship is mors precise end careful, and some of the tools show a
mark d symmetry* Edge-grinding occurs In a few cases* Some sherds of pottery
have also been discovered* Most of the tools have received fine retouch
all round* Once again the function of the tools retouched in this manner
■*<'7 Ari-sjift
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may bo quarried. These tools have been classed here in 3 groups:
Group 11-

This group includes pebble choppers of Stage C, group I, but

two developments can be seen* firstly, veil developed flaking is the
characteristic of this stage, very little cortex being left; and
secondly, some retouch is found on the cutting edge(pi*52,nos*20-23)*
Group III- Using Colanifs rather vague terminology this group may bo
said to Include hand-axes, the so-called "ooup-de-poing" (pi.52,no.25),
well-shaped amygdaloid(pl*52,no*26), (QJLipsoid (more appropriately
extended ovals) with flattened sides(pl*52,no*27), demi-ellipsoid
(pl*53,no*34); discs(pl*52,nos.2S-29), small points (pl.53,no*40^
and scrapers (pi.53, no.35)* Colani1s small points show retouch all
round, and therefore their function as points is also doubtful.
PI*52 nos* 26 and 27 recall in outline similar symmetrical typos
of the Bacsonian culture(compare pi*52 no*27 with pl*65 no.42) with
the difference that the Bacsinian tools are edge-ground while here
they are not* The socalled demi-ellipsoid tool has also its counter
part in the Bacsonian nos* 11 and 15 (pl.6l), which are also edgeground.HoabinhiAn pi.53 no.34 ia retouched eccentrically on both
faces and is rather a chopper than a hand-axe.
The main point to note is that Stage B marks an advance from
Stag. ▲, showing improvement in form and technique of manufacture*
This may have been due to contact with the Bacsonian culture or such

Ikl

similarity as exists, may ba merely accidental. Group II may bo
sub-divided furthor into following sub-groups*

II at-

Thoso tools which aro improved forms of Stago C (pl.52no.25,

pl.53, no.35).
II b»-

Thoso which show resemblace with tho Bacsonian tools (pi.52,

nos* 26-27,and pi.53,no*34)*
-II ct-

Entirely now typos (pi.52,nos.28-29 & pl.53 no.40).

Group III*-

This group includes ground tools which hays no relation

ship at all with tho typos so far described. PI.54, no.41 is probably a
scraper. It has concave sides and convex cutting edge, the base
forming a sector. P1.54,no.42 has its parallel in tho Bacsonian
culture, pl.64, no.30,and seems to have boon ultimately derived from
that culture, if not actually imported from that region. Thoso tools,
which bring in the technique of grinding to this area, is very
important in not only tracing tho source of this technique but also
fixing a chronological relationship with tho Bacsonian culture.
Stag. Ai- LaW'p.rlod'i'In this stago tho pebble choppers wore not found . Instead many
now typos appear. Tho number of edge-ground and partially-ground tools
has also increased, and these establish a definite link with the
Bacsonian culture. Here for the first time wo moot with small tools,
which are exceptionally well-formed. Some hand-made pottery bearing
simple cord-marked decoration has also been found.Melanian shells
as well as mammalian bones have been discovered. The tools have boon
arranged here under three groups*
Group I*- This group includes tools which are improved forms of
thoso occurring in the earlier stages. Pi.55,no.46 continues tho

m
archaic farm of hand-axe (pi*50,no.5) but is somewhat symmetrical
being almost rectilinear in form with the sides retouched all round.
PI.55#no.47 is a well-made hand-axe which may have developed from
the earlier type (pi.50,no.6 and pi.52 no.25), though tho dimensions
in this case are much reduced. This type is described by Colani as
ttChelleantt. P1.55,no.4^aarks another development. It is symmetrical
in form with a thickened butt. PI.55, no.49 is disooidal, worked flat,
and is an improved version of pi.52, no.28. Pi.55, no.57 is a small
Torsion of the semi-circular scraper and is highly retouched.
Group III-

This group includes new types of tools which aro

small in dimension and of excellent workmanship. PI.56,no.58 is a
three-faced small point with thickened rounded butt. One of its
faces shewdthe cortex. PI.56, no.59 is a very fine symmetrically
worked tool, retouched all round, though tho point seems to bo
broken. PI.56, no.60 is another rectangular scraper with the sides
finely retouched. PI.56, no.61 shows fine retouch at the end and
the sides. P1.56, no.62 is described by Colani as crescent-shaped
"hache courts11. It is probably a knife, the convex edge being minutely
retouched. PI.56, no.63 is another unique tool, serving both as a
scraper (or knife) and a point. Tho edge is slightly concave. PI.56,
no.64 is a triangular point with the sides and point worked. P1.57,
no.76 is a well-shaped pounding stone, the base of which is marked
with red ochre.
Group III i-

This group includes tools most probably derived from

the Bacsonian culture. They aro all ground. PI.57, no.77 is triangular
inform. It may be compared with Bacsonian pl.66,no.45. P1.57,no.78

is an amygdaloid, a type wall-known in the Bacsonian cultura• PI*57,
no.79 is a vary small tool, a smallar yarsion of tha Bacsonian,
pi.60,no.10. Both of its faoas ara ground.
To sum up, tha Sao-Dong stona industry shows a complax group
somavhat yariabla in formt
1*

Tha pabblo choppers ara mot with only in stagas C and B, but

aro absant in tha last stago. Tha pabblo tools of stags B show ratouch
at tho cutting adga.
2.

Tha hand-axes and scrapsrs continue through all tha throe

stagas, and irregular archaic forms along with regular shapes vara found
till tha last stage though tho bettor forms, symmetrically worked, vara
predominant in tha later stages.
3*

Soma new types like discs and points begin to appear from

stage B, but they ara markedly developed in tha last stage.
Soma of tha tool types show resemblance with those of the

i

Bacsonian culture, and it seems almost certain that tha technique ef
grinding came to this place from the Bacsonian region as the ground tools
are all of Bacsonian type. The ground tools begin to appear from stage B.
5*

In tha l&st stage ve find another type of small, exceptionally

well-made, tools.
6.

Hand-made pottery is found in tha last stage but not so

profusely as in the Bacsonian sites. Soma sherds hare also bean obtained
in stage B. On the whole pottery is scarce in this culture.
7.

Tha important point to note is that out of nearly 1000 tools,

recovered here,only 11 showed grinding. This clearly indicates the "primitive”
nature of the Sao-Dong industry. However, it need not be considered earlier

f-SO
in date on this account, a point which will ba discussed later. (See Pp.|S£-?6)
8.

Bad ochra was also commonly used here*
Whathar wa accapt tha artificial classification of this industry

by Mila* Colani into three periods, or not * tha varying standard of
vorknanahip is noticeable* In this variation, sign! of evolution ara clear.

2*

X-Kham
Reference! M*Colani, 1927, Pp. 19-23*
As Kilo* Colani points out, "dans la grotto da X-Kham, cornice a

Sao-Dong il n1exista pas da stratification propramant dire.*(p.20). Tha
archaeological deposit was about 1 metre thick. Tha finds hare again fall
into three stagessStage Cl- Archaic "period"iOnly stone tools have bean found in this stage and, as at
Sao Dong, they ara hare classed into two group#!
Group 11-

This group includes pebble choppers of tha type pi.50,

Bos* 1-3* Tha workmanship is crude and no retouch is visible*
Group III-

This group includes hand-axes of tha type pl*50,no*6,

and Colani1s pyramids of tha type pi.51, no*15* Soma new types
appear in this cava* Pl*51, no.8 is described by her as having two
points and being sub-tatrahadrio in form* PI.51, no.11 is described
as "perouteur parallelopaedic” in form. Pl*51, no.12 is a "subrectangular percuteur". In this example tha cutting edge is said to
ba crudely formed. PI.51, no.13 is a sub-triangular point* RetouBh is
scan in tha pyramidal tool, while the rough geometric forms aro
common to tha Sao-Dong industry* No scrapers have been reported in

this stage nor ia there any trace of edge-grinding*
Stage Bi- Intermediate "period"tIn this stage also only stone tools have been found* No pottery
and bone tools are reported* Pebble choppers are not found* The other
two groups are represented*
Group III-

This group includes hand-axes of the type pi*52,no*25,

discs of the type pi*52, no*28, and "haches courtes" of the type
pi*53,no*35* Other variants of disc and "hache courts" also occur*
But the most important additional type is pi. $2 # no*30,worked into
an axe form* It shows regular flaking on both faces*
Group H i t-

This group Includes a new type of ground tool, pi*54*

no.45, a type occurring in the Bacsonian culture (pl*62,no*21 and
pi.66,no*43* The present specimen triangular in form shows regular
shape and careful workmanship, the cutting edge being ground on both
faces*
Stage Ai- Late "period"iIn this stage some new types of tools again appear and one bone
implement was also found* No pottery is reported* The general
characteristics correspond with Sao-Dong stage A • The tools have been
classed here under throe groupsi
Group 11-

This group includes scrapors of the type pi*S>iT no*57*

Group III-

This group includes 2 new types I a sub-triangular point

(pi. fT4 no*70) is ground on one face* Colani says specifically that
it shows traces of sawing on the other* A bone implement (pi. 54, no*71)
is worked both at the thioker end, which is rounded, and at the
cutting edge which is ground on both faces* The small tools of
Sao-Dong type do not occur here at all*

I5*2
Group IIIi"

This group includes a snail axi (pi. £7no.83), ground

on both faces, and is of tho typo occurring in tho Bacsonian culturo
(pi. 49, no.58).
In general tho stono industry of X-Kham agroos with that of
Sao-Dong with tho following exceptionss1.

Tho pobblo choppors aro not found horo in stago B.

2.

Hand-axos aro absont in stago A.

3.

A now toehniquo of sawing appoars in stago A, but Colani also

points out ono tool of Sao-Dong as shoving traoos of saving but unfortunately
dots not illustrato it.
It is also important to noto that out of about 17® tools only
3 wore ground, and out of thoso 2 aro typos derived from tho Bacsonian
culture, a point which confirms our conclusion that tho technique of
grinding came to this region from Bac-Son.

3.

Trl«ng-X»n
Reference i M.Colani, 1927, Pp. 27-30.
No stratification vas observed hero. Tho archaeological deposit

at some places is about 2 metro thick. Tho deposit contains numerous
chipped stones, bone tools, shells of unionids and abundant remains of
bones of animals, like el phant, rhinoceros etc. No pottezy is reported.
On the surface 3 or 4 completely ground axes were found but they have
neither been illustrated nor described. The tools have been clssified into
2 periods by Colani, corresponding to stages B and C. They are described
here from bottom upwards5$.

I5*3
Stag* Cl- Archaic »p*rlod»iIn 'this stags both stona and bona tools hava bssn includad*
*

Along with th* usual pabblo chopars, hand-axts, scraptrs and point*
v* hay* h*r* w*U-chosan hammarstonas or rath*r poundars, on* of vhloh
shows marks of us*. Tha workmanship of tha tool* r*oall* that *f
Sao-Dong stag* C* Th*y hay* b*«n d*scrlb*d h*r* und*r two groups!
Group It"

This group inolud** pabblo choppars of th* typo ragambling

pi* tfo, nos*2-4*
Group lit-

This group i* furth*r dividad into two sub-groups on

tha basis of matsrial us*d*
{■. ~i ^

Group H

It'-

i i*
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This sub-group inolud*s only stona tools* Wa hay* hara

hand-axas, choppars and points* Tha oyal typa of ax* no*5(pi 5^
occurs h*r*f and thar* ara othar smallar variatias of tha sama typa*
On* scrapor with rotouch mak*s a rough ractangl** Two now typas ara

also founds pi* 5"!, po*10'is a v*ll-vork*d point and th* oth*r pi* £ I, ,
no*9 is a small thr*e-fac*d tool with roundaa ap*x*
Group II bi-

This sub-group inolud** only bona tools* All of

th*m ara long spatulas, and though tha cutting is still somavhat
rough, thay show smoothing of on* or oth*r fac** PI.!Tl, no*17 is thin
and crud* with on* fao* partly smoothad* PI. iTl, no.ISis anothar long
spatula, th* sharp *dg* baing concava. PI.y/y no.19 is trap*zoidal
in saotion and th* *dg* is straight* This is th* only cava whara bon* tools
hay* b**n found at such a groat dapth* Thair association with *th*r
tools dascribod is cl*arly astablishad.
Stag* Bi- lnt*rm*dlat* "p*rl<?d"iIn this stag* as wall stona tools, bon* implamonts and pounding
and grinding stonas hay* baan included* Tha tools yaxy a good doal •

Group It-

This group includes pobblo choppers. Typo nos. 20 and

23 (pi. 5~Z ) occur. A nov typo pi. £~2,no*24 is also found. All thoso
pobblo choppers show secondary working at tha edge.
Group II1-

This is agiin divided into two sub-groups on tha basis

of material usads
Group II ai-

This sub-group includes stona tools. Hera wa have

hand-axes of tho typo no. U

(pi* $ 2- ) and a new typa of "pyramid''

with a triangular baso9 pi. t>'3/no.325 wall-formed aaygdaloidal axe
of tha typo pi. t>~2fno.26 and elliptical axo pi. 6 2,no.27; semi
circular scraper of tha typa pi. 6 3,no.35>J triangular point, pi. 6'3,
no.33> which is an improved version of tha one occurring in tho
earlier stago pi. tTlf no.10.
Group II bt-

This sub-group includes only bona implements. PI. t) 3 ,

no. 33 is a long spatula with almost regular sides, tha edge being
ground all round. PI. if3 no.39 is another such tool but one and is
pointed and tho blunt and is stepped. These bona implements ara
bettor worked and shaped than those of the earlier stage.
a

Group H i tno.

This group includes beautifully ground axo, pi.

,

which is obviuosly derived from the Bacsonian culture (

compare pi. 4 3/no.25).
To sum 14), the stone industry of Trieng-X0n corresponds with
that of Sao-Dong. The find of a Bacsonian type of ground axo again confirms
tho earlier conclusion that tho technique of grinding was derived from
that sourdo. It is also important to note that out of about 170 tools
only 3 wore ground. Bono implements form an important addition from the
earliest stago, and they aro skilfully smoothed from the beginning.

I£5
A.

M-Khng.

R*f*r*no*i M.Colani, 1927, Pp.31-35.
No stratification is notad here* Tha excavator points out that
tha lowest deposit was much disturbed, and hence it was not possible to
separata the archaic period from the intermediate* The tools were, therefore,
described under two periods, Intermediate and Late,corresponding to stages
B and A* The archaeological deposit is/rnly 1 metre thick* Animal bones
and Melanian shells were abundantly found here, Some potsherds are also
reported* One bone implement was found* Rocks bearing cup-marks were
noted in this region*
Stag* B<- Inf nwfliaf Mp«riod"iThe tools classed under this head have been found at two depths:
one is reported as lying 1 metre below surface,and the other 70 cm*
below surface* But both show a mixture of the earlier and later
forms* The excavator is of the opinion that some kind of disturbance
has caused this confusion*
Among the tools found 1 metre below the surface pebble choppers,
hand-axes as well as scrapers occur:
Group I:-

This group includes the archaic forms, pi*

nos*l and

4, as well as the improved form pi* $ 2, no*22.
Group II:-

This group includes the pyramid type, pi* $-/ no.15,

disc type, pi. JT2 no.28, and a beautiful anyjdaloidal type of
hand-axe pl«5"2 no*26*
/

The tools found 70 cm* below surface also show a mixture of old
and new forms*
Group I:-

This group includes pebble chopper of the type, pl*5z #

no*24* Another rolled pebble said to be half chipped is not illustrated

15*6
Group lit- This group includes a crude hand-axe of the type no*6
(pi. {To ), and another which is^variant of the type no.ll (pi* S~l )•
PI*

3, »no.36 is a scraper with the convex side worked* Another

tool is similar to pi*

no*a. One resembles the small ground

tool,pi. fr7 ,no*79, which has been shown to be a miniature copy of
the Bacsonian pi* £o,no*10.
Stage At- Late Uperiod":In this stage have been found some sherds of pottery, one bone
implement and various stone tools* The pebble choppers are not
reported*
Group I:-

This group includes disc of the type,pi. b^no.A9fand

small scraper of the typefpi. 6~5~ no*57, which is ground* Another
scraper^ pi. i'{,/ no*72?is of rectangular form, all thvee sides
being retouched*
Group IlCt ^

This group includes a well-shaped triangular hand-

axe of the type, pl.£7no.77*
Group

This group has a bone implement, pi*

no.73,one

end of which is rectilinear, the other terminating in a broken point,
which is in section thickened*One face, when found, was covered
with Melanian shells and traces of carbon, probably soot*
It must be admitted that the division into periods given by
Colani is not very clear* But the absence of pebble chopper in ttage A
is significant, and also the presence of small tools and well-made hand-axes
in this stage is noteworthy* It is important to note that only 2 ground
tools out of a total of 150 were found here*
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5.

S s s ris
Referencei M.Colani, 1927, Pp.45-A7.
In this cave tha eurfac# finds ara said to lnoluda 2 completely

ground axes, not illustrated, and some ramains of pottexy, unfortunately
not described by tha excavator. It is olaar, howayar, that pot-sherds
vara found profusaly at this sita. Tha stona tools ara all of welldeveloped typas. No pabbla chopars have baen discovered, and tha hand*
axes do not show tha cruda workmanship of staga C* On a morphological
basis tha tools hava baan placad undar two stagas A and B.
Staga Bi- Intermediate "period”t*
In this staga discs shoving fina ratouch all round, which
Colani calls nhacha court#”, and hand-axes hava baan found* Thay ara
olassifiad hara into tvo groups1
Group III*

This group includas a finaly ratouchad disc, pi* h~3/

no.31# Another disc of tha typa, pi* ff2, no*29 vas also found, and
a third ona which is said to ba sami-alliptical* Colani !s "hachas
courtas”, which ara probably scrapars, includa tha sami-circular
typa, pi*

no.35, and also ractangular onas. Ona of tham shows a

littla grinding.
Group Ills-

This group includes a ground hand-axe of triangular

form, pi* fT^/ no*43, tha butt consisting of tha natural cortex of tha
pabbla* It rasamblas vary closaly tha Bacsonian, pi. 6 k ! no.35 which
obviously an unfinished tool*
Staga At- Lata "period”1In this staga small tool types ara predominant, though axas and
scrapers hava also baan found.
Group It*

This group includas a new typa of scraper, pi. S S no55,

15*8
which shows grinding at tha edge.
Group lit-

This group includas snail tools of tha types, pi* 5“^

,

nos* 58 and 59*
Group Hit-

This group includes another snail tool of tha typa, pl<i*v£,

no.79, and a ground axe, pi. iT7 no.84, which resembles tha Bacsonian,
pi. 67 no.52*
The percentage of tha ground tools is not known in this cava*

.

6

Referencei M*Colani, 1927, Pp. 37-44*
Hare we hava a rock-shelter and a cave* Tha archaeological
deposit was not vary deep* Chipped implements vara numerous on tha surface
and tha deposit having a depth of approximately 60 cm* Pabbla choppers,
hand-axes, ground tools, bona objects, pottery and Malanian shells as wall as
human remains vara found here* But tha excavator has not baan able to
distinguish various periods on tha basis of tha depths of recorded finds
and hence she observes* rtMalgre/la presence da quelques piarras polies,
on peut affirmer qua las premiers troglodytes, las plus anoians occupants
da la grotto at da l’abri, avaient une culture paleaLithique primitive ••••••
Apras qua la grotta at l’abri sous roche eurent cess^BV atre
la damaura permanents da sauvagas antiques, ils sarvirent d*aisle durant
las tfpoques troubless. En route da grands samniiferes sa reTugiant assaz
souvent Is nuit dans la cavame* Quand nous y sommas entree pour la
premiers fois, una fossa, an foxme da bareaan, avait e\pratiquea dans las
depots da coquilles da Malania; d1apras las paysans, un carf s1 atait
crausela un lit* Hommes at aniaaux ont completament ramainit

oa

/S’?

kjokkenmodtiing* Las objets prehistoriques gisant a une mama profondeur
n1 appartiennent, 1# plus souvent, pas a la mama pe'riode da ^Industrie
lithiqua hoabinhlanna." (Pp.38-39).
Colani1s failure to arrive at usual stratification has rasuitad
in a oonfuaad mixture of tool typas which ara assignable to diffarant
stagas on tha evidence of other caves* Hanca tha tools of this cava hava
baan dasoribad hara according to various typas thay belong to, and no
attampt will ba made to classify tham undar various stagas*
Typa no, li~

This typa has pabbla choppers like pi*

3 no.2 and pi. S~z ,

iio*24*
Typa 2i-

Hare we hava included hand-axes and scrapersi coup-de-poing

resembling ,pl* ifb, no.6, and another like pi. £ £ ,no.25. Another
axa similar to pi. 6“I ,no.l2. One is like pi.

,no*46| a rectangular

scraper like pi* ^T/ ,no*14, a truncated pyramid like pi. £'| ,no.l5,
another retouched scraper like p i . , n o . 60, a semi-circular scraper
with concave base and one more rectangular type, pi* yfi ,no.6 0 , but
^ -

CL

bigger in size, tfe have al*o pounder like pi* 3 7 ,no.76 but bigger in
size, and one more axa like pi* y
Type no. 3f-

7

>no.83 but not ground.

This includas discs like pi.

,nos. 28 & 29, andpi* £

no.49*
Type

no.At-

This includes those tools which hava close resemblance to

Bacsonian tools1 PI. if7 ,no*82 is a new typa in tha Ho&binhian region*
It is a flat pebble ground on both faces of the cutting edge, and
recalling tha Bacsonian, pi. 6 3" ,no*38. PI. tT7 ,no*80 recalls tha
Jit*)

5

"

/

pi. b o , no.8. PI.

,no.79. PI* $
7

,no*69 resembles tha Bacsonian,

,no.81 is a wall-shaped bona implement with

oblique edge, a close copy of tha Bacsonian type. Another ground tool

,

/6 o
is similar to Bacsonian, pi. 6y,no.41. Ons completely ground tool
has not bssn illustrated by ths axeayator.
TyPS no. 5>-

Hsrs vrs have well-made snail tools* A crcscent-shaped scrapsr

or knife, pi.

*no.62j a variant of ths "hache courts11, pi. if7, no.79$

anothsr rsssmbling pi.
Type no. 6*-

,no.59.

This includss various typss of points* PI. ifCno.65 shows fins

rstouch. PI. if6 ,no.66, which is also finsly ratouched, has curved sidss.
Anothsr is like pi. y y ,no.£6. PI. tTA ,nos. 67 and 68 are simple
flakes showing grinding and also, according to Colani, traces of sawing.
Ons mors pl^e, not illustrated, is completely ground.
To sum up, this cave is important in so far as thWvarious tool types
known from other caves are all represented here* Furthermore some new types
occur, which typologioally fall in stage A. On the evidence of tins cave
alone Colani*s classification into stages ("Periods11) representing a tine
sequence entirely fails. Two points are made quite clear by the evidence
produced* (l) pebble choppers do not occur in stage A, and (2) small tools
are not met with in stages B and C. These two distinct types probably
therefore belong to two distinct traditions. The ground tools, however, are
derived from the BacsAnian region, the earliest being found in stage B. All
these three stages are mixed up in this cave. Other points are noted below*
1.

Out of 600 tools found here only 10 were ground, the majority of

them being derived from the Bacsonian culture, dearly indicating the source
of the technique of grinding.
2.

Traces of saving were detected in tlireo tools in this cave*

3

Pottery was found in profusion*

/6l
7.

X-aag-Vo
Reference* M.Colani, 1927, Pp. 49-50.
in this oars remains of haarths vara found at numerous placas,

and also Melanian shalls. Tha archaaological daposit is said to ba completely
disturbed. Pottery was found. Tha flakad tools vara predominantly found,
though a fav ground tools vara also raoorarad. Colani says that tha
majority of tha tools show tracas of saving* They ara 17 In all. Soma
animal bonas vara also found. Tna tools apparently belong to a single
period daposit, though soma are vary crude. Thay hava been olassad hare
under two groupst
Group III-

This group includes hand-axes and scrapers. PI. if£“#&<>•51 is

a new typa, semi-elliptical, very carefully chipped on both faces
and finely retouched* Tha side intended for holding is oblique* Colani
seas in it an attempt at saving, but it appears to ba only broken*The
type recalls Bacionian, pi. £ I ,no.U. PI* 6~5~,no*52 is said to ba
"percuteur", asymmetric, very carefully chipped on both faces, tha
sides being sawn (according to Colani) and not ground* PI* 6'5" ,
no.53 is a side-scraper made from a flat pabbla, retouched on both
tha long sides* Tha narrow ends ara slightly ground. PI* y / ,no*74
is sub-rectangular, tha cutting edge being flakad on both faces* The
butt is narrow and unflaked, but signs of retouch ara visible* Two
finely worked axes of tha typa, pi* 5^ ,no.77, vara,also,found hare*
Group Ilit-

This group inoludes tha Bacsonian typas of tools* P1*;T4 ,no*86

is made from a flat pebble* It is finely retouched on bot> faces and
tha edge is ground, recalling tha Bacsonian, p i >no.%* Pl.^r,
no* 87 is another small tool of tha same typa, recalling the Bacsonian

.

I& 2

pi. 6 1 ,no.l3. Th*s* tool typos soggost stag* A.

.

iMte-Bv

8

Roforoneoi M.Colani, 1927, Pp. 51-52.
In this cave only 7 chipped tools and 1 axis of tha Bacsonian typa
vara found* In a snail cava within it a hugs quantity of Mslanian shells
and soma pot-sherds vara discovered. No stratification vas obsarvad here, and
no distinction into "periods" has baan mads* Tha tools ara dsncribsd undar
tvo groupsi
Group Ila- This group includas 2 pabbla tools, probably end-scrapers, tha
adga baing finaly retouched; a hand-axe, pi. 6^ no «5A, ratouchad all
round) a "hache courts", pi. ff7,no.75, ona facs preserving tha oortax.
Group IIIi- This group includas a vall-nada axa, pi. iTf ,no.8$, dascribad as
*?r

* ,

f

baing of crystal rock. Tha butt is formad of tha naturally roundsd
pabbla vhils both facas show grinding. It is a variant of tha Bacsonian
pi* £7 ,no.51* Tha tool typas suggast staga A.

9.

Ha-Bi
Rafarancat M.Colani, 1927, Pp. 53.
It is a snail rock shaltar. Soma Malanian shalls and a fav

chippad tools hava baon found hara. Only four tools hava baan dascribad:
a narrow butt "percuteur", a sida-sorapar, a sub-triangular point and ona
Bacsonian typa of axa, pi.

,no.88. It is not ground but only ratouchad.

It resembles tha Bacsonian, pi. ^ ,no. 46, but is smaller. Tha industry
suggests staga A.

Conclusion
Colani sums up ths evidence of all thasa caves in tha foilowing
words i "Das neuf gisamants prahistoriquas dacrits plus haut, sapt saulamant
sont importants Sao-Dong, Lang-Na*o, X-Kham, Triang-Ien, Som-Jo, Lang-Vo,
M-Khang. Las kjokkanmoddinger qu’ils ranfarmant out « V las uns, trouvah
la ou ils avaient eta* de^oso's (Sao-Dong, X-Khaa, Triang-Xan at M-Khang),
sans qu’il y

(Ll L,. au daplacamant notable ou inclusions aVrangares)

tandis qua las autras ont subi qualquas ramaniajbants, probablamant a
differentas epoques, accompagnds da raras apports plus ou moins recants.
"Dans cas quatra stations archaologiques, on peut constatar qua
las objats travaillas par l'homma gisant dans la mama ordra, las plus
grosslers, plus grands at plus maisifs, dans las lits profonds. Ceux qui
sont habilamant fagonnes plus patits at plus fins, sa trouvant au voislnaga
da la surface. Non saulamant las dimensions at la facture sont similairas,
mais las formas sa rdfcatant. Entra cas typas artramas sa voient, dans
las lits moyans, das typas intarmatliairas qui montrent qua catta aVolution
s'ast affactuaa graduallamant. Cas observations dtant rigoureuses,
idantiquas pour cas quatra stations, ont una valuer incontestable. Pour
la olarita* da notre expose* nous avons catalogue* las objats an trois
groups; ceux da la paViode archaiqua, ceux d’una peViode intamd&iaire
at caux paVioda moins aneienne. Pris dans un sans tris large, ca
clessament ast exact, il n'y a pas da lindte, oala va sans dire, antra
chaque pdViode. Bn rahlitd* la perfectionnement slest fort probablamant
poursuivi d'une fagon lanta at asses continue; das persistences sa montrent
parfois, tal ou tal typa primitif sa rencontre a un niveau dlevd*; da
raras apparitions prdhaturdbs da modeles moins antiques sa voiant aussi.
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" A Lang-Neo, a Som-Jo, a Lang-Vo, a Lang-Bay at a Ha-Bi, las
instruments da Sao-Dong at das trois autres stations sa retrouvent; an
raison das remainle^ments, ils na sont pas rastds a leur place las couches
superficielles contiannant antra autras das pioces anciennes, la mobilier
das depots profonds comprend qualquas objats moins archaiques. Pour laur
clascement la stratigraphie na paut pas antrar an ligna da compte, l1aspect
at la factura doivent sauls etre consideVes.w (Colani, 1927, Pp.55)#
These generalisations ara calculated to substantiate Colani1s
postulates. No comparisons ara aada with tha cultures of other areas. Tha
main cultural features of Colani1s stages ara summed up below on tha
basis of our independent re-examination of her material.
1. Technique of_aenufactusx i
(a)

River pebbles and bones ara tha main materials chosen

for the manufacture of

tools. Bona tools ara not varycommon. Only at ona

place, Trieng-Xen, thay hava baan found down to the deepest level. However,
tha present review of tha material has made it clear that tha technique of
working bona was
(b)

knownto tha people of this region from the first stage.

Tha pounding and grinding stones are well-chosen rounded

or conical pebbles showing hardly any further working. They are common
to all tha levels and cannot ba accepted as a criterion of any particular
stage.
(c)

Tha bona implements definitely show batter workmanship

than tha pabbla tools. It is noticeable that fine retouch is rare in tha
bona implements of staga C, where thay are ; .also vary rare.
(d)

Tha flaking of tha pabbla tools is coarse. In tha ease of

pabbla choppers tha flaking is scanty and was probably dona by blook-onblook method. In staga C generally ona face of tha tool is flaked. Vary

it,tr
rarely both faces show flaking. Tha shape of tha tools is irragular and
crude.
(a)

Tha othar group of toolsf Colani1s hand-axes and scrapers,

is far more finishad in appaaranca. Tha flaking, though coarse, is thorough,
and an attanpt is made to produca a dafinita fora, These tools, vhioh show
sacondary working, ara definitely suparior in form. Ona scrapar, pi.51,
no.16, is so much advanced that tha excavator was lad to doubt tha depth
at vhioh it was actually recorded. Tha technique of •retouche* in order
to give a proper finish to a tool is so rare in staga C that it could
not hava baan locally invented. If tha shapes, which show soma regularity
( compare amygdaloidal typa) ara any indication of tha source, tha
Bacsonian region is indicated as tha channel of transmission of this
finer technique.
(f)

In staga B tha flaking technique is still further improved.

The forms show symmetry, and tha result is technically more effective,
especially in tthose tools vhioh are bifacially worked and retouched.
(g)

In stage B, again, we get ground tools, and the number

of such tools increases in stage A. The majority of these are of Bacsonian
type. There are very few local ground types. However, the percentage of
ground tools is so low that it can be fairly well asserted that the
technique of grinding was little known in this region. Such ground tools
as there are, were most probably obtained from the BacIonian area. The
looal products are poor imitations of these.
(h)

The technique of sawing was still rarer. Only in one cave

Lang-Vo the number of sawn artifacts vas considerable. The product is far
from satisfactory* So far no accurately-sawn tools of Ptvo-Br«k*«Gia (a)
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types of tho Bacsonian ragion havo boon found in thoso cavea. This tochniquo
is known only in stago A here.
(i)

Tho appearance of snail tools in stago A, which inc

fine points, "baches oourtos" and scrapors narks an intrusion of fresh
cultural feature. Such snail tools havo also boon found at Da-But in tho
province of Than-Hoa, Annan (E.Patte, 1932). This suggests that this
technique cane from tho south, as also sons other features did come from
this southern region (See

£”*/<)•

(j) In stage A pebble choppers are not found.
2. Potteryi
Hand—made pottery bearing cord-marked decoration has been found
generally in stage A, though a few sherds were encountered in stage B as
well. No evidence is available to show that the pottery was locally
manufactured. Colani considers all the pottery to be imported.
3» Morphology.
It is Important to note that ve find here forms which are <
associated with a particular technique, and these forms continue as long
as that technique is in use, e.g., the pebble choppers are all so small
that they were probably held in hand and struck by a hammerstone. This
type continues only upt > stage B . The oval hand-axe, pi.$0,no.5, vhioh
may be a product of anvil technique, continues right upto stage A (compare
pi.35,no.46) in the same crude fora, though secondary working is noticeable
in the latter example. There are other new types which are associated
with the appearance of new techniques of fine retouch and of grinding.
The small tools, "haches courtas", points and scrapers are confined to
£cru/vwi <!/»*.
stage A • The ground tools, which have been^stages A and B, show

U7
/

Baesonian tool types. It nay be said that tha local cultura ramainad
"primitive" throughout in tha sansa that tha local stona industry hardly
shows any signs of avolution. It is only tha appaaranoa of nav typas of
tools assooiatad with fresh techniques of grinding and fine retouch that
add to tha variety of tha culture*
What has bean said above, nay produce doubts asto tha validity
of Colani's classification into three periods. To begin with, this >4 U
classification is not based on stratigraphy. Tha only distinction between
them is tha appearance of fresh techniques and forms which are comparable
with those of tha Baesonian culture on tha one hand and on tha other with
tha stone industry from Da-But in Annam. Evan if Colani’s periods (stages)
are accepted, they cannot ba separated chronologically by any great
length of time, as the evidence from the Baesonian region shows (See Pp.i

II.

ffrcspnjLaft.PAtes*

H.Mansuy has distinguished two periods of culture in this areas
one he calls "neolithique infWfcieur". This is characterised by edge-ground
tools. The second, he calls, "nWblithique supeVieur"• This is distinguished
by well-cut and completely ground tools. He supports this division by
citing the depth of finds, at two place#,Pho-Binh-Gia and Dong-Thuoc. All
other sites are single period deposits and they can be assigned to one
or the other group only on morphological basis. In the following analysis
the stone industry has been classified into four general stages, A,B,C,
and D, and further sub-divided into groups according to the technique of
manufacture and the general forms and appearance. The depth of finds

as
recorded by Mansuy has also baan taken Into evidence.
1.

K.o-Phay

References H.Mansuy, 1924, Pp.8-11.
______ , 1925b, Pp.7-11.
Tha aroh&aological deposit is only one metre thick and is
oonposed of a single homogeneous layer of ealeareous clay* Only stone
tools have been found in this cava. No pottery is reported. Tha flaking
technique is crude and rough. Tha tools shovr large deep flaking recalling
tha technique used in stage C in Hoabinhian culture . Secondary retouch
has been profusely used to produce regular forms. Only two implements
show edge-grinding. Compared with the Hoabinhian the industry is still
"primitive11, in the sense that the predominant feature is that of unground
tools which are large and crudely flaked. But no pebble chop or has been
found in this deposit. This^ndustry is assigned here to stage D, and the
tools have been divided into two clashes.
Class Is- ^his class is characterised by implements with coarse flaking.
They fall into two sub-classesi
Sub-class I ai-

In the illustration these have been included under

Group I. Here we have coarsely flaked hand-axes, approximating to
well-known forms. PI. 58,no.l has been dtscribed by Mansuy as an
elliptical tool showing regul** form. PI.53, no.2 is irregular. PI*58,
no. 3 i* described as semi-elliptical with its butt irregular. PI.58,
no.U is described by Mansuy as a coup-de-poing resembling a "Chellean"
type.
Sub-class I bt-

In the illustration these have been included under

Group II. This includes scrapers, pounding end grinding stones of
generally well-chosen pebbles, pyramidal or conical in shape, and some
incised schistose fragments and polishers. The scrapers axe generally
semi-circular and frequently retouched at the edge. Some of them are
made of flakes, and in the two examples illustrated (pi.59, nos. 5 and
6) the bulb of percussion is further flaked, a method which is very
frequent in Malaya, where they have been called MDeburt scrapers from
the typo-site of

Qua Debu, where they were first recognised (H.D.

Collings, 1936, Pp.5-16). P1.59, no.7 is another scraper showing
profuse retouch at the edge.
Glass H i-

In the illustration these have been included under Group III.

The chief characteristic is

edge-grinding. P1.60,no.8 is a narrow

butt edge-ground axe, the edge being almost median produced by bifacial
grinding, while the main body shows massive flaking. PI.60, no.9 is
an unfinished tool with a notch on one side of the butt and a shoulder
on the other a little lower down. It is profusely retouched at the
edge probably prior to receiving further grinding. The type is entirely
new. PI. 60, no.10 is a remarkable tool of altogether new type, having
parallel sides, flat butt and convex ground edge. This is the only
/
tool of its kind known at Keo-Phay. The regularity of its s raight
sides suggest that probably it was cut in the fashion of the advanced
tools in Pho-Binh-Gia (a) (See Pp.(76~7;). Another elongated type of
edge-ground tool with regular sides was reported in later exploration
(Mansuy, 1925).
To sum up, Keo-Phay industry is mainly represented by flaked
tools and scrapers. Ground tools are rare, but it must always be remembered
that the available material is very scanty.
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2.

Dong-Ihuoo
Reference, H.Mansuy, 1924*

In this cave molluscs and animal bonaa vara discovered* Pottary
was rare, but pot-sherds decorrted with basket pattam (4 sherds have
baan illustratad by Mansuy, 1924, pl*HV,4-7) were found* Two levels wara
distinguished by tha eEcavator though no stratification was racordad* Tha
matarials distinctly balong to two distinct groups* Tha ona at tha top is
tarmad hara Dong-Thuoc (a), and that found at tha bottom is callad DongThuoc (b)« Thay are described hara from bottom upward*
Dong-Thuoc (b)
No pottary is associated with thasa tools* Tha flaking technique
is still ooarsa recalling that of Keb-Phay, though soma signs of batter
workmanship arc apparent* All tha tools are edge-ground* Tha following
types occuri
Pl*6l,no*ll is described as a semi-elliptical hand-axe (probably
broken) showing coarse flaking* It shows akil&ful retouch on tha sides*
Tha cutting edge is ground*
Pl*6l, no*12 is described by Mansuy as an elliptical hand-axe,
a little irregular in form, coarsely flaked, and showing grinding at tha
cutting edge* This type is also known from tha Hoabinhian culture of
stages A and B (Pl*50,no*5 and pl*55,no*4&)*
PI.61,no.13 is another tool of almost rectangular shape with
its butt broken. It is completely ground on one face. Technically this tool
is more advanced than others of this group. Tho|regularity of its straight
sides and tha high degree of grinding marks it out as unique in this group.
PI*61, no*14 is a long unfinished tool of tha same type as tha
Kab-Phay type, pl.60,no*9. It has a narrow butt, shows slight grinding

17/
at tha adga and ratouch at tha sides.
PI.61, no.15 la aami-alliptieml in shapa with oruda workmanship
and slightly ground adga.
PI.61, no.16 is a erudaly workad flaka, probably a sorapar.
All thaaa tools balong to Glass II. Typologioally thay say ba
sub-divided into thraa sub-classess
Sub-class II a;-

Elllptloal and semi-elliptical axes which ara only

adga-ground, tha sidas baing ratouchad, daap flaking baing still
apparant on tha body.
Sub-class II bt-

Tha flaka scrapar, pi.61, no.16.

Sub-clast II ct-

Tha alongatad axe, pi. 61,no.14-, which continues tha

Keo-Phay typa, pi.60, no. 9* Tha rectangular shaped axa, pi.61, no.13,
shows regular sides and a high degree of grinding. It has bean doutfully
placed in this sub-class, though it recalls tha technique of Class III.
Dong-Thwc U)

>

All these tools ware found in association with pot-sherds, and
there is, no doubt, that thay balong to one and tha sane complex. Tha
stone industry belongs to Class III, i.e. completely ground tools. Typolo
gioally thay fall into two sub-classass
Sub-class III (a i)t-

Tha distinguishing feature in this sub-class is

that besides baing completely ground, tha tools show perfect angles
straight sidas which could hardly have bean achieved except by wiresawing probably used with an abrasive. But no such instrument has
bean found in this cava, or indeed elsewhere, Tha rarity of these
tools in tha caves suggests that thay ware probably imports.
PI.62,no.17 is a shouldered hoe of regular and long variety

according to tha terminology adoptod in chaptar IV* PI.62, no.19 la another
type of tool trapesoidal In shape, also found in Yunnan (Saa pi•35»nos. 9
and 10). It has unifacially ground cutting adga. P1.62, no.20 is similar
to no.19 but is narrower.
Sub-class III (a ii)i-

In this sub-class wo hara two tools,one,. pi.62,

no.219 a narrow butt axa with sloping sidas and convex cutting adga
produoad by bifacial grinding, and tha othar, pi.62, no.18, which is
smaller and mutilated.
Tha difference between tha sub-classes III (a i) and III (a ii)
is marked. The latter can be produced only by flaking and grinding, but
the former needs the additional use of the sawing technique. By the process
of grinding on a flat but hollow grind-stone, as appears to have bean
thegoneral practice here, one can get regular sides, but the corners are
generally rounded as in pi. 62, nos. 18 and 21 or in the Hoabinhian B III
and A III tools. Tha perfect angles that we find in tha Baesonian pi.62,
nos.17,19 and 20, with straight sidas, could hardly have bean achieved
by grinding alone. It has bean suggested that thay are copies of metal
types and that the angles were probably sawn. The whole question will
be discussed later. With these tools pottary has also bean found.
Thus Domg-Thuoc (b) tools are marked by edge-grinding and coarse
flaking) Dong-Thuoc (a ii) is characterised by complete grinding; and
Dong-Thuoc (a i) shows a further process of sawing in its straight sides
and perfect angles as well as grinding of the faces. The reports make it
clear that both Dong-Thuoc (a i) and (a ii) were found together and hence
contemporary, though the relation of Dang-Phuoc (b) with them is not clear.
When we compare the tools of this cave with those of Keo-Phay, we notice
o

a similarity of technique and forms in the tools of KWJ-Phay and Dong-Thuoc (b)
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the only difference being that tha latter have all their tools edge-ground,
while Keo-Phay has produced only four ground tools* Whether this difference
is due to time-lag or is only a local feature, it is very difficult to
say* But in this connection we should remember the Kdb-Phay tool, pl*60,
no* 10 and Dong-Thuoc,pl*6l,no*13* The regularity of their sides and
their forms mark them put as unique, and there is, no doubt, that they
belong to the same type*
Provisionally ve can speak of following groups of tools on the
basis of the predominant features!
Stage D f••••••••* Keo-Phay group*
Stage C ........ Dong-Thuoc (b) group*
Stage B ....••••• Dong-Thuoc (a i) and (a ii) group* In the chart given

(MS)
it the end of this chapter^this group has been called Pho-Binh-Gla (a)*
But whether these groups, here arranged under different stages,
can be referred to different period^ it ishard to say* The point can
/

only be decided when all these groups of tools are related to a definite
stratigraphical sequence* The present classification is put forward as a
guide for referenoe in planning of future excavations*
3*

Naohe/
Reference! H.Mansuy, 1925 a, Pp.11-12*

The archaeological deposit was not deep* It was full of shells,
numerous rhyolite flakes and stones bearing traces of grinding* No pottery
has been reported* Almost all the tools are edge-ground* Thtltool types
correspond with Dong-Thuoc (b), and belong to class II* They are described
below!
PI.63, no*22 is mode of a flat pebble with its convex cutting

nif

edge bifacially ground and tha butt baing slightly

n a rro w e d .

PI* 63,no*23 in another axe nade on a flake, roughly flaked,only
the cutting edge being ground,
PI* 63, no*24 in * unique specimen of bone, a facetted axe
with the cutting edge produced by bifacial grinding* The butt is broken
tramsversG&y*
Pl*63, no* 25 is described as an elliptical axe (properly
speaking oval in fora) with its small cutting edge ground almost straight.
Both the faces are flat. Another axe (Mansuy, 1925 a, pi.VII,l) of this
type is rougher, and Mansuy says that it shows deep flaking scar on the
body* It does not seem to have received any grinding.
Pl*63» no.26 is another axe of similar type made of volcanic
rock* Its proportion compares well with the type of Kdb-Phay axe, pl.53,no*l*
PI*63# no*27 is an elongated axe with a narrow pointed butt,
ground only at the edge* It recalls a tool of the next series (See pl*67,
no*53)*
P1.63,no.28 is a small narrow axe, made of a pebble, with
unifaoially ground cutting edge, face being still rough. Another axe similar
but with truncated butt is illustrated by Mansuy (1925 a, pi.VII.5)*
Mansuy also illustrates one so-called semi-elliptical axe (Mansuy,
1925 a, pi.VII*7), and another made on eroded pebble^ slightly retouched,
( Mansuy, 1925 a, pl.VIII.l).
The bone axe (pl*63,no.24) is an important feature of this
cu*e* PI. 63,no.26 recalls the previous Keo-Phay tool (pl.58,no*l), while
another (pl.63# no.27) points to the next series, i*e* Pho-Binh*Gia (a).
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A. Piflh-^yng

Reference* H.Mmnsuy, 1925 a, Pp.12-14.
It is stated that tha surface of tha daposit was corarad with
fins aarth and "recent" objects. Nearby to tha east shall daposits vara
noticed. In thasa shall daposits vara found ramains of hearths, lncisad
pabblas and ground axas. Pottary was abundant# Tha toll types corraspond
with Dong-Thuoc (b)# and balong to class II* Thay ara dascribad balovt
PI.6Aino.29 is a big *xe, almost ractangular in shape, shoving
rough flaking on tha body, tha cutting adga produced by bifacial grinding#
There is another similar axa but snallE^Mansuy, 1925 a, pi.XIX#4)#
PI#64,no.30 is made on an elongated pebble vith rounded butt,
tha cutting adga produced by unequal bifacial grinding#
Pl#64,no*31 i® * flaka tool, which Mansuy describes as a "ciseau"
(chisel). Tha cutting adga is ground*
P1.64, no*32 is also described as a "ciseau", made from a pebble*
It has curved faces and convex ground edge*
Pl*64,no*34 Is an ovoid pebble vithout any retouch, only tha
narrow and baing ground to a pointed edge#
Pl*64,no#35 is one of several examples of unfinished tools, vhich
Mansuy describes as shoving fine retouch#
Pl*64,no#36 is described as a "ciseau" made of schist# It is vary
narrow, vith a rounded butt, and is ground all over#
P1.64, no.39 i. mad* of * triangular flaka

ori both fa0*,‘

Pl.65tno.38 i* daaoribad as an oril ax. with its narrow and
baing ground.
P1.65,no.39 is an unfinished flak, tool with no trao. of grinding.

m
PI.65,no.40 is a flaks, median ridgsd, vith retouched sidas.
It will be seen that the use of the term "ciseau” for P1.64,nos.
31 and 35-37 is hardly defensible. It nay also be noted that this type
of tools is the ohief characteristic of the next series, Pho-Binh-Gia (a)
(S.. Pp.|76-7
5.

Vo-Muong
Reference: H.Mansuy, 1925 a, Pp.14-16.

The tools here correspond vith Dong-Thuoc (b; in so far as the
axes have regular sides and are ground only at the cutting edge, but
coarse flaking recallsthe workmanship of Keo-Phay tools. The presence of
cord-narked pottery is noted in this deposit, though it is alleged that
it was found in disturbed layers. The toils belong to class II.
P1.65,no*42 is an oval tool, somewhat elongated , vith its
cutting edge produced by unequal bifacial grinding.
Pl.65fno.41 is similar but vith almost straight sides.
Another axe, described as amygdaloidal type is illustrated by
Mansuy (1925 a, pl.X\TC,2), still another of semi-discoidal type (Mansuy,
1925 a, pl.Xm,9). A few side-scrapers of Kdo-Phajr type were also found.
6.

Pho-Blob-Gi.
References H.Mansuy, 1924*
_____ , 1909,Pp.531-43.
, 1925 a, P.23.

Mansuy has described finds from this cave in three places. In
his first publication he did not distinguish the toftls, found9into
"ndblithique infeVieur" and "ndblithiqju supeVieur". But in his second
account he separated them in this fashion on typolofioal basis. It is
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apparent that there is no evidence aithar of stratigraphy or of dapth to
prova that tha ona olass cam# latar thah tha othar • Thay hava baan found
togathar and hanoa thay hara hara baan assignad to staga B, to which also
balongs Dong-Thuoc (a). Tha tools hava baan arrangad hara undar two classes*
Pho-Binh-Gia (a), which corresponds with Dong-Thuoc (a i) and balongs to
olass III, and Pho-Binh-Gia (b) which corresponds with Dong-Thuoc (b)
and balongs to olass II,
Glass IIIl- Pho-Binh-Gia (a)iThis group includes accurately sawn and completely ground tools
with unifacially ground cutting adga,
P1.67,no.4S is a shoulder hoe of regular and broad type according
to tha terminology adopted in chapter IV, Ona of its sidas is little
irregular,
Fl,67,no,49 is a facetted hoa or adze, trapezoidal in shape,
PI.67,no.50 is a triangular axa vith unifacially ground cutting
•dge.
Class III- Pho-Binh-Gia (b)»This group includes edge-ground and completely ground tools vith
regular sides, Tha flaking technique is not so crude as tha earlier series.
Tha tools hava also baan retouched profusely on flat surface.
Pl,67,no,51 is a long axa almost rectangular vith a convex cutting
edge. It does not show any grinding but is profusely retouched. It
is said to hava baan found at tha bottom of tha deposit,
Pl,67,no,52 is similar but smaller and tha cutting adga ground.
Pl,67,no.53 Xs similar but narrower and with almost straight
cutting adga and pointed butt. Two more unfinished tools of this type
vara found. This is tha type described as NciseauN«

PI.67,no.54 has sloping sides, rounded butt and cutting edge
produced by unequal bifacial grinding.
P1.6&,no.55 is another rounded butt axe , large in size, vith
regular sides and bifacially ground edge.
7.

Ung-Vaa

Reference1 H.Mansuy, 1925 a, p. 17.
In this cave cord-markod pottery in association vith stone tools
vere found. They have been illustrated by Mansuy (1925 a, pi.XXII,19-23)•
vt
The toils do not shov any trace of coarse flaking. The predominant type
shovs smallness of size, regular forms, and all-over grinding. Typologically
they belong to the category of what has been called "ciseau" type. They
fall in stage B, Pho-Binh-Gia (b) group, and olass II.
P1.6&,no.56 is similar to pl.67,no.53 hut has a flattened butt.
P1.68,no.53 has slightly rounded butt. P1.6S,nos.57 and 59 are irregular
vith pointed butt, no. 57 shoving the cortex on the butt.
8,

Lang-'-*- r & n n

References H.Mansuy, 1925 a, Pp. 22-23*
Here tools vith coarse flaking havebeen found vith others shoving
edge-grinding. Along vith then completely ground tools occur. P1.66,no.43
recalls the workmanship of the completely ground tool, pi.62,no. 21 from
Dong-Thuoc (a ii). However, the majority of the implements in this cave
correspond vith Dong-Thuoc (b) • They have been classified here under
tvo sub-classest
Sub-class (a) *- This sub-class includes the so-called sub-elliptipal
and sub-rectangular types vith regular sides shoving coarse flaking
(Mansuy, 1925 a, pl.XXlV.2-6). Another is a side-scraper(Ibid,pl.XXIV.7)
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Sub-class (b)t-

This sub-class includes ths completely ground axe, pl.66,

no.43* vith vids round#d butt, curved sidss sad tha cutting adga
produced by unequal bifacial grinding.
These two sub-classes really belong to 2 different stages C and
B, as adopted before. As such a mixture occurs in more than one cave • To
this complex a distinct nomenclature, Lang-Trang, has been given by us.
The caves have been provisionally assigned to stage B. The tools belong
to olass II.
9*

Giouc-Ciiao
H- M cjlw^aa^,
Reference,^ 1925 a, Pp.23-25.

This cave also shows a mixed group of tools t tools vith coarse
flaking of Keo-Phay type have been found together vith edge-ground tools
recalling those of Dong-Thuoc(a ii)Hence the cave belongsto Lang-Trang
group. The stone tools have bean divided hara under two sub-classes.
Sub-class (a)i- This sub-class includes one example of the so-called
sub-elliptical axe of Kdb-Phay type, £9L. pl.58,no.3 and two scrapers.
Pl.66,no.£4 has its edge retouched. Pl.66,no«47 1* more regular in
shape.
Sub-class (b)i- This sub-class includes the veil-formed axe, pl.66,no.45*
PI.66,no.46 1* a long tool apparently of "ciseau" type. It has
e

regular sides and convex edge. Both these tools are eompltely ground.
10.

Bo-Kv
Referencei H.Mansuy, 1925 a, p. 17*

This cave is very poor in tools. No pottery is reported. Only
tvo types of tools have been found. Both of them are of Pho-Binh-Gia (b)
type and belong to Class II. The cave belongs to stage B. Ona tool (Mansuy,
1925 a, pi.XXV,10) is long, rectangular in shape, chipped unequally and

and tha cutting adga produced by bifacial grinding. It resembles tha
Baesonian, pl.67,no#51. Anothar is tha so-called "ciseau" type (Mansuy,
1925 a, pl.XXV.ll) and resembles tha Baesonian, pl.68,no.56. Ona poundar,
sub-pyramidal in shapa, was also found.
11.
Bafsraneas H.Mansuy, 1925 a, Pp. 17-18.
There are hara tvp oaves, ona lying to tha east and tha other
to tha vast of Lang-Luc. Both tha eaves are poor in artifacts. No pottery
is reported. Tha tools balong to tha so-called "ciseau" typo. Ona (Mansuy,
1925 a, pi. VIII.3) is triangular.PI.VIII, nos. 6 and 7 of Mansuy are
similar to pi. 64,no.36 and pl.68, no.56 respectively. Tha tools balong
to Pho-Binh-Gia (b) group.

.

12

OorM.9
References H.Mansuy, 1925 a, Pp. 18-20.

Tha tool types of this cava are much diversified. Edge-ground
tools are predominant shoving both Dong-Thuoc (b) and Pho-Binh-Gia (b),
and at th same time soma tools recall K4o-Phay workmanship in their
coarse flfcking. Tha cava balongs to Lang-Trang group. Tha tools are
classified hara under two sub-classesi
Sub-class (a) I-

Mansuy, 1925 a, pl.I.l is tha so-oallad long oval typa

of axa recalling tha Baesonian, pl.65,nos. 41 and 42. Mansuy,I^Sjl
pi.III.2 is anothar oval hand-axa recalling tha Kdb-phay typa, pl.58,
no. 2. Mansuy, ibid.. pi. IX.8 is a side-scraper also of Keo-Phay
typa, while Mansuy, ibid.. pi.IX.9 is a semi-circular scraper.
Sub-clas.. (b) i-

In this sub-class hava baan included both Dong-Thuoc (b)

and Pho-Binh-Gia (b) typos. Mansuy, 1925 a, pl.IX.3 is similar to
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pi.68,no.53; Mansuy,ibid.,pi.IX.1 has truncated butt, whils his pl.VIH.2
has straight edge and rounded butt, and his pi.IX.5 is vary regular, but
his pi.IX.4 is rough.
13.

Haag-fto
Bsfsrsnosi H.Mansuy, 1923 a, p. 20.

Vary

few artifacts wars found hara. Ona is a round side-soraper

(Mansuy, 1923 a,pl.XXV.6), and tha other (Mansuy, 1923 a, pi. XXV.3) is
tha so-called^ciseau1typa of tool. Soma pounders and polishers vara also
found . Tha cava falls under Pho-Binh-Gia (b) group.
LU

MinbrlV

Reference! Mansuy, 1923 a, Pp. 20-22.
Thera are two eaves in tha vicinity of this place and both show
Pho-Binh-Gia (b) type. Mansuy,>923 a, pl.XXIV.l is an edge-ground tool,
Mansuy, ibid.. pl.XXIII.19 is an oval axa, and Mansuy, ibid..pl.XXIII.7-9
are unfinished examples. But the so-calledllei8eau,t type is

* most

predominant* Mansuy, ibld.nl.XXIII. no. 18 has rounded butt, no. 17 has
pointed butt, and no. 2 is similar to tha Baesonian, pi. 68, no.36, while
his no. 3 1* rectangular.
15.

Khac-Kjem
ReferenceI H.Mansuy, 1925 a, p. 26.

** *

, 1925 b.
This cave also produced Pho-Binh-Gia (b) types of tools. One

slde-scraper was also found, and another is similar to pl.67,no.53«
16.

5m -I»
HUfar.nooi H.Mansuy, 192$ a, Pp. 26-27.

This cava has also produoad Pho-Binh-Gia (b) typas with artifaots
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similar to tha Baesonian, pl.68,nos* 56and 56* Soma polishers vara also
found (Mansuy, 1925 a,pi. XIV).
17.

Cou-Ke
Rafaranoat H.Mansuy, 1925 a, Pp. 28-30.

In tha vicinity of this placa thara ara a rock-shaltar and a
cava. Tha artifacts found in tha cava ara slightly diffarant from thosa
found in tha rock-shaltar. Tha types include tha typical forms of Keo-Fhay
tools, Dong-Thuoc (b) and Pho-Binh-Gia (b). Both

of them hava baan

classed under Lang-Trang group.
Rook-shelteri

Mansuy, 1925 a,pl.II.2illustrates a toolsimilar to

Keo-Phay, pl.5S. no* 1. His pi. X.4 is a rectangular variety of the
"ciseau* type. Other types resemble pi. 67, nos. 52-53* Along vith
these have been found completely ground tools and cord-marked pottery.
Cava i-

Mansuy, pi. V.2 is described as an amygdaloidal type of

axe. It is similar to Keo-Phay, pi.5#,no.2. Other varieties also occur*
On. long tool r»e«mbl»s pi. 63, no. 27, but th. butt is tronoatod.
There is also a sub-rectangular- side-soraper*
Lai-Ta
Reference, H.Mansuy, 1925 b, p. 12*
This cave has

also produced Pho-Binh-Gia (b) types* The

tools resemble pi. 67, nos* 52 and 53* There are two types of scrapers,
an elongated type and an oval type, retouched all round.
19*

Lang-Caga.

Rafaranoat H.Mansuy & M.Colani, 1925, Pp*25-27*
This cave has also produced Pho-Binh-Gia ,(b) types* One tool
resembles pl.68,no*58, another is like pl*67,no*52, a third like pl*63,

i d s

no.27, a fourth lika pi.63, no. 2A and anothar a smallar variety of tha
last typa.
20.

Ba-Xa

Rafaranoat H.Mansuy & M.Colani, 1925, Pp. 37-AO.
Thara ara tvo oavas in tha neighbourhood of this cava. Both ahov
a highly davalopad typa of tools similar to Pho-Binh-Gia (a), and hanaa
ara olassad as stags B. In tha daapar layers hava also baan found "haohes
courtssn carafully worked, ona shall bracelet, bona objects and ona
terracotta disc. Ona noticeable typa o$ tool is tha facetted hoa, adze
or axe, trcpeeoidal in shape, similar to pi. 62,nos. 19 and 20. Anothar
is tha shouldered hoa similar to pi. 62, no.17. Haw types include two
completely ground rectangular knives.
21.

§uftgz§gn

Reference! H.Mansuy, 1925 a, p. 28.
This cava has produced a unique typa of tool, pl.69, no.60,
ground all over. It is a perfect specimen of tha so-oallad wrounded axeH
with proportions hardly comparable with any of the tools described so
far. In its regularity and thickness it is much more advanced and seams
to ba of a much later data. It has baan assigned to stage A.

& Canal lision

A survey of tha main sites in tha region of Bac-Son has baan
given above. Thara axe a few more sites recorded by Mansuy, but as thay
throw no new light on our problem, thay hava not baan described hara.In
these cava excavations no stratigraphio evidence has been produced proving
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clear-cut periods in the development of Baesonian tool types. Typologically
the stone tools have been divided into three classes, each of then following
distinct techniques of manufacture.
Glass I includes tools which are made only by a simple flaking
technique, though secondary retouch ti&s also been used at the cutting edge
and sides to improve the forms* Retouch generally signifies seoondary
working as has been pointed out before (See p. 16^ )• This is the
characteristic of the Keo-Phay industry, class I.
Class II includes tools which show additional use of the technique
of grinding on a flaked core. According to the degree of grinding these
may be sub-divided into 2 sub-classest (II a) those showing merely edgegrinding, a characteristic of the tools of Dong-Thuoc (b) group, and
(II b) those showing all over grinding to a greater extent including both
faces. This is the characteristic of Pho-Binh-Gia (b) group. The tools of
class II are naturally far better in form than those of olass I . Some
new types, like the so-called "ciseau11 type, appear in this class. But
the major differences of form and shape are due to the technique of
grinding and the extent of grinding.
Class III includes tools which are of altogether new type. In
their manufacture the technijpe of saving was probably used. It is these
tools which show grinding to the highest degree. *t is not possible to
derive them from the earlier two Classes of tools. The chief features
oonsist in the angularity of the corners and the straightness 01 side*
together with unifacially grinding of the cutting edge. These types can
be seen in Dong-Thuoc (a i) and Pho-Binh-Gia (a),the rarity of these tools
in the caves suggests that they were probably imports and this possibility
should be borne in mind by future excavators.

I8*~
It is fair to suggest that the tools of olass II, which show
more or less grinding, have been largely influenced by the tools of olass III
in so far as they have regular forms, some of them coming closer to the
forms of class III. This influence of class III tools is noticeable in
all the stages of the region of Bac-Son. At Keo-Fhay the tool, pl.60,no.l0,
is unique. It has no relationship with others found in this cave. In
Dong-Thuoc (b) the tool, pi.61, no.13, is again unique in this cave. Both
these tools would seem to belong to stage B. Their presence in stages^)
and C indicates that the comparatively inferior tools of these two stages
were not far removed in date from those of stage B.
All these caves show a fairly homogeneous culture in their
deposits, though the materials differ from one cave to the other not only
in the types of stone tools but also in the variety of objects found,
some producing only stone tools, others having pottery as well, while
still others containing bone objects, terracotta discs and bangles. It
must, therefore, be admitted that the cave dwellers differed in their
material needs and attainments. It is,also,obvious that we have not as
much materials from some of the caves as we have from others. It must be
admitted that the materials as a whole are scanty. However, the occurrence
of crude tools in some caves need not prove them to be earlier in date.
This conclusion is borne out by the group of caves, which we have termed
Lang-Trang, which present features of Kdo-Phay, Dong-Thuoc (b) and
Pho-Binh-Gia (b) together in one stratum, which is undisturbed and cannot
be said to include materials of various dates. It is, therefore, reasonable
.to assume that while some of the cave peoples remained backward, others
improved the forms of their implements and obtained a variety of other
materials from elsewhere. There may be some time-lag in this process, but
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nothing more can bo dono at prosont than to distinguish tha various groups
as represented by tha objects availabla to us • According to our analysis
thara ara fiva groupsj leaving asids tha lata industry of Suam Son,which
is distinct and oharactaristic s
(i) Kdo-Phay group.
(ii) Dong-Thuoc (b) group*
(iii) Pho-Binh-Gia (b) group*
(iv) Lang-Trang group*
(v) Fho-Binh-Gia (a) group*
In tha table/these groups hava baan arranged under diffarant
stages on morphologioal basis*
(i)

Kdb-Phay group

So far this is known only from tha typa sita Keo-Phay* It is
raprasantad only by stona tools* Laaving asida tha uniqua tool, pl*60,no.l0,
and anothar adga-ground tool, pl*60,uo*&, tha Kao-Phay industry is
’
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raprasantad by hand-azas and scrapars,both thesa showing coarsa flaking
with soma ratouoh* Thasa tools ara not ground at all* But thay ara ragular
in form* Taohnically thay fall in lina with Hoabinhian stage C, Group II
industry, but thara is no doubt that tha Baesonian tools ara far battar
in form than tha Hoabinhian*

The chronological sequence of this industry

in relation to other Baesonian industries is not definitely known* However,
on tha basis df morphological analysis this has baan assigned to stage D*
(11)

Dong-Thuoc (b) group.

This is named after tha typa site Dong-Thuoc, where it is found
at tha bottom of tha deposit* Tha other oaves, showing this industry, ara
Nache', Binh-Long and Vo-tfuong* Cord-narked pottary has baan found at Nache*.
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Except for the edge-grinding end secondary retouch at the sides, the
general appearance of tha tools is rough in so far as thay are formed by
coarse flaking. But tha appearance of the so-called "ciseau" type of
tools at Binh-Long and Nachmborrelates this industry with Pho-Binh-Gia
iMAel
on tha ona hand ^on tha other distinguishes it from Kdb-Phay. Tha evidence
of depth at Dong-Thuoc cava has baan advanced to prove an earlier dating
for this group than Dong-Thuoc (a-} or Pho-Binh-Gia (a). This group has
bean assigned to stage C.
(iii)

Pho-Binh-Gia (b) group.

This is known from the majority of the caves excavated in the
region of Bac-Son. It is at present represented mainly by stone tools. At
Pho-Binh-Gia itself it has been found in association with Pho-Binh-Gia (a),
where along with the stone tools hand-made pottary bearing cord-marked
decoration has also been found. At Lang-Van this typa of pottery has also
been discovered. But from the majority of the oaves only stone tools have
been recovered. The characteristic tool of this group is the so-called
"ciseau" typa* It is assigned to stage B.
(It)

frang-Trang group.

This is named after tha type site Lang-Trang. It is also known
from the oaves, Giouc-Giao, Co-Kho and Gou-Ke. The stone tools ara diversified
in technique and form. Only in the rock-shelter at Cou-Ke hand-made pottery
bearing cord-marked decoration warn found. The group has been doubtfully
assigned to stage B, as the features of Pho-Binh-Gia (b) are, also found hara.
(v)

Pho-Blnh-Gla (a) group.

This is fully represented in the cave daposit at Ba-Xa where tha
stone tools are associated with bone objects, pottary, bracelet and
terracotta disc. This is, no doubt, a poor representation of this complex.
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however, the variety of tha objacts found la somawhat riehar than thoaa
of tha othar cavas. This group, as has baan shown bafora, was found in
association with Pho-Binh-Gia (b) and hanoa is dafinitaly contamporary
vith it* In Dong-Thuoc cava tha saquanca of this group is above Dong-Thuoc
(b)* Whathar tha difference is dua to tina-lag or to tha peculiarity of
this cava, cannot ba dafinitaly

said* This group is placed in stage B*

£2ttery
Pottexy and terracotta objects hava baan found principally
at Ba-Xa, while pot-sherds hava baan reported from a few othar caves*
All these ara of ona type* Thay ara hand-made and bear staple cord-aarkad
decoration* Tha scarcity of finds in a few oaves suggests that thay vara
inports*
Bffla Objac^*
Ba-Xa cava alone has produced bona objects in soma quantity* In
othar oaves just one or tvo bona tools hava baan found* From Nachebones
a veil-made bona axa of rectangular form (pl*63»no*24)«

Comparison batvaen Hoabinhian and Baesonian Cultures,
Thermalyais of tha cultural content of tha Hoabinhian and tha
Baesonian given above indicates that these tvo regions vara connected
throughout tha period of tool manufacture* Tha Baesonian culture was
technically more advanced than tha Hoabinhian, and tha nav tool types
and techniques in tha Hoabinhian vara mostly derived from tha Baesonian,
though at present thara Is no evidence available to show tha source of
tha small tools which ara found in tha Hoabinhian and in Annam at Da-But*
Bona tools ara also not so comnon in tha Baesonian while in tha Hoabinhian

they have been found in all tha stages* It nay ba that va hava to look
to soma othar ragion for tha source of thaaa snail tools and bona objects*

1

Pottary la of tha aana typa in both tha regions, and though it is much
nora conmon in tha Baesonian than in tha Hoabinhian, it has baan suggastad
that thay vara probably importad,
Tha comparison of stona tools is givan balov stags by stagsiHoabinhian,

Baesonian*

Sfajft Ajl f i m p III-

Stags B ,

pi.57,no.83... ................... pl*68,no.58

Pho-Binh-Gia (b) group*

pi*57, no.84 ................... pi.67,no,52

••

pi.54, no*86
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pi.57,no*85

........... .

pi.67,no.54

....... *....*..... pl*67,no*52

pl*57, no*77 ••••••••••••

11

•••••••• pi.66, no*45 Lang-Trang group*

pl*54, no,88 ......•••••........
pi*57, no.78 anygdaloidal typa*••••••

pi.66, no*46

•1

Several not illustratad,

pi*57, no*82 .... *.........••••»•• pl*66, no*47 Lang-Trang group*
Stags C
pl*54, no* 8 7 .... ••••••**•»••*•*•••» pi.61, no*13 Dong-Thuoc (b) group*
S$age_D
pi* 56, no*69 ....*•♦.... ••••••**••• pi* 60, no*8 Kdb-Phay, group III*
pi* 57, no.79 ................... pl.60, no.10

11

pi* 57, no*80 is a variant of pl*57,no*79«
pi*57, no*81 is a bona tool bearing general resemblance vith tha Baesonian
typa*
Stags A, a»«P i
pi* 55,no*51

Staga_C.
pl.6l, no*ll Dong-Thuoc (b) group,

pi*55, no*50 is derived from pi.54, no*42 (saa balov)

l9o
HgabjnhjMi

fi, Q m p

Baoaonian
Stage C. Dong-Thuoc (b) groin)

pi.54, no.42

pi.64,no.30.

pi.34, no.44

pi.63, no.25

pi. 54, no.43

pi.64, no.35
Stage B

pl. 54, no.45

...............

Stag. B. Grom II.

pi.62,no.21 Fho-Binh-G±a (a) 11
ftiO

J

pl. 52, no.27 ••••••••••••••..

pl.65,no.42 Dong-Thuoc (b) group.

pl.52, no.26 aaygdaloidal typa.

several not llluatrated.

From the above comparison it is dear that nost of tha tools of
the Hoabinhian,stage A,group III, are similar to those of the Baesonian,
stage B ,Pho-Binh-Gia (b) and Lang-Trang groups, though there are a few
which bear resemblance to stage C tools of the Baesonian culture. The tools
of the Hoabinhian, stage B, group III, correspond vith those of the
Baesonian, stage C, Dong-Thuoc (b) group. There are some ungjgrand tools
which also bear resemblance to the Baesonian types. Generally speaking,
only the ground tools in the Hoabinhian culture appear to have been derived
from the Baesonian, and the number of these derived ground tools is far
greater than those ground types which are local to the Hoabinhian. It
sesmt, therefore, that the technique of grinding came to Hoa-binh from
Bae-Son along with these tool types. The association of these ground tools
vith coarsely flaked tools enables us to correlate the Hoabinhian culture
vith the Baesonian. The comparison now finally brings out that stage A
of the Hoabinhian was more or less of the same category as stage B of
Bao-Sonj and stage B of the Hoabinhian is linked up vith stage C of Bae-Son.
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The only difficulty arisen vith the so-called "archaic" tools
in the tvo regions* The pebble choppers of the Hoabinhian culture hare
not been so far found in Bac-Son* But the group II tools* stage C of the
Hoabinhian shov the sane technique of manufacture as Class I* stage D of
the Baesonian* though the latter are better in form and finish* It seems
that this coarse flaking technique vas most commonly used by these "care
men" before the technique of grinding and the process of wire-saving wore
introduced into these regions from outside* From form and appearance only
ve are not able to establish a close link botveen the "archaic" tools
of the Hoabinhian and Baesonian cultures* But forms depend* generally
speaking* upon the materials used and the extant technical tradition*
except perhaps in the case of very specialised tools* In this stage such
specialised tools are not to ba found • Ve must rely on technical comparison
for any similarity that ve see in the "archaic" tools of these tvo regions
e
which are knit together geographically* The same level of achievement in
both the regions leaves little doubt that there cannot have been much
difference in time between stage ^ of the Hoabinhian and stage D of the
Baesonian* The general similarity between the Hoabinhian stage C* group II
and the Baesonian stage D* group I is probably due to similarity of the
technique rather than to actual borrowing*
Thus* it would seem that there is no evidence to shov that the
Hoabinhian culture vas earlier in date than the Baesonian culture in any
of the stages* even if ve believe vith Mansuy and Colani that these stages
evidence a time lag in evolution* On the other hand the evidence from
Bac-Son makes it quite dear that both these cultures were contemporary
vith the types of tools showing a high degree of grinding as veil as dprocess of wire-saving, the predominant types being facetted hoe or adse
\MS)
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SoguenCQ in the Kofebinhlan Culture
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and the shouldered hoe* In other words, the Hoabinhian and Baosonian
cultures represent a stage which is "primitive" in character, but not
necessarily early in date* Their chronology depends upon the dating of
the two predominant types of tools, Mentioned above, which are found
sporadically in the cares of Bac-Son, and are known from a wider region
in South East Asia, China and India*

III.

§Sg£9M Sgn, Culture

The culture is named after the type site, Somrong Sen, where it
was first discovered in 1876 by M*Roques* Actually this culture is
typical of the Great Lake region of Cssbodia, though its northern
extension into Annam has also been traced by various scholars, notably
Milt* Colani, Mansuy, E.Patte and Frcmaget. Recently M*Paul LdVy has
nade an intensive study of this culture in the region of Mlu Prei, especially
three sites Cf Yak, Cf Pie Can and Cf Nazi* M*Paul LeVy also adds a chapter
which provides a comparative study of the materials*
The village of Somrong Sen lies In the

province of Konpong-

Leng, and is situated on the right bank of Strung-Kinit, a tributary of
the river Tonie-Sap* Levy's sites lie further to the north* In all these
sites only one archaeological stratum has been observed (See L4Vy, 1943,
p.92, pl.LVj Mansuy, 1902, Pp*6-7). However, Mansuy has attempted to
distinguish two stages’ (i) the period of fluviatile deposition, and (ii)
1 le gisement prdhistorique1• But all the artifacts in stone, bronze,
bona, terracotta and shell as well as the pottery were found only in the
second deposit* Hence for our purpose the fluviatile deposit, in which
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only shells, animal bones end heaps of fish bones were discovered, is
of no significance as far as the study of artifacts at Somrong Sen is
concerned. The shell remains and the animal bones of Mansuy1s stage(1)
are of the same category as those found in his stage (ii). He gives a
list of the animal remains identified by him (1902, Pp.2A-25). Hence it is
clear that the Somrong Sen culture represents one and only one period. The
nature of this culture is thus defined by Mansuyt
"La stationp*efelstorique de Somron-Seng represents l’dpanouissement de la peViode de la pierre polie en Extreme-Orient. La perfection
de l9Industrie lithique, le fini dans 1 •execution, la regularite' des
formes, la diversite' d1adaptation de lfoutillage, tout aussi bien qua
l9absence de types interme&iaires, de formes de passage, reliant la
peViode paleolithique aux temps neclithiques (autant qu!il est permis de
reoourir a lfemploi de oes termes en usage dans la prehistoire europeenne),
defeontrent amplement qua, depuis de longs sieoles, l!homme elait
familiarisettvec le travail de la pierre. Cependant le bronze est rare,
nous ne posseHons que trois objets de oe metal qui nous ont e W remis
par les habitants; les fotdlles importantes que nous avons fait exebuter
ne nous ont foumi aucune piece de ee genre. 09autre part, des haehes
avec sole d!eamanchement a section reetangulaire, forme consideWb comme
particuliere a lfExtreme-Orient, ont etrf signalees sur divers points
aux Indes •••••• .* (Mansuy, 1902, Pp. 6-7)*

Mansuy has distinguished six types of stone tools at Somrong
Sen (Mansuy, 1902, Pp. 10-12) s
Type It- Shouldered Hoot-

He defines, "Nous placons le premier groups

les haehes ayant une extrehite* appropriate a 1 1emmanohement et nettement
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sefcareh da la partle active." This is tha type which has been called hara
Shouldered Hoa in chapter IV. Tha different varieties of this typa are
illustrated on pl.70,noa. 1-12. M.Paul Lsfty calls this typa "outlie a
tenon", and places than under his general class "outils h section rectangulaire" (LeVy, 19A3, Pp« 16-18). PI. 71, nos. 13-16 illustrate examples
from his book. All these tools have their cutting edge formed by unifaeial
grinding. There is, however, a great difference in the length of the
tenon. Some are shorter than the body while others are ouch longer. Both
regular and irregular types are also found here.
type 2»- Heche" with m.<f.ouiiT ground cutting edget- Mansuy
defines, "Le second groupe comprend les haehes dont le trenchant est
obtenu stir cheque face par des courbes menageas, sans ligne de ddbarcatiom."
Here the stress is laid on the formation of the cutting edge which we have
described as formed by unifacial grinding, the grinding gradually curving
to meet the faces on each side so that there is no line of demarcation.
In other words, this is the olas of tools which we have termed Curvilinear
Type in chapter IV. (See pi. 71,no. 17). Mansuy further points out that
these tools are in general triangular in shape. Prof. Lefty illustrates
2 examples (See pi. 71, nos. 18-19) of this type, which he calls simply
"hache" (LdVy, 19A3, Pp. 11-12). Both these tools show chipping in their
upper half, their cutting edge being wholly produced by grinding. This
type of tools is veil known in the Bacsonian culture.
Type 3i- Adse blade or "bevelled" edge types- Mansuy defines, "Le
troisieme renfeme les types dont le trenchant results d'un biseau plus
ou moins oblique sur l*une des faoes, oe type est de beauooup le plus
abendant." Later Mansuy explains that in this type of tools the convex
face of type 2 gets more and more sharp till it makes an acute angle
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with the cutting edge9 which he describee ms a "biseau". The angle between
o
the "biseau" and the face is about 50 • PI.72, nos. 20-25 (copied from
Mansuy, 1923) illustrate this type. In point of fact this type of tools
vary considerably in form as well as in cross section. Prof. PfICL LdVy
calls them "herminette" (adze). PI.7 3 , nos.26-30 and p i . 7 A , no.31 are
examples from Lory's illustrations.
Type A*- "Hache" with bifaciallv ground edges- Mansuy describes the
type as follows t 11Le quatrieme rehnit les Instruments dont le tranchant
est produit par la rencontre de deux plans obliques, un biseau se montrant
sur chaque face." Unfortunately he has not illustrated this type in detail,
making the longitudinal section clear, thoug: he says that the tools
(Mansuy, 1902, pl.II,l and 2), which are thick and facetted, i.e. rectangular
in cross section, do show his "biseau".
Type 5s- Chisel Types- Mansuy describes,11Le cinquieme est constiturf
par une seVie de petits instruments proporticnellenent longs et dtroits,
a sommet presque aussi large que le trenchant, nous considdVons cos objets
Connie de veVitables oiseaux; des formes interaefHiatres les rellest aux
haehes veVitables." These are rectangular or trapezoidal in cross section
with the sides slightly oonvex. P1.7A, nos. 33-36 illustrate this type.
Type 6s- Gouge Types- Mansuy describes, "Le sixieme groups comprend
les gouges a tranchant creuse* en gouttiere." Two example*of this type are
illustrated (pi.7A,nos. 37-38). One important variety of this gouge type
is the "gouge adze" or "pick adze" (the so-called beaked adze), illustrated
on pl.75,no.Al« Mo specimen of this type was found either at Somrong Sen
or at Lory's sites. The present specimen comes from Bien Hoa in Cochin
China and preserved in the Musdfe de 1 'Homme (no.32.9A«AA). It is made of
limestone •

m
From Longprao Mansuy illustrates one more type of tool, which
is lozenge-shaped (pi.74,nos, 39-40).
Prof. Paul LdVy does not follow Mansuy in his classification* His
description is primarily based on the cross section. To a certain extent
he also takes into account the function of the tools. He enumerates the
following varieties* herminette, herminette-ciseau, outil a tenon, hache,
oiseau and hache-oiseau. Mansuy (1902, p.23) gives the following number
of tools found in his excavationt
Hache avec sole d'emmaaehement
Haohe de type divers
Ciseau

....

Gouge ••••....... •••••»••••.•••

37
193
23
29

It should be noted that all the "hashes” figured by Prof. Paul LdVy show
unequal bifacial grinding of the cutting edge, but this is a general
characteristic of the main! and of South East Asia. Moreover, some of these
axes are also of our curvilinear type (See chapter IV )•
The materials used are schist, siliceous or netanorphic, and
also what has been called "phtanite". Quartz implements have also been
illustrated by Prof.Paul LeVy (1943,pis* U and HI). He also illustrates
a few scrapers and knives (pis. IX and X). Other stone objects include
grind-stones, hammerstones, discs, cylinders and polishers.
On the technique of manufacture Prof. Paul LeVy comments, "Les
t e c h n i q u e s de fabrication de oes outillages sont diverses. Nous les avons

reoonnues au passage a propos des outils a section lentioulaire et
quadrangulaire. II nous a paru que le fappanage par eclats et BSllteME
dtait usiWt propos des premiers et d'une partie des seconds (i.e.
quelques-uns des outils a section trapeaoidale)* aciage et polis. age slant
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presque exolussivement pratiques a propos des outils (en partie) a
section trapdfeoidale et rectangulaire•*(L^ry,1943, p.23).
It nay be

remarked that the stone tools of this culture axe

all highly developed. The crudely worked tools of Hoabinhian type are not
found here at all, It is also noteworthy that only 2 edge-ground tools
of Bacsonian type have been illustrated by Prof. Paul LdVy. The oonpletely
ground tools, which have been classified into six types by Mansuy, are
here treated as falling into four main groups* (i) Facetted hoe, adse or
axe, (ii) Shouldered Hoe, (iii) chisel, and (iv) gouge. Prof. Paul LeVy
has rightly pointed out that in the manufacture of tools with rectangular
*•

cross section the process of sawing
was used. Out of these types the first
■*
three are also found in the Bacsonian culture, stage B, Fho-Binh-Gia (a)
group, but no specimen has so far been reported from the Hoabinhian region.
It may also be noted that the tool types of the Somrong Sen culture vaxy
more than those of the Bacsonian , and many mew varieties are seen here
for the first time. Moreover, these types common to both regions, are
found only in Bacsonian stage B. Here in Somrong Sen region they are
the only types known, except for 2 edge-ground tools and a few bronze
implements.
Pottery
The richness of the Somrong Sen culture is evident from the
abundance of the pottery found in all the sites. Pottery of this region,
as preserved in the Muses de l'Homme , nay be divided into two series.
All of them are hand-made. Hone of them is painted, except that some of
them show a dressing of haematite applied before firing. The firing in
general is very poor.
Series I»-

It consists of comparatively fine pottery, made of
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well levigated clay, that is to say, the pots are thin in section.
They are usually decorated with incised patterns, ^hose which are
dressed with haematite, show burnishing. They include only snail
sized bowls or cups with rounded or straight-sided body, with or without
foot and alnost rimless, though a few simple rims are present.
Series III-

It consists of comparatively heavy weight pottery of

coarse body material, thicker in section, having no red dressing or
burnishing. They fall into 2 groups.
Group II 9a) i-

It consists of undecorated sherds or eonplete pots,

three of then art crucibles (pl.75>mo.42 is preserved in the Muse*e
de l'Honms), one is a deep lipped bowl for pouring liquid (pl.75#
no.44)* another is a footed brazier. There are also numerous fragments
of small bowls (pl.75f no.47 ).
Group II (b) t- It consists of decorated pottezy. The pots are mostly
footed bowls (pl.75, nos. 43# 45-46), storage jars, and globular
vessels (pl.75f nos. 48-49). One type is identical with the Duc-Thi
earthen-ware jar (pl.79»no.25)«
It is important to note that the decorations on these pots are
entirely different from those appearing on the sherds of the Bacsonian
and Hoabinhian cultures. Besides the simple cord decoration, which is
common with those regions, here we have incised geometric patterns as well
as curved and wavy lines arranged in various formations. The whole decora
tion is certainly very sophisticated and quite distinct from the Hoabinhian
and Baesohian pottery. The nearest parallel is seen in the decorated pottezy
of the neolithic culture of South Bast China (Compare W.Schoffield, 1938,
pis. CVII-CXVj and Lin Huisiang & others, 1938,pis. XLV-ZLVl). Some of
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the forms are also identical (Compare Duc-Thi pl.79,no.25 with the Fukien
earthen-ware jar , Lin Huisiang & others, 1938, pl.XLIV; the footed bowls
are also paralleled at Shek Pek, Schoffield, 1938, pl.CYI,nos. 1-3)* These
similarities suggest that the Somrong Sen eulturel zone was directly in
contact with the neolithic cultures of South East China, especially those
known from the provinces of Che-Kiang, Fu-Kien and round about Hong Kong.
Prof. Paul LeVy (1943, pis. XLr— XLVIl) has further compared the Incised
decorations occurring on the Somrong Sen pottery with the painted designs
on the pottery of China and of western Eurasia.
Bronze and Iron Objects
Mansuy renarks, "Les rares objets en bronze nos stations
prehistoriques ont rfte* recueillis par les habitants, nous ne savcns a que
niveau on les a rencontre's.*(Mansuy, 1902, p.21) He enumerates one arrow
head (points de fleehe), one snail chisel (ciseau a section transversals
semi-ciroulaire), one cylindrical rod and three bells. Prof. Paul LeVy
also illustrates many bangles(pi.XXXV) both in sawn shell and in bronze
as well as socketed splayed axes (pi.XXIII) and one saw. One iron chisel
was found at CfPie Can.
Other finds.
Numerous beads of shell and stones, terracotta discs bearing
cross pattern, seal impressions, potter's dabbers, shell bangles, pendants,
ear-omaments and bone fish hooks were found in many of the sites.
Summary and Conclusion
Somrong Sen culture represents a highly developed stage of the
neolithic period, in which completely ground s£ome tools were in use.
However, Prof. Paul LdVy's finds of metal objects in his sites and the
existence of orucubles irfdieate that this stone culture was contemporary
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with the use of metals as £*S been said before. A few bronze objects and
tools have been found in the sites representing this culture, and tlimigh
their stratigraphic relation in most eases is not clear, it seems that
metal vas used in this culture though rarely, the stone tools are mainly
of four typesi (i) facetted hoe,adze or axe, (ii) shouldered hoe, (iii)
chisels and (iv) gouges. There are also han erstones, grinding stones,
polishers, scrapers amd quartz implements. Some of these types and their
varieties only distantly resemble the well-cut tools of the Fho-Binh-Gia
(b) group of the Bacsonian culture. The absence of the shouldered hoe in
Hoa-Binh suggests that this resemblance is not due to contact between
the two regions. This suggestion is further supported by the difference
of pottery types as well as from the variety of materials found in
«

Somrong Sen but which are not known in Bae-Som or in Hoa-Binh. It would
seom that the common tool types were derived from one common source. As
far as the Somrong Sen culture is concerned, its tool types bear some
affinity with the tools of the neolithic sites in South East China,
especially with those of the so-called Hoag Kong culture, known from
Shek Pek and Wu-Ching in Fukien. It may be that a similar culture prevailed
in the province of Kwaag-Tung, though nothing about it is so far known.
If this is true, the Bacsonian region, which is adjacent to Kwaag-Tung,
may have derived its well-cut stone tools from that Chinese province

through the difficult hilly passages. This difficulty in communication
nay be responsible for the rarity of such stone tools in the Bacsonian

culture.
So far as is known, the neolithic culture of South Last China

has produced evidence only for the sporadic use of metal. However, the
bronze tools of the Somrong Sen culture show types similar to those found
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in Luang Prabang, Bursa and Yunnan* Whether there was any conneetion with
these regions is very difficult to say* The find of a gouge-adze at
Bien-Hoa in Cochin China is worth noting* This type is, so far,not known
from China, Bac-Son and Hoa-Binh, but it is widely spread in Laos, Sian,
Burma, Malaya and Assan* Only one example is known from Japan* It is
preserved in the British Museun*
Hand-made pottery has been found abundantly in the Somrong Sen
culture, and, as has been sAid before, the ware and decoration indicate
the source of their origin as being South East China*
Harpoons and fishing hooks of bone and stone have also been
found in these sites* Shell objects fashioned as ornaments are numerous*
Stone beads were also found* Other objects included terracotta dabbers
and seals*
The materials found here clearly indicate that the makers of
this culture were stone-using agriculturists, and that they flourished at
a tine when the use of netal in this region mas still rare (Mansuy 6
Fronaget,1924,p*7)« The stone implements, pottery and other objects of
this region can hardly be compared with those of Hoa-Binh and Beefson *

A distant similarity of the stone tools of Somrong Sen and the accurately
sawn implements of Bac-Son has been pointed out before, but, as has already
been renarked, this similarity would seen to be due to a borrowing from
a common source rather than to contact between these regions* As will be
shown later, contact between the cultures of Hoa-Binh and Somrong Sen has
taken place in Annan. The bronze tools of Somrong Sen gontrast poorly
with the highly developed bronze industry of Dong Son where the shouldered
hoe persisted* It may also be noted that the Dong Son bronzes have been

have bean found in association with pottery, coins and other materials
datable to the Han period (Goloubev, 1929) but no ouch evidence has so
far been found in Somrong Sen* E.Patte (1936,Pp*299-30A) has pvt forward
arguments for an earlier dating of the Somrong Sen culture than the DongSonlam on the basis of his comparative study of the bronzes of the two
cultures* It must, however, be borne in mind that since there is no (
demonstrable continuity in the bronze objects froa Somrong Sen and Dong-Som,
it is, in fact, inpossible to argue priority on the basis of a comparative
study as Patte has tried to do* The date of thv Dong-Son material cannot
be certainly established from present evidence, though the long awaited
publication of Dr* ^aw)£xS excavations nay throw further light on the
problem* It can only be affirmed that Chinese material of the Han period
gives one chronological fix in the Dong-Son culture, but the absence of
Han objects from Somrong Sen cannot be adduced as evidence for the priority
of the latter in view of the historical evidence for the southern boundary
of Jih-man being located well north of Cambodia* Similarly the fact that
communications between South and North Indo-China in the Han period are
recorded as being maritime, there is no a priori evidence in the Chinese
sources against the co—existence of Somrong Sen and Dong-Son* It would
seen that in view of the very limited archaeological material a ease may be
made for the priority of Somrong Sen, but that there is insufficient
evidence to show that the neolithic cultures of South East China did not
persist side by side with the true Chinese cultures coning from north* Only
further excavation can resolve this crucial problem*
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IV.

H«rt Uoc

1.

Luang Prabane.
Reference: H.Mansuy, 1920, Pp.1-14*
All the objects found here ere surface finds. They were sorted

end selected end leter classified by Mansuy into 12 types. These include
ground stone tools and bronze inplements. The types in stone include
shouldered hoes, pi.76,nos.1-2 and pl.77,nos.6-7; the so-celled bez^-chisels,
pl.76,no.3? facetted hoe, adze or axe, pl.76, no.4; end the gouge adze,
pl.76, no. 5. Among the bronzes can be seen splayed axes of different
varieties, pi.77,nos. 8-10} fishing hooks, pl.77, no.11; end arrow-heads,
pi.77, no.12.

V.

Annan

Annan has been divided into three main provinces, under which
the neolithic sites have been described by Gol&ni: (l) the province of
Quang-Binh, (2) the province of Qui-Det, end (3) the province of Than-Hoe.
1.^

D m PTpyAnga of atfng-Bjgh.

Quang-Binh is the chief town of Dong-Hoi which is in Central
Annan. There ere 3 rock-shelters containing neolithic materials, and one
open air site.
1.

Mlnh-Can

References Etienne Patte, 1923, Pp.5-30
Two deposits have been distinguished by the excavator: the
uppermost,calcareous clay containing artifacts, and the lower, shell
deposit having no artifacts. Both have been attributed to the same period.
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As Patte points out, "Nous avone do bonnes raisons do eroiro a la
contemporandlte* des deux depots

Comae oes deux formations

sont au none torrase, pourrait-on dire, nous pensons

, an noins,

a peu pros contoaporaines, ot nous attributions lo suroreusenent a un
phenomene d*eVosion geherj&al du sans douto a un mouvement vertical du sol,
plus probablonont qufa un changement do rogino des eux ear nous sommes
bion pros du nivoau do base."(Patte, 1923, pp*6-7)* If the erosion, spoken of
by Patto, occurred after the deposition of the archaeological materials,
as seems likely, it may bo possible to detect

soho

of its signs in the

tools themselves* At the same time it should not be very difficult to
date this geological phenomenon on the basis of loeal changes in climate
and fluctuations of the sea level*
Among the stone tools are shouldered ho«s(pl*80,no*3l), completely
ground, pi*80,00*29, a chipped variety* pi.80, no*30 is another chip *d
axe-blade , symmetrically worked , one face is slightly concave formed by
the removal of a large

flake, and the other face is curving and shows

retouch* Several shell beads of varying sizes were found (pi.80, nos* 33*
35)* Other finds include a perforated kauri (pl*80,no«36), a hexagonal
pendant of ivory (pl*80, no*32) and other pendants of shell, one bead of
green stone (pl*80, no*37) and plaques of shell and ivory* Numerous
broken bones, some showing traces of use, were also found* Die pottery
is of very poor quality, but shows resemblances with that of the
Somrong Sen culture*
Ban-Tro near Pong-Hol
References BUPatte, 1925, Pp* 5-33•
Tan-Toa is a small village at the entrance of Dong-Eoi* About
1800 metre north is a pagoda by the side of a lake called Bau-Tro. Near
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the pagoda Is a deposit of dimes containing artifacts.
Among the stone objects found were many examples of shouldered
hoes (pi.80,iio.43) and adzes (pl.80,no*38) formed by the technique of
chipping. Blades and long flakes, also occur (pl.80, nos. 40-42). There
are numerous remains of pottery fragments, of a coarse fabric with
incised ornamentation fanil jar from the Somrong Sen culture. The type of
pot, pi.79,no.26, is very common. PI.79, nos. 27 and 28 vere found on the
surface, no. 27 being paralleled at Shek Pek (Schof ield, 1933, pl.CYI,
nos. 1-3).
3*

The cave
References Mansuy & Fronaget, 1924, Pp. 5-8.
The care of Hang-Rao is one day's journey from Phong-Nha. The

excaration here was carried down to 1 n.dOcm. in depth. Three layers of
*grariersw(gravels) separated by a layer of "linon” (day) were recognised.
The gravels produced mammalian beflftss of species which are still extant
in this region. The debris of hearths on an agglomeration of shells
(mollusc) contains fragments of pottery. These occur in i all the layers.
The stone tools are both chipped and completely ground. PI.81,no.44 is
said to be a flake chipped to make the tool. It shows no grinding. PI.81,
nos, 45 and 4& ere varieties of shouldered hoes, completely ground. The
pottery found shows the same characteristics of poor firing, coarse
fabric and incised ornamentation known from the Somrong Sen culture.
4.

The oave of Khrf-Tomr
Reference: Mansuy & Fronaget, 1924, Pp. 9-12.
The cave of Kh£-Tong is situated on the border of a principal

route from Quang Binh to Shannon in Laos. This cave still serves as a :
shelter for the traders travelling between Laos and Annan.
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Throughout tha various layers (couches) distinguished by the
excavators tha stone industry and pottery are uniform. There is a great
abundance of shouldered hoes (pi.81, nos. 48-50), both ground and shipped
varieties. Flaked choppers (pi.81, no.47) are comparable with the Kdo-Fhay
type of the Bacsonian culture (pl.58, no.2). The pottery is ornamented
vith incised decorations.
In the opinion of Mile. Colaai all these sites in the province
of Quang-Binh were refuge shelters as they all lie in thick forest in a
mountainous region. She remarks that the people from Bac-Som and Hoa-Binh
stayed here for sometime. (Colani, 1930, Pp.323-324)• This conclusion is
hardly justified by the evidence of the materials found in the caves.
They definitely show a blend of the tool types from the Somrong Sen
culture on the one hand and those of the Hoabinhian and Bacsonian cultures
on the other. The pottery found in these eaves definitely links up vith
the Somrong Sen culture. Hence it is possible that this was the region
of the meeting of the cultures from the north and the south.

2.

The Province of Oui-D.t.

Qui-Dat is about 80 kilometre to the north-west of Dong-Hoi.
v5There are three important stations which have produced materials comparable
vith the Bacsonian-Hoabinhian cultures. Colani also points out that three
other caves show "neolithique supeVieur".
1.

The rock-shelter of len-Lac.
Reference* M.Colani, 1930, Pp. 323-336.
The rock-shelter lies to the north of Song Nan and east of the

village of Yen-Lac. The archaeological deposit here varied from 75 cm. to
2 m. 50 cm. Here pot-sherds were found on top of a hearth, but these
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are considered by Colani to be later in date, that is to say of "bonnes
porteurs da ndolithes". Actually two completely ground tools of the facetted
variety were found here (pi.78, no.l). These Colani considers to belong
to a new wave of cultural contact.
vt
The majority of the tools are of the Hoablhian type. They include
the following varieties. Those have been illustrated on pl.78.
No.2 is maid to be a "percuteur", very irregular. Large flakes have
been chipped off from the pebble. The butt end, which is slightly prolonged,
retains the cortex.
No.3 has a pointed working end. The original cortex of the pebble is
seen on the broader part of the body, except at the pointed working end,
which shows deep flaking. There are two more specimens of this type.
No. 3 is a rounded butt axe with a median cutting edge formed by the
meeting of two large flakes. One side is irregular, while the other is
slightly curving. The cutting edge is much worn, the butt being markedly
wide. In cross section it is lenticular. It recalls the bifacially ground
type of axes, but the present specimen is unground.
Another example (Colani, 1930, pl.XLII.7) is coarsely chipped, and
resepbles Hoabinhian, pl.30, no.6.
Another very thick tojl (Colani,1930, pl.XLII.3) with a large rounded
butt is similar to Hoablhian, pi.34,no.42 and pl.33, no.50.
Colani1s semi-elliptical "hache" (Colani, 1930, pl.XLII.l), which is
chipped on both faces with the cortex showing towards the butt end, is
somewhat similar to Hoabinhian, pi.30, no.5*•
No.4 is described as "grande hache polntue". It is triangular
in shape with the butt retaining the cortex and the working end chipped.
A pounder or milling stone, made of a long schist pebble is
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illustrated by Colaai (1930, pl.XLII,10). It is described es being heavily
patlnated.
One side-scraper similar to Hoabinhian, pi.55, ao.53, is also illustrated
by Colaai (l930,pl.XLII.5).

Only two edge-ground tools wars found* Oaa "hache", pi.78, no.6,
has a thick butt showing chipping and a narrow cutting adga ground on both
faoas. Another "hache11 (Colani, 1930, pl.XLIII.5) resembles Hoabinhian ,
pi.54, no.45. Both these edge-ground tools hare parallels in the Bacsonian
culture.
Bone Implement»-

A bone tool, described as a very crude gouge

was found near the surface, while another bone point va. found far inside
the cave. One implement is described as being of "bois de eervides". There
is, also, a fragment, which she calls a gouge. Another piece bearing a
human figure issaid to be a "spatula”.
2.

The Cave of Kia-Dang
References Colani, 1930, Pp.337-341«
This eave is about 500 metre south of the village of Kin-Bang.

The archaeological deposit was composed of olaoareous clay in which were
found "coquilees de Gastropodes", bones and rolled pebbles. No edge-ground
tool was reported, but three pieces showing marks of Bacsonian influence
are said to have b en found. These stones were stained red. The pot-sherds
were scattered in various places. Some sections show remains of hearths.
The stone tods are of foilowing types t
pl.78, no.7 is described as "hache primitive” • It has a thick
rounded butt vith large and deep flakes removed from the body. Another
"hache” (Colani, 1930, pl.XLIII.8) crudely formed has one flake removed
from the butt to facilitate gripping. The opposite end shows coarse
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Oae side-scraper le of tha sana typa as Hoabinhian,pi.55, no.53.
Pl.78, no.9 is a grooved hammerstone, and is comparable vith
tha Assam specimens (pi.30, nos. 105-9)• This is tha only example so far
known from this region.
PI.78, no.8 is a bona implanant.
3.

The Cwr» of Son Thon
Hafaranoas Colani, 1930, p. 341*
It is about 300 metre from Song-Nan and about 200 hundred from

Ten-Lac. Prom this care vara recovered some shells, rolled pebbles, bones
of animals and stone tools. The latter is said to be similar to that of
the above tvo eaves.
4.

S ^ n r.«w of ■n— TVi.a (no.l)
Referencet Colani, 1930, Pp.342-343
This is situated at a higher level. The archaeological deposit

consisted of very loose calcareous day. On the surface were found numerous
pot-sherdB and roiled pebbles. Some pebbles shoved human vorkmanship and
some were stained red.
"Poison en os* three complete pieces and one broken specimen
were found (pi.78, no. 16). One undoubted perforated canine tooth, one
iron implement and one "pierre a cupule, which is an oval pebble bearing
hoi ’ov marks (See belov) were found.
5.

U

tm

C w of Xom-ThM (no.2)

References Colani, 1930, Pp. 343-346.
It is situated 55 metres south east of the preceding cave. The
debris of hearths is 80 cm. thick, containing Halanian shells. Some teeth
of herbivores and unidentified calcined bones were also found. Other finds
include milling stones, small discs of shell, four beads of blue stone,

iron implements, oma terracotta bioonical bead, and decorated pottery*
One shouldered hoe (pl*78,no*15) is made of greenish stone* More than
378 crude shell discs (pl.78, nos* 10-12 and 14) hare been found here*
Similar discs hare also been found at Minh-Can and at Ba-Xa. These are
taken as currency by Colani*
"■M
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The Book-Sb«iw

6.

y«— Th™.

(no.3)

Beforemcai Colaai, 1930, Pp.346-347
It is situated rery near the preceding care* The objects found
include 20 little discs, 123 middle sized discs and 3 of irregular shape,
all in shell, 5 coloured beads and sons iron implements were, also,
found.
Pl*78, no.18 , is nade of iron, a long blade vith a tang, apparently
a spear-head, comparable to tanged or socketed spear-head from Malaya
(Brans,1931 b, p*75, fig.6). Pl.78, no*19 is a fish-hook of iron, Similar
fish-hooks were found at Somrong Sen (Manser, 1902, fig* 13)* PI*78, no.20
is a rod, square in section, ending in a lance point*
In the opinion of Colani all these three cares were contemporary
and the deposits therein are of the sane time as the iron tools* "Les
pieces en fer paraissent appartenir au mens temps que la reste des mobiliersf
7.

The Rook-ShaltT of Dao-Thl
References Colani, 1930, Pp* 349-335*
It is situated 90 kilometre from Qui-Dat and 20 kilometre S.S.U.

of Dong-Hoi. In this rock-shelter along vith the neolithic tools were
found pebbles of rariegated colour, objects of shall, small amd large
discs, perforated cowries and pottery, "des tessons a decoration et en
faeture rarilhs analogues a ceux des stations de Tom-Thin*" One broken
footed rase (pi.79,no.25], decorated vith basket pattern,was found *
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Similar earthen-ware vaseshave bean found in Fukien (Lin Huiaiang & others,
1938, pi.XLIV). One shouldered hoe(pi.79, no.21] is node of fine green
stone. It is ground all over* P1.79, no.22 is a snail chisel vith two
triangular lateral faces. PI.79, no.23 is another chisel brdkern at the
working end. Large pebbles of sandstone vith cupola (L j grands galets
greseux a cuptles) were also found (pl.79, no.24). Mo natal was found
here. But the pottezy and the tool types definitely relate then to the
sane cultural grouping as those of Xom-Tha*.
3.

Ih» Prorlnca 0f

This la tha M«t northerly prorinoe of Anna, touching the borders
of Tonkin. On the Tonkin side lies the cultural zone of Hoabinhian, from
which Than-hoa is separated by a calcareous chain. The river Soag-Ma flows
through this province. Numerous important prehistoric sites lie in the
Talley of this river. Only a few representative sites have been selected
for description here. In all these sites stone tools and pottery were
recovered. Occasional metal, bronze or iron, has also been found. The
pottery is said to be "peu ancien”, but a few sherds Illustrated by Colani
and those preserved in th3 Musee de l,Homae are of the same category as
that of the Somrong Sen culture. The material used for the stone tool
is a greenish or greyish stone, called by Colani "roche eVuptive", obtained
in the form of flat slabs. Consequently all the tools have a flattish
appearance and in section they vary from thin to mediun size. The tools
were made mostly by the technique of chipping, a process which is common
vith that of the Hoabinhian culture, though a few edge-ground tools and
rarely eompletely ground ones have also bean found.
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s?f k«ng-Bm

Reference! Colani, 1930, Pp.362-375*
It is the most westerly of the sites situated on the right
bank of the river Song-Ma. The objects found in this rook-shekter include
as tngny as 2378 samples of bone and shells* Many of then were "coquilles
de Melania". The stone tools show careful chipping on one face only. There
are not many variations in type. We have here "perctrbeur", discs, "amygdaloides", "haehes courtes", some crude side-scrapers, edge-ground tools
of the Bacsonian type (pi*82, no.51), yellow and red pieces of stones
apparently ferruginous, pieces of haenatite, ham eratones of natural
pebbles and numerous bone implements. Some completely ground tools and
bioone beads are reported to have been found near the surface, but these
have not been illustrated.
The chipped tools have been called by Colani "paleolithes",
probably on the ground that they do not show any trace of grinding. Though
some of the forms represented here are typical of the Hoabinhian culture
(Colani, 1930, pis. XLV-XLVII), the chipping being coarse, but these tools
do not merit the name "paleolithe". It is probably owing to the nature
of the material that the tools show shipping only at the sides and cutting
edge. On the other hand there are some tools which definitely show the
influence of the ground tool tradition. One such tool figured here
(pl.83, no.53) is preserved in the Musee de lfHomne (no.32.94.H2). It is
shipped on both faces at the marginal ends while the cortex is still seen
the

in the greater part of the flat faces. This is type which comes closest
to Colanif8 "anygdaloide", but its form has, no doubt, been influenced by
the beautifully ground neolithic axe.
Such influence can be traced even in the province of Hoa-Binh
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itself. One such tool (pl*84, no.57) from the site of Lang-Vanh 1a the
province of Hoa-Binh is preserved in the Musee de 1'Homme (no*32*94*96)*
It is also made of a flattish slab of "roahe eVuptive”, and the cutting
edge is produced entirely by chipping on both faces, the tenon and
greater part of the tool retaining the cortex* In accordance with the
terminlology of Colaai this tool should be called a rtpaleolith©However,
she includes this site under the Hoabinhian culture (Colani, 1930, p*300).
Mo one can mistake this tool, which is nothing but a crude variety of
the shouldered hoe*
Another tool (pl*84, no*33) con.s from Da-Phuc and is preserved
in the Musdfe de I1Homme (no*32*94*129) and is of the sane material* It
appears that an older edge-ground tool has been reformed into a variety
of the shouldered hoe sinply by chipping at the shoulders* The site
Da-Phuc is in the province of Hoa-Binh sad is treated by Colaai as falling
under the Hoabinhian culture*
From the site of Laag-Bon some

edge-ground tools have also

been recovered* They are called by Cdani(l930,pl*XLYIII,9-12) "protoneolithes"* One of then figured here (pl*82,no*5l), preserved in the
Musee de 1'Homme (no*32.94*124), *l»o shows chipping at the sides, while
the cutting edge is formed by grinding* Another example.,pi*82,no*32
(Musee de l'Htamc no*32*94*37) shows the cortex on one faee, while the
other is shipped at tie marginal ends* The rectangular form of this tool
suggests influence from the facetted tool type*
Aaomg bone tools there are various format Colani'a *gougeJ pi*83,
no*36j ”dcmi-hache*,pl*33,no*54; and"petite-hache*, pl*83, no*53*
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c»ifti.,.stjatt-hfct
References Colaai, 1930, Pp*375-37S.
The*© cares are situated lass than 4 kilometres S.S*W. of Laag-

Boa* Colaai 8&ya,*L1outil1age en pierrs est pure .ent paleolithiquej 11
so compose do pilons, de perouteurs, de disques, de pieces atypiques*
Auoun instrument en os** la other words only chipped stone tools hare
been found here* A few potsherds hare also been reported* 0ms iron tool
( not illustrated) is said to hare been found at a depth between 50 and
60 cm*
3.

Sfef.BasferSWIiffr if chgjB-pQUfl.
Referencet Colaai, 1930, Pp* 378-38Q*
This la situated in a narrow Talley through which flaws a tributary

of the Song-Ma River* There are two rook-shelters, western aad eastern*
In the western one were found (in the words of Colaai), "qualques pierre

tailless, deux hashes polios l'une a tenon d'emmanchensntj qualques teasons
peu aaciens11* In the eastern shelter were found chipped stones, baches,
baches court©s, perouteurs and 4 "baches bacsoniennee".
4.

Sfhe gfyp. ,gf fi^Te
Reference1 Colaai, 1930, Pp.392-397*
This care lies to the north of Than-hoa, in the great massif

separating Annas from Tonkin* The materials of this care consist oft(a) "pieces ndblithiques, hache p lie, polissoires, tessons de oersnique,*
(b) "pierre tailVea, objets atypiques, perouteurs, pointss, tranches de
galets, hache0, haches eourtes, disques, raoloirs*"
Colaai adds that the objects of the first category (a) here bean
found near the surface though she makes mu stratigraphie distinction
in the archaeological deposit*
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§ m a a "r1 ‘frrrhri'?"-

Throughout the region of Azuuii) which lies In between two cultural
zones, Hoablnhian on the north and Somrong Sen on the south, the archaeo
logical finds demonstrate clearly the local traditions of both zones* Colanl
suggests that these sites were refuge centres, where the people from
Hoa-Binh flocked probably when pressed by the arrival of new elements
among then* This suggestion implies that chronologically these deposits
are later In date than those of the Hoablnhian region* This supposition
has no foundation at all* Probably it is dictated by the fact that along
with the chipped tools In these sites completely ground tools have also
been found* From a few sites metal has also been recovered* But some
examples of tools from the sites (Lang-Vaah and Da-Pkue) in the Hoablnhian
region itself have been cited before (Pp.2IS-/&) as showing close corres
pondence with the more advanced tool types in the Annan and Somrong Sen
cultures* These tools suggest two thingst (i) the Hoa-Binh region was
backward in the sense that there the only technique practised was chipping;
(ii) the influence of the Somrong Sen culture seems to have reached as
far north as the Hoa-Binh region* This fact belies the assumption of
Annan being the refuge centre* The evidence outlined above suggests that
Annan was the meeting ground of the Hoablnh chipping technique and the
culture of Somrong Sen with the techniques of grinding and sawing. But
these two cultures may have existed side by side for part , at least, of
their existence.
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Prehistoric research in Sian is only in its preliminary stage*
Except for the work of Frits Saras in and his eUlaboratorc and chancediscoveries made by Tan Heekeren and I.H.B.Bvans, no serlens attempt has
been nade to unravel the neolithic problem ef this country. Surface finds
have added sone ground tools and shouldered hoes to the ft»«girr»ir Museum*
From these materials only a very rough outline ean be given*
The presence of "prehistoric" eaves in the limestone hills ef
Sian was long known* Frits Sarasin (1993 a) writes, "The eaves which abound
in the limestone hills are not seldom quite beautiful, forming enormous
domes adorned with mighty stalactites. Others are only like narrow passages,
and still others are simply shelters with overhanging rooks* The prehistorian
meets in Sian for his research work with very groat difficulty that all the
caves premising good results have boon transformed into Buddhist sanctuaries*
They usually eontain only one enormous statue of the great teacher* Othexp,
however,are richly decorated and contain a number of images and altars of
offerings. Many of these sanctuaries have a floor nade of stone dlabe or
of cement. Quite frequently a brick wall with a door closes the ears from
the outside* Seedless to say that in these sanctuaries it is absolutely
forbid:en to undertake amj research work. Other eaves serve as teelllngs
for hermits."(8arasin, 1933 a, pp*172-73)«
Sarasin's work ean be divided into two partei one, relating to
the eaves located in North Sian, and the other, those located in South Siam*
Evidence from the tares in North Sian*
At the foot of the cave not far from the village of Chom-Tong,
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58 kilometres to the south of Chiengnai (See asp no*12), a tool described
so eoup-de-poing (pl.85,no.l) was found. Bo excavation was carried out here*
This tool is made of shrelite pebble, shipped only on one face while the
ether retains the cortex. The flaking technique is coarse sinllar to that
ef Hoablnhian stage C. The tool roughly recalls Hoablnhian, pi.50,no.6 but
is somewhat broader.
The nest inportant excavation was dons In a ears called Tan-Pra,
situated to the vest of the tovn ef Chiengrai, near the boundary ef Luang
Prabeng. It really eensists of two cares, a principal one, new turned into
a sanctuary, and a ninor one, which was alone excavated. In the words ef

Sarasin, "Near the entrance of the care a longitudinal ditch 2 netres long
and 1 netre broad van out out. The profile was a most slnple one. A
superficial layer, about 20 cm. deep was formed by sand nixed with fragments
of bricks. Then followed a layer ef about 80 cm. consisting ef earth coloured
gray by ashes. In the upper part ef this lqrer sens sherds of plain and
cord-marked pottery were found, a little deeper a certain number of crude
implements of palaeolithic character, nade from rhyslite and other eruptive
rooks, also some round pebbles having been used as hanaeretenea, sons
lumps of red ochre and some broken

bones of nanmals. Beneath this

gray deposit the earth beeana yellow, frequently nixed with fragments of
limestone but without any sign of huaar. workmanship. The rocky ground ef
the cave had been reached at the depth ef 1.60 n. A second ditch, perpendi
cular to the first one, nade the fhHevlng day, gave the sane poor results.■
(Sarasin, 1933 a, pp.175-76). From this description the following sequence
ean be nadei
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ft TwfT* Him foT*
20 cm.

1-------------------1 Sand mixed with bricks.

plain & oord-narked pottery
(hrey Mirtk ash-coloured.

80 Qm.
crude implements ft round pebble
yellow earth nixed with lime
60 an*
stone fragments. So tools.

This sootion clearly gives two strata of human occupation! the
middle one, whan the "prehistoric" people occupied the cave, and the top
stratum, consisting of brick fragments, presumably of Buddhist occupation.
There is mo evidence to show that the exude implements wore earlier in date
than pottery. But the presence of only a few sherds in the upper layers
of the middle stratum does Imply that pottery was very scarce in this
culture. The tools are described belows
PI.85, no.2 is a longitudinal pebble worked at the broader edge,
made of groen pebble of fine-grained diabase. Type seme as Hoablnhian pl.50,
mo. 1.
PI.85, no.3 is a quadrangular pebble worked along two sideSf
made of green slate. Type same as Hoablnhian pl.51,no.LU
PI.85,no.A is ft smell disc of white chert, round in shape, with
marks of use at the edge. Type same as Hoablnhian pl.52, no.28.
pi.85,no.5 is a rounded pebble used as beamerstone. Many ether
examples of this type are known.
n.85,mo.6 is a triangular-shaped stone having regular sides.

Oft the lower side a eat piece la supposed to be grip mark.
PI.85,no.7 la a snail point of bone with baae out in the shape
of a semi-circle*
This cave also produced lumps of ochre, a certain number of bones
of deer and a vertebra of orooodile. Shells were very scarce*

To the west of the little town of Xajburi there is a big cave,
called Khao-Tan, situated at the foot of the rooky hill, now tuned into a
Buduhist sanctuary. Digging in one corner of the cave produced a rounded
pebble tool*
An important sequence was found in a snail rack-ehelter above the
bottom of the valley Tan 7a To* The rohaeologioal deposit was a little
disturbed* The sequence was as follows*
1* On the top fregnents of bricks wore nixed with superficial layers*
2* The pieces of plain, cord-narked, and basket-pattern pottery was
found to a depth of 50 en*
3* At the button were found lunps of red ochre, tools of linestone,
a few bones ef naamals, sons narine shells and a great nunber of land-shells*
The tools are described below*
Pl*86,no*8 is described as a knife blade free a long linestone* It
has a concave cutting edge and a finger rest, the ends being chipped
transversely..
pi.86,i*o*9 is a point, nade fro** triangular linestone, nuoh
weathered* Type sane as Hoabinhian, pi*51 ,nos* 10 and 13*
Another crude scraper nade of linestone rescables in its fora
with the scrapers froa Tan Kradan (see below)*
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In a limestone kill, called Suae Chang in the vicinity of Lopburi,
there is a cav# called Taa Kradaa, in which excavation of the two nitohea
at tka hack of the care proved very fruitful, la the words ef Sarasin,
•The soil of this part of the cave to the depth ef 1 aetre aad aore wee
e.

literally filled with nunberless shells of Cyclophorue, Intact or latestlocally
broken* The use ef ochre was dearly shown by the red colouring ef seme ef
the stones) but the most welcome discovery wee the fact that I found here
quite d number of inpleaents of decidedly palaeolithic character nade ef
rhyolite, green-stone8 and ether eruption rooks* Flakes aad shapeless pieeee
of these rooks, without o* almost without trace of workmanship, were
plentiful in the deposit, bomedof naamals very scarce* like all the inpleaMuts
found in the other places, not a single one showed the slightest trace of
polishing* Fragments of pottery were only found on the surface*11 (Sarasin,
1933 a, p*178). The sherds are made of yellow ochre clay with aaeh grit*
One piece appears to be a fragment of what Tweedie (1953, pp*52-53) calls
a "turn tablet, bat which could be a footed vase* Ike following tools were
found*
PI*86,no.10 is a crudely chipped tool, mads of a block of rhyolite,
of ova! shape, a rough pentagon* The anterior is worked into a point hot
is damaged* Another of a similar type but the base has a triangular form*
PI.86, no*ll is also of a similar type with a flat triangular base* These
three isplenents have been worked on one face onlj^Lixe the so-called ‘Sumatra*
type of Malaya* Ihey resemble the Malaya type, pl*89,mo*3 from Qua Urban,
but the latter is mors developed* Similar specimens also come from the
Hoablnhian culture*
Pl*86,no*12 is a thick piek-like point, made of rhyolite, nook
weathered, the base being an irregular rectangle, while the point forming a
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regular triangle. Type ease as Hoablnhian, pi.51,no.13. Another point is
in the shape of a leaf, only the Upper part being chipped. There are several
other points, being simply sharpened flakes of rhyolite without any trace
of secondary working. PI.86,no.13 is one such point. P1.86,no.l4 is another
crude point of limestone.
PI.86,no.15 is a scraper, only the edge being worked. Such sorapers
have also been found in the Hoablnhian culture.
P1.86, no.16 is another point of limestone, besmeared on four
sides with red colour.
The above description apparently makes three stages in the cave
deposits of Siam, both in the north and south.
I.

The top layer containing brick-bats most probably belongs to

the Buddhist occupation.
• II. A pottery bearing layer.
III. A layer of crude implements.
It has been remarked earlier that the pottery-bearing layer does
not make a clear-cut Btratigraphic difference from that containing the
implements. There is no evidence in these oaves to show that pottery was
made here and that it came into use after the crude implements had gone
out of vogue. On the contrary the scanty finds of the sherds and the nature
of the cultural levolin the caves suggests that the pottery was obtained
from more developed areas.
On the character of the stone industry Sarasin remarks, "The
stone implements ........

present a purely palaeolithio character.

Hot the least trace of polishing is to be found on them • They are without
exception very coarsely and primitively chipped. Their form is only
approximately comparable with the skilfully executed implements of the
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classic palaeolithic cultures of Europe* One is even frequently tempted
to look for their relation with pro-Chelloan cultures* By a few coarse chips,
perfectly natural stones have been transformed into

primitive implements,

using as little labour as possible* The "Siamiam" as I shall provisionally
call it, is a palaeolithic culture of the most primitive nature* It is a
culture of hunters and collectors of food without the possession of any
domestic animals and without the knowledge of agriculture** (Sarasin, 1933 e,
p* 19A)• Technically this industry is in the sane level as those of the
earliest stages of the Hoablnhian and Baosonian cultures, and a few
resemblances,pointed out above, though they nay be accidental, support the
hypothesis that the cultural level of these cave dwellers was very low* But
this "primitive" character does not prove their long antiquity, no* the
term "palaeolithic" is suitable for this industry* *n all probability they
were contemporary with the ground tools, to be noticed shortly, at least
in their later stages, and it is probably from the latter culture that
pottery and bone tools were derived* From the cave deposits it is clear
that this "primitive" cultural life continued till they were superseded
here by the intrusion of the Buduhist hermits* But what was the effect of
this ohang t in the cultural life of this whole region, cannot be answered
at present*
One collection of ground tools has been described by I*H*H.Evans
(1931 o)* In a tin nine at Ban-Na (See map no* 12), Surat province, 5 stone
"celts" and 2 pounders were found* The tods are described belowt
pl*87,no*l7 is a gouge adse (or pick edse, the so-called beaked
edse), 10*9 cm* in length, of yellowish stone, trapesoidsl in section*
Such gouge edits are very ocanon in Malays*
pi.37,no.18 is a facetted hoe or adse, 6*6 cm* long, probably
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unfinished, It is of the type well-known from Malaya (compare pl.l04,no.l6l).
pi,87,no.19 is a type of splayed axe, 9.85 cm. long, again of
the type well-known from Malaya (compare pi.104,no.157).
pl.87, no*20 is a facetted type of tool with
at the cutting edge. It i8 of the

same

Blight

splaying

type as the Malayan tool pi#103,

no.L&8 from Kuala Nyung.
pl.87, no. 21 is a broader example of splayed axe of the Maleyam
type.
pl.87, mos. 22 and 23 are two pounders with longitudinal flutInga
or grooves on their body. They show peeking marks. At this very site cordmarked pottery was found. It has also been described by I.H.N.Bms (1931 d).
This pottery is of the same type as that found by Sarasin in the oaves.
Another find of five ground tools was made at Chong in South Siam (Evans,
1926). These implements are made of rhyolite.
pl.88,no.24, no.25 aad no.26 are facetted type of tools, identical
with the Malayan examples (oompare Tweedie, 1953, figs. 12-13). P1.88,no.27
is a splayed axe of a slightly different variety, found in Malaya (Tweedie,
1953, flg.10), Burma (See pi.112,no.24) and India (See pl«12,no.ll). PI.88,
no.28 is a gouge adse of the type found at Kuala Nyong, Malaya (See pi.103,
no.!47)«
These ground tools and the pottery belong to a developed neolithic
culture, and they bear closest relationship with the Malayan developed
neolithic culture. The workmanship is similar to the ground tools of the
Somrong Sen culture and the Pho-Binh-Gla (a) group of the Baosonian culture,
but the types represented hors are slightly dif orexxt. The*' fall in lime
with the Malayan exuples.
Van Heekeren (1948) collected artifacts from the cove near Wam-Po
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in Siam (about 21 miles north-west of Bhan-Kao). They were found in
association with "an agglomerate

of sand, bone fragments, ashy material

and fresh water molluscs*" PI*88,nos*29-31 come from this find* These are
"crudely worked core implements chipped along one surface only, the ventral
plane being flat aad unworked*" The workmanship of these tools are far
better than those discovered by Sarasin in the oaves* They also show some
regularity of form* PI.88, no.29 is pf rectangular shape, and pl.88,no.31
is of almond shape. PI.88,no.32 is a facetted tool of the curvilinear
variety, found in association with the piles of sand along Bhan-Kao railway.
Van Heekeren reports many others of this type from this area. In the
vicinity of Nom-Pladuk, near Baa-Pou, a beautifully ground shouldered stone
hoe was found. It had a

Technically y

broad rectangular section.

these chipped tools of Van Heekeren compare.well

with the Kcfb-Phay industry of the Bacsonian culture (See pp. 168-69) on the
one hand and on the other have relationship with the chipped tools of
Malaya. The regularity of the forms suggests!' at they have been influenced
by the forms of the ground tools, and hence they belong definitely to a
different grouping from those discovered by Sarasin in theoaves ofnorth
and south Siam. Provisionally we can speak of three groupsof stoneindustry
in Siami
I. Coarsely chipped tools of irregular shape discovered by Sarasin
in the caves.
II. Chipped tools of regular shape discovered by Van Heekeren.
III. Ground t ods discovered by Van Heekeren and I.H.N.Stans.
These three groups do not inply any chronological differentiation.

If the evidence from Indo-China and Malaya can be olted, one may suggest
that these possibly represent thre* cultural groups in Siam.
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Section

III

Neolithic materials in Malaya here mostly been obtained from
oave excavations, mainly oarried out in the central and northern regions.
Only one kitchen-midden site at Guak Kepah in the province of Wellesley and
one open air site at Nyong in Pahang hare been excavated, while a number
of surface finds in the fields hare also been made, the most important
being in the vicinity of Baling in the prorinoe of Kedah and in the district
of Kuantan in Pahang (Ceilings, 1937 b, Pp.12^-37), the former producing
the well-developed ground tools and the latter large-siied ehlpped artifacts.
In the extreme south at Tanjong Bunga (in Johore) one site has been
ex»avated(M.V.F.Tweedie, 1953# pp.3^-85), where ground tools of the developed
type along with flakes and other materials have been found. (See nap no.13).
Unfortunately the system of recording in these excavations is based on
level of finds. This level method, however accurate it may be, can hardly
define an archaeological stratum, much less it ean establish the relation
ship of the objects in a particular culture. H.D.Collings, who himself
excavated a number of sites in Malaya, has given us a description of the
method of recording followed in Malaya. He writest "The measurement of
non-architectural archaeological sites by means of tacheometer has found
favour with some prehistorians who have used this method extensively in
Malaysia during the last decade, and the writer would like to offer a few
criticisms of the system.
"The method used is to set up the instrument, some 15 or 20 metres
from the site, and to mark out the area to be excavated, then the deposit
is removed in layers of some 5 or 6 oms. at a time, aad objects found are
measured with the tachjomster and numbered for reference. The positions of
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the objects are then plotted on two saps to the scale desired, one being
a plan, and the other a composite vertical section* It is olaimed that
the survey gives the position of each object with the highest degree of
accuracy, both in the horizontal and vertical

planes,

and that the charts

show the archaeological details with equal aocuracy, although on a reduced
scale, also that the cultural significance of the site can at once be
determined by looking at the charts*" (H*D*Colllngs, 1935)
Under the circumstance there is hardly any stratigraphioal
evidence available for tracing the development of neolithic cultures in
Malaya* However, the study of the artifacts suggests that these oaves were
characterised by a common assemblage of materials , and when these materials,
as a whole, are placed in their proper context, it i^jfpo^iblofto give a fair
idea of the cultures* These cultures have been tentatively placed in
sequence order mainly on the basis of the depth record, which needs
confirmation by future excavation*
The stone tools of Malaya fall into three main classesi Glass (I)
tools which are produced only by coarse flaking* These have been divided
into two sub-classesI (I a) the so-called "Sumatra type" of tools, which

are flaked on one face only and retain the cortex on the other; (1 b) tools
which have been flaked on both faces* Class (II) the so-called "proto-

neoliths", which have their cutting edge produced by grinding and the
main body by flaking* Class (III) includes tools which are completely

ground* These threu classes correspond with those already noted in Tonkin
(See pp. 134-35)*

l

▲ general account of "The Stone Age in Malaya" has been ably
given by M*W*F*Tweedie (1953)*

here tried to study the materials

as they were found in actual excavations as we believe that the objects

|
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need to bo related with their archaeological context, and only then it

will be possible to throw some light on the neolithic problem of Malaya*
The description is given here site by site*

Perth is in central Malaya, lying to the western side of the
linestone massif* Three important oaves have been excavated in this
province, Gna Badak, Goa Kerbau aad Gol Ba'it. A fourth cave explored is
Qunong Cheroh*
Qua Badak
Reference! Van Stein Callenfels & Evans,I.H.N*, 1928,p*151«
The excavation was not carried out completely in this cave* The
excavators noto, "In exo voting a sector of this cave to a dept' of some
feet, we found chips and other implements in the various layers, but, on
the whole, results were so poor that we stopped work*.*...

However,

attention must be drawn to the fact that in the GuaBadak, from the same
layer and even lying quite near one another, we got cord-marked pottery
and two pieces of a polished implement belonging to an upper neolithic
culture* The connection between cord-marked pottery and the upper neolithic
established by the French for Indo-China is now proved also to have existed
in the Peninsula by these finds at the Qua B^dak*"
The conclusion drawn by the excavators is not shove suspicion*
Tbs "polished neolith" probably signifies completely ground tools of
our alas: III* Ve do not know what was the relation of these tools with
•chips and other implements in the various layers11, probably of class I*
As none of these implements have been illustrated, it is difficult to
ascertain the culture represented in this cave*
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Reference I Van Stein Oallenfels & Bvans,I.H.H. ,1928,pp.151-59.
' 'u
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Qua Kerb&u rock-sholter lies on the east side of e very precipitous
linestone maos, called Gunong Pondok (Hut Hill). Only one archaeological
deposit van noted in this rook-shelter. The folleving naterials were foundi
(a) Stone toolsf both ohippod and edge-ground.
(b) Pottery, plain and cord-«arkud.
•

r*'

*

v

.

*

* i*

f

(o) Red ochre found In lumps, and also sticking to the grinding slabs.
(d) Food consisted of freah-vater molluscs as vail as narine shells, and
also animal flesh. The remains of bones appertain to doer, wild ox, pig,
porcupine, bamboo rat, monkeys, small carnivores, python, soft turtle,
fish, the Bpeoies of animals extant in the country today. Some of the
bones vere blackened by burning vhilo almost all wore broken probably for
extracting marrow.

(.)

UMLlttU

Vo have hero two main classes of tools! Glass I, shipped tools,
and Class II, edge-ground tools. ▲ third group consists of grinding stones
and slabs of natural pebbles.
Cltss II- Chin, od Tools)The raw material used is the river pebble. The flaking is coarse,
similar to that notioed in the Hoabinhian stage C of Indo-China. But the

to ils have regular forms, and they can hardly be equated with the earliest
stage in the Hoabinhian and Baesonian cultures. Both the "Sumatra types"
as mil as the bifacial implements show regular forms. The following

varieties have been founds
(i) frQir,ui-

PI.89,no.3 i» e fine point of triangular shape made

from a big flake of schist. It is comparable in general form to the
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Hoabinhian pl.51,no.l0, and Siamian pi.86,nos.9 and 12-14, but the latter
are pebble tools*
(ii)

Hand-axet—

PI*89, no*5 is sub-^triangular in form resembling the

Hoabinhian pl.55,no.47. PI.90, no.7 is diseoidal and pl.90, no.8 is subrectangular. P1.90, no.9 is of an elongated type, and pl.90, no.10 is
almon^. shaped and has several parallels in the Hoabinhian (pi.$0,no.7) and
Bacsonian cultures. PI.90,no.11 has Cjkarrov butt similar to the Hoabinhian
pi.50, no.6. All these tools have been worked on both faces.
(ill) Scrapersi- They are generally in the form of discs. PI.89, no.4
retains the cortex on one face and also such of it on the other. Only the
edge is chipped.
(iv)

PI.89, no.l is a typical "Sumatra type" of tool worked only

on oMjkace , its length being almost double the breadth.
(▼) Plia.ing tools i-

P1.89,no.2 is nade fron a pebble and retains the

cortex completely on one face and to a large extent on the other. Only the
pointed edge is chipped. Pl.90,no.6 is an advanced type shoving regular
sides produced by bifacial chipping. These digging t o d s cone closer to
the edge-ground tools in form.
Clas

H i - Sdre-ground toolsiThese tools differ from those of Class I not only in the grinding

of their cutting edge but also in general workmanship and appearance. These
are far better in form and product. All of them have been bifaoially worked
and show further retouch on the sides.
P1.91,no.l4 is an elongated type bifaoially ground. Fl.91tno.15
is loscnge-shaped. PI.91,no.16 is probably a broad type of axe broken in

the middle. P1.91, no.16 a, is rectangular in shape and has a bifaoially
ground cutting edge. PI.91, no.17 has bifaoially ground median cutting

edge. The last two examples, pl*91»nos*18 and 19# are irregular*
There is also a group of grinding and aad pounding stones made
from water-worn pebbles without any further workmanship. However, great
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number of them hare "grp marks" on one or both faces. Along with them must
be mentioned grinding slabs which are mostly large stones with one flat
surface# while their undersides rest easily on the ground* All those stones
show marks of use# and they hare been foun.. throughout the deposit*

(b)

Pottery

It is stated that the pottery was found only in the upper layers
(layer here simply signifies one dig)# but out of seven digs# they have
been found as far down as no* 5* This depth has no significance as the
materials found in different digs do not show any cultural break* The
pottery is either plain or cord-marked# but some sherds are decorated with
parallel# wavy lines# small squares or simple incisions* Ho complete pot
was found*
To sum up# this cave deposit was characterised by two technical
traditions of stone working* But as the number of edge-ground tools was
comparatively much smaller than ooaroely flaked tools# it is fair to say
that the technique of grinding was not much in vogue in this cave. The
scarcity of pot-sherds also indicates the poverty of this cave* The
general trend of the culture represented by the artifacts and food r » 1 w s
suggests simple food-gathering* There is no hint or sign of food production*
At the end it nay be mentioned that right outside the shelter
were found fragments of thin metal vescel and two pieces of iron knife* One
piece was also found right inside the cave*

Qol la'it (Sungai Siput)
Reference! Yen Stein Cellenfele 4 Boone# H.D.#1938#Pp.H9-25.
H.D.CbT ings#

1938# Pp. 126-30.

C.A.R.D. Snell, 1949# Pp.1-25.
Qol Be1it is a vary spacious rook-ebelter. It seen# that the
archaeological deposit appertain^ one complex. The evidence available

fron the report dees net sqppert the theory ef the excavators that three
elear-est "anthropological"strata arc to be foaad here. The so-called
human burials are net above suspicion. The three groups of human remains#
ealled by them "extended burial"# "secondary burial"# and "flexed burial*#
and referred to different strata# does sat show# according to the analysis
of Dr .Smell# say anthropological difference# nor they have been associated
with any grave furniture. Dr. Smell further doubts the mature ef some of
the burials# especially the so-called "secondary burial" is considered to
be just vestiges ef eaulballam.
Leaving aside the doubtful question of these burials# the shelter

t o ptotod t o f t U t o * -tolto. t o * vpt oto p rtot.

. tojl.

coap 1ex.

(a) Stone tools# mainly chipped. Only 1 edge-ground and 2 ground tools were
«

flsnd.
(b) boa. tools.
(.) 0 m shall iaplsaant.
(d) toads.
(a) Pattary.
(f) Malaalaa ahalls aad sslmal bon.s.
( g) tod oohr..
(.)

Stoma Tools

Iks majority of tba tools show poor varfcasashlp, th««b a o n
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exceptionally regular forms (like pl.92,no*28) have been produced# the
regularity probably depending on the choice of the material rather than on
i

i

*

«

*

*

the skill of the worker*
Class It- Chipped Tools>
Sub-class (a) ."gBBgto Type" iPI.92,nos* 20-26 illustrate the various forms of this sub-class*
It is stated that th^r havu been found in the lowest layers* They are
generally made from non-fissile rocks# like quartzite# chert* Some of the
tools can be compared with the Hoabinhian types# but this incidental
resemblance is more due to the similarity of the technique than to any
"

intentional copy*
Sub-olass (b)» bIf«otolly worked tolls >Pl*92#no*27 is probably a chopper. PI*92, nos. 28 and 30 are
probably hond-axes* Pl*92, no.29 is a disc* These have been made from
schistose rooks and found throughout the deposit*
Class H i - Edge-ground toolsxWe have only one edge-ground tool found in the lower layer in
association with pottery and other tools of class I. This type# pl*93# no.31
has a median cutting edge produced by bifacial grinding*
Clas:; IIIi- Completely ground tools»•We have here only two examples* PI*93# no*32 is a facetted adse
of long variety# and pi. 92# no.33 is another example of the same type#
trmpesoidal in shape with straight cutting edge and truncated butt* These

were found in the up; er layers according to the excavators*
Grinding and pounding stones and slabs have been found throughout
the deposit* They have also"grip maxki". (pl.93#no.37)*
(b)

Bone Tools*
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P1.93#nos. 34 and 35 are nado of mammalian bones and fave chisel
edge. P1.93# no.36 is a point

. made from a bird's bone. It might hare

been used as an awl. Those are said to hare been found in the up er layers.

£

(o)

Stull iBDlaaont.

A single inplemnt, pi.93#no.36 a# made from shell van found. It
is triangular In shape with the base sharpened into a cutting edge. It was
also found in the upper layers. H.D.Collings (1938,p.l3Q) mentions two more
shell knives.
(d) Bead
Only one glass bead, pl.93#no.38, and two beads made from cowrie
shells were found in the upper layers.

(•) Pottery
Pot-sherds occurred through almost all the layers of excavation#
and this fact suggests that the materials belong to a single culture complex.
The sherds are either plain# bord-marked or burnished. H.D.Collimgs has
reconstructed some or the sherds# and the following is taken from hint
P1.108,no.l0 is "part of a large and fairly shallow bowl of grey
ware with coarse sand tempering. The cord narking is in irregular patches."
PI.108,no.11 is "very coarse dark grey ware# coarse sand tempering#
the surfaces are very uneven with indistinct parallel cord marks running
'

'•

<e

in what is best described as a north-east south-west direction and at an
angle of about fifty dergreea to the rim. "
PI.108,no.12 is "fine gfey ware# fine sand tempering# the inside
has been banished# fine cord narking •••••••••• It is very con on and
typical Malayan Care culture type."
P1.108#no.l3 is a "bowl of grey ware# fairly fine sand tempering#
a and with very dose and fine cord marking."
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PI.108,a*.14 la "fine gray wan, w r y flat sand ti^irj n

Lines

on the surface suggest that it any Kara been nade aa a taza-tabla) tha
•hap* la too uneven for It to ha a produet of tha patter's whaal. the
only daooratloa la aa Irregular row of buinl shed llaaa roughly at right
angles to tha rin."
PI.109,ao.18 la a "brown wara, aoaraa aaad tendering. Ihara la
parhapa a ally laalda aad ant. Tha outside la yallaw, with hlaah *aaoka
narks" towarda tha baaa, aad la qolta aaooth with aa daooratloa. Tha
laalda la hlaok aad has baaa burnished.*
P1.109,aa.l9< "This la a oeeposite raaaaatraotloa of tha roaalaa
of two porta foaad by X.H.I.Bvaas at Leaggong, Upper Parak ......... Several
aaall aharda of aiallar tartars vara found la Oal Ba'it. The paata la gray
to brown la aoloor, with fine aaad teapering containing a lot of gold

ooloured alea. Thora la a allp on tha ootalda whlah la tarraaatta oolourad
aad la vail burnished." (CallInga, 1938, pp.127-129). M.W.P.Tvaadla tea
given another reoeastraotlaa of thaaa aharda (pl.l07,ao.9), aad tea aallad
It a "torn table*. Bat Callings doubts this reooastmotion.
To son ap, tha stone Industry of this rook ahelter aalnly shown
oaaroa flaking taehnlqaa. The preseasa of none aharda and ona edge-ground
tool right at tha batten help In dating this Industry to a lata period. In
the latar stages tha save deposit was oarlehed by tha addition of oaqpletaly
ground taola, bona aad shall 1^1 saints aad bonds.
\OJiL

1.

It*

Tha save dwellers warn food gathering people living on shells,

fift, nr bones ef these animals that they sould lay hold upon in tha
neighbourhood. They wars aalnly equipped with stone tools, aversely flaked
o

ona or both faees, bat probably they vara in contact with the people,

2»
«t least In later stages, who

were using ground tools, pottery, bone aad

•hell Implements. There la no clear evidence to choir that the latter people
•Iso lived in the eaves. The Qua Badak material la net conclusive. Presumably
it would have ^asiaaad a mixture of atoms industries If the execration
there had been successfully carried out. The use of red oehre was known to
these people. Nothing at present ean he said definitely regarding the
burial practise.
2.

The link vlth the Hoabinhian culture of Indo-China is to be

sought in the similarity of the flaking technique rather than in the feme,
which, given the same type of material and the same method in a common
environmental background, would naturally bear resemblance.
3«

The presence of potsherds in all the eaves and through all the

layers is very Important in establishing chronological relationship ef
these cave deposits. The predominant pottery is black or grey ware, plain
or deoorated. k new type of red slipped ware was found at Gol Ba'it.
*•

•

i-%
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Kalantaa la la northsrn Malaya, lying to th* aaatorc aid* «f tha
1la*stone Massif. Foot lnportant ( a m her. baa. axoanted bra., Qat Haatari,
tea Madu, tea Moaaag aad Qua Cha. Th. aogaatractia. In th*late r a n baa bra.
briafly reported rooantly.

^vr unrttrd
Bafareaoet H.D.Boona, 1939, Pp.170-174.
Ooa Mantari rate ahaltar la situstad alos. to th. bate af eaiaf
tha trlbtearlM of tha Sungal Banggiri. Oily two trial trraahaa vara dag
in this shelter. "Trench no. 1 was prolific la broke* aharda of ptetary,
but la trente no. 2 thav v a n lasa nunerooa. Burials wot. found in both
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trenches, aad so woro ruddle, pounding and grinding stones, and othar
stone artifacts."(Noone, 1939, p.170). Tha excsrator has given tha fallowing
section in his report I

Tina yellow sand

9"

Burialsi

drey clay with rod slain

6*

(Cj i nest ef

oenplete pets.

f
Polished axaa ,abundant pottery

3'

of

t)

w

2'6*

&

Numerous flakes ft rough
artifacts aad pottery.

1*6"

tell Boabiihlan implements
potto^ scarce.

2«

0i no pets*
Z

*

<

Hoabinhian inplenemts, rough
and large| no pottery.
Sterilea

It is difficult to nake an intdll lgftble interpretation ef thin
section. Apparently it seons that certain depths hare been assuned

and

regardod as marking e stage. If this drawing is really representative ef
the archaeological deposit, two strata aay he distinguishedt ne.l the qpper
series shoving nunerous ash layers, and no. 2, the lover one In which
asVlayera ere absent. Vo. 1 nay be divided into two sub-stages t (1 a) the
lever series in which v

pottery was toaxoe, and (1 b) the upper series

in which pottery was found in sons quantity.
Stage no.2s-

It is characterised by what is called "hoabinhian" type ef

lnpleeents ef rough sad large shape. Vo pottery is associated nor aay
fn m * burial is known. The tools have not been Illustrated, but it is

2*0
reported that they are bifaoially worked implements of the usual Malayan
type. Such types have been found In Qua Kerbau and Qol Ba'it in asseeiation
with pottery aad edge-ground tools. It is difficult to asoertalm the exact
chronological significance of this stage.
Stage 1 (a) i- This stage is distinguished free the lover one by (i) the
occurrence of ash layers, (ii) the presence ef snail stone tools, chipped
on both sides, end (iii) pot-sherds. ULth these should really be bracketed
the finds of m e rims flakes end rough artifacts, as in both these lqrtrs
pottery is net "abundant" and the"poUshed"teols are

absent, lbs nature

of the hunan remains found in both layers is net known, the tools fall in
the following groups i
(i) Snail toolss pi.95,no.60 is a "hache courts" resembling Koahlshlan
pi.56,no.59. 11.95,no.6l is another ef ovate type, shewing fine retouch
at the sides, fl.95, no.62 is ef cordate fern.
(ii) Axes*- PI.95, no.63 is one of the two examples of oblong unfinished
"neoliths". P1.95,no.64 is called a "best axe".
(iii) Scraperat- P1.95,no.65 is one ef the two examples ef side-eorapers
found here.
fflMTI

It is related with stage I (a) in having the sane ash layers

aad laso the pottery ef the sans type, though here complete pots in asso
ciation with hunan burials have been found. Fully developed ground tools
have been net with, but these have their counterparts in the unfinished
"neoliths" of stage I (a) • Ths following types have been founds
Fl.94,no.39 is a gouge adse of black stone. Fl.94tns.4D is a
miniature tool ef the facetted type, nade of green stone. P1.101,ne.l29 is
called a "waisted" axe with a notch en either side near the butt. This

tool is sdid to have been found in the "top layer", and henti

stratigraphieaU:
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■braid bt i m m U M with ttaia ittp, hut tha t n m t o r kiaself Ulna to
■WlCB It to an ourllar stag*. Two n o n "waistod1’ uxoa woro found in tha
♦r- \f .: i

neighbouring gravels of the field. Such exes have been found in large
numbers at Quak Kepah. 2 hones for polishing stones v M e also found here.
There were threo human burials encountered in this excavation.
The skeletons were lying «ost-west with the feet towards the east. Unfortu
nately no details of these burials are available except that they were r
accompanied with oamplote pots as grave furniture, about 8 in uuaber. In
one ease (c) they were lying at the feet. The burials have been found in
stage I (b).
The pots are all hand-made, and except two they bear oerrt marked
decoration. They are all different types of bowls, three are illustrated
here. PI.107, no.l is a multi-rimmed bowl. PI. 107,no.2 has a footed base,
and PI.107,no.3 is a shallow bowl. One bowl is burnished giving the
appearance of "shiny black". The sherds are decorated with little "squares11,
zigzag lines, twisted rope, incised lines and ohevioms.
To sum up, Guu Mcnteri rock shelter may ultimately provide the
necessary stratigraphic sequence in this region, if properly excavated.
But in the present state of our knowledge the evidence of only two trial
trenches eannot be relied upon unless corroborated by other eave deposits.
The present material gives the following sequences
(1)

At the bottom lie the coarsely flaked tools similar to the

shipped stone industry found in other eaves in Perak. Here they are
muiaoaiated with say other objects. But In ether oaves they have beam
found in nssoeiation with pottery, edge-ground tools end sometimes even

completely ground tools.
(2)

In the middle lies a deposit of small tools, flakes aad
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side-scrapers, found in association with pottery and unfinished "aeoliths"#
The — all tools retail those of the Hoablnhian stage A (l#e# the last stage),
and these are so delicately worked that they ean hardly be taken as evolved
from the earlier looal industry#
(3)

In the qppar layers hare been found fully developed ground tool

in association with human juxi&ls accompanied by complete pots as grave
furniture#

^

.• SmJ M s
Beferenoet M#H#F#Tweedie, 1940, Pp#3-10#
This largo rock-shelter is situated on the western side of the

limestone hill, Batu Qua Madu, which lies to the sout of Batu Papan# It is
0

3J* niles from Qua Mua&ng. The archaeological deposit in the roolc-ahelter
was largely removed by the looal cultivators# Only an isolated area loft lm
the Middle was excavated#
Vo stratification was observed In the excavation# The following
Materials wore founds
(a) •Hoabinhian" typo of stone implements, about 600 in number#
(b) A few edge-ground and completely ground tools#
(o) Some examples of *round axe".

(d) One bone implement*
(0) Bark cloth beater#
(f) Founding and grinding stones and slabs#

(g) Seme pet-ahords#
(h) 2 doubtful burials#
(1) ted oohre and food remains# Among the animal remains the following have
boon identifiedi wild ox, goat antelope, barking doer, sausbliur door, wild

pigs, pig-tailed macaque, langurs, bamboo-rat, and Malay bear#
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The burials vara ineosg>letely preserved! one la sappaaad to bo
dlaparaal and the other extended* Ma grave furniture la reported*
Stone Toole
Board) 408 "Hoablnhl&n” type of t o d s vara picked up an the

0

surftea and aaoagpilaa of atoaoo loft by tha oultlratora, a d half aa
■any vara found In tha axoaratlon. Tvaadla ren&rka, *They rang* fron nruhtlj
vorkad pabbla toOla, hardly dlatlaguishabla fron tha aoat prlaltiva
palaaolltha, to vall-flnlahad orata or dlaaold i^leneeta, flakad an both
aldaa orar tha vhola of tho aurfaaa." (Tweedle, 1940»p.3). In a naall
cuve above the aheltor a few "Hoablnhian" lnplenente vara found in
association with a facetted tool, pi.97,no.88,described ac "neolithic adse*,
and a fair anount of pot-sherds. The tools huve boon deoorlbad under
following eatagorlaet
(I)

In thin category ve have bifaolally vorkad inplenents but

without any secondary working* PI.96,no.73 la alnend shaped| pl.96,no.74
la dlsooldalj pl«96,no*75 la aubreotangulari pi .96,no. 80 la a scraper
with curved edge* It la aaid that theae have been found at tha batten
of the depoait*
(II)

Tkia category Include» better forned lnplenente with nsoend117

working at tha edge* P1.96#no*76 la an elliptical axe) pl*96,ne*77 la a
vall-fomed handaxnj pi.96,no.78 la another axe with regular aidea and
currad edge; pl.96,no*79 la a acni-eiroular eide-ecraper; pi.96,no.81 la
another handaxe recalling the typea occurring inedge-ground toda*
(Hi)

Thla category includes edge ground tools* pl*97,no*CS. la a*

elongated typo^and pi.97^nest2 bae-e nedlen cutting edge*

1\
(It )

r
-

thla aatagoxy iaoludaa tha a*-aalla4 ' n o l •»', i.a. tha

rajadad butt i » of tha FaalBBtiLar India. F1.97,ap.85# vhieh haa Manually

m
ground bifacial butting edge, van found on tho surface* Two scare broken
examples of thin typo worn found in actual excavation (Sea Tveedie, 1940,
pl.IV,3 and 4).
(T) Thin oatogozy includen completely ground tooln* pi.97,no*84 in an
unfininhed example

of fanotted adse* Tho butt aide in still Tough* PI.97,

no*88 in a facetted tool with nsdlsu cutting edge*
PI.97,no.86 in a vell-nade bene Inpl snout if rectangular shape*
Pl*97,no*87 is very distinctly "grip-narked1', having an artificial deprenaicn
on one side nado by hanzoer dressing* A cross-hatched artifact, usually
regarded an barfc-eleth beater, van found in an undisturbed deposit*
To nun up, Qua Nadu rook-sheltev represents a oonplcu predominantly
characterised by coarsely flaked tools, use of red ochre* With then hove
been found tools vhieh are edge-ground or completely ground* One bene
inpleneut and none potsherds vere also found* ▲ new type of tool called
by Tveedla "round axe" was also found here* It ls^ similar to the rounded
butt axe of Peninsular India*

Referencei K*V*?*Tveedie, 1940, Pp.10-22.
High up in the steep side of the limastone hill overlooking
Qua a»a**| railvay station is an extensive gpstem of eaves, approachable
by a long and narrev cleft in the reek* In erne of the eaves largely
exploited by the local cultivators none potsherds and 3 completely ground
tools vere found* A little excavation in an undisturbed area shewed that
the sherds oane mainly freu a thin layer if ash and eahrooal 10 to 15
centimetres below the surfaee* Another smaller cave wan also easavated*
. It produced abundant potsherds with a shallow layer of ash* ■Altogether

flgunuupen*

*>
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over two thousand potsherds

were found in this cave with fire typical

and four atypical neolithic iaplencnta end one broken chipped Jjqjlenent of
Hoablnhien type.*
Stone Tools
The three grand tools of the larger care foil into two varieties!
(l) PI.98,no.90 is o facetted t o d of rectangular shape j and (11) pi.98,
w

'
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t

rot
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j

m

.____ *
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x _____
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<■

v

m

•

m . $ 9 has sloping sides sad a broad •siting edge* Both of than show
aarks on tha body*
Tha second care has psodoood four groudd adsos of tha faeattad
type, pl.9S,noa. 91-9i| anothar ground bst broken tool (pl.9*,no*95)|
2 aids or borars (pl.93,nes* 96-97)| and a saoothaaad piaaa of limestone
(pl.98,no*9&)•

faiitu
In contrast with tha lapleaonts tho pottery Is abundant* ho
aoaplate pots vara found* Tvaadie raaarks, "Two vary distinct typos of
ware occurred. Tha oast abundant is black or dark brown in colour, variously
ornamented, and with tha smooth parts often burnished or polished* Excep
tionally shards of this vara are light brown or dull reddish in colour,
probably duo to heating under oxidising conditions, either by aeoidsot in
tha process of baking or during use as cooking TOsaalSo The varo is always
coarse in toxtura and is tonperod with largo grains of sand and grit* Tho
other typo of ware has a smooth surface of a deep rad ooteur* It la generally
thicker than tha black sad is never ornamented. Its internal toxtura la
slnilar to that of tha daxk coloured wars. The shards of this varo all
appear to bo fripiaats of a single peculiar typo of object." (Tveodio,1940,
p*12). k fragnant of this rod ware is shown on pl*107,ne.3, and Tveedia's
roconstruction is given on pi.107,no.9. Ho regards it as a"Tum table"
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and oonp&roa it with aiailar type known in Sumatra. But H.D. Colling# gives
another reconstruction of similar sherds from Longgong and Gol Bo1it (See
pl.l09,no#19)# In the latter ease they are to be taken as footed bowls*
However, Tweed!©1# name of "turn table" has been retained to describe
such fragments.
The pot fron Qua Musang illustrated are all reconstructions node
by Tveedle* P1.107,no*4 is a trebble rimed vessel. P1.107,no.5 is a
broad vessel with concave sides# PI.107,no.6 has rounded bottom* ill these
appear to be oooking vessels. PI* 107,no.7 is a shallow bowl*
One reconstruction of dark-coloured ware gives a type similar
to tho so-called "turn table" (See Tveedle, pi*211,1) Several sherds of
this type wore found* A few fraganets of what appears to be thick, cylin
drical objects of baked or burnt cloy vere also found*
To sun up9 Qua Musang oaves show a culture characterised by
oaspletely ground tools and prolific pottery of dark gre*| were and red
ware. Tbs scarcity of ground tools is conspicuous • Whatever nay be the
nature of the deposit, it is clear that pottery was the essential part of
the ground tool tradition* Tveedle surmises that the care night have been
used for ritual purposes, or,as he believes,only for making pottery in its
neighbourhood* He does not think that it could ever have boon inhabited
by tho neolithic people*

Qua Cha
Inference, M*W*F.Tveedle, k Q*de G. Sieveking, 1955,pp#405-7
The excavation of this rook-shalter has been announced recently
and briefly reported in Illustrated London levs# Qua Cha is a rook^ahslter
situated on the western bank of the River lenggirl, well up towards its
heod-waters# It is claimed by the excavators that "for the first tine in
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a.
tfaOjgr* /olsaily stratlfi^ •uoc.ssioa of M
found. Tho oxosvatoro k m

Stags Ii-

o m

if. ioduatriea" has boo*

distinguished two stsfosi

Thoy writs, "la tho doopsr Xayors of oars sarth, abundant

remains of a Mesolithic culture known as w—

ware fond*........

Tho only artifacts preserved in tho layers ere tho stems t ods of vhiah
the most characteristic is an ovoid bifaoe mods by flaking * river pebble
A rich fauna was discovered and also the remains of mors then

•••....•

fourteen individuals* The best collections of Inmem Tsmslns wore the
individual contracted burials, •••••........this method of burial was
presumably typical of the Hoabinhiaa* However, ether deliberate burials of
portions ef a number of
......
•
.

different individuals in one place slso occurred*****

The fauna........was unusual, since it consisted almost

entirely of the skulls sad Jaw bones ef a large pig, probably Soa barbatus*
though isolated teeth and bones representing rhinoceros, and a largo bevid
(possibly the Seladang Bos gaums) vere also present*"
The "individual contracted burials” and multiple burials ef
Qua Cha appear to be similar to the "flexed burial” and "secondary burial”
respectively ef Gel Ba'it (See p.234) , where the excavators claimed that
they belonged to different strata as well as to different races* Here it is
claimed that they have been found in one stratma* A detailed study is V $ |
necessary before amj further comment can be given* The shipped t e d s ef
the so-ealied "Hoablnhian" type have been found at Qua Hantsri without say
ether association as is known here* But in the province ef Perak along
with them some edge-greund tools , pet-aherds and occasional ground tools
have also been found*
Stage III-

The excavators write, • In the mere recent levels ef the

xeak-*h«lt«r »t Cu* Ch., * tonally t o a H t M o ametery M i occupation l«y*r»
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were discovered* The Heolithic burials seen, in general, to hare been placed
immediately below the level ef the cave floor inhabited at the tine, and
thus occur at all levels, the earliest being cut into the Hoabinhiaa
habitation deposits beneath, and the latest occurring just below the present
surface* The skeletal remains recovered fron these burials show that the
bearers of this Malayan heolithic culture belonged to a different race of
people fron their Hoabinhian predecessors* * In these oases the bodies lay
in an extended position (this method ef burial is also known fren Gel Ba'lt),
parallel to the rear vail of the rock-ehelter* Grave furniture eeasirted of
pots, emanents consisting ef stone bangles, stone beads, a flanged bracelet
of jadeite, a necklace or breastplate of sea-challs* "Other items of grave
furniture included small adses,and chisels of highly polished stone, with
a quadrangular areas section and bevelled working edges and bark cloth
boaters, usually found in a position vhieh shoved that they vere worn slung
around tho waists, sad polished stone axes and adzes, found beneath tho
arus or in tho hands of tho departed*9 Tho flanged bracelet is an iaportaat
discovery in this save* It is of the sane type as the riag-steaes of
Burma (See p,;S4 ), and its veil-known use is now proved*
yetterv
The excavators point out, "The pottery is sophisticated, both in
form and ornament*••••••••»• Fooa vessels, pot-stends, pots with suspension
holes beneath the rin, are extremely common* The collection includes both
hsnrt meit sad wheel-turned pottery, all fashioned of the same ware and
fired in tho same way with no distinction as to ago* Finally many vessels
have markedly angular do^g«e and forms of decoration which suggest netallie
inspiration in their designs*" One pot (their fig* 17) is tho same as
pl*107,ae*2 from Qua Maaterij their footed bowls (figs*13 and 20) are aloe
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found In the Scmrong Son culture* Tho pot-stoni (their fig.6) is similar to
one illustrated by Prof. Penl U V y (1943, pl.XXXVIII,no.7). One pot (their
fig* 7) is a new addition in this region. It is a beaker with flared north
end bowl-like base, decorated with incised lines. The bowl portion shows
volutes and the upper part have complex lines* The decoration

recalls

the pottery from Shek Pek in Hong Kong culture (Schoffield, 193d).
* On the dating of the second stage of Qua Cha tho excavators
remark i "The most important evidence eemss from the pottery Imports found
in association or in direct stratigraphies! contiguity with tbs Malayan
Neolithic at Qua Cha and at the site discovered at Perils in 1951. Pregnants
of fine black ware, Greek or ittlo pottery dating from the fourth to the
second centuries B.C*, have b o w recovered from both these sites alongside
Malayan Neolithic pottery. Finally, in a layer directly superimposed cm tho
latest Neolithic at Qua Cha there occurred a hearth containing fragments
ef green glased stone-ware provisionally identified as Tang ware imported
from China. Their stratigraphieal position suggests that mo long time earn
have elapsed between the departure ef the Malayan Neolithic peoples and
the arrival of the Chinese explorers." If these associations and stages
are correct as given by the excavators, this evidence will go a long way
in olearing the ground for the chronology of not only Malaya but also of
the whole of South last Asia.
It may be pointed out that at Qua Menteri similar sequence was
also found by H.D.Iooan. He also disoovered haaan burials associated with
ground tools and similar pottery.

To s u up, the eaves in the Kelantan province show two distinct
typra of cultures! Qua Musaag supplies the evidence for what has beam called
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"4 ml# p*d neolithic culture" tilth ooupletely ground teole and potteryj
while Qua Madu nalnly represents a complex with chipped tools though eons
ground tools sal pottery hare also been found. Qua Msnterl and Qua Cha
plane these complexes In successive sequence. the associated asterlals at
One Cha Indicate that the latter ecnplex existed round sheet 3rd-lst centuries
B.C. sad that In this particular ears it continued till at least the arrival
ef the "glased ware" assignable to Tang period ef China. Thus the evidence
obtainable la this prottsee suggests a definite change In the eqdpaoat

m i T■»7t

ef the care dwellers to wards the ascend half ef the M a s t

B.C.

the excavators slain that this change was das to the arrival ef a new
"xaee" ef people. However, eae thing Is d e a r that along with this "devdopod
neolithic cdture" the indigenous culture iintlrniii In ether eaves and
regions as is proved by the eecsstanai find ef ground tools and pottery
In an asssahlage ef shipped tools as at Qua Madu or In the province of Perak.

laaitttM la ttt smlBgt
Pedis Is the nest northern ef the Malay states. It Is bounded
an the north by Sian, an the east and south by Kedah and southwest by the
Straits of Malacca. A great nasslf ef Unestene ferns the boundary between
Perils and the Slaneoe province ef Setd. there are d o e a lumber ef Unastone hills In the province, which are honsy- oonbed with eaves. They were
all found disturbed and the naterlds renoved by l o ad cultivators. Only
two eaves, Qua Blntong In Beddt Chuplag and Oua Bothnia, were found In tact.
Otm Berhala produced Buddhist naterlds. Tveedle and Slovaklag (1995)
nantlen that a neolithic sanatory was discovered la 1951, where d o n g with
ground tools "fragnents ef black ware, Qroek or Attic* were feeeed. the
. naterld Is still unpublished.
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Qua
Referencei H.D. Ceilings, 1937 a* Pp.94-114.
Qua Bintong la situated on the western aid* of Bukit Chuping at
the foot of the hill opposite the fourth milestone on the rood leading from
Moto Ayer Yillp^e to Bmkit Jeraeh. It lathe southernmost extension of o
largo rock-shelter from vhieh oil the deposit hod been removed. Large port
of this rock-ahelter hod boon dug away by looal cultivators, who had left
hoops of materials* Insludlng pot-ehcrds, stone tools* animal homes* and
mollusc shells. Am area of 2 7 ' m 16* was dug in the undisturbed port of
tho ears near the mouth.
Be stratification was observed, the deposit belgg of the usual
very fine poM sry grey care earth. In the deposit vers large amber of
mall use shells used far food! both son* freah-vater amd sump-dwelling
8peoles wore represented in about equal ambers* together with great
quantities of broken mammal I n bornea* Many of then vere — ashed* apparently
to get out the narrow* amd others burnt* but mo large pleees vere found.
The anmalian remain a included large berime* large doer* barking doer*
wild pig* bearded pig amd monkeys.
The archaeological deposit was homogeneous throughout. The
samples is predominantly marked by Hakes* scrapers* bene — d shall
implements* beads amd pottery. Two coarsely flaked tools vere found at the
bottom of the deposit and two completely ground tools in the upper layers.
Pounding amd grinding stomas amd slabs as veil as red ochre vere found ;
through all the layers* One brense object vas found in the top lqror.
Stone tools

pi.94*no*11 is a facetted adse of fine grained speckled grey
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alula with wlfaclally ground onttlag edge (bevel). It wee f eud 1m tha
■lidle of tha dapaait, aad la Ideatleal with tha Oal Ba'lt specloan, pi.93,
no.33.
P1.91,b o .*2 la aa gaflnl ehert axa with narrow bott and wide
aattlag edge.
C O M B It- ChiPPtd tools»Pabbla taolai- pl.90#no.l2 it a largs bandana of ahala flakad on
bath faoti, tha two w d s aad ona aida baing sharp, tha othar aida hint.
Traoaa of atop frmctura act tha edgas ara rlaibla. Pl*90fno*13 la aaathar
tool of ahala flakad only to aaka tha adga* Bath thaaa tool® vara found
at tha battan of tha dapaait*
Soraparas- ple95,no.66 la a aarapar of vhlta abort (t) nada aa
a Haka. P1.95fno*67 ia aaathar aarapar af blaok and vhlta ataaa nada an
a flaka. PI *95,no a. 68-70 ara aorapara of ahalat alao nada an fiakaa*
Pl*95#no.71 ia a aarapar af tdhak oxyatdlllxia atona. It ratalma tha aortaac
an o n faoa* Pl«95»na«72 ia a aarapar of ULaak ahala, nada fran a largo
pabbla, only tha qppar faaa balng flakad* All thaaa aorapara ahov algna af
rataooh act tha outtlng adga*
H*D*Colllngs ronarks, "Tha aaaantian oharactarlatioa af thaaa
aorapara ia that thara ara algna of waar shaving that thagr hara boon uaad
on tha uppar amrfhaa af tha praparad part loading to tha adga, and not,
uaad aa oaual In Bnropaan naalithlo scrapars, with tha ahaxp adga In aantaat
with tha thing to ba scr&pad* In fact, in tha nallar epeolnana^ada fran
flakas, thare vaa aftan no attsqpt nada to aharpan tha adga at all* In
othar words thaaa taola vara parhapa usad aa gratars or fllaa rathar than
aa traa aorapara uaad in aaftanlng skins. Thaaa taola ara typiaal af tha
Malayan ears tultursa, and I hara boon abla to Idsntify than, in tha
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collections In tha Perak Museum, an coming fron nearly all tha save sites,
anfngst vhieh ara Qunong Pondok, Kota Tongkat aad Qvmong 8eimyuu. Horerthelaas they hara not been Mentioned before ay report an tha Qua Debu
excavation and I therefore propose tha nana of "Debu aorapara" to dascribe
than*" (Colllags9 1937 a, p*105)«

Bast
The bona toola hara bean deaerlbed under falloiring groupd after
Colllugs i(a) Axesi-

pl.94,no.43 Is a solid bona or antler with straight

cutting adga, butt unground. Coarse soraping merits all orar* PI.94#no *44#
is another antler vith straight cutting adga but is unevenly shaped* PI.9A,
no.45 I* M d i fron n split bans , has straight cutting adga predated by
bifacial grinding* It was found at tha bottom of tha deposit* PI.94,no.46
is also nada fron split bone and lscf gouge-shaped* Tha cutting ddgs is
ground* Pl.94fBo.47ia of duller type but slightly thicker. PI.94#no.51
is unaranly shaped with straight cutting adga and unground butt* Pl*94#ne.52
another vdl-ahaped ass of bona* Pl«94#Be*53 is of similar type* It vas
found at tha bottom of tha deposit* Pl.94tno.48 has its cutting adga
produced by grinding, while tha body retains roughness.
(b) Aviat- Fl*94#nos. 54-56 ara typical vail-shaped aids and no* 50
is irregular ground only at tha point*
(s) ions beadsi-

P1.94»nos. 97-58 ara nada from fish vertebrae,

tha edge produced by grinding and . tholes drilled •

One t o d (See Callings, 1937 a, fig*4,nos. 17-18) is nada from
pieces of Cyrenid shells.

Terracotta
P1.94,no.59 is a round terracotta hall*
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Pottery
The pottery Is mostly of dark grey ware or ooarBS black varo with
soso kind of tcapering, either sand or charcoal. Many rim fragments ef hauls
or cooking vessel* were found. Some have fine black klip or are highly
burnished* Bin fragment* of fins grey ware with fine sand tempering vere
also found* These have brick-red or red-yellow colour outside* They vere
probably wheel-made*
There vere also several thick hard earthenware sherds vhieh
..
l
vere parts of a very large pot er jar of plkish yellow paste, sand t— piling,
,

.

* *

■

’

•

green glaze outside, inside rough surface with irregular streaks of white,
green and terracotta red, the green being probably due to glaze. They vere
generally found in the upper layers, and appear to be pieces of Chinese
oil jars (?) From the sane top Uyers earns a few — 11 sherds ef thin blue
and white gLased”Chinese-type ware", probably about tee sup er snail bold
size* There vere several pieces of coarse black vere vith charcoal and
saad-tcaporing, burnt yellow on the surface, with a deep red aad burnished
slip on the outside*
Cornelian Bead.
In a snail undisturbed site at the back ef the oave, a snail
spherical o&melian bead typical of the •amalian bead in Malaya was found
In the upper layer # This layer was separated fron below by a sealing of
stalagslto • He C.Bock (1937,p*93) dated the bead between 1 and 400 A*D*

To stm up, Qua Bintong deposit for the first tine has produced
a complex dominated by bone tools and stone sorapers found through all the
layers. With then was asopciated pottery* At the bottom of the deposit
two flskcd tool* vere found and at the top 2 completely ground tools
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together with a lev fragments ef glased were* The eaioallea bead cannot be
said to bo ooxtcnpormry with this complex as it was separated from It by
a layer of stalagmite. But what was tho relation of tho gLazed varo with
this complex cannot bo definitely stated* If they wore not oonteaporaxy with
thin complex, they oeen to bo not far removed in data.

Qna Alik
Reference, H«D*Collinga# 1957 a* p.lU*
One carinated

tosso I

van found in this care (See pi*103,no.16)*

It in handmade, of black varo aad burnished* It is said that this a m
produced human bones, pottery aad iron tools similar to those found in tho
grare complex of )fel^a»
°bfn
Reference i H*D•Ceilings* 1957 a* p*115*
Two pots were recovered fron this cave* Pl.lC3,noel7 is of grey
varo nixed with coarse sand tempering; uneven firing has aade tho outside
colour rod with snail patch s of grey and black* Burnished* PI.108,no.15
in also of coarse grey varo * coarse sand tempering, cord-ocrked*
hmafj

The ertdenoe fron tails Is unfortunately inooncluaiWe. The
Materials fro* Oua Biatong suggest thf.t tho indigenous complex of shipped

tools aad aorapara was aarlohsd by boas aad shall iaplerearts, oonpletely
ground tools aad a rich pottery, both haad-*ad* aad whshl-thrown. With thdse
m m addltioaal aatarlals has been found groan glased wars, apparently of

Chinoas origin* If tha eridenOe of tho e&mslian haad is to he believed,
whole eoaplax was earlier than at least too A.D. The publlostion of
tha newly discovered oawatery nay dear tha ground further.
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South of Perils is Kedah bordering on Perak on the south aad
Slaa on the north-east* There are many cavoa and rock-ehelters in the
isolated limestone hill, Quroug Baling* Many of these rock-sheltera vere
inhabited by “prehistoric" men* Host of the care deposits vere disturbed er
destroyed by the looal cultivators* The most important roek-shelter was
Qua Debu.
Qua Debu
Beferemsei H*D*Collings, 1936,pp*6-10.
Qua Debu roek-shelter is in the eastern part ef the hill* A single
habitation layer van reported in this rook-ahelter* The layer consisted ef
very fine evenly coloured dark brown powder. A anil ears was observed in
one side after the habitation layer was cleared* Zt was probably a remstsat
ef some bigger oave later filled up by rook debris.
The following objects vere founds
(1) stone tods, 32 chipped and 1 ground* (2) 60 scrapers. (3) 230 flakes*
(A) 3A hiiier sad grinding stones* (5) 6 grinding slabs* (6) lumps ef red
ochre. (7) 13 pieces of pottery. (8) shells* (9) broken bones. (10) hearths
aad ehareoa] •
to I f

Glass ll- frhjpyfd i'oolalPI.99,no.99 is oval bandana made from a pebble* Fl*99,ne*10O
is

but slightly broader. PI.99,no.101 is narrower at tha butt end.

PI*99,no.102 is roughly disoeidal* PI.99,no.103 has truncated butt* PI.99,
me* 105 ia Bade on a flake*
Class Hit- Ground toui^tPl*99,me*10i is a facetted tool, found 9" below the surface in
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absolutely undisturbed earth* Its setting edge is produced by unequal
bifacial grinding.

§mp»ygi
They are usually Bade an flakes* (P1.99,nea.l07-110i* There are
some vhieh are uade on core, like pl*99,no*106* The ordinary nail aeraper
is just a flake with tha bulb ef psreusalon end shipped to sake the
aoraping edge*
Pottery
The body uaterial ia fine grey er yellow with fine sand teetering*
Sena ef the aherds are euah blackened. One painted sherd was found in the
little cave* It la ef fine yellow ware with fine sand tampering* The outside
has a design painted in red (See Gellinga, 1936,pl.YII,23)*

H*D*iellings eenoludes, "The Qua Debn industry ia ia type a primitive
one* With the enseptien ef pottery, the polished ana aad the squared stone
the

tools hare a palaeolithic aspect *•••••••••• The use of hnndanea

and serapers only suggests that the people were in a primitive state ef
culture ••••**•••*. Furthermore, the abseaee ef naay mammalian remains
points to a food gathering than to a hunting seeiety*
"The piuesnoe of a neolithic axe and fifteen sherds of well ends
ef
pottery makes the dating^the site difficult* These objects vere in undoubtedly
undisturbed ground and in the ease ef pottery, it does net seen reasonable
to suppose that the holes of burrowing animals could account for all the
sherds being found in an otherwise undisturbed deposit* Furthermore, the
large piece ef painted pot was found in the deposit in the Little Core,
the entrance to which was sealed by the undisturbed outside Habitation
layer*
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•In Yiev of tho evidence I w o l d suggest that tho ushers of tho
Qua Doha industry wore living ao neighbour* of a people of aoelithio
culture, aad that they ooaotlae* had eppertunites of obtaining pooooaaloa
of tho letter's ground aad polished stone tool* aad pottery*11 (Co&lngs,
Ibid** p.10)*
Qua lolaaar
Inference, H*D«Colllag*, 1936, Pp.11-13
Zt ia aituatod in the aorth-oaatorm ara of tho hill about a
quarter of a alio south of Xaapong Bawah Qunong* iloag with tho atoao tool*
nany Hslsnisn shells sad broken aassiallaa bones vere found* Numerous
fragaents of pottery were also obtained.

Stone tools
Class X*» TlHlHli 1r1l~
Fl«100,ne,m la of ooarso gre^jshale. Fl*lM,ne*112 la alao of
thekene aatorlal aad has regular sides* pl.l00,no*113 la of saygdaloidal
shape aad has grey patlaatlom* P1.100,ao.H4 baa Its underside flaked*
dll those tools show secondary flaking at tho aides aad tho edges*

PI.100,no.115 Is partly flakad with tha cutting adga bifaclally
ground. PI.100,a*.116 is nada fraw ahal* pabhl* aad show* tras.s af grinding
o* tha body. PI.100,no.117 has Its butt aids flakad aad tha cutting adga
ground.
Tha pras.no* of * largo M*nth1ng slab noar tho oar* sag, a * 4
that ths tools vara ground loaally.
Parttanr
It is af ths usual black war* with sand twperlng. Tha usual
aord-aaxkad dsooration occurs. A far fragnauta of rad war* hara also
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been found* The neek-frmgsmnt of tho so-called "turn t&ble" (Ceilings, pl.XIII,
1) k M also boom found* Too pointed sherds llko tho O n Dobu ono wore oloo
dissevered*
To s«i up» Qua Kolownr efeows m culture complex where shipped tools
hers boom femnd along with edge-ground tools aad pottery* The presence of
painted sherds help in correlating this ears deposit with Qua Debs re— las

Reference i H.D.Ceilings, 1936,Pp.l3-LU
Qua Pulai is sitssted in the sostherm arp of tho bill near the
vfllsge Kampong Pulai* This eacve is a Tory large one but much disturbed*
Stone tools amd pottery vere collected in this care*
Stems tools*
Some of the tools are ground, while others hare been flaked
without •ay further grinding. Fl.101.ao.118 is flakad on oao foot only aad
tho suiting adga ia ground. FI.101,no.119 has its suiting odgo ground. PI.101,
no.120 ia flakad , aad dost not show any grinding.
Pnttarr
It is gonarally a blaok varo, doooratad with oord aaxfca aad iaaiaod
linos, sonatinas burniahad. Oaa fragasnt of yallov paintad wars woo also
found boro.

To ana up, in Kodak auras ohip->ad ora prodoninant, though odgagrouad taola hero also boon found. Kxoapt far tho grinding thaaa taola ara
not anoh difToraat fron tho skippod YariOtins. Tho oxistoaos af a a m thing
Blab aoar Oua Kalawar aura swgrasta that tho taola vara ground loaally.
Along with

tha woual blaok vara pottory soaa paintad shards bkra also

boon found, probably obtained fron aalghhaanriag oulturns.
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The province of Wellesley U o o to tho south vest of loiih. In tho
northern pert of tho province there ere sandy ridges generally running north
end south, a few feet higher thenthe surroundingcountry*

These sandy

ridges are thought to he eld sen-beaehes*
(tank Konah
References Ten Stein fellenfels, 1936,Pp*27-37
The shell heaps of Qlfck Kepah ere situated at the end of one of
those sendy ridges* They ere the rsnslns of kitohsn-ulddcus, pertly nede
on the greenish blue day* Is eeeh of the three shell heaps a sector of
roughly ten netres square urns excavated*
dll the heaps consisted of the shells of Xepehtogether with n

v > - Of t‘
.B

: "

--

few shells of other species* Ms— s31en t v s 1ns were rare* far nere oeanon
vere fish bones*
Tbs shell heaps produced the Malayan type ef the "Hoabinhiaa"
cooplex* Materiel for Baking rod paint was found in every square foot* The
grinding stones, slabs end pounding stones wore found in ell the throe
hasps* On sens of those stones traces of red paint vgfeobeervod*
Stone tools
Among the chipped tools pl*101,nc*121 is flaked on one face only,
end pi *101,^*122 is flaked en both faces*
The nest interesting discovery was a special Jype of "neolithic
ana", markedly oval in section, with its chief characteristic, a"waist"
to facilitate hefting* P1.101,noe* 124 aad 125 are oval in section) pl.lOL,
nos* 126 aad 126 are roughly rectangular in section) pl*101,ne*123 is nearly
square in section aad the bogy below the notches is rectangular in shape,
Wiring a general similarity with the facetted tools* Tan Stein Callonfele
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thiaks that they presuppose tha existence of the "quadrangular adzes"(i.e.
facattad tools)*

fattanr
Throughout tha dapooits of tha three sites potteryfragments vara
ameeumtered* Tha pottexy was either plain or cord-marked, with axoapttonally
developed decoration on two sherds*

2*^
In all tha three sites heads made fron fish vertebrae occurred*
Some ware ground and others vara so big that oae night suppose than to have
bean used, not as beads, but as ear-plugs.
Fron a few skeletal remains it is oonjeotured that "secondary
burial" was tho general practice here* Powdered haematite van stream over
the face and lover Jaw bona •

lu n S S L k a k ii
Pahang lies in central Malaya on tha eastern aid* af the lias*

stone massif* Its northern boundary is con on with Xalamtan*
Mitt
Reference i M.W.F.Tweedie, 1996* Pp*17-25
Buklt Chintaaeni is a limestone hill about eleven miles south-east
of Bentong in Pahang* Tha caves which vers explored are situated in tha
aaetem face of the bin about 100 feet above the base at tha tap of a
steep Jungle-covjred sere

alppe* Thaaa tares are large aad high amd extend

far into the hill*
The excavator speaks of stratified layers in tha excavation* But
a scrutiny of the description makes it dear that ths aetmal "habitation"
layer vas only one, just below the superficial tasmnilsl lim af tha leaves

Mat
aad othtr surface nateriil. From tht habitation layer ath pookttt aad
probably sons objects had paraalatod Into tht lover rod aarth deposit.
Balov thla deposit was notiood a laytr of fiat, gradtd vhlta quarts send,
probably dapoaitod by running water. Thus actually the objects found in tha
cave belong to a single period of occupation* The following objects vara
found*
atone tools
Except two all tha tools vara coarsely chipped without any further
grinding applied to thus* They ana neatly oral or oblong in shape aad
vorkad only at one and* Tha flattened sldea are only partially worked* Sana
of tha iaplenenta approach true "Sumatra" type*
P1.102,no.l30 la worked all over with secondary working at tha
aides* P1.1Q2, no.131 la alnllar* PI. 102, no.132 la narrower and above
'
*
0
'
retouch. Pl.lG2,me*133 la dlaaoldal In form* PI,102, no.134 ia regular in
shape aad worked all over. One edge ground^la not illustrated hero* P1.102,
aa. 135 ia a line stone chappar found an tha surface. It is lestiaular in
section. Pounding aad grinding atones wore also found*

Mumsreus fragments of pottery wore found* ill of than ware
ornamented, usually with oblique crocs hatching ferulng a rough djanonj
pattern, ethers wore cord narked.
Bod ochrc
Places of rod ochrc vara of frequent occurrence throughout tha
habitation layer* Sons stones had red paint sticking on to than.
food runs ins
Charred aad broken bones of aalaals, mostly nasals, with a few
tortoise and fish, vara abundant. Sons shells ware also found*
On tha top sans broken piaaas of iron vassal ware found*
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Ia»l» Rroag
B«f.ranees I.H.I.Srana, 1928 », Pp.133-35
__________ , 1928 b, P p . U 3 - U
, 1929, Pp. 175-76
__________ , 1931 0» Fp.51-62
__________ , 1931 b # Pp.71-76
Koala Hyong slta la about ana and half ollea below Koala Taban
aad on the right bank of tho Toaballng River. Tho alto was accidentally
exposed daring tho heavy floods of 1926-427, when a grass plain , which
famed a promontory in the river, was out through by the floods. Tho
inploaents and pottery vere recovered bath fron the new bed that the Tcaballng
River had t o m for Itself and also fron tha runnels in the adjacent bank*
Later on excavations vere oondooted by I.H.N.Bvana, whose description shows
apparently two archaeological strata) (l) the top layer cowt»1nod the
materials of lram-«slng complex with coarse pottery and (11) batten layer
contained the tree "neolithic" complex.
In the first find 15 ground tools vere obtained* Nine of than
have been illustrated by Evans (1928 a, pl.LII). PI. 103, no.146 is a long
chisel| pl.103, no. 1A7 is a gouge adse) pi.103,nos. 148-151 are facetted
tools. One bark d o t h beater was also found* Another important discovery
was a chipped tool of aeygdaloidal shape (pl.103,no* 151 a)* These vere
found In association with cord-marked pottery. An Isolated find ef a socketed
Iron a a (pl.103,ne.151 b) is also reported fron the sane site*
In aetual excavation the following materials vere found in the
bettee atrataiStone tools
A number of stone ade e-heads and axe-blades were found* The
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The commonest type

v m

the long chisel already Illustrated* pl.l02,no.l42

is the small aat specimen of this type* pi.102,no.140 is aa unfinished speeimem
showing the flaking narks and wavy outline* pi.102, no. 136 Is called "bent”
axe* pi.102, no.141 is one of the tee examples ef pointed stone instruments.
The most distinctive tools are, however, the stone knives* Five
of the six specimens have bean illustrated here (pl*102,nos* 137-39, 144
and 145)* Four ef these have a distinct notch proximal to the cutting edge*
Perhaps the blades were Inserted in wooden handles* Bo. 138 Is not ground
at all, while no*137 has only been sharpened pytially*
Q^oit -discs vere also found* Grinding stones and slabs vere also
discovered* Pi. 102, no.143 appears to be a legged grinding slab*

a n i
Pottery bearing cord narks, banded vase , grooved ware with a
herring bone pattern, chevron ornamentation was found. These vere of eoareo
blaok ware.
Another type was ef red ware. The specimens Illustrated by leans
(1931 a, pl.XTOI,5) appertain to the so ■called "turn table".
From the top layers the objects recovered are very divergent*
These eonpriscd Iren slags, Chinese porcelain, a couple of pieces of Iren
of son>vhat indefinite nature aad some earthenware fragments of different
types* They art of blackish material, some washed outwardly with orange
colouring aad ridged longitudinally, the ridge having stripes on one aide
aad diamonds on the other* B u e l l pieces of plain reddish or brownish wars
were also found*
To sob up, Kuala hyong gives evidence of two periods of occupations
the bettcn was characterised by a "neolithic" Useplsx, though one chipped
tool was also found) on the top was found a heterogeneous ensigns of objects
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which In any ease cannot bo dated earlier than the appearance ef iron In
this region* The evidence appears to show that the "neolithic culture"
was in existence here when iren was introduced. But hew far the use ef
netal beean© common in the Peninsula is difficult to say* It la more likely
that the "nedithie culture" persisted in certain regions er at least
among certain sections ef people even whan iron and Chinese glass ware
had arrived in the Peninsula*

Samatttfw in ftfrgy
Johore is the southernmost province of Malaya* Tesy little is known ef
the sites in this province* Only one site has so ffcr been excavated aad
reported*

Tanj]fftff
Reference! M.V.F.Tveedle, 1953,Pp.84-85
Tanjong Bunga is sltutited an the mainland ooast ef the Johore
Strait opposite the mouth ef the River Berlh
about ten nlles vest ef the causeway*

cm Singapore Island and

An area about 4D1 vide and extending

back fron high water nark twenty feet was excavated by H*D*Celllngs* His
section is reproduced here (Sec fig* 3 on p*266) , and the fallowing
description is bassoon his account*
The third layer 0 is at a depth of about 3* fron the surface and
consists of beach sand, taken by the excavator as being "formed as a chore
deposit during a slight temporary advance ef the sea* "This sandy layer
overlies a mangrove peat bed D aad Is also underlain by a peaty layer 3*
It is in this sandy layer and in the lower peaty bed that the stone
Implements were found. The sandy layer produced "small ground neolithic
axes, flakes, pieces ef haematite, resin aad quarts nioroliths. Two more
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N O K l H n i were found on tho boooh but non* occurred In tho excavation*"
It io also recorded, "fron tho lower 5 poaty layer of tho excavation four
implements are in the eeilcetioa* Two of theoo are onall noolltha, one a
blank, tho other with a well-fashioned ground working edge*"
In tho illustrations given by Tweedie (1993# pis* 9 and 10) one
eon recognise the rounded butt ana, tho facetted adsos and Hakes. Bo
"nienellths" bare been Illustrated* Tho enavntor concludes# "The composition
of the culture found at Tanjong Bunga is completely different fron any
encountered prerioualy in tho Peninsula* Qrotmd neolithic axes of rectan
gular shape are well-known, but hare not been found before in association
with round axes# which are rare in this country. Tho nicrelitha are the
first in Malaya and nay possibly# hare sons cultural affinity with tho
obsidian nlerollths found near Bandung in Java*"
Several nore "reund-axns aad falkss" hare boon eblleeted by
Sir WUliaas-Bunt (I951#p.l9l) on Ubin island #whieh lies in tho eastern
part of the Je|ere Strait* "Bound axes" hare also been found at Qua Madu
In association with other ground tools (So# pl.97,no.S9)« The nature af tho
niorellths is difficult to ascertain* It M y bo sinply quarts

flakes. Tho

exeavtor compares then with tho nieroliths fron Java. It soens that fron
that fary souroa tha "walatad" azaa of loak Kapah In tha pxortoaa of
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dsrir^d. Mr.M.V.r.Tw*odi« remarks, * Tk« rcseabloac* of the

walltr Implements to neolithic adsaa Is too atmag to bo oolnoidaatal,«ad
there oust bo aeae ooaneetion with the Seollthlo.*
Th« e-|M B « W ^ t i a n of the m m d tool* lit Ma3«vaB,D.Bo o m (1941* Pp.210-17) has gives s "classification of Malayan
polished ito M lin l m n t i 1 tat Ids classification is bsssd «s the aasimytlon
that tlis various types of the ground tools hare originated free erne
common type, oomooly t o o n as "quadrangular Odze" sad that the evelwAlea
took plaoe in Malayan A general surrey of the Material in southern and
eastern Asia shews that the eridenee is net snffieieat to justify any sssh
assumption# What we sen do in the present state of our knowledge is to
reoognise the existence ef various types of tools sad finally asks a
typological eeapariaon* These completely ground tools of Malays belong to
the sane category of teols referred to as Class H I in Tonkin and Sian# They
also occur in Burns, Assaa sad in the collections of group II free Bengal,
Bihar sad Orissa# But these are regional differences# This classification
is given in order to understand the differences of types occurring in
different regions#
The Malayan ground tools hare also been placed under Class III in
the description given above# The classification is based on the excavated
material as well^on the surface finds, especially made

in the

neighbourhood

of Baling in Kedah by II.D.Collings (1936,Pp#U-l6), Large number ef tools
are also preserved in the British Museum, the most important among than are
the shouldered hoes of the irregular type, which are for the first time
noted here# Five ef these were collected for Henry N#Ridley by A#D#Maohadeo
on the east coast of the Malaya Peninsula in Pahang
were obtained from Clu Lipls in Pahang#

sad Kelantan.

Two more
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lb* tool* ham boon divided into following aub-olassosi
tab-class (a)i- Facetted ttolsix' A general description of these tools has been given before

(See Pp*62-44)* There are two main varieties ef this type in Malayat
(i) Long and narrow tvpei- P1.10A,nos* 158-161 are examples from
Baling* These are ef the same type as those found at Kuala Hyong and
other sites in Malaya and Siam* This is the predominant variety in
Malaya* But such long aad narrow varieties are extremely rare in
Burma and India*
(ii) Short and broad tynei- This variety has been found mostly in
the province ef Kelantan, aad the best illsutrated examples are known
from

Musang

Qua

The cutting edge is produced by unifacial grinding {bevel) er
by unequal bifacial grinding* There are rare examples of equal bifaCUl
grinding (See pl*104,mo*l6o)*
Sub-class (b)s- Shouldered Hoeik general description has been given on Pp*64-67* They here been

found in two main varieties in Malaya* Generally speaking, they are very
rare here*
(i) Regular variety!- PX.104,***. 155 aad 156 axe exaaple* fre*
Baling* So far this variety has net been found in actual excavation*
(ii) Irregular variety!- Tveedie (1953, fi|.17) ha* illustrated

om

example from River Tembellng, Pahang* It is fairly regular but dees
net show properly sawn faces and angles* It has doubtfully been placed
in this variety* But good examples ef this variety are preserved in
the British Museum* These axe illustrated here* Pl*10f,no*162 (B*M*
no#1951i7*25s62)* pl*105,no.l63 (B.M.no*1951*7.25i6l). pl.l05,no.l64,

Itol
(B.M.no.l951« 7.251 59)| pl.l05,no.l65,(B.M.no.l951.7.25: 64)I pl.105,
no.166 (B.M.no.19511 7.25» 60). P1.106,no.l67 (B.M.no.l926i 2.10«30)j
pl.106yno.l68 (B.M.bo .1926<2.10s14)« Tblo variety haa>also, not boon found
in the excavation.
jffy
..' t-'M ■+ •?-Vi
Sub-class (•)I- "Round Axe"»-

ftC-

k general description has been given before (See pp. 69-70 aad

120-123)* Typologieally the Malayan examples are different from the
o rounded butt axe of the Peninsular India where the cylindrical variety,
which Is the only type known in Malaya, is rare* The Malayan examples are
known from Qua Mada (pi.97,n©.8$), Tanjong Bunga and Ubin Island* Thia
variety is also known fren the Indonesian islands*
Sub-class (d)i- Splayed AxelA general description has been given before (See Pp.67-69)* In
Malaya they are found in two varietiesI
(i) This is the usual variety found in most countries. It has concave
sides and splayed edge produoed by bifaiial grinding* (See Tveedie,
1953, figs* 4 aad K>)*
(ii) This variety has straight tapering sides with only the cutting
edge slightly splayed* (pi.104,no.157* Tveedie, 1953,figs* 14-15)*
This variety is so far known only from Malaya aad Sian*
Sub-dans (o)t- Gouge AdasiHelne Galdera (1945) tails it "Pick Adsa”, but more generally it
is described as "beaked adse"* The tern "gouge adse" is given by H*D*Moane*
This type is apparently derived from the erdiaary gouge without the scoop
that occurs in the underside of the latter* The examples are illustrated
on pl*104,nos«153-54« Ibis type is also known in Sian, Burma, Hast Laos,
aad rarely in Assam aad Cochin China* One example is known from Japan*

2 7o
Sub-Class (f)*- GougeiActual examples of gouge with scoop at the underside have been
found in Malaya (See Tveedie, 1953,figs*23-24). Examples are also known
from Burma and Sonrong Sen culture of Indo-Chlna*
Sub-class (g)*- Chisels>These have been found in two varieties*
(i) Completely ground specimens with unifaoially ground edge (bevel)
(pi*104,no*152)* This variety is also known from Burma, Eastern India,
aad Semreng Sen culture ef Xado-China*
(ii) Chipped variety ef long tools, commonly called "bar ohiails" or
"celts" (See Tveedie, 1953, figs* 5 and 6)* Two good examples are
in the British Museum* (B*M*ne*1935*10*22*17 from Ulu Lipis, Pahang)
B*M*no*1935tlO*22s29 from Sungei Lepis , Pahang)* This variety has
also been found in Orissa aad Bihar (See pi* 42,no*23)*
Sub-class (h)t- "Belated" Axe*This type has been found in large numbers at Quak Kepah (pi*101,
nos*123-128)* Some have been obtained at Qua Menteri (pl*101,no*129)* Be
examples are known from ether regions of South East Asia* But in Java they
have been found (Heine Geldem, 1913 U
Sub-class (i)i- Knives *Knives have been found in excavation at Kuala Hyong (pl*102,
nos* 137-39, 144-45)* These have a notch at one end for hafting* This type
is also peculiar to Malaya*
Sub-class (j) Ringatones*M*W*F*Tveedie (1953,figs*28-29) calls them "perforated stone disc"*
A few examples were obtained in the recent excavation at Qua Cha, where they
have been termed as"flanged bracelets" as they were found on the wrists of
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the dead bodies discovered* Similar ringstones have been found in Burma
and China (See ffc

). Tveedie and Sievaking also note that similar

examples are known from IndA-China, but I have not seen any from that
country* This type is absolutely different from the perforated stone dise
of India (See Pp*124-125)*

There is a marked regional difference * in the stoma age oemplex
of Malaya* la the province of Kelantan completely ground tools and pottery
are predominant! in Perak chipped tools have been found I in large number
along with a few ground tools and some pot-eherds; in Perils and Kedah
along with ground tools chipped implements aad flakes have been found* In
the pottery collection glased ware is known from Perils and some painted
sherds from Kedah; in the province ef Wellesley along with ground and
chipped tools an important discovery was of "vaisted” axe; in Pahang a
mixed industry is known; while in Johore only ground tools with flakes
have been found*
It is only from the Kelantan province that a sequenoe of two
complexes is known* the lover characterised with ohipped tools and no pottery
and upper with ground tools and pottery* The excavators claim that these
sequences lay under a complex in which Chinese glased ware has been found*
But in PexGLls this glazed ware has been reported in the second sequenoe*
At Kuala %ong in Pahang, the lower stratum appears to be of the same
complex as the upper one of Kelantan* The upper stratum of Nyong has
produced a complex in which iron tools have been found* The Johore finds
and Guak Kepah complex appear; to be of the second sequenoe*
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The dating of these sequences is not very easy# M#V#F#Tveedie
(1953* Pp*63-64) has relied on the chronology of Heine Geldern (!945>Pp#13B139) and dated the beginning of the neolithic complex between 2500 and
1500 B#C# But we hare already shown that the arguments of Heine Geldern
are not sound (See Pp*i33-2>V)# The other clue Is given by the find of a
typical highly polished black ware, said to be*Greek or Attic* and dated
between 4th to 2nd centuries B#C. The details about this pottery Itfenot
yet known# Its date nay even corn# down to 1st century B.C# or A#D# if it
is of the sane type found at Arlkaaedu In South India# A few sherds of
this pottery have been found In the second sequence at Gua Cha in Kelintti#
The evidence fron Gua Bintong In Perils further suggests that In that cave
at least this complex continued even when Chinese glased ware vftt Introduad there, while Kuala Hyong suggests that this complex underlay the
materials containing iron tools ef the type found in Malayan grave complex#
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iBtucataHfli
Neolithic culture of Burma 1b represented mainly by stone tools*
Recently "matt or cord-narked ware" has beam found in aasoolatlon with
ground tools by tha American Expedition* Recording to tha description
given, "tha vara is of a ooarsa texture, oooprlsas numerous grits and is
a light bxwn or raddish color."(Da Torra & Morins, 1943,Pp.381-82). This
pottaxy is hand-made, and though its fans ara difficult to dotandna
fron a fov fragments illustratad (Soa ibid. fig.74,nos.l06-8; and fig*75,
nes*116-17), it appears that in ganaral it is of tho sana typo as that
found in Malaya, Tonkin aad Sian*

As in Indo-China, Sian and Malaya, tha stono tools hara boon
dioidad hero into three elassoss I chipped tools; II odgo-ground tools;
and H I oonplatoly ground tools*
Glass Ii-

T&lV

This class includes tools which wore produced only by tha technique
of chipping, tho technique being inherited fron tho palaeolithic tines* Tho
distinction between tha Old and Bow Stone Ago is thus sot forth by Moriust
"The naterlal associated with tho did land surface at tho base of tho
top soil at Kyaukpadsuag, and with tho Magwo sand on tha left bank of tha
Irrawaddy, narks tha first really significant typological break in tho
Stono Ago sequence of Upper Bums. Whereas during Palaeolithic (Aayathian)
tines largo tools, generally nade on cores, are typical, tho postpleistocene development witnessed tho Introduction of a blade aad flake
technique, with tha result that nest of tha implants are snail* It
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therefore seams evident that a new culture replaced the Anyathian* Bov for
the first tine the extensive outcrops of fine-grained siliclfled tuff in
tho Mt*Popa region wore exploited, aad other materials such as vein quarts
were used as well* Of the latter rock there is an abundant supply in the
Irrawaddiaa beds, but the fine-grained silicified rock was brought from
the vicinity of Mt*Fepa* Fossil wood continued in use. Owing apparently to
its inherent properties rather than to a continuity of tradition, types of
hand-edses and scrapers are found similar to those of Anyathian. Indeed ,
as has been pointed out, implement^aade of fossil wood are of the sans
fundamental type in Upper Burma from Lower Palaeolithic times down to the
period when stone tools vent cut of common use* The fact of their late
survival is demonstrated by the presence of pottery and polished stohe at
several ef the sites* "(Be Terra It Mcvius, 1943#p.386).

This Class of tools is akin to thoseof Class H I in so far as
same materials have been used in both, aad the types of this dass are dso
derived from then with the difference that perfect straight-sided varieties
are net known hers* This difference is due to the techniques used in the
manufacture of these tools* Hors vs find only two processes! dipping
which produced the rough shaped tool, aad grinding which is used for
producing tho cutting edge* Th^ferinding hardly extends over the faces and
the butt dvays remains rough* The sawn tools are absent fron this group*
Tha gain type occurring In this class in n rough copy of tha faootUd tool.

G U M Hit- Caanletelr grnnad toolstThis olaes difier* oo**l*t*ljr fron alas* I in tho types of tod*
preferred, tha notarial* used, and the technique* followed. On tha notarial*,
u*ad, Marin* renark*, "The polished atone tool* arc nalnly of natanorphio
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roeks - fine-grained schist and alata - as wall as basalt which bare been
heavily weathered.*(Da Terra & Morins, 1943, p.330). T.O.Morris has given
further details on this point: "Tha materials of tha three hundred or so
implements of these types which 1 hare examined in rarious parts of Burma
are apportioned thus:
Silt stones
Schists

••••••»

•«•»••.••••.

Dolerites

•.•••••••'..

70 per cent.
10 per cent.
14 per cent •

Porphyries

A per cent.

Sandstones •

6 percent.

"It is noteworthy and rather peculiar that the felsite pebbles
of the terrace gravels, so much used by the chipped implement makers,
should hare been practically neglected in Neolithic times. I have seen
only two er three neoliths, from Burma proper, made of felsitej yet this
material would have been quite suitable for the manufacture of the common
types of ground and polished implements. The majority ef Mr.Braybon's
specimens from Mergui district, however,^are made from somewhat similar
(chalcedony etc.), derived from the granite intrusions of that region."
(T.O.Morris, 1935, p.9). In view of our knowledge ef the ground tools
from Indo-China, Siam aad Malaya, we should not be surprised with the
evidence of materials available from Burma, as they are almost identical
in those countries.
This dass consists of the following types of to lsl Facetted
tool, Shpuldered hoe, Splayed axe, Madge, Chisel, Gauge, Gouge-edse,
ring-stone aad hammer-stone. These types fUUy agree with the neolithic
implements found in y

countries of South Sast Asia. They have

no connection at all with the tools of class I.

*76

In the manufacture of theso tools the most important process is
tho technique of grinding which cowers the whole toolt; fron the rotting
edge to the butt* It completely snooths down any roughness which night hove
been risible on the body of the tool* But before this process of grinding
was applied it appears that a rough shape was first produced by the sinple
technique of chipping* The peeking technique is hardly notieeable on these
tools* Moreover the square-cut forms of the facetted tools aad the shouldered
hoes further indicate that a process of wire-sawing was used in their manu
facture* This point was realised by Norris and he has suggested that the
ring-stdnes were used for this purpose* He writes, "It would be iapossible
to pass anything larger than a very small child’s hand or foot through the
esmtral hole of any of the four Burma ring-stones under discussion* It
seems much more probably that these latter were used as slitting, grinding
aad polishing discs for the manufacture of the late leolithie shouldered
adzes etc* The ends of linear notches, such as would be made by a sharpedged ring-stone mounted on a lathe, often remains at the intersection of
shoulders aad tang of the shouldered adses, aad it requires bpt little
experience of lapidary work to realise that without some such rotary abrasive
assistance it would have been an extremely difficult sad laborious task to
produce the perfect rectangular form, plane faces, aad high polish*" (Norris,
1935,Pp.ll-12). Norris is right when he says that the sharp angles aad
perfect straight sides could not be produced only by the process of grinding,
but it is hard to agree with him when he attributes to these tool makers
the art of rotatry motion since so far mo wheel-made pottery has been found
in association with these tools In Burma, nor have wo say evidence for the
use of wheeled vehicle in this region at this tins* On the other hand ovum
today at Agra (India) the process of wire-sawing is used with an abrasive
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to out pieces of precious stone for filling into the flowery grooves of
Taj Mahal* At Dacca in Bengal the sane process is used now by a people
called Sankh&ria to cut aad shape shell bangles and beads and other
ornaments* The ring-stones have now been proved to be used as bracelets
by the recent discovery at Qua Cha ( Tveedie A Sieveking, 1955, fig*21)*

The tools have been eoilacted mainly from three natural regions
(for natural regions of Buna, see Dailey Stamp, 1952,Pp.361-65) ef Burmat
(l) The northern hills including much wild country sparsely inhabited by
Kachins and Shansi (2) The Shan Plateau which coincides with the Federated
Shan states and is a continuation of the luniian plateau ef China end
northern Siam* It is sparsely inhabited by hill-tribes, of which the
Shans are the chief, but which include also Sachins, Palaungs and Vas|
(3) The Dry Belt occupying the heart of Burma, where numerous neolithic
finds have been made in and

around Prune, Thayetnyo, Magwe, Xenangyeung,

Mount Popa and in the districts of Myagyan aad Mergui* So far no search has
been made in tha lime-stone oaves of Burma (Amnandale tethers, 1913,Pp*391424>)•
Most of the finds are surface collections. One of the early
collectors, Mr*Maokenzie, remarks, "The implements were usually turned up
by the plough when the cultivators ploughed their fields* It is hopeless
to try to dig for thenN« (Quoted by Coggin Brown,1931,p*39)* T*0*Merris was
the first parson who attempted to relate them to geological sequence
(Morris, 1937)* But the definite proof ef such a correlation was for the
first time supplied by the American Expedition, which examined the sites
along the Irrawaddy, between Magwe on the south and Bayaungu on the north*
It is reported, "Here implements and charcoal were found at the base of a
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deposit of loot# rod Band, which nay attain a thickness of 4 - 5 feet*
According to Do Terra, this sand, beoause of its structure aad grain size,
is of eolian origin, and it baa been called the Magve land* Mot only la it
found on the surface of the plateau, but in plaeee it orerliea the Ifyuungu
Bod Barth* *n addition to Magve, Boolithic material vaa found at Xinbu,
Tenangyaung, Ghauk,Pagan and Hyaunguj in the vicinity ef Kabani, east of
Hyanngu, several typical implements were collected at the base of small
gullies carved into the Byauagu Bod Barth* These had apparently been washed
down fron the surface of the deposit* At the Kpankpadauag site which Is
at the base ef Ht.Popa near the village of Sebank in the valley ef a
snail strean, the Sal Chaung, a tributary of the Taungsin Chaung, the
archaeological horizon is at the base of a soil similar tothe Magve Sand
aad ef similar age* It is 2 - 7 feet thick aad composed ofloose brown
silt containing volcanic ash* Belov is a second layer ef brown ash from
Ht.Popa overlying a bed ef light gray volcanic material containing
silloified tuff - one source ef the raw material used by Heollthlc man*
These deposits are clearly exposed along the eastern side ef the Sai Chaung
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Talley* On the opposite side of the Talley there is a deposit of brown sandy
silt containing bands of black day, where we collected bones aad teeth
ef Horse (? Ass), Deer,Antelope, aad Bos, possibly of banting type."
(Do Terra & Mcvius, 1943, p.378).
On the basis ef this stratigraphy it has been shown that what
T.O.Merrls (l935fPp.5-7) assigned to the Upper Palaeolithic period on
consideration ef his typdogical study, really belongs to post-pleistocene
tiaee. But i*ll« this Mils point was established, tho importance of tho
ground tools and potter,, which were found in association with this socalled "blade aad flake* industry was left over in a general stateaent
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ef tho position of tho low Stone Age in IndoChlaa and Malays. The aMp lately
ground tools have nothing in oeaznen with tho ohipped dass* Those two
classes of tools belong to different traditionst tho ohipped tools continuing
the load tradition from the pd&eolithie period, aad the completely ground
tods appearing suddenly in this region free outside* The edge-ground tools
have doser affinity with these of class HI in the use of the sane materid
as wall as in the technique of grinding applied to their cutting edge,
but they have dso sons relationship with the chipped tools as chipping
can still be seen an their body* Whether there is any difference in the
netheds of chipping in the teds ef desses X aad II, is difficult to s^r*
The association of the edge ground tools with the chipped tools definitely
fines the date of the latter to a very late date alnest synchronous with
the existence of the cenpletdy ground tools* This conclusion is further
supported by the find of a ring-stone at Mlmbu in association with the
tools of classes I aad II ( Do Terra 6 Mevius, 1943)* This ring-stone is
said to be ef the sane type as found by T*0*Merris • It has been shewn
before that this was really a flanged bracelet, aad it belongs to dass HI*
Hence ve can sjfreak ef two traditions of stone working flourishing side by
side in Burma, though they nay have bdoaged to two different communities
of peoples* This ceadusicn is dso borne out by the evidence fron Mdaya,
Sian aad Inde-China*
The tools t n described bslovi
Class Il- Chipped toolstThere are many typos of tools in this class, seas of which show
affinity with tho looal palasollthio implements, while others are
entirely new.
Variety (a)i- Cheppei-Chnrmi"g Tooli-

pi.110,no.2 t This is Moviuo
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(Be Terra A Morins, 1943, hence forward referred to simply as Morius),
pl.75.112. Silicified tu^f. Magve, locality 1* It is described as
a "chopping tool" and is said to be "typical of this locality". Such
tools also occur in Anyathian (See Morius,fig.65). Similar specimens
hare also been found in the Hoabinhian culture ef Indo-China, (See
pi.50,nos. 1-4 and pi.52,nos.20-24)*
Variety (b)i- Bapd-cdget- PI.110,no.8j This is Morius, fig.73.83. Fossil
wood. Kyaukpadaung. Morius is doubtful whether it should be "classified
as a small hand-adze or a large scrp^tv" but compares it with the
palaeolithic tools (Morius, fig.59.10 and 12). The latter arc described
as medium-sized hand-adzes.
pl.52,no.l2i- This is Morius, fig.74«99. Kyaukpadaung. This type
is described as "concave scrapers probably used for fashioning wooden
er bone shafts". But it is similar to the palaeolithic tool, Morius,
fig.60.19, which is described as "concave-ended Hand-adze. "
Varirty (c)i- Plok or digging tooli-

pl.ll0,no.li- Thi» is Morlm,fi«.73v

81. Kyaukpadaung. This is described as a "pick, roughly flaked and
with a triangular section". But it is similar to the palaeolithic
type, Movius, fig.58.8, which is described as "pointed double-sided
chopper". This type is very common in South Bast Asia, and has been
found in Slam (pi.86,nos. 9# 11-13) and in the Hoabinhian culture
(pl.51,no«10; pl.53jUo.33 and pi.56,no.64)*
Variety (d)i- Scrapersi-

These are entirely new typess

pi.110,no.3i- This is Morius, fig.73.82. Kyaukpadaung. It is c
described as a scraper of large form extensively worked on erne side
and across one end.
P1.110,nos. 6-71- These are Morius, fig.73.90 aad 92. Kyaukpadaung.
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These ere described ms smell end-eerapers made on flakes, the bulbar
portion of which is usually broken off*
Varirty («) »- Baad £Lakaa. bladaa aad Half toolai-

Tbaaa ara new typee.

PI.110,nos.4 and 5t- These are Morius,fig.73.85-86. They are
described as small flakes showing use marks.
PI.110,no.11;- This is Morius,fig.77,139. Miribu. silicified tujf.
It is described as "a perforator with inverse retouch".
PI.110,no.13* This is Morius, fig.77.140. Minku. Silicified tu^f.
It is described as "a blade implement with a deep notch on the right
side."
Class Hi- Sdge-ground tools>PI.Ill,no.15* Ibis is Morris (1935), pi.VI,2. It is & roughly
shaped axe of green silt-stone, from Taungle, Prone district. Only the
cutting edge shews grinding, while the body retains roughness.
Pl.Ul,no.l6i This Is Morris(1935),pi.VII.2. It is little better
formed than the previous example. The cutting edge is broader, produced
by unequal bifacial grinding.
P1.110,ne.9t This is Morius,fig.74*105. Material described as
"fine-grained, metamorphosed, light green stone, ef the slate variety."
The butt still shows chipping narks aad the cutting edge produced by
grinding. Found at Kyaukpadaung in association with ohipped tools.
Pl.llo,no.l0i- This is Morius,fig.75.109. Basali.Magwe. Morius
remarks, "Its round edge as veil as one side have been sharpened by the
removal of short flakes subsequent to the original polishing". Does it
* mean that it was reused later ?
P1.110,no.l4i- This is Morius, fig.77,136. Schist. Minbu. It is
of rectangular shape with one end broken.

,
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Variety (a)t- Facetted tooltFl.lll,no.l7i- This is Morris(l935),pl.VII,no.4. Thakat in Patolon
Chaung, Lover Chindvin district. Green silt stone. It is trapezoidal
in shape with its cutting edge produced by bifacial grinding.
Pl.Ill,no.l£t-Thls is Morris (1935),pi.IX,no.1. Mansingale in
Katha district. Green silt stone. It is of broad type with almost parallel
sides and the cutting edge produoed by unequal bifacial grinding.
PI.111,no.211 This Is preserved in the British Mu0eun(no.55,dated
5.4.1953)* Collected at Magok by a missionary. It is of a long aad
narrow type with parallel sides and tmifacially ground cutting edge.
The type more or less resembles the Malayan long variety, class Ill(ai).
PI.111.,no.22: This is also from the British Museum, no.53, f*em
Megafc. It is slightly broader than the previous example.
Variety (b)t- Splayed cores- P1.112,nos. 23 and 24* These are Morris (1935),pi.I,nos. 1 and 2.
Porphyry. Kaohin Hills.N.G.Cholneley collection, British Museum. No.24
is more splayed than no.23. Both have bifacially ground median
cutting edge.
Variety (c)i- Gouge-adseiTheie are many examples of actual gouges in the collection of the
British Museum. The felloting differ from the gouges as th^r do not
have soopp at the base.
PI.112,no.25*- This is *terris(1935),pl.X,no.3. Chalcedony.Leipek
Chaung in Mergui district. Morris describes it as "pointed adse".
P1.112,no.26i- This is in the British Museum, no.52, obtained
from Magok.

OBJ
Variety (d)i- Shouldered Hcgf- la Burma only regular type ha* eo far
been found* They fall into two sub-varietiesi (i) Those with broad
body, (ii) those with exeeptiomally long body*

Sub-Variety (d i)l- pi.112,no.27i This is in the British Museum,no*
54, from toogok. Greenish grey stone* The cutting edge is unifaoielly
ground (bevel)*
FI.112,no.291- It Is from Goggin Brown (1931)* It is the smallest
variety ef this type.
F1.112,no.32i- Shls Is Morri.(1935),pl.VII,no.6. Thakat iaPatolon
Chaung, Lover Chindvin district. It has uiiftotally ground cutting edg«.
PI.112, no.31l- This is also Morris (l935),pl.YII.5. Dolarite.
Magyebin, Maton Chaung, thaye'tapo district* The cutting edge is
slightly convex aad unifacial y ground.

3uL-vari.tr (d ii)i-

F1.112,no.28l- Shis is Morris (1935),pi.EC,

no*2* Msnbin, Patelen Chaung, Lover Chindvin district•Bark green
silt stone* It has also unifaeially ground cutting edge*
Pl*112,no*30«- This is Morris (1933)# pi.II,no.3* Yaguay, Tavoy
district. Fine-grained slate* It is also unifaeially ground edged type*
Variety (eh- badgefPl.Ul,no.l9t- This is Morris (1935),pi.VIII,no.2. It is
described as a wedge of dolerite from Monbin, Patolon Chaung, Lever
Chindvin district* The cutting edge is formed by bifacial grinding* The
butt is flat* It has seme resemblance with the wedge-shaped axes ef
India (Bee Pp.l2S-24), but its cutting edge is not so bread* The
wedges from the Naga Hills in Asst* are very rough * There esily the
cutting edge is produced by grinding*
Variety (f)i- Chiselt-

Pl*lll,no.20i- This is Morris (1935),pl.VIII,4*

2*4
silt
6
It is described ss a chisel-blade of greenstone from Pvinga, PatIon
Ohaung. It may be a miniature facetted tool* Such a small chisel is
not known in this region*
Marries (fig*76*134) Illustrates one "spindle-whorl” fron Magve* 80
far no other spindle uhortl is reported fron any other country in South
Bast Asia*
Ring-erbones have not been illustrated h,re. One was found at
Minbu in association with chipped tools (Mcvius)* Others have been illustrated
by T.O.Morris (1935), Coggln Brovn (1917) and Theobald (1873). These
ring-stones have their edges sharp like the Chinese jade specimens (See
Andersson,1943,pi.I,nos. 1-2)* Similar examples have also been found in
Hanohov excavation, Szechwan, by D.C.Graham(1933-35,PF*114-131)* The
evidence fron Qua Cha (Tveedie & Sieveklng, 1955, fig*2l)prorres that they
were used as bracelets*

The neolithic culture ef Burma belongs to the same general type
as is found In ether countries of South Bast Asia* Gut there are regional
differences* The chipped tools of Burma form a different group by them
selves, though there are a few examples which bear resemblances with the
types in Inde-Chlna and Siam* Very few edge-ground tools have been so far
found* The completely ground tools have many varieties com'on with Malaya,
but all the types of Malaya do not occur in Burma. The completely ground
tools of Assam appear to have been derived from Bursa, but regional
differences are, again, marked*
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Conclusion
Beaten India la net a homogeneous some having any distinctive
cultural grouping ef its own. It la comprised of acveral natural regions
falling today into two broad divisionss (l) centripetal areas of the
river basins, aad (2) refuge areas of the bills and plateaus* These
areas have been exploited differently by nan at different tines, influenced
as they were by the nonseonlc climate.
However, Eastern India is a part of the Inde-Pakistan
sub-continent, aad has through all the periods of human history shared
the cultural life of the sub-continent. There is a land-eeanection with
South Bast Asia, aad the Tertiary Ranges form transitional sonea, now
occupied by several hill tribes whose cultures show evidences of such
contact. The Bay ef Bengal could, again, serve as a sea-way but only after
a knowledge ef the momsconic winds had been gained. The relationship ef
Eastern India with South Bast Asia has been correctly put by P.J.Richards
(l933,p.235) thus* "The eastern frontier is ...•••• difficult! true
the Burmese aad Shana have ravaged Assam, and the Arakanese Bast Bengali
but the flow of Indian influence is eastward, penetrating Indo-China
aad the idles as far as Borneo. Tho meeting points ef Chinese aad Indian
culture are in Turklstaa aad Berth Annas."
It has been shewn in chapter II that tho palaeolithic industry
of Bastem India is related to the Peninsular complex, aad has no
affinity at all with the Anyathian ef Burma. So far no nleroliths
comparable to Eastern Indian industry have been found in the mainland
of South Bast Asia, except a few unpublished quartz flakes, called
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"aiorolithB", at Tfrjoag Bung* la Malaya (Saa Pp.265-67). As far aa tha
Xaollthlo is concemsd, our knovlsdgs in Eastern India is United to
ground stone tools, while in atinland South East Asia pottery has also
been found
aad in Malaya aad Inds-China we further get bene aad shall
r)
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Implements aad ornaments, beads, pendants, bracelets, earplugs, terracotta
balls aad discs* seals aad sed-lapressions, dabbcrs ahd bark-cloth
beaters, besides heaps ef shells aad bones found in aidden remains*
lbs Eastern Indian neolithic complex can be broadly grouped
under two headsi (l) the Blhar-Baagd-Orlssa culture

co ag riL ex,

and (2)

the Assam culture eoaplex. As has been shewn la chapter V, the first
has two groins ef tools* group I consists ef typically Indian types) and
group H shews a mixture with foreign types that are well-known in South
East Asia* Though stratigraphic evidence is lashing* fleld-obserrations
suggest that the group I tools are possibly earlier than the group II
tools* The Assam materials can also be dossed broadly in two groupsi
group I including indigenous tool types almost restricted to the various
soaes ef Assam) aad group II including common types* wholly foreign*
ideatiod with seme of the types of luaaan aad Burma* Apparently there
is no chroadegical distinction between these two Assamese groups. On
the other hand evidence has been quoted in ehapter I? that stone tods*
to a certain extent* continued to be used by the hill people as late as
the beginning ef the last century*
It is the appearance of the foreign types in Assam* Beagd*
Bihar aad Orissa that has led schdars to propound various hypotheses*
two ef which are lapertaatt (1) B.C.Woman writes,"Indian smoothed stone
edts ef •Bcdithic* type, regardless of their edturd affiliations,
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appear to be derived from the eastward*" He farther Btyi, "The eastern
half ef India belonged to a fairly large sooth aad east Asiatic area
throughout which the evolution ef poit-plelstooene prehistoric cultures
was apparently more or less similar* In the early periods, this area
eeess to have included rash ef India, B a r m , south east Asia, aad southern
China* In the later ones, it was apparently confined in the vest to the
easternmost provinces ef India but expanded in the east to include parts
ef north as well as south China*11 (Woman, 19A9,p*199)* (2) The ether
is the well-known theory of the shouldered hoe being brought to India
by the nigration of Austre-Asiaties*
Svidcnee has been given in chapter ? suggesting that Indian
neolithic cofc>l»:^d«T*lop«<l by themselves sad in their early stage show
no influence at all f r m the Sect* In a later stage fereign types begin
to appear, but they occur in a context that is wholly Indian* Their
appearance does not prove any cultural affiliation ef Eastern India
with South East Asia, bet at best establishes contact aad borrowings,
natural to countries se close to one another* IA has also been shown
(See Pp*133~34) that the erehaeolegical materials in India do net
justify linking

these foreign types

with the nigration of the so-called

Anstm-Aslatios* These points are further clarified when we survey the

1
"neolithic"

cultures of mainland South last Asia*

The "neolithic" cultures ef this vast area fall in five broad
divisionsi (1) Bio-Son, (2) lon-Binh, (3) Sonnng San, U ) Sian-Malajra,
and Buna. In alnost all thess divisions vs find two sonourrsat cultural

1.

BsfsrsMs should bs nads to Pp.138-1A1 for tho usa of this tan.

traditions persisting side by sidst (l) tbs cultures using predominantly
chipped stone tools in a stags of food gathering; and (ii) the cultures
using pvedealnaatiy ground sad sawn tools along with pottery aad other
essentials of life in a stage of food production* The first, as has been
shown In the ease of Burns ( where alone the palaeolithic industry has
been properly studied), continues the tradition from the Old Stone Age,
but its early dating is still a natter of doubt* It nay, however, be
assuned that it was the main cultural tradition obtaining in these
countries before the appearance ef the second type of cultures* There is,
however, hardly sufficient evidence to attribute the first group of
cultures to may one racial strain* The second type of cultures shew
greater honogeneity in their technical ashlevenent but in their naterlal
equipment they differ fron division to division* Hoa-Blnh is the nest
backward area, while Bao-Sen has produced sons recognisable features
of this cultural type* It is nalnly in Sonrong Sen and Malaya that it
is fully represented, while Sian and Burna are backwaters* This picture
nay be due partly to uneven research done in these areas, but the present
evidence is highly suggestive*
However, it is new clear that these are two predominant cultural
traditions in m i n i m a South East Asia* The other niner features, like
the edge-ground toolsf are a by-product of the intermingling of these
two traditions* It is also d e a r that the second cultural tradition is
net native to South Bast Asia* A complete change from the food-gathering
stage to a food-producing eccooay with a material equipment having no
connection at all with the first type of cultures, suggests an intrusion
free outside, fron a region where such economies must have already existed*
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It is not easy, however, to find such a region end demonstrate the lay
in which the new cultural type or ideas reached here from that region*
A study of the materials in the Somrong Son culture indicates
a link with the Hong Kong culture of South East China, while Malaya
follows a close second in this link, though there are some distinctive
types, like the splayed axe (class i n d ii, see p*269), that are
peculiar to Malaya, aad there are other features, like the "vaisted"
axe, that seem to relate Malaya with tha Indonesian Islands* On this
evidence sea communication seems likely*
On the other hand Yunnan, Laos and Burma have produced some
materials which are technically of the same nature aad show typologioally
some re^emhlaaoes to the types in Somrong Son and Malaya* nevertheless
there are differences, e*g* the shouldered hoe and the gouge-adse are
absent from Yunnan, while these link Laos and Burma with Malaya aad
Siam* There are, thus, some hints for cultural infiltration directly
by an overland route* But the poverty of the materials from Bao-Son
and Hoa-Blnh, even as far north as Kwangsi and Kvangtung, must be boxmo
in mind, before any hypothesis is put forth* Most of these types
disappear when we come to Assam, where only two main types, the facetted
tool and the shouldered hoe, are present* In other parts of India the
shouldered hoe is widely distributed, while the facetted tool and
splayed axe are limited to Eastern India*
It must also be pointed out that in South East Asia we have
a distinct cultural grouping of the materials related to the second typo*
Stone tools are one of the features of this cultural grouping* From
this complex a single type of tool, such as the shouldered hoe, cannot
be torn of its context and attributed to the so-called "lustre Asiatics**

The nest important point to realise lo tho foot that tho
square*1out Implements like the facetted tool or the shouldered hoe
require a particular technique for their manufacture* Such square-cut
forms are not easy to obtain by the ordinary processes of chipping and
grinding* In order to get right angles at the corners and perfectly
straight sides, one must use a saving technique, using at least a wire
and an abrasive. Without some such process it is difficult to understand
how these perfect forms could be produecd? The examination of the specimens
shows that this process was actually used* Such a degree of perfection
in stone working is hardly justifiable unless one is copying a metal
form* The earliest evidence of the shouldered type in bronze comes from
Anyang where they have been dated to the Tin dynasty (1300 - 1028 B*C*
Bernard Karlgren, 1945, Pp*101-143)• These bronze specimens have
invariably been found in graves, and hence they are generally known as
ceremonial axes* It is hard to believe that such axes should be found
in graves without their being actually used in life* So far we know of
very few specimens in stone outside the grave finds, and these come from
Honan (See chapter IT; and also Andersson, J*G*, 1947, pi*57, 1-8, and
pl*122,4)* Those stone specimens are very irregular, and both J*G*Andersson
and Bernard Karlgren believe purely on typological basis that the bronze
specimens are perfected copies of the stoma type* But it is noteworthy
that the stone specimens have been found so far only on the surface* From
this vexy cultural area of China comes the facetted tool, termed by J«G*
4SMP
Andersson the *square-cut" axe or the "pen” (See Andersson, 1947, pis*
125-126)* Examples have been obtained from a context in which metal was
in use*
The infiltration of this northern Chinese culture into the
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south is known from tho excavations carried out in Szechwan (D.C.Graham,
1933-35, Pp.114-131) in south vest China and In Fukien province of south
oast China and Hong Kong* There is, no doubt, that it penetrated further
south into our region, where it is recognised as "developed neolithic
cultureb■ ef the coastal plains and the river valleys*
It follows that the appearance of this cultural tradition in
South East Asia is hardly likely to be earlier than the date assigned to
1. * i ^ . O a

k * tk ki k k .

H«« *»«, 3 - ™ * 9 .

and Malaya indicated a date somewhere about the second half of the first
aillenius B*C* for its existence in these regions* The persistence of this
tradition* in these regions even when iron and bronze were introduced,
is known from several sites in Indo-China and Malaya*
The foreign types, appearing in India, are traceable to
secondary sources in Buna, Yunnan and Malaya, and hence the date of
their appearance nay be even later, and veil within the historical period,
or what we have preferred to call in the title of our thesis, the
proto-historic period* The evidence from India is, therefore, quite in
keeping with this late dating*
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